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INTRODUCTION

On the Rational Reconstruction 
of South Asian Philosophy

The middle of the first millennium c.e. was a pivotal period in the development
of Indian philosophy. Before that time, most of the Indic discursive practices
characterized as “philosophical” were not particularly systematic in character,
evincing little concern for the kind of formalization that might make philo-
sophical arguments recognizable as such across party lines. Instead, many of the
arguments developed in the early period tended to be largely analogical—that
is, suggesting analogies that make it possible to imagine how the claims made
could be true, without aiming at anything like demonstration of the claims. This
was true not only of such proto-philosophical works as the earliest Upaniùads
but also of such Buddhist works as the Pali Milindapañha.1

To be sure, the foundational texts of many of the canonical philosophical
daréanas (perspectives) were written in the early period, so that we can trace to
the beginnings of the millennium such philosophical schools as S1Åkhya,
Ny1ya, and P[rva MEm1Ås1 (in addition to such non-Brahmanical schools as
developed around the Buddhist and Jain perspectives).2 The foundational texts
particularly of these traditions present much of the conceptual vocabulary that
would subsequently characterize Sanskritic philosophical discourse. This vocab-
ulary was developed and occasionally deployed with awareness of the rival uses
to which it was put. Thus, for example, the Buddhist N1g1rjuna’s Vigrahavy1var-
tanE (c. 150 c.e.) is typically taken to represent a characteristically M1dhyamika
critique of the philosophical approach of Ny1ya, and has also been shown to
evince great familiarity by N1g1rjuna with the works of the grammarian Patañ-
jali.3 Indeed, one of the things that distinguishes the Indic traditions of philoso-
phy throughout their history is a preoccupation with characteristically Sanskritic
analyses of language—which may, indeed, be said virtually to constitute these
traditions as recognizably a part of the same historical conversation.4

Nevertheless, the character of Sanskritic philosophical discourse changed sig-
nificantly around the middle of the millennium. It was then that there emerged
concerted eªorts to systematize and formalize the conceptual vocabulary of the
discourse, facilitating a largely shared sense of what, at least in principle, con-
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stituted valid arguments.5 Something important changes when philosophers
develop conceptual tools and vocabulary that enable them to argue across party
lines—to play the social game of “giving and asking for reasons” (in Robert
Brandom’s phrase) across the boundaries of specific traditions of inquiry. This
made possible more fruitful debate among the diªerent philosophical perspec-
tives, which beginning particularly in this period developed their arguments in
conversation with the claims and arguments of rival perspectives. When they
thus anticipate and address the arguments of predecessors and contemporaries,
writing the voices of interlocutors into their texts, the various schools of Indian
philosophy quickly grow in subtlety and sophistication; philosophical problems
virtually take on a life of their own when they are subjected to conceptual pres-
sure, as they are when competing voices are pressing claims for their entailments.

This is not to say that “philosophical problems” are inevitably bound to work
themselves out in the same way, regardless of the historical agents that happen
to articulate them; it is only to agree with Robert Brandom that “we can talk
about what still remains implicit in an explicit claim, namely, its inferential con-
sequences. For in the context of a constellation of inferential practices, endors-
ing or committing oneself to one proposition . . . is implicitly endorsing or com-
mitting oneself to others which follow from it” (2000:18). With the refinement
of a shared conceptual vocabulary for advancing arguments, then, it becomes
possible for innumerable thinkers thus to work at showing what is entailed by
any position—and, thus subjected to the pressure of dialectical scrutiny, philo-
sophical positions quickly ramify in fruitful and interesting ways. Indeed, some
would say that only at this period is there finally what can properly be called
Indian philosophy.6

Among the key contributors to the refinement of Sanskritic philosophical
grammar were the Buddhist thinkers Dign1ga (c. 480–540 c.e.) and Dharma-
kErti (c. 600–660 c.e.).7 In his interesting and venturesome social history of
“esoteric Buddhism,” Ronald Davidson laments the influence of these figures,
whom he characterizes as having led a “headlong rush into the Buddhist appro-
priation of epistemology” (Davidson 2002:102). In the course of his character-
izing the context for the emergence of esoteric Buddhism as that of a Buddhist
tradition “under duress,” Davidson writes:

Dign1ga apparently could not verify the significance of the word of the

Buddha simply by the standards of authenticity that had motivated Bud-

dhists in the past. Because he was focused on the criteria that had been

introduced by non-Buddhists, Dign1ga came to vindicate the scriptures—

and their forms of praxis—in light of commonly held Indian values, rather

than verifying them through ideals such as dispassion, nirvana, and so forth.

(2002:103)

2 I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Davidson further contends that Dign1ga capitulated to the criteria of non-
Buddhists in the hope of reversing the moral decline of Buddhism allegedly
caused by the corrosive influence of Madhyamaka. Among the problematic
aspects of this claim is the view of historical change in discursive traditions that
it presupposes—a view according to which philosophical trends are causally
related to specifiable sociohistorical trends. Although philosophical traditions
develop, of course, in history, the view that we are entitled to inferences from
specifiable social trends (as eªects) to philosophical views (as the causes
thereof ) is much too deterministic.8 As I suggested with reference to Brandom,
Dign1ga and DharmakErti can, like all philosophers, be seen to have eªected
their changes at least as much under the kind of strictly conceptual pressure
that is natural to philosophical debate as under the pressure of such sociohis-
torical trends as Davidson contends.

Moreover, the balance of influence here is arguably in precisely the opposite
direction; far from their simply “appropriating” (as Davidson suggests) the
already constituted epistemological discourse of Brahmanical traditions, Dig-
n1ga and DharmakErti were instrumental in creating that discourse.9 Dign1ga’s
Hetucakra (Wheel of Reasons), for example, was an enormously influential
account of the relations among the three terms of a validly formed inference,
enumerating what Dign1ga took to be all possible relations between any proba-
tive property (i.e., an inferential sign or “reason”), the property inferred there-
from, and the common locus of these properties.10 This represents among the
earliest attempts to state in formal terms what constitutes a valid inference, and
Dign1ga decisively shaped the course of Indian logic as thus presupposing a
property-locus model.11

Dign1ga’s Pram1âasamuccaya (Compendium of Reliable Warrants) was simi-
larly influential in developing and deploying the language of pram1âaé1stra (the
discipline of reliable warrants), which conflates epistemological and logical
discourse in ways that are virtually constitutive of later Indian philosophy.12

Dign1ga’s text—which can and should be understood as naturally serving certain
characteristically Buddhist commitments13—systematically canvasses the alterna-
tive deployment of common terms in all the important rival schools of Indian
philosophy, thus exemplifying the new degree of intertraditional debate that I
have suggested is a hallmark of mature Indian philosophy. Dign1ga’s influence
was consolidated (if not eclipsed) by his “commentator” DharmakErti, whose
Pram1âav1rttika—surely one of the most widely cited texts in the history of
Indian philosophy—would go on to exercise considerable influence in Tibetan
traditions of Buddhist philosophy.14 The arguments of Dign1ga and Dharma-
kErti were engaged by Buddhist and Brahmanical philosophers alike for genera-
tions, and their characteristic approach is often taken (by traditional and mod-
ern interpreters alike) to be virtually co-extensive with “Buddhist philosophy.”15

I N T R O D U C T I O N 3
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But, of course, the Brahmanical traditions of philosophy were not without
their influential champions. Chief among these was Kum1rila Bha••a (c. 620–680
c.e.), the progenitor of one of the two main trajectories of P[rva MEm1Ås1—
arguably the most “orthodox” of the Brahmanical schools, constitutively con-
cerned as it was with that portion of the Vedic corpus that particularly exalts
Brahmins. According to one tradition of thought—rather antiquated, perhaps,
but still alive among some Indian nationalists—the vanishing of Buddhism
from India is to be attributed chiefly to the overwhelming dialectical successes
of Kum1rila and his near-contemporary çaãkara (fl. c. 710). Indeed, the Tibetan
Buddhist historian T1ran1tha generally corroborates the success of Kum1rila,
reporting a traditional view that Kum1rila “defeated the disciples of Buddha-
p1lita, Bhavya, Dharmad1sa, Dign1ga and others” in debate (though he is not,
of course, said to have defeated the named Buddhist luminaries themselves!)—
and that the Buddhist DharmakErti therefore went in disguise to study with
Kum1rila, learning the secrets to his success and then besting him in debate, con-
verting him and his followers to Buddhism.16 As history, this view is surely as
suspect as the view that Kum1rila’s dialectical successes brought about the de-
mise of Indian Buddhism; nevertheless, this tradition confirms at least that Ku-
m1rila was a formidable philosophical opponent of his Buddhist counterparts—
a view seldom much appreciated by modern scholars of Indian philosophy,
who generally have not interpreted the epistemological contributions of P[rva
MEm1Ås1 very sympathetically.

Meanwhile, another Indian Buddhist thinker roughly contemporaneous
with DharmakErti and Kum1rila—the M1dhyamika philosopher CandrakErti
(fl. c. 600 c.e.)—seems not much to have influenced the subsequent course of
Indian philosophy.17 CandrakErti significantly resurfaces, however, when his
works are claimed by ascendant Tibetan traditions of Buddhism as uniquely
authoritative—indeed, as advancing the definitive interpretation of Madhya-
maka philosophy, which is almost unanimously thought by Tibetans to repre-
sent the pinnacle of Buddhist thought.18 This fact has, in turn, been read back
into much of the Indian historical record, by modern scholars whose primary
(or at least initial) acquaintance with the Indian Buddhist philosophical tradi-
tion is through the Tibetan appropriations thereof.19 Among other things, this
has tended to obscure the extent of CandrakErti’s philosophical diªerences from
his coreligionists Dign1ga and DharmakErti;20 it is characteristic of some of the
most influential trajectories of Tibetan philosophical thought to wed Candra-
kErti’s Madhyamaka to the approach of Dign1ga and DharmakErti.21 To the
extent that we are interested in appreciating CandrakErti’s unique philosophical
contribution, this is regrettable; CandrakErti turns out to have been almost as
strong a critic of Dign1ga’s philosophical project as was Kum1rila, if on behalf
of an altogether diªerent agenda.

4 I N T R O D U C T I O N
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The subject of this book is the philosophical critiques of Dign1ga that were
ventured by Kum1rila and CandrakErti, and the foregoing thumbnail sketch
introduces some of the thinkers that figure most prominently here. It is inter-
esting to consider these critiques together not only because they represent some-
thing of the range of thought in classical Indian philosophy (even while being,
alike, recognizably Indian) but because they are so diªerent philosophically.
Among the things to be appreciated from such a study, then, is the logically dis-
tinctive approaches that are exemplified within the broadly Sanskritic tradition
of philosophical thought.

Part I argues that the philosophical trajectory initiated by Dign1ga and Dhar-
makErti is aptly characterized as a version of empiricist foundationalism—an
epistemology, that is, that particularly privileges perceptual cognition, which
alone is thought to aªord access to “really existent” things. Part II shows that
such an approach threatens in particular the constitutively MEm1Åsaka con-
cern with the authority of Vedic injunctions—and that Kum1rila and his inter-
preters mounted a cogent critique of epistemological presuppositions precisely
like Dign1ga’s. Their alternative epistemology has particular a‹nities with the
“reformed epistemology” of contemporary philosophers like William Alston
and Alvin Plantinga, whose work provides a conceptually rich idiom for the
elaboration and defense of the MEm1Åsaka approach.

Part III considers an argument that, despite the resurgent interest in Candra-
kErti generated by the current preoccupation with Tibetan Buddhism, is as
underappreciated as those of the MEm1Åsakas—specifically, a section of Can-
drakErti’s Prasannapad1 that (notwithstanding some Tibetan interpretations)
should be understood as a critique of Dign1ga in particular. Although Candra-
kErti’s argument, counterintuitively, has a‹nities with the MEm1Åsaka argu-
ments—specifically, sharing with the MEm1Åsakas a characteristic deference to
“conventional” intuitions about our epistemic experience—it nevertheless is to
be understood not only as serving an altogether diªerent agenda but also as rep-
resenting a logically distinct kind of argument. I find it especially elucidating to
characterize CandrakErti’s as transcendental arguments—which means, among
other things, that his arguments should be understood (in a sense detailed in
Chapter 5) as a refutation of the constitutively epistemological approach of
Dign1ga and instead as exemplifying a constitutively metaphysical way of argu-
ing. This characterization is meant to facilitate the understanding that Candra-
kErti’s arguments are not only logically distinct from Dign1ga’s (as also from
Kum1rila’s) but—notwithstanding a great many modern interpretations of Ma-
dhyamaka—ventured in support of claims that are proposed as really true.

It is argued, as well—in contradiction to some prevalent modern interpre-
tations—that the characteristically MEm1Åsaka argument against the Buddhist
foundationalists is compatible with what I characterize as a realist conception of

I N T R O D U C T I O N 5
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truth. It is widely accepted that MEm1Åsaka epistemology represents a species
of “naive” or “direct realism,” crediting real existence to the objects disclosed in
ordinary, precritical experience; but the MEm1Åsaka account of justification, in
particular, is often held to be viable only at the expense of settling for thinking
merely that one’s beliefs might be true. Counterintuitively, perhaps, this under-
standing of MEm1Åsaka epistemology is advanced by those who translate the
relevant Sanskrit texts as concerning the “intrinsically true” character of cogni-
tions. I contend, however, that when the operative phrase (svatan pr1m1âya)
is understood instead as concerning the intrinsic capacity of cognitions to con-
fer justification (and thus rendered simply as “intrinsic validity”), the way is
open to a realist conception of truth. But of course there is much more to it than
that, and making the case for this claim will require a great deal of interpretive
work on the texts of Kum1rila and his commentators—specifically, on the texts
of UÅveka (fl. c. 710) and P1rthas1rathimiéra (fl. c. 1075). The interpretation of
the latter is both exegetically and philosophically most adequate to the argu-
ments of Kum1rila—showing which will involve the tools of both philology
and philosophy.

My case for the proposed interpretation of CandrakErti’s arguments is in
some ways more speculative than my engagement with the MEm1Åsaka thinkers.
This is perhaps the case in part to the extent that the idea of “transcendental
arguments” is itself variously understood and contested. Surely, though, it is
also because of the same features in virtue of which the Madhyamaka tradition
of thought has long at once fascinated and ba›ed interpreters (traditional and
modern); the texts of N1g1rjuna can seem alternately frustrating and pregnant
with significance, and many would agree that the logic of his approach is elusive.
CandrakErti’s texts are no diªerent in this respect. The complexity and the per-
sistent air of paradox go right to the core of the matter and crystallize around
questions such as how we are to understand claims to the eªect that one is mak-
ing no claims. In this regard, at least, Madhyamaka clearly has a‹nities with the
philosophy of ancient Hellenistic “Skepticism,” the interpretive issues regard-
ing which are often strikingly similar to the debates that preoccupy interpreters
of Indian Madhyamaka.

My attempt to reconstruct CandrakErti’s as transcendental arguments is
guided chiefly by the view that Madhyamaka can (like MEm1Ås1) be under-
stood as compatible with a realist conception of truth—and by the belief, there-
fore, that Madhyamaka is best understood not as a species of “skepticism” (at
least not on a widely prevalent understanding of the latter) but, rather, as mak-
ing constitutively metaphysical arguments. If the reconstruction of Candra-
kErti’s critique of Dign1ga as deploying transcendental arguments at times seems
a stretch, I think the proposed understanding nevertheless remains exegetically
accountable to the texts of CandrakErti—this is proposed, that is, as an inter-

6 I N T R O D U C T I O N
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pretation of CandrakErti’s texts.22 I argue, then, that CandrakErti’s “own position
contains the resources to reconstruct the justification [of the claims I take him
to be making] . . . and that his own position can be better understood when it
is [thus] reconstructed.”23

It should already be clear from the foregoing that I regard the task of inter-
preting these various Sanskritic thinkers as, among other things, a philosophi-
cal one; that is, I understand the interpretation of these artifacts of Indian intel-
lectual practice to involve understanding not only the Sanskrit utterances in
which they are recorded but the logic and cogency of their arguments. Indeed,
neither can finally be done without the other. Achieving a philosophical under-
standing of these texts is, then, a case study in the “hermeneutic circle”—in the
sense that any act of interpretation necessarily involves a dialectical tacking
between the familiar and the unfamiliar, the part and the whole. Thus, for
example, anyone who has spent a significant period reading Sanskrit philo-
sophical texts (or, indeed, the textual artifacts of any initially unfamiliar tradi-
tion of reasoning) will have had the experience of puzzling long over some
recalcitrant passage, only to discover that what had seemed a grammatical
difficulty turns out to have been a conceptual one—only to discover, that is,
that one had all along “understood” what the sentence said, but had failed to see
this insofar as its point remained obscure—with the point becoming clear only
when the logic of the argument emerges.

More generally, even recognizing that one does not understand something,
and that it therefore requires an eªort at interpretation, is already to have
understood something of it, to have recognized it as somehow unfamiliar. Any
eªort at interpretation must thus begin in terms of something with respect to
which it is unfamiliar—the object of interpretation must, that is, be taken not
as unfamiliar, simpliciter, but as an unfamiliar example of something relevantly
similar, since otherwise there is no reason to desire understanding of it. And
yet, properly interpreting the artifact in question is to allow the initial sense of
familiarity to be called into question, to have one’s initial sense of relevant con-
cepts revised by what one learns about the object of interpretation.

Eªorts at understanding are in this way necessarily dialectical: it is only
because there are moments of interpretive clarity that further engagement is
possible, while further engagement, in turn, can reveal that the initial clarity
had been founded on misguided comparisons that are better abandoned. But
the fact that one’s initial points of comparison may thus be called into question
does not mean it was wrong to have used them in the first place; our “preun-
derstandings” or “prejudices,” as Gadamer called them, do not impede objec-
tive inquiry: they are part of what make it possible. My attempt to achieve the
best rational reconstruction is, in part, simply a sound interpretive procedure—
according to which, when trying to understand someone, we attribute the best

I N T R O D U C T I O N 7
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possible arguments to that person and accordingly assume that apparent fail-
ures in sense or coherence reflect our own failure to understand, rather than
failings on his part.

This interpretive “principle of charity” is exemplified, in the service of a
similarly venturesome rational reconstruction, by Jonathan Bennett (1984),
who reconstructs Spinoza’s doctrine of “substance monism” (i.e., the doctrine
that there exists, in the final analysis, only one substance) in terms of the con-
temporary idea of a field metaphysic. Bennett is motivated in this respect by
the desire to find Spinoza’s thought interesting; Bennett is therefore concerned
to attribute to Spinoza the best argument that he can—which involves, among
other things, attempting to save Spinoza’s argument wherever it appears to
involve incoherence or contradiction. Thus, summarizing the advantages of
the idea of a “field metaphysic” for understanding Spinoza, Bennett says that
Spinoza’s doctrine

is doomed if it picks out some extended item from among the multitude:

it must somehow pick out the totality of them. But there appears to be no

way of doing that, while still maintaining that the one substance does not

have “parts” in some damaging sense, except by supposing that that sub-

stance is not the whole assemblage of physical things but rather the one

space which they occupy. And that seems to be Spinoza’s view of the matter.

(1984:103–104)

Here, then, what is striking is not only that Bennett has developed an under-
standing of Spinoza that makes the latter’s counterintuitive and arcane doctrines
seem at once interesting and relevant; also impressive is Bennett’s eminently
hermeneutic concern to keep from understanding Spinoza to have developed
an argument that is “doomed.” 

The point of the exercise undertaken here is not to show that some Indian
philosophers made arguments that happen to resemble arguments from Wil-
liam Alston, J. L. Austin, or Gottlob Frege; rather, the point is to use the works
of these and other thinkers in order to understand the Indian texts, and the
exercise is to be judged fruitful if the use to which they are put leads to the
reframing of any interesting questions or to the characterization of arguments
not su‹ciently appreciated before. This point applies, moreover, with respect to
all terms of the comparison. This, too, follows Gadamer; truly understanding
these Indian philosophical works means that our own prejudices or preunder-
standings have been changed by them. For example, in reconstructing Candra-
kErti’s arguments as transcendental arguments, it is reasonable to hope that we
might learn something not only about CandrakErti’s Madhyamaka but also
about the logic of transcendental arguments more generally. My concern to
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develop philosophically viable reconstructions of these various arguments goes
beyond the hope of arriving at a hermeneutically charitable reading; I also think
that these Indian philosophical works can help clarify our thinking about, and
make some novel contributions to, philosophical debates that are still very
much alive today.

In developing generally sympathetic interpretations of the MEm1Åsaka and
the M1dhyamika arguments against Buddhist foundationalism, then, I hope to
show that these are more worthy of serious consideration than they have yet
received. I am interested, that is, in shifting attention to some of the other, fun-
damentally diªerent, ways of thinking philosophically in India, and in charac-
terizing these as diªerent ways of thinking philosophically. I also hope more
generally to advance a certain line of argument. Particularly when it comes to
philosophical practices that are undertaken in relation to religious traditions,
arguments will be understood very diªerently depending on whether one takes
them to be proposed as demonstrating the truth of their claims (where that
means something like “compelling the assent of all rational persons”) or as
showing only that the claims in question are justifiably believed.

Precisely by appreciating this distinction are we in the best position to
describe the proponents of the arguments as rationally thinking their beliefs
really true. That is, a realist conception of truth—which I regard as presupposed
by the discursive and other social practices in which we all engage—virtually
consists in the recognition that justification and truth are logically distinct.
Understanding this makes it possible to a‹rm (with historians of religion) that
the holding of all commitments is historically contingent and (to some extent)
causally explicable; and (with would-be relativists) that many diªerent (and
even mutually exclusive) beliefs might alike be rationally held by their subjects—
and yet to understand that many such beliefs are rationally regarded by their
proponents to be really true (and, accordingly, to judge them false where they
contradict the beliefs that we think really true).

The following explores how some of the arguments developed in India late
in the first millennium can help us understand not only the commitments and
reasoning of Buddhists and Brahmins but also our relationship to our own
beliefs and those of others.
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1

Dign1ga’s Transformation 
of Buddhist Abhidharma

The Context of Buddhist Foundationalism

The cardinal Buddhist tenet of an1tmav1da (selflessness)—the claim that “per-
sons” are causally continuous series of events, not enduring substances—is, as
Buddhists recognized, profoundly counterintuitive; the phenomenological sense
of personal identity is so compelling that (as Buddhists see it) deluded self-
grasping represents an innate conviction that is uprooted only with considerable
eªort. Accordingly, Buddhist teachings were replete from the outset with at-
tempts to explain how the phenomenological and other features of personhood
could be possible in the absence of any substantial “person.” This cause was ad-
vanced, in part, by the profuse proliferation of categories, with the five “aggre-
gates” (skandhas) that are said to constitute any moment of experience repre-
senting, to the dismay of many budding students of Buddhism, only the tip of a
veritable iceberg of diªerent sets of psychophysical constituents. The earliest
genre of more or less systematic Buddhist thought—that of Abhidharma liter-
ature—was concerned with the systematization and organization of these often
prima facie divergent lists of categories.

There is a sense, then, in which the Abhidharma literature is aptly character-
ized as carrying on something like the project of ontology—as concerned, that
is, with cataloguing what exists and explaining how what exists can account for
such data of experience as any systematic philosophy must account for. For the
Sanskritic traditions of Indian Buddhism, one of the touchstones in this genre is
the Abhidharmakoéa of Vasubandhu (fl. c. 360 c.e.), which consists in a verse
portion (the Abhidharmakoéak1rik1s) together with Vasubandhu’s autocom-
mentary (the Abhidharmakoéabh1ùyam). These two parts of the work are tradi-
tionally understood as carrying on a debate, with the verse portion reflecting the
views of the so-called Vaibh1ùika school of Abhidharma and the commentary
reflecting (Vasubandhu’s own) Sautr1ntika critique thereof. Following this tradi-
tional key to the interpretation of Vasubandhu’s text, the Vaibh1ùikas may be
characterized as ontologically promiscuous and the Sautr1ntikas as ontologically
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parsimonious. Throughout the course of Vasubandhu’s massive work, as various
Buddhist categories are introduced and considered, the Vaibh1ùikas characteris-
tically assert (in conceptual terms discussed below) that they do belong in a final
ontology; Vasubandhu the Sautr1ntika invariably rejoins that, in fact, they do not
belong there, inasmuch as they are reducible to those ontological primitives
(here called dharmas) that alone can be said “ultimately” to exist.

Although it is not misleading to characterize the Abhidharma project as an
ontological one, it might reasonably be asked whether Vasubandhu’s work
ought to be seen as an example of philosophical argument. Although this is not
the place to take a position on whether such arguments warrant the normative
descriptor “philosophical,” it is important to note that the majority of Vasuban-
dhu’s arguments are essentially hermeneutical in character: Vasubandhu’s argu-
ments regarding how to reconcile the various lists of categories bequeathed by
the Buddhist tradition typically take the form of arguments to the eªect that his
proposed allocation (and not his opponents’) best squares with the traditionally
transmitted utterances of the Buddha.

Whether or not we finally judge such argument forms as properly “philo-
sophical,” it is clear that the situation changes with Dign1ga (sometimes written
“Diãn1ga”). That Dign1ga carried on basically 0bhidharmika intuitions is re-
flected not only in the traditional view that he was a disciple of Vasubandhu but
also in the fact that Dign1ga wrote a concise commentary on Vasubandhu’s Abhi-
dharmakoéa.1 But Dign1ga advanced this program in a fundamentally diªerent
way and, in so doing, decisively influenced the broader course of Indian phi-
losophy. Specifically, Dign1ga can be regarded as among the influential early
exemplars of pram1âav1da (discourse on reliable epistemic warrants)—a dis-
course that characteristically collapses what would be recognized by Western
philosophers as the fields of logic and epistemology, though in such a way that
the epistemological key predominates.

That these two fields should be conflated in Indian philosophy perhaps
reflects J. N. Mohanty’s observation that “the distinction, common in Western
thought, between the causal question and the question of justification, was not
made by the Indian theories” (2000:149). The aptness of Mohanty’s observation
is reflected in the fact that the Sanskrit word hetu (which means “cause,” in the
familiar sense of that word) also signifies, in philosophical discourse, the part of
a formally stated inference that causes one to perform the stated inference—
that is (one would now say), the reason. As discussed in part II, a widely shared
presupposition of something like Mohanty’s point has had the eªect of occlud-
ing what I view as the chief insight behind the MEm1Åsaka position under con-
sideration. But Mohanty’s observation has particular application to the tradi-
tion of epistemological thought initiated by Dign1ga—and that, as suggested in
the present work, is so much the worse for Dign1ga and his followers.
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Dign1ga’s decisive influence on Indian philosophy can scarcely be appre-
hended without some reference to DharmakErti, through whose commentarial
reconstructions the basic points of Dign1ga were transmitted to the broader tra-
dition of Sanskritic philosophy (to such an extent that DharmakErti is the chief
focus of later Indian philosophers). Among modern scholars, these two figures
have been closely associated with one another ever since Th. Stcherbatsky’s still
useful study surveyed their works as exemplifying Buddhist Logic, the title of
his 1932 work. Stcherbatsky, in turn, can be said to follow the lead of the Indo-
Tibetan tradition, which similarly groups Dign1ga and DharmakErti together as
the paradigmatic exemplars of what the Tibetan polymath Bu-ston characterized
as the “discipline of reasons” and what, in a doxographic vein, the Tibetan dGe-
lugs-pa tradition (alluding to the origins of this trajectory of thought in the
works of Vasubandhu) characterizes as the school of “Sautr1ntikas who follow
reasoning.” This traditional association of the two finally reflects DharmakErti’s
own self-representation, according to which his most important works should be
understood as commentaries on Dign1ga’s Pram1âasamuccaya, which is the
fountainhead for this trajectory of Buddhist thought—a trajectory of thought
that I characterize as Buddhist foundationalism.2

Our survey of Buddhist foundationalism must, then, start with Dign1ga’s
work, not only because this is where this tradition of thought begins but also
because it is in the form of Dign1ga’s works that Buddhist foundationalism was
known to the philosophers whose critiques constitute the subject of this book. Ac-
cording to the generally accepted relative chronology, the later figure of Dharma-
kErti was roughly contemporaneous with both Kum1rila and CandrakErti. Thus,
while Kum1rila’s commentators frequently refer to DharmakErti, Kum1rila him-
self refers only to Dign1ga,3 and it will similarly become clear that CandrakErti
was acquainted with Dign1ga’s works but not with DharmakErti’s.

Although an exegetical understanding of the critiques advanced by Kum1rila
and CandrakErti requires attention to Dign1ga in particular, this task presents
significant interpretive di‹culties. Unlike the case of DharmakErti (several of
whose works survive in their original Sanskrit), Dign1ga’s works are currently
available only in Tibetan translation. Moreover, in the case of the Pram1âa-
samuccaya, what survives are in fact two often divergent Tibetan translations,
which reflects Richard Hayes’s observation that the available translations “show
signs of having been done by translators who were themselves not certain of the
meanings of many passages in the original texts.”4 The available texts of Dig-
n1ga’s works are thus more than usually indeterminate, and, to an even greater
extent than is already the case for the characteristically elliptical works of Indian
philosophers, a full understanding of Dign1ga therefore requires recourse to his
commentators. It is, then, not surprising that many modern scholars have
followed Stcherbatsky’s lead in reading Dign1ga primarily through the lens of
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DharmakErti, whose works are, after all, the earliest surviving “commentaries”
on Dign1ga.

Several scholars have, however, urged that DharmakErti is a commentator in
name only and that his works in fact represent innovative departures from
Dign1ga’s works. Radhika Herzberger has gone so far as to suggest that “Diã-

n1ga’s thought is not encompassed by the greater depth of DharmakErti’s, rather
it is washed away by it.”5 More helpful in reading the Pram1âasamuccaya, schol-
ars such as Hayes believe, is the commentary of Jinendrabuddhi,6 which hews
more closely to Dign1ga’s text than does DharmakErti’s Pram1âav1rttika.7 But
not only does Jinendrabuddhi’s commentary survive only in Tibetan translation;
it is also the case that Jinendrabuddhi (800–850) postdates DharmakErti, so Ji-
nendrabuddhi himself tends to read Dign1ga through the lens of DharmakErti.8

With respect to the conceptual issues that are relevant here, it is not necessary
to definitively disentangle Dign1ga’s contributions from DharmakErti’s. My main
philosophical contention is that the philosophical problems with Dign1ga’s
project are just that: philosophical problems, that is, problems that arise for his
approach in principle. Specifically, they are problems that arise because of the
extent to which the trajectory of thought initiated by Dign1ga remains wedded
to a fundamentally causal account of knowledge and justification—which is the
main feature in virtue of which it is apt to characterize this trajectory of thought
as a variety of empiricist foundationalism. Thus, what chiefly characterizes this
type of foundationalism is the conflation (noted by Mohanty) of causal expla-
nation with the question of justification—of the question of how one comes to
believe something, with the normative question of why one should believe it. As
discussed below, the conflation of these amounts to an epistemic notion of
truth—which is not the idea of truth that is presupposed in ordinary discourse.

The conceptual unfolding of this tradition of thought represents an ongoing
attempt to resolve the tensions characterized here, while remaining within the
basic parameters laid down by Dign1ga. It may be that DharmakErti sharpens
some of the distinctions first made by Dign1ga and, in so doing, lays bare the
problems that follow therefrom. And it is certainly the case that such later com-
mentators as Dharmottara (c. 740–800) identified the problems noted here
(and, in so doing, revised DharmakErti in conceptually significant ways). But
even such significant revisions as were eªected by Dharmottara emerge within
what is recognizably the same trajectory of thought.

The philosophical trajectory of Buddhist foundationalism is thus character-
ized specifically so as to anticipate the MEm1Åsaka and M1dhyamika critiques
thereof that are the chief concern of this book—and the MEm1Åsakas and the
M1dhyamikas have reasons for thinking that trajectory of thought in principle
problematic. From the perspective of these critics, the diªerences between Dig-
n1ga and DharmakErti do not significantly change this program of thought. To
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the extent that the MEm1Åsaka and M1dhyamika critiques can (in their logi-
cally distinct ways) be shown to hit their target, the entire trajectory of thought
initiated by Dign1ga can be called into question.

Engaging these critiques of Buddhist foundationalism requires some under-
standing of what are, for Dign1ga and DharmakErti alike, the closely correlated
notions of “perception” (pratyakùa) and (as rendered here when these thinkers
are referring to it) “unique particulars” (svalakùaâa). One thing that character-
izes both thinkers is the fact of their having espoused a peculiarly parsimonious
ontology, to which corresponds a commensurately parsimonious epistemology.
For both thinkers, svalakùaâas represent one of the only two kinds of things that
exist (the other being s1m1nyalakùaâas [abstractions]) and the only ontological
primitives, the only kind of thing that ultimately exists; and both understand
these as the unique objects of the epistemic faculty of perception, which is
admitted as one of only two pram1âas (reliable warrants). In order to elaborate
Dign1ga’s often indeterminate statement of the program, I refer to DharmakErti
and Dharmottara, both of whom clarify, in diªerent ways, the basic conceptual
contours of Dign1ga’s thought.

It is useful to begin with a look at the basically 0bhidharmika intuitions that
Dign1ga advances—not only to appreciate the diªerence it makes for Dign1ga
to transpose those arguments into an epistemological key but also to provide
some of the background particularly relevant to understanding the M1dhya-
mika critique, because CandrakErti’s problem with Dign1ga is directly related to
the latter’s exemplifying a specifically 0bhidharmika version of Buddhism. Let
us see particularly how Dign1ga’s category of svalakùaâa at once carries on and
transforms the ontological project of Vasubandhu.

Svalakùaâas in Abhidharma: 
“Defining Characteristics” in a Basic Ontology

According to standard 0bhidharmika systematizations of the many lists of cat-
egories posited in the development of the Buddhist doctrine of “selflessness,”
dharmas are those ultimately (though fleetingly) existent elements that alone
survive characteristically Buddhist reductionist analysis; dharmas are, in other
words, the elements to which existents (paradigmatically, persons) can be
reduced. A standard enumeration of these can be gleaned from Vasubandhu’s
Abhidharmakoéa. In the course of his largely hermeneutical arguments regard-
ing how to reconcile the many diªerent category sets (skandhas, dh1tus, 1yata-
nas, etc.) transmitted by the Buddhist tradition, Vasubandhu enumerates some
seventy-five dharmas that constitute the ontological primitives upon which all
other, derivative existents are supervenient.9
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The conceptual terms that recommend understanding Vasubandhu’s enu-
meration as an exercise in basic ontology are in play in one of the most promi-
nently recurrent debates between the Vaibh1ùika and Sautr1ntika perspectives
represented in his text. The intuition that reductionist analysis can yield onto-
logical primitives is here advanced in terms of a debate regarding what is dra-
vyasat and what is prajñaptisat—that is, regarding, respectively, what “exists as
a substance” and “what exists as a prajñapti.”10 Paul Williams, following Franz
Brentano, renders these as (respectively) primary and secondary existence11 and
emphasizes that what is at stake here is not so much what exists, as how it exists.
Thus, things that exist as prajñapti are invariably reducible to things that exist
as ontological primitives (dravyasat); the latter, in turn, are defined by their
irreducibility.

In Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakoéa, the most prominently recurrent debate
concerns the question of precisely which things are to be admitted as being
dravyasat (substantially existent). This debate is alluded to above in the charac-
terization of the Vaibh1ùikas as “ontologically promiscuous” and the Sau-
tr1ntikas as “ontologically parsimonious.” In the course of Vasubandhu’s cata-
loguing of the Buddhist tradition’s numerous category sets, the Vaibh1ùikas
characteristically assert that these categories exist dravyatas (substantially) and
the Sautr1ntikas invariably rejoin that, in fact, they only exist prajñaptitas (“de-
rivatively” or “superveniently,” we might say).12

Vasubandhu’s table of seventy-five dharmas represents something like a
“basic ontology,” a list of those ontological primitives to which all other existents
can be reduced. Note, however, that this is not to say that only seventy-five
unique particulars exist; rather, Vasubandhu has delineated seventy-five cate-
gories of ontological primitives—types of which there can be, presumably, innu-
merable tokens. That this is so is clarified by the notion of svalakùaâa that figures
in Vasubandhu’s text. In the Abhidharmakoéa, the Sanskrit word svalakùaâa re-
tains its widely attested sense of “defining characteristic” or “defining property”—
that is, the “characteristic” (lakùaâa) that is, as the reflexive prefix sva- suggests,
“unique” or “proper” to its bearer. Indeed, Vasubandhu explains, in a character-
istically Sanskritic appeal to etymology, that dharmas (literally, “bearers”) are so
called “because they bear (√dhó) svalakùaâas.”13 That is, what distinguishes some-
thing as exemplifying one of the seventy-five categories of ontological primitives
(one of the dharmas) is the fact of its sharing the same defining characteristic
that is common to all tokens of the type that is that dharma.

The svalakùaâas thus borne by dharmas, then, are properties. That is, this dis-
course speaks of dharmas as the irreducible remainder of reductionist analysis
and speaks of these, in turn, as individuated or characterized by the defining
properties that belong to them—as, for example, perceptual cognition
(vijñ1na) is definitively characterized by the property of being a “specific repre-
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sentation of an object” (viùayaprativijñapti) or as earth (póthivE) is definitively
characterized by the property of “hardness” or “resistance” (khara or k1•hin-
ya).14 There is an important sense in which the svalakùaâas in virtue of which
dharmas qualify as such are, in fact, universals or abstractions; for example,
the property of “being a specific representation of an object” is something
that belongs to (and definitively characterizes) every instance of perceptual
cognition— characterizes each, that is, as a token of the type of thing that
belongs in a final ontology. The abstract nature of such “defining characteris-
tics” figures particularly prominently in Sarv1stiv1din arguments for the exis-
tential status of past and future moments of time. As Collett Cox explains,

The term “intrinsic nature” [svalakùaâa] does not indicate a factor’s [i.e.,

dharma’s] temporal status, but rather refers to its atemporal underlying

and defining nature. Intrinsic nature thus determines the atemporal, exis-

tential status of a factor as a real entity (dravya). Nevertheless, it is precisely

in this sense of intrinsic nature that factors can be said to exist at all times

(svabh1van sarvad1 c1sti); intrinsic nature, as the particular inherent char-

acteristic, pertains to or defines a factor in the past, present, and future,

regardless of its temporal status. (1995:139)

But even for Sautr1ntikas who, following Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakoéabh1-
ùyam, reject this specifically temporal application of the point, it is nevertheless
the case that the svalakùaâas that individuate existents as belonging to one or
another dharmic category are fundamentally abstract. This is among the salient
points that is transformed by Dign1ga’s use of the term.

Vasubandhu’s talk of “defining characteristics” is, in turn, inflected by the
more specifically ontological notion of svabh1va—which is not misleadingly
rendered, according to translation equivalents that are preferable to the
ungainly neologisms of “Buddhist hybrid English,” as “intrinsic nature” or
“essence.”15 That the notion of “defining properties” should be conflated with
the more explicitly ontological idea of “essence” should not surprise readers
primarily acquainted with the vicissitudes of the word “essence” in Western
philosophy; as Michael Loux explains, “Aristotle’s notion of an essence just is
the notion of the ontological correlate of a definition” (1995:241). In a similar
vein, Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakoéabh1ùyam, in the course of discussing the
practice of “cultivating the foundations of mindfulness” (smótyupasth1na-
bh1van1), comments with regard to the various phenomena to be contemplated
in this meditation: “Their defining characteristic is just their essence.”16

The parallel with Aristotelian “essences” can not misleadingly be pressed a
little further. Thus, Loux continues: “The term in [Aristotle’s] writings we trans-
late as ‘essence’ is the expression to ti ein einai (the what it is to be). Typically,
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the expression is followed by a substantival expression in the dative case, so that
the expressions denoting essences are phrases like ‘the what it is to be for a
horse’ and ‘the what it is to be for an oak tree.’”17 Such expressions turn out to
have a close parallel in the Sanskrit grammarians’ conventional gloss of the San-
skrit abstractive suffixes -t1 and -tva, which may be affixed to all manner of
nominal forms (yielding terms that are often translated using English suffixes
like “-ness,” “-hood,” etc.). Following the grammarian P1âini’s explanation of
these affixes, commentators typically gloss compounds ending in these suffixes
with the expression tasya bh1va (“the state of that” or “its being [x]”).18 The fact
that this conventional gloss thus echoes the word svabh1va is no coincidence;
this is clear from Vasubandhu’s commentator Yaéomitra, whose commentary
on the passage adduced just above says: “What is essence [svabh1va]? The
body’s is being made of the coarse elements, feeling’s is being an experience,
thought’s is being an apprehension.”19 The svabh1va of a thing, then, is simply its
being as it is. Much as for Aristotle, then, the “essence” of something here is the
abstract state of its being defined as it is (having the svalakùaâa that it does)—
which again reflects the fundamentally abstract character of svalakùaâas in this
discourse.

To be sure, Vasubandhu’s discussion of a certain meditative practice here
attributes svabh1va to phenomena (the body, the aggregate of “feeling”) that are
not allowed by him to qualify as among the seventy-five dharmas of his basic
ontology. But when it is dharmas whose essence-cum-defining-characteristic is
under consideration, these abstract states of aªairs are precisely what qualify
dharmas as ontologically basic. As Cox explains,

Intrinsic nature [svabh1va] not only provides the basis for a factor’s abstract

classification but also functions as the determinant of its existential status:

any factor characterized by intrinsic nature is determined to actually exist

as a real entity [dravya]; all other experienced phenomena exist as aggrega-

tions of these real entities and, as aggregations, are said to exist only provi-

sionally [prajñapti]. Thus, the fivefold taxonomy of seventy-five factors

represents a definitive list of all possible categories of entities recognized to

exist as real entities.20

Thus, the defining characteristics (svalakùaâa) in virtue of which things can be
examples of a dharma (that is, in virtue of “bearing” which Vasubandhu takes
dharmas to be so called) serve to individuate Vasubandhu’s seventy-five dharmas
as properly irreducible. To bear the abstract “defining characteristic” or “es-
sence” of a dharma is to be a token of a type that qualifies for inclusion in the
basic ontology of Vasubandhu’s Abhidharma.

The reason it matters so much, for Vasubandhu and other Buddhists, which
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categories are so included is that this amounts to the enumeration of the set of
all things that are “ultimately existent” (param1rthasat), while the set of macro-
objects that can be reduced to these (and, of course, Buddhists are always
chiefly concerned here with selves) constitute the set of things that are “con-
ventionally existent” (saÅvótisat). I refer here to the characteristically Buddhist
idea of “two truths,” which is almost as old as the doctrine of selflessness itself.
It stands to reason, given the counterintuitive nature of the basic idea of self-
lessness, that something like this idea would develop. Not only does the phe-
nomenological sense of personal continuity seem prima facie incompatible
with this basic thesis, but so, too, do many seemingly unavoidable features of
language and interpersonal relations. That is, it is difficult finally to eliminate all
reference to “selves.” One of the moves that allows such reference to be re-
tained, without compromising the claim that there is no real referent to the
term, is to argue that there are reasons why such terms are conventionally or
pragmatically useful (this is one level of description, or “truth”), but without
their picking out anything ultimately real (with talk of what is “ultimately real”
thus representing the other level of description).

The whole corpus of Abhidharma literature represents one way of elaborat-
ing this. As Rupert Gethin aptly says with regard to the systematizing project of
this approach, “What is distinctive about the Abhidharma is that it is an attempt
to give a comprehensive statement of the Buddha’s teachings exclusively in
ultimate terms.”21 On the characteristically 0bhidharmika view, then, the “two
truths” can be said to consist in two sets of enumerable entities: the saÅvótisat
(conventionally existent) is the set of all things that are reducible, by way of crit-
ical analysis, to what is ultimately real, while the param1rthasat (ultimately exis-
tent) is the set of irreducible ontological primitives.22 This is usefully considered
in terms of a contemporary idea associated with philosophers of the “critical
realist” persuasion: What is conventionally real is things as they are ordinarily
experienced, while what is ultimately real is things as they are under a scientific
description.23

This idea that the “two truths” consist in two enumerable sets of entities is
reflected in an often-quoted passage from Vasubandhu:

There are also two truths, conventional truth and ultimate truth. What are

the characteristics of these two? . . . The conventionally true is that with

respect to which the concept does not arise when it is broken into parts, as

for example a jar; for with respect to that, when it is broken into pieces, the

idea of a jar does not arise. And that with respect to which, having excluded

other dharmas by way of the intellect, the idea does not arise—that, too,

should be known as conventionally true, as for example water; for with

respect to that, having excluded, through the intellect, other dharmas such
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as form, the idea of water does not arise. Everything else is ultimately true;

with respect to this, even when broken, the idea still arises, even when other

dharmas are excluded by way of the intellect—that is ultimately true, as for

example, form.24

Cox elaborates: 

If the notion of a particular entity disappears when that entity is broken

(e.g., a pot) or can be resolved by cognition into its components (e.g.,

water), that entity exists only conventionally. Entities that are not subject

either to this further material or mental analysis exist absolutely. Thus,

actual existence as a real entity (dravyasat) is attributed only to the ultimate

constituent factors, which are not subject to further analysis.25

As an example of the latter, Vasubandhu has here adduced “form” (r[pa)—that
is, the first of the five skandhas.26

According to the basic ontology to be gleaned from Vasubandhu’s Abhidhar-
makoéa, there are thus two fundamentally diªerent kinds of things: those that,
insofar as they are (physically or analytically) reducible to more basic parts,
should be judged to have merely “conventional” or “derivative” existence; and
those more basic (because they are irreducible) parts to which the former can
be reduced, which alone represent the set of “ultimately existent” things. The
latter are dharmas and are individuated by their uniquely “defining characteris-
tics” (svalakùaâa)—with their being (tasya bh1va) so defined said also to con-
stitute their “essence” (svabh1va). But although these defining characteristics
serve to individuate concrete and (given the 0bhidharmika view of imperma-
nence) momentary tokens of the type dharma, the definitions themselves are
abstractions, each delineating a type of such unique and momentary events.

Svalakùaâas in Dign1ga’s Epistemology: From 
“Defining Characteristics” to “Unique Particulars”

That important parts of the foregoing represent the basic set of intuitions
inherited by Dign1ga is perhaps most clear in Dign1ga’s 0lambanaparEkù1
(Examination of Intentional Objects). In this short text, Dign1ga argues that
cognition can be explained satisfactorily if we posit mental phenomena as the
“objects” intended thereby—and, indeed, that we cannot coherently posit any
nonmental, external objects as what is directly intended by cognition. The lat-
ter is true, for Dign1ga, insofar as any account of external objects necessarily
presupposes some version of minimal part atomism, which Dign1ga argues
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cannot be adduced coherently to explain our cognition of macro-objects.
Dign1ga’s argument here clearly owes something to Vasubandhu’s later Yog1-
c1ra work, the ViÅéatik1.27 As with the latter work, there is considerable schol-
arly disagreement over whether Dign1ga is best understood as arguing here for
an idealist metaphysics or simply for something like a representationalist epis-
temology involving sense-data (which allows the possibility of bracketing the
question of what might finally exist in the world).28

Nevertheless, what is most relevant here is a clear allusion by Dign1ga to the
passage from Vasubandhu (considered above) on the “two truths.”29 Arguing
that there is an unbridgeable gap between atoms as the putative cause of cogni-
tion and medium-sized dry goods as the content thereof, Dign1ga says: “Things
like jars are [merely] conventionally existent, because if the atoms are removed,
the cognition that appears with respect to them is destroyed. In the case of what is
substantially existent, such as color, even when one has taken away what is con-
nected with it, there is no removal of the cognition of the color itself.”30 Like
Vasubandhu, Dign1ga thus argues that what qualifies medium-sized dry goods
(of which jars are a standard Indian example) as merely “conventionally exis-
tent” (saÅvótisat) is the fact of their being reducible, while the constituent
aspects to which they can be reduced (such as “color”) in turn exist “substan-
tially” (rdzas su; Skt., dravyatan).31 In the Pram1âasamuccaya, Dign1ga alludes
to the same discussion, this time explicitly putting the issue in terms of what is
“ultimately existent” (param1rthasat). Thus, arguing that a cognition cannot
properly be named after the object that produces it, Dign1ga says: “These indi-
vidual [atoms], when aggregated, are the cause [of cognition], but it is not the
aggregate [itself that is causally efficacious], since this exists only convention-
ally. . . . if [a cognition be produced] from an object, that [object] must be [a real
entity, and what is real is] ultimately unnamable.”32

The specifically ontological point that Dign1ga thus retains the basically
0bhidharmika notion of the “two truths” is clearly evident here. Let us, how-
ever, leave that point for the moment. Dign1ga’s text here aªords an opportunity
for elaborating the basically epistemological way in which Dign1ga advances
these ontological commitments. With regard to the text just adduced, one might
ask: why must it be the case that a “real” entity is ultimately “unnamable”? And
how does this relate to the question of causal e‹cacy, such that it is precisely a
cognition’s being produced from an object that entails its being unnamable?

The whole trajectory of thought initiated by Dign1ga can be reconstructed
by answering these questions. The approach is to argue that only those cogni-
tions that can be known to have been caused by their objects (that are, as it
were, constrained by something actually existent) can be judged inerrant—and,
insofar as only “ultimately existent” (param1rthasat) things are causally
e‹cacious, for a cognition thus to have been caused just is for it to stand in
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demonstrable relation to what is ultimately the case (param1rthasatya). It then
stands to reason that these truly existent causes of cognition are not themselves
the referents of language (hence, “unnamable”); words, in order to be applica-
ble in innumerable cases, necessarily designate relatively invariant types of
things. It is constitutive of discursive thought not to remain constrained by
specifiable causes.

Accordingly, Dign1ga’s specifically epistemological point is that there is a
particular kind of cognition (viz., pratyakùa [perception]) that is constitutively
nonlinguistic and that therefore yields cognitions that are formed only by their
causal interactions with unique particulars, and not by any unconstrained dis-
cursive activity. Dign1ga begins his Pram1âasamuccaya by asserting: 

Perception and inference are reliable warrants. There are only two, since

there are [only] two [kinds of ] warrantable objects; there is nothing war-

rantable other than svalakùaâas and abstractions. It is perception that has

svalakùaâas as its objects, and inference that has abstractions as its objects.33

As for the “sphere of operation” (gocara) of the perceptive senses (indriya), Dig-
n1ga explains that it is the “indefinable form which is to be known in itself.”34

Later on, in contesting the Naiy1yika account of perception (according to which
perceptual cognition is itself avyapadeéya [indefinable]),35 Dign1ga claims that
this qualification is unnecessary because it is redundant: “It is not possible that
a definable object be the object of a sense-cognition, since what is definable is
[always] the object of inference. [Therefore,] there is no [possibility of a sense-
cognition’s] variance in regard to indefinability.”36

Just what does it mean for svalakùaâas thus to be “indefinable”? Dign1ga’s
account is indeterminate here, and the proper interpretation of his point is
debatable. There is, in particular, some question as to whether DharmakErti rep-
resents a useful guide to the interpretation of Dign1ga; among the concerns of
those who press that issue is the question of whether Dign1ga understood
svalakùaâas in the way that DharmakErti does. The persistent view that he did,
Richard Hayes suggests, is attributable to the influence of Stcherbatsky, who,
reading Dign1ga through the lens of DharmakErti, first “imputed” to Dign1ga
“the view of particulars as point-instances, which amounts to a commitment to
a doctrine of radical momentariness (kùaâikav1da).”37 What Hayes resists in
particular is the idea that Dign1ga understood svalakùaâas (as, he suggests, Dhar-
makErti did) as something like the vanishingly small “atoms” of reality38—
against which, one might want to view Dign1ga as referring simply to any of the
concrete particulars encountered in ordinary experience, insofar as even such
macro-objects as jars are, when considered individually, irreducibly unique.
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Dign1ga’s laconic characterization of svalakùaâas (as uncharacterizeable!)
can, however, be reconstructed as advancing basically the same point that is at
stake for DharmakErti. What is commonly at stake is best understood as a
chiefly epistemological point, such that the question of the ontological status of
svalakùaâas becomes largely secondary. Thus, the main philosophical work
performed by the notion of svalakùaâas that is common to Dign1ga and Dhar-
makErti involves a basically representationalist epistemology. On this reading,
the only “unique particulars” that can be the direct objects of knowledge are
(as Dign1ga had argued in his 0lambanaparEkù1) finally something like inter-
nal sense-data—mental events (such as “representations”) our acquaintance
with which is uniquely immediate. What is philosophically problematic in
this approach is the idea (again, largely independent of the ontological status
of svalakùaâas) that there is an epistemic faculty that aªords unmediated ac-
cess to “unique particulars”—whose uniqueness means they are altogether
uninterpreted.39

What is certainly clear from Dign1ga’s work alone is his insistence that
svalakùaâas are uniquely the objects of perception—and correspondingly, his
emphatic and recurrent insistence on the fact that perception (pratyakùa) is
definitively characterized by its being “free of conceptual elaboration” (kalpa-
n1pobha). “Perception is free from conceptual elaboration; that cognition which
is without conceptual elaboration is perception. And what is this which is called
‘conceptual elaboration’? Association with name, genus, etc.”40 The basic idea is
that a bare perceptual event is constitutively nonlinguistic, with the subsequent
addition of linguistic interpretation representing, among other things, the point
at which cognitive error creeps in.

To be sure, the degree of error thus introduced is not always su‹cient to ren-
der the results useless; indeed, some interpretation is necessary for extrapolating
from perceptual cognitions to more general conclusions. For example, Dign1ga
exemplifies the steps of the inferential process in this way: “One [initially] appre-
hends the unique particular, which does not figure in conventional discourse
(tha snyad du bya ba ma yin; Skt., *avyavah1rtavyasvalakùaâ1ni), and the abstrac-
tion ‘being colored.’ Then, by means of the operation of the mind, one relates
[being colored] to [the universal] impermanence, and expresses [the resulting
cognition in the judgment] ‘colored things and so forth are impermanent.’”41

Although discursive elaboration in terms of abstractions is indispensable for
the development of propositional knowledge, it is nevertheless the case that a
part of Buddhism’s “deep grammar” is the idea that our cognitive and soterio-
logical defilements are adventitious to our basic epistemic faculties, such that
the removal of these defilements would leave untrammeled perception free to
register things as they really are.42 And if discursive elaboration of our basic per-
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cepts is necessary to yield propositional knowledge, it is also in some ways pre-
cisely the problem to be overcome by Buddhist practice. This epistemological
point can, as we should expect, be understood to relate quite closely to the con-
stitutive Buddhist concern with the doctrine of an1tmav1da (selflessness); for
Buddhists, the self always remains the prime example of a conceptually pro-
jected abstraction whose unreality we should recognize.

The most basic point of this specifically epistemological project therefore
is finally to ensure that a “self”—and anything that does similar conceptual
work— cannot be a proper object of knowledge but must, instead, be a mis-
guided projection.43 Conversely, the point is to ensure that all that can be a
proper object of knowledge is those evanescent sensory events that we habitu-
ally misidentify as constituting our “selves.” Dign1ga advances this cause by
identifying a particular epistemic faculty (viz., perception) that can, by the very
fact of its occurring—because a perceptual cognition can, by definition, be pro-
duced only by something really existent—guarantee the ultimate reality of its
object. To be perceived, in this view, is to be real.44 And, given the episodic char-
acter of perceptions, only momentary events can thus count as “real.”

That intuitions like these are in play is made clearer by DharmakErti, who
revises Dign1ga’s account by adding that perception is not only “free of con-
ceptual elaboration,” but also “non-mistaken.”45 In this way, “conceptual elab-
oration” (kalpan1) is specifically implicated as the point in the cognitive process
at which error enters in—and this because conceptual elaboration is not, as per-
ception is, constrained by actually present causes. Moreover, DharmakErti also
revises Dign1ga’s contention that conceptualization involves “association with
name, genus, etc.,” adding a significant (and illuminating) clarification: con-
ceptualization need not involve any explicit reference to “name, genus, etc.”;
rather, it involves simply any idea that is suitable (yogya) for association with
discourse.46 With this emphasis, DharmakErti means to allow that conceptual
activity is something that can be (and is in fact) found even in such pre- and
nonlinguistic creatures as infants and animals—who must also be thought to be
cognitively and soteriologically misled in the ways that appeal to “conceptual
elaboration” is here meant to explain.47

DharmakErti’s commentator Dharmottara fleshes out the picture on oªer
here, in the course of explaining how we can meaningfully distinguish those
cognitions that are merely “suitable” for conjunction with discourse, from
those that are actually expressed linguistically:

If it is asked how there is ascertainment of suitability [for connection with

words] when there is no [actual] mingling with discourse, [we answer:] be-

cause of [the cognition’s] being one whose appearance is not constrained—

and [its] being one whose appearance is not constrained is because of the
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lack of a cause of constraint of the appearance. For an apprehendable ob-

ject producing a cognition can make it [one whose] appearance is con-

strained, in the way that form, producing a visual cognition, produces [a

cognition] whose appearance is constrained. But a conceptual cognition is

not produced from an object; hence, because of its lacking a cause of any

constraint on the appearance, [such a cognition is one] whose appearance

is unconstrained.48

Dharmottara here explicitly elaborates on the sense in which perceptual cogni-
tions are uniquely “constrained” (niyata)—because caused—by their objects,
with perceptual cognitions having a privileged status in virtue of their being
uniquely in direct (causal) contact with really existent things.49

DharmakErti’s revision, as elaborated here by Dharmottara, has the eªect of
clarifying that perceptual and inferential cognitions are distinguished by their
phenomenological content; for what appears to a perceptual cognition just is
the object that gives rise to it, whereas the phenomenological content of an
inferential cognition is any abstraction such as is “suitable for association with
discourse.”50 DharmakErti’s revision here thus suggests that any abstract object
of knowledge—which is to say, any phenomenological content whose generic
character recurs in various contexts (like the image of a fire that appears to the
mind’s eye whenever one hears the word “fire”)—is, ipso facto, the kind of
thing that can serve as the referent of a word. What is unsuitable for association
with discourse, therefore, is unique particulars, insofar as it can (if language is
to function) never be, say, just this particular book that is picked out by the
word “book.”51

In the view proposed by Dign1ga and DharmakErti, when one has a bare, per-
ceptual cognition of (say) a book, that cognition is a function of (because
caused by) nothing other than the uniquely particular object now before the
subject, who has no control over how the object presents itself;52 the cognition
“that’s a book,” on the other hand, inevitably occludes that particularity by im-
porting a set of properties associated with the type of thing of which this par-
ticular object is now just a token. This claim that the two diªerent kinds of cog-
nitions thus diªer in their phenomenological content is tantamount to the
claim that perceptual cognitions are uniquely warranted. The phenomenologi-
cal content of a perceptual cognition, uniquely, is the same object that causes
it—which just is to say that the phenomenological content of such a cognition
represents its object as it really is.

An inferential cognition, in contrast, is one whose phenomenological con-
tent necessarily diªers from the unique objects that alone are what really exist;
what distinguishes the phenomenological content of an inferential cognition is
its equal applicability to any number of examples. This, finally, is the point
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advanced by Dign1ga’s claim, in the Pram1âasamuccaya, that unique particulars
are defined only by their being “indefinable” (avyapadeéya).53 This commit-
ment is both the hallmark of and the problem with empiricist foundationalism;
it is the uniquely warranted (because uniquely caused) status of perception that
aªords it a foundational role in the epistemic process—but the impossibility of
a perception’s yielding any propositional content is, at the same time, arguably
tantamount to the impossibility of its constituting knowledge.

At this point, let us summarize the trend of this epistemological line of argu-
ment and appreciate the transformation of the term svalakùaâa initiated by
Dign1ga (and the question of whether that is in turn transformed by Dharma-
kErti), by recurring to the ontological question with which this survey began:
that of this tradition’s retaining a basically 0bhidharmika understanding of the
“two truths.” We can do so by quoting DharmakErti, who succinctly expresses
the program surveyed above vis-à-vis the category of pragmatic e‹cacy (artha-
kriy1): “Whatever has the capacity for pragmatic e‹cacy is said in this context
to be ultimately existent; everything else is conventionally existent. These two
[sets consist, respectively, in] unique particulars and abstractions.”54

We can here see clearly—as we did in the first passage discussed from Dign1-
ga’s Pram1âasamuccaya55—that this foundationalist trajectory of Buddhist phi-
losophy retains the basic intuition underlying Vasubandhu’s approach: the idea
that there are two fundamentally diªerent kinds of things (the reducible and the
ontologically basic) and that the “two truths” (or, emphasizing sat rather than
satya, two kinds of existents) should be understood as consisting of two sets of
enumerable entities. Now, however, it is not dharmas that are said to constitute
the set of “ultimately existent” (param1rthasat) phenomena, but svalakùaâas.
And where Vasubandhu had (in keeping with the conventional sense of the
Sanskrit word) understood svalakùaâas as definitions individuating dharmas as
categories, svalakùaâas are now viewed as the unique, discrete phenomena that
are the direct objects of perceptual cognition—such that svalakùaâas here
would correspond to what had been, for Vasubandhu, the potentially innumer-
able tokens of the type dharma. These ontological primitives are, moreover,
here defined particularly by their being causally e‹cacious—which means (in
terms of the epistemological concerns of this program) by their capacity in par-
ticular to cause perceptual cognitions.

What has changed, in terms of the ontological commitments, is that there
are not (as there were for Vasubandhu) seventy-five diªerent types of ultimately
real phenomena; rather, there is now only one type, and the tokens of that type
are “defined” precisely and only by their not admitting of any “definition,” any
direct relation with (as referents of ) language. DharmakErti’s commentator
Manorathanandin (fl. c. 950), sketching a key list of the conceptually related
terms underlying this project (and indexing it to a view of the two truths such
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as Vasubandhu’s), clarifies how this view of the irreducible particularity of
ontological primitives relates to the question of language.

Thus, the ultimately real is that which is unique, not an object of language,

[that with respect to which] there is no cognition when there is the presence

of other causes [i.e., causes other than the unique particular itself].56 What

is other than this, without capacity, similar [across various instances], and

the object of an idea when there is the presence of other causes [i.e., such as

a word and its conventional association]—that is said to be conventionally

real, owing to its being customary as mere imagining.57

In other words, what defines an ontologically basic phenomenon is its unique
capacity to produce a cognition under the right circumstances (e.g., contact
between it and properly functioning sense faculties), and this is specifically in
contrast to all abstract phenomena that are the objects of constitutively discur-
sive cognitions, which are defined by their being similar across various occur-
rences, verbalizable, and such that cognitions involving them are unconstrained.
Such objects are ipso facto unreal and, hence, cannot be causally e‹cacious.

We can appreciate the same point specifically with respect to Dign1ga (and,
thus, appreciate that his understanding of svalakùaâas may, after all, be not so
diªerent from DharmakErti’s) by noting Hattori’s translation of part of
Pram1âasamuccaya 1.2, where Dign1ga first asserts that the number of admitted
pram1âas accords with the number of kinds of knowable objects (prameya).58

Hattori translates: “They are only two, because the object to be cognized has [only]
two aspects”—reading (with my emphasis) as though mtshan nyid gnyis (*lakùa-
âadvayam) were a bahuvrEhi compound standing for gzhal bya (*prameya).59

Against such a reading, Shoryu Katsura makes exactly the right point about Hat-
tori’s translation: it “may suggest that the object to be cognized is a possessor of
the two lakùaâas and [is to that extent] something diªerent from them. . . . [But]
I do not think that Dign1ga admitted any bearer of the two lakùaâas.”60

Katsura’s point is as we should expect, given the foregoing observations
about the claim that truly irreducible primitives cannot be thought even to have
real properties; whatever metaphysical status Dign1ga finally wished to allow
for svalakùaâas, it is clear that their being “indefinable” (avyapadeéya) follows
from the ideas that “properties” (expressed in the Sanskritic form “being x” or
“being y”)61 are constitutively linguistic—and that whenever something has
been brought under the rubric of such necessarily universalizing activity, it is
no longer the unique particulars encountered in perception that are being
grasped. Thus, for example, Dign1ga recurrently emphasizes that the distin-
guishing of separate viéeùaâa (qualifier) and viéeùya (qualificand) is a constitu-
tively conceptual operation—in which case, perception can never itself register
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such a distinction. In this vein, Dign1ga faults the characteristically S1Åkhya
account of perception as one in which, counterfactually, “[the senses would,]
like the mind, be endowed with conceptual construction regarding their object”
(Pram1âasamuccaya 1.26) and explains: “Because of their apprehending diªer-
ent individuals (viéeùa) as possessing the qualification (viéeùaâa) of [being in]
the class that forms the peculiar object [of each sense], they [the senses] would
be endowed with conceptual construction regarding their proper objects, as in
the case of the mind’s operation.”62 And that, for Dign1ga, would not be an
example of perception, since the mind’s operation is not causally constrained in
the way that perception definitively is.

In contrast to Vasubandhu’s usage (according to which, svalakùaâa means
“defining property”), Dign1ga and DharmakErti alike now regard it as referring
to those concrete particulars that, as irreducibly unique, cannot ever be brought
under the heading of any definition (which is by nature a universalizing activ-
ity), because it can never be a particular that is picked out by a definition. The
basically 0bhidharmika impulse to enumerate ontological primitives thus
reaches its culmination in the insight that the irreducible ontological primitives
in the system cannot be said themselves to have any properties; if they did, they
would be reducible to dharma (property) and dharmin (property-possessor). In
this regard, John Dunne says: “This is best illustrated by a genitive construction
such as ‘The nature of the infinitesimal particle [svalakùaâa].’ DharmakErti
maintains that in such expressions the dharma is actually identical to the
dharmin itself. The apparent separation of the dharma from the dharmin is sim-
ply part of the exclusion process, and is hence conceptual” (1999:195). Thus, it
is no longer the case that svalakùaâas are the “defining characteristics” possessed
by dharmas; rather, svalakùaâas just are the ontological primitives in this view,
and they are not characterized by any properties other than being themselves.
In view of the nearly opposite sense that the word now has, Katsura rather
understates things when he observes that “Dign1ga accepted the 0bhid-
harmika’s concepts of them at least in general. Nonetheless, he appears to have
attached to them new significances.”63

The point most significantly advanced by this transformation in the terms of
the 0bhidharmika ontology, however, relates to the essentially epistemological
way in which Dign1ga first began to argue for those notions. Dign1ga and Dhar-
makErti clearly share, then, the characteristic epistemological claim that the
epistemic faculty of perception (pratyakùa) is constitutively nonlinguistic, and
that it can, precisely in virtue of this, uniquely be in contact with something that
really does exist (param1rthasat). This is the most important (and contentious)
claim made here—and whether svalakùaâas are thought to have no properties
insofar as they are the irreducibly small “atoms” of the doctrine of “radical
momentariness,” or simply insofar as “properties” are generic predicates con-
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ceptually imputed to unique particulars, becomes secondary. In either case, we
have the claim that perception yields altogether uninterpreted data—unique
particulars under no description. And the eminently Buddhist point at stake is
that our deluded experience of ourselves represents a demonstrably false de-
scription of what can really be known to be only series of evanescent sensory
events.
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2

The Problems with Buddhist Foundationalism

Perception, Apperception, and the Epistemological Role of Svalakùaâas

As discussed in the previous chapter, there turn out to be good grounds for
viewing Dign1ga’s “indefinable” (avyapadeéya) svalakùaâas as not very diªerent
from DharmakErti’s, after all1—or, more particularly, grounds for regarding the
various possible readings of Dign1ga’s characterization as performing generally
the same philosophical work as on the possibly diªerent understanding of Dhar-
makErti. The discussion in this chapter makes the case that Dign1ga’s “unique
particulars” are, in fact, mental events on the order of sense-data, which is an
important step toward establishing that this program is foundationalist. It will
also provide some reasons for thinking that we should not be overly preoccu-
pied with the possibly diªerent metaphysical statuses accorded to svalakùaâas
by Dign1ga and DharmakErti. This is because, whether it is an idealist ontology
or simply a representationalist epistemology that is finally on oªer, the specif-
ically epistemological argument concerning sense-data is the most philosophi-
cally important part of the argument.

We can engage the question by entertaining a contrasting reading of Dig-
n1ga. In Jonardon Ganeri’s trope-theoretical reconstruction of Dign1ga’s views,
svalakùaâa denotes simply such “objects” of perception as the garden-variety
macro-objects we typically take ourselves to perceive.2 In Ganeri’s reading,
then, the “indefinability” (avyapadeéyatva) of these consists simply in their
being unavailable to any comprehensive intuition. Thus,

Properties are conceptual constructs. They are potential contents of concep-

tion because it is possible, in principle, to know everything about them. . . .

Objects, on the other hand, are not potential constructs of conception

because it is not possible, even in principle, to know everything about them.

Again, on the trope-theoretic analysis, what this means is that one cannot

know every member of a class of concurrent tropes—all the trope-consti-

tutents of this vase, for example. (2001:106)
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On this reading, the point appears to be that “objects” (as Ganeri translates
svalakùaâas) are “indefinable” simply insofar as perceptual cognition can never
exhaustively comprehend all facets (“tropes”) of an object.

Note, however, that Ganeri’s interpretation seems to be licensed by a reading
particularly of Hattori’s translation of Dign1ga—and specifically, of Pram1âa-
samuccaya 1.5a-b, which Hattori renders thus: “a thing possessing many prop-
erties cannot be cognized in all its aspects by the sense.”3 Richard Hayes instead
translates: “no knowledge at all of a possessor of properties that has many char-
acteristics is derived from a sense faculty” (1988a:138; emphasis added). Noting
his diªerence from Hattori, Hayes explains:

Please note that the Tibetan translation construes the modifier “sarvath1”

as governing the negative “na” and so renders the core of the sentence

modally: “rtogs srid ma yin” or “knowledge is impossible.” The point is that

knowledge of a multi-propertied whole is impossible through the senses.

Hattori’s translation . . . implies [the] weaker claim . . . that while sensation

can capture some of the aspects of a multi-propertied whole, it cannot

know the whole exhaustively. But I think the point is clearly that the whole

cannot be known at all by the senses, because the notion of a whole is super-

imposed upon a multiplicity of discrete data of sense.4

Thus, while Hayes is critical of those who follow Stcherbatsky in seeing Dig-
n1ga’s svalakùaâas as the “point-instants” of DharmakErti, he nevertheless reads
Dign1ga’s point about the “indefinability” of svalakùaâas as a strong claim that
they are radically diªerent from what is present to propositional awareness;
moreover, in keeping with his emphasis on Dign1ga’s as a “phenomenalist”
epistemology,5 he reads Dign1ga’s svalakùaâas not as (macro-) objects them-
selves, but as the component sense-data out of which such are constructed:
“individuals, which are the referents of singular terms, are regarded by Diãn1ga
to be the synthesis of a multiplicity of cognitions and hence are treated as
classes rather than as particulars” (1988a:189).

Hayes’s point seems correct and not obviously incompatible with the kind of
reading one might develop following DharmakErti; DharmakErti’s idea that
svalakùaâas have no spatial extension is compatible either with the sort of “rad-
ical momentariness” that takes them to be the vanishingly small “atoms” of
reality or simply with the sort of representationalist epistemology that takes
them as something like “sense-data”—in which case, their lack of spatial exten-
sion follows simply from the fact of their being finally mental.6 The latter read-
ing seems to be recommended by Dign1ga’s texts. As noted in Chapter 1, Dig-
n1ga’s 0lambanaparEkù1 argued that cognition can satisfactorily be explained
with reference only to mental phenomena as the “objects” intended thereby—
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and indeed, that we cannot coherently posit any nonmental, external objects as
what is directly intended by cognition. That text, however, chiefly follows
Vasubandhu’s ViÅéatik1, arguing that any account of external objects necessar-
ily presupposes some version of atomism, which Dign1ga argues cannot coher-
ently be adduced to explain our cognition of macro-objects. Such an argument
does not, then, presuppose the specifically epistemological commitments of the
Pram1âasamuccaya, and that argument is not itself an expression of the sort of
empiricist foundationalism I have been attributing to Dign1ga.

The Pram1âasamuccaya does, however, make a specifically epistemological
case for the claim that the “objects” directly intended by cognition must be
mental. That argument comes in the context of Dign1ga’s discussing a particu-
lar kind of “perception”: svasaÅvitti, “self-reflexive cognition” or (as I think we
can translate) “apperception”7—that is, the awareness we have of our own
mental states. This is not typically regarded as an example of “perception,” as
that word is generally understood in English. It is important to recall, however,
that Dign1ga first defines pratyakùa only as being definitively “free of concep-
tual elaboration” (kalpan1pobha); to say this much is not, ipso facto, to say that
“perception” designates only sensory cognition, but only that it denotes any
cognition that immediately (that is, without the mediation of any concepts)
apprehends a uniquely particular object.8 Dign1ga argues, moreover, that in the
final analysis, svasaÅvitti is the only really occurrent type of such unmediated
cognition. This claim finally makes clear that Dign1ga’s svalakùaâas perform the
same philosophical work as the “sense-data” of modern empiricism—and that
they must, accordingly, be understood as internal representations.

Dign1ga’s expression of this move comes in his argument for a claim char-
acteristically associated with all Buddhist thinkers in the philosophical tradition
begun by Dign1ga—specifically, the claim that the word pram1âa should finally
be understood as referring not (as for most Indian philosophers) primarily to
such cognitive instruments as perception and inference but, rather, to those
cognitions that result from the exercise thereof. (In the terms first stated by
Dign1ga, and associated with his tradition thereafter, this is the claim that the
word pram1âa chiefly denotes the pram1âaphala, the result or “fruit” of a
pram1âa.) As the second half of Pram1âasamuccaya 1.8 puts it (in characteris-
tically laconic terms), “A pram1âa is real only as a result, because of being com-
prehended along with its action.”9 Dign1ga’s autocommentary explains:

In this regard, it is not the case, as for proponents of external objects, that

a pram1âa is something other than its result; rather, there arises a cognition,

existing as the result, containing the representation of an object; and this

very [cognition] is understood as comprising the action [of a putative pra-
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m1âa]. Hence, the action is figuratively designated as being the pram1âa,

though [the latter is in fact] devoid of activity.10

The point, as Dign1ga proceeds to make clear, is that when one has the expe-
rience (say) of seeing a tree, all that one can be sure has occurred is that a cogni-
tion has arisen having that phenomenological aspect or representation (1k1ra);
but that fact can (and, according to Dign1ga’s 0lambanaparEkù1, ultimately can
only) be understood as explicable without reference to contact with anything
external. Thus Dign1ga asserts, in regard to cognitions whose phenomenological
content is an external object, that the only “cognitive instrument” (pram1âa) in
play is simply the fact of the cognition’s having that phenomenological content:
“The pram1âa is its being of the appearance of an object.”11 Dign1ga concludes:
“Thus, [it should be understood that] the roles of the means of cognition (pra-
m1âa) and of the object to be cognized (prameya), corresponding to diªerences
of [aspect of] the cognition, are [only] figuratively attributed to the respective
[distinctive] factor in each case.”12 And again (in verse form): “That which ap-
pears is the object known (prameya), while the pram1âa and its result are,
[respectively,] the subjective aspect of [the cognition] (gr1hak1k1ra) and the
cognition [itself]; hence, these three are not separated.”13

This, then, is the context in which Dign1ga brings into play that type of “per-
ception” (pratyakùa) which is “apperception” (svasaÅvitti); thus, “Cognition
arises as appearing twofold: [having] the appearance of itself [as subject], and
the appearance of an object. In terms of these two appearances, the one that is
apperception (svasaÅvitti) is the one that is the result.”14 To the extent, then,
that “a pram1âa is real only as a result,”15 and to the extent that that “result” is
(as Dign1ga here says) svasaÅvitti, it turns out that the latter is the only really
occurrent pram1âa in any case—that, in other words, the only indubitably im-
mediate cognition concerns the occurrence of our own mental states. It may be
that Dign1ga here tips his hand as finally upholding something more like a full-
blown metaphysical idealism than simply a representationalist epistemology.16

As in many of the Western philosophical discussions where idealism seems to
lurk, however, it is an exegetically complex matter which of two claims is being
made: the ontological claim that mental events are all that really exist or the
strictly epistemological claim that mental events (such as representational “sense-
data”) are all that we can directly know. But we can assess the philosophical
project here without being certain which of these claims is being made. In either
case, it is at least the epistemological claim that is being made, insofar as the
ontological claim comprises the epistemological claim (which then represents a
first step in the argument for the stronger claim). Indeed, after one has argued
that the only thing we can be sure of is the phenomenological contents of our
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experience, it is a relatively small step to the (ontological) conclusion that such
might therefore be all that exists.

Let us, then, suppose that Dign1ga (and, following him, DharmakErti) is
making only the epistemological claim that the direct objects of our cognition
must be mental events and that the unique particulars (svalakùaâas) that give
rise to perceptual cognitions should therefore be understood as something like
sense-data. In that case, the causally constrained character of “perception” is
simply a function of uniquely particular sensations, the bare fact of whose
occurrence (which is causally explicable) cannot be doubted, even if what is
represented therein can be.17 Richard Hayes expresses the point advanced by
this idea.

At least one of the reasons that one might regard acts of awareness as sensa

is that we are perfectly safe in saying that the fact of awareness itself cannot

be denied. . . . It may be that “Tomorrow is Friday” is a false proposition at

the time that it constitutes the content of a thought, but it is impossible to

be in error regarding its being the content of the thought of which it seems

to be the content. . . . Similarly, if one has an awareness of blue, blue is cer-

tainly the content of that particular awareness, even if there is in fact noth-

ing blue outside the cognition for one to be aware of.18

In other words, the only knowledge that is invulnerable to doubt is the knowl-
edge that we have some experience,19 and that the phenomenological content
of our experience is as it seems. Indeed, the latter way of putting the point
makes clear that the degree of certainty here is such as attaches to a tautology;
the phenomenological content of our experience can only be as it seems to us
to be, because “how it seems to us” is just what we mean by “phenomenologi-
cal content.”

The foundational status of this immediate acquaintance is clear from its rela-
tion even to propositional judgments; for insofar as all instances of cognition
have an “apperceptive” dimension, there turns out to be a sense in which even
inferential (and hence, conceptual) cognitions are (as cognitions) themselves
“perceived”—which is to say that our acquaintance even with the conceptual
contents of our minds is itself alleged to be immediate (i.e., nonconceptual).20

It is this point in particular that brings to mind the “myth of the given,” as that
was influentially characterized and attacked by Wilfrid Sellars:

One of the forms taken by the Myth of the Given is the idea that there is,

indeed must be, a structure of particular matter of fact such that (a) each

fact can not only be noninferentially known to be the case, but presupposes

no other knowledge either of particular matter of fact, or general truths;
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and (b) such that the noninferential knowledge of facts belonging to this

structure constitutes the ultimate court of appeals for all factual claims—

particular and general—about the world.21

Robert Brandom expresses well Sellars’s critique of this “myth”: “the idea that
there could be an autonomous language game, one that could be played though
one played no other, consisting entirely of noninferential reports (in the case
Sellars is most concerned with . . . even of the current contents of one’s own
mind) is a radical mistake.”22

The tensions disclosed by Sellars are already evident in my suggestion, just
above, that Dign1ga’s point concerns the foundational status simply of knowl-
edge that we have some experience. Note that this construction already reflects
a second-order, propositional attitude; indeed, this use of the word “that” is
virtually definitional of such.23 This is precisely what it would mean to charac-
terize this relationship to the phenomenological content of experience as con-
stituting knowledge. But that means that if it is to figure in the structure of
knowledge, there must be some conceptual component even of our putatively
immediate acquaintance with our own mental states.24 This fact epitomizes the
problems with regard to this trajectory of thought. Even if there is, then, a sense
in which the content of our own mental states is uniquely indubitable—and
even if, moreover, this indubitable knowledge could possibly provide the foun-
dations for interesting higher-order claims—the fact remains that in order for
it to be an instance of knowledge (in order for it to be the sort of thing to which
propositional attitudes like “certainty” or “doubt” could possibly attach), it
must already be, in some sense, conceptual.25

That Dign1ga cannot, however, relate the outputs of perception to the emi-
nently conceptual domain of propositional knowledge is clear from his own
discussion of precisely such propositional attitudes as niécaya (“certainty,”
“conviction,” “judgment,” etc.). Dign1ga repeatedly emphasizes, as we would
expect, that the achievement of niécaya is an eminently conceptual function,
which therefore can never attach to instances of perception. Thus, for example,
in countering the Ny1ya definition of perception (which includes the charac-
terization of such as “essentially determinate” [vyavas1y1tmaka]), Dign1ga
explains: “‘Determination’ [zhen pa; Skt., vyavas1ya] means ‘ascertainment’ [nges
pa; Skt., niécaya]. This cannot [attend a perceptual cognition], since it is not
seen apart from imputation with respect to [macro-objects] such as cows,
which [macro-objects] have to do with abstractions, etc.”26 That is, the objects
of our propositional knowledge are macro-objects like cows and jars; and, as
Richard Hayes rightly noted, Dign1ga’s view is that “the notion of a whole is
superimposed upon a multiplicity of discrete data of sense.”27

Hence, the propositional knowledge that can properly be said to be an object
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of “ascertainment” constitutively concerns objects that are expressible (vya-
padeéya); indeed, to form a judgment just is to give expression to something.28

This point is advanced by Dign1ga’s citation of a passage to be found, for exam-
ple, in Yaéomitra’s Abhidharmakoéavy1khy1: “A man endowed [only] with
visual cognition knows blue, but [he does] not [know] that it is blue.”29 Dign1ga
takes this passage as meant to draw a distinction between nonpropositional sen-
sations (like the bare sensation of blue) and the propositional, “contentful”
knowledge that is based on these (as reflected in the proposition “that’s blue”).
By viewing only the former as an example of “perception,” Dign1ga eªectively
posits a cognitive faculty that yields awareness with no propositional content.

There is, then, a profound tension built into this epistemology: perceptual
cognitions are characterized by a privileged immediacy; yet perceptual cogni-
tions themselves can never yield certainty, which will always be the result of a
subsequent judgment.30 Addressing this tension, DharmakErti’s commentators
resort to talk of “conviction that is obtained subsequent to perception” (praty-
akùapóù•halabdhaniécaya).31 According to this idea, the second-order ascertain-
ment of a first-order perception is, it turns out, confirmed by an inference—
specifically, an inference from the subsequently observed fact of pragmatic
e‹cacy. As John Dunne explains in elaborating the commentator Devendra-
buddhi’s account of this process, “Devendrabuddhi does not wish to claim that
[the initial] perception cannot be a pram1âa. . . . [Rather, he must conclude
that] that initial perception was a pram1âa; one was simply unable to determine
the [validity] of that perception at the time of the perception.”32

Thus the idea emerges that bare percepts are the raw data of subsequent
judgments and that only instances of the latter are available as propositional
knowledge. But if perceptual cognition is, above all, defined by its indepen-
dence from conceptual thought, and if the latter is seen as the point of ingress
for cognitive error, then how could one ever be certain that the judgment that
follows a perception is in fact properly related to the perception in question?33

More precisely, if perception’s privileged status is a function of its having been
caused by its object, and if discursive cognitions are defined by their adding
something (insofar as their content involves, by definition, some object that is
not immediately present), then how can one ever be sure that what one is think-
ing about, when entertaining some proposition, is in any sense the same thing
that was perceived?34

Causation, Intentionality, and Justification

One way to answer that question is to argue that the judgment that follows a
perception is related to the perception in question in the only way that, for
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Dign1ga and DharmakErti, finally counts: such judgments are causally related to
the perceptions upon which they are based. This is precisely what DharmakErti’s
commentators argue. Cognitions consisting of “conviction attained subsequent
to perception” (pratyakùapóù•halabdhaniécaya) do indeed (and necessarily so)
consist in conceptual thoughts; it is just that (in the words of Tom Tillemans)
“their nonarbitrariness . . . [is] guaranteed by their causal connection with per-
ception.”35 But this move begs the question, simply deferring the really impor-
tant conceptual issue lurking here: that of intentionality.

I refer, in particular, to the notion of intentionality recently elaborated by
Vincent Descombes (2001). In this view, “intentionality” is not understood in
the narrowly phenomenological sense associated with Brentano and (following
him) Husserl, but in a way more compatible with ordinary usage of the word
“intention.” Specifically, Descombes develops his position in the context of
contemporary philosophy of action, recommending the view that the hallmark
of mental phenomena (broadly understood) is the fact of their necessarily in-
volving a teleological level of description; that is, intentionality for Descombes
picks out the semantic and other perspectives from which diverse actions can be
comprehended as serving the goals of some agent.

Above all, Descombes urges that intentionality is not a causal relation, at
least insofar as causal relations are understood strictly on the model of e‹cient
causality. Rather, causal language can in this context be retained only with
something like Aristotelian “final causes” in view. This is in keeping with ordi-
nary usage of the word: to intend to do something is, among other things, to
comprehend a whole set of subsidiary actions and events in relation to some
yet-to-be-realized goal. Thus, “An intentional phenomenon is at work when-
ever a disposition of things can be seen not as the result of the history of each
of these things taken separately, but as the result of a thought that embraces an
entire set of facts” (Descombes 2001:26). It is with this sense of Aristotelian final
causes in play that Descombes distinguishes his view from exhaustively causal
accounts of intentional action:

For the causalist, the concept of intention is that of a mental cause of the

actor’s behavior: to know the actor’s intentions is to know the internal

causes of his action. For the intentionalist, an intention cannot be under-

stood as the cause of an action or a mental event distinct from the move-

ments and gestures of the actor and which would then be their necessary

and su‹cient antecedent. Instead, for the intentionalist, a practical intention

is nothing other than the action itself described in its mental aspect, i.e., in

its distinctive teleology. . . . the intentionalist sees an internal— conceptual

or logical—relationship between the subject’s intention and his action. But

to speak of an internal or conceptual relationship between the two is
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another way of agreeing with Wittgenstein: an intentional action is not an

eªect of the actor’s thought, it is an expression of it. (Ibid., 20)

Descombes’s point gains purchase from analyses of meaning, for semantic
phenomena are particularly di‹cult to account for in strictly causal terms.
Descombes follows Wittgenstein in observing that

in general terms, the relation between thought and language is not one of

e‹cient causality. When we read a book, we do not proceed from the

printed signs to the author’s thought as we would from an eªect to its cause.

Whatever causality is at work is formal causality. The expression of thought

in language and in action is not a mere index of mental life or the starting

point of a deduction. It is, rather, the paradigmatic example of mental life.

(Ibid., 19)

Descombes develops a lengthy and nuanced argument in support of such
observations, and it is not within the scope of this discussion to elaborate fur-
ther on that argument. We can, however, at least note that these are among the
most perennially vexed issues in modern philosophy. A fuller discussion of these
issues would have to address the complex and sophisticated account of mean-
ing and reference that is advanced, in the form of the any1poha (exclusion of
other) theory, by Dign1ga and DharmakErti—who, it is also worth mentioning,
commonly argued against the criterial (pram1âa) status of linguistic utterances
precisely on the grounds that such cases are reducible to examples of inference
to the speaker’s intention.36 For now, it su‹ces to say that Descombes can help
locate the discussion in the context of what is well known to be conceptually
problematic territory—with the example of semantics being particularly rele-
vant since the goal here is an appreciation of the di‹culty that Dign1ga and
DharmakErti face in accounting for the intentional (and eminently semantic)
activity of justifying beliefs.

Following Descombes, we can say that the eªort by Dign1ga and DharmakErti
to relate propositional judgments to foundational perceptions remains a finally
causal account. For Dign1ga and DharmakErti, perceptual cognitions are distin-
guished chiefly by the fact that they are causally constrained by the objects that
produce them. It is, indeed, this fact that finally warrants such experiences—
and, insofar as these thinkers want for that warrant to be transferable to higher-
order beliefs (insofar, that is, as causally constrained perceptual cognitions are
to constitute foundations for other beliefs), DharmakErti can retain this warrant
only by claiming that subsequently derived judgments (pratyakùapóù•halab-
dhaniécaya) remain in causal relation to the perceptions upon which they
supervene. But to argue, in this way, that even higher-order conceptual beliefs
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are warranted only to the extent that they are specifiably caused is, in eªect, to
deny that the activity of justifying one’s beliefs is in the end an intentional activ-
ity, in the sense characterized by Descombes.

That this is problematic is clear from the question-begging nature of the
appeal to “conviction that is obtained subsequent to perception” (praty-
akùapóù•halabdhaniécaya); the question putatively addressed by this is how the
uniquely warranted status that goes with having been caused by a really existent
particular can be transferred to a cognition that is not itself so caused. If this
transfer is not guaranteed by a causal relation, then one forfeits the claim that
causally describable cognitions (perceptions) are uniquely “inerrant”; if it is
guaranteed by a further causal relation, then we have not yet explained what it
is that requires explanation.

In thus characterizing the issue, I mean to suggest that the question of how
to relate (definitively nonconceptual) perception and (constitutively concep-
tual) propositional judgments represents something problematic in principle
for Dign1ga and DharmakErti, to the point that they cannot coherently resolve
the issue given their other commitments. One way to state this is to invoke John
McDowell’s diagnosis of the most discomforting philosophical “anxieties” be-
queathed to contemporary philosophers by the tradition of post-Enlighten-
ment philosophy. McDowell follows Sellars in wondering how experience could
(as empiricists like Dign1ga demand) function as a “tribunal” of knowledge,
given that “experience” and “knowledge” seem to occupy fundamentally diªer-
ent “logical spaces.”

Thus, Sellars characterizes “knowledge” as an essentially normative concept:
“In characterizing an episode or a state as that of knowing, we are not giving an
empirical description of that episode or state; we are placing it in the logical
space of reasons, of justifying and being able to justify what one says.”37 In con-
trast, “empirical description” of “experience” places events in the “logical space
of nature.”38 That is, to the extent that we understand “experience” as consist-
ing of causally e‹cacious “impingements by the world on a possessor of sen-
sory capacities,”39 we seem to be dealing with the lawlike phenomena of natu-
ral science. But as McDowell says,

On these principles, the logical space in which talk of impressions belongs

is not one in which things are connected by relations such as one thing’s

being warranted or correct in the light of another. So if we conceive expe-

rience as made up of impressions, on these principles it cannot serve as a

tribunal, something to which empirical thinking is answerable.40

In other words, to the extent that first-order cognitive events are thought to
consist simply in causal transactions between existents, it becomes di‹cult to
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explain how the second-order justification of the resultant beliefs can consist in
the deliberate adducing of reasons.

Of course, Dign1ga and DharmakErti were not, as Sellars and McDowell
were, writing in an intellectual context that presupposes a sharply distinct realm
of “nature,” which notion surely represents a part of the post-Enlightenment
inheritance. The post-Enlightenment form of the problem is the question of
how such mental events as the consideration of reasons can bring about (i.e.,
cause) the actions of one’s body, given that the latter is surely a material object
whose actions admit of nomothetic scientific description.41 But if their form of
the problem is not given to them by precisely this context, it is nevertheless the
case that Dign1ga and DharmakErti have tried to address an analogous problem
and that their epistemology has deep a‹nities with the empiricist foundation-
alism critiqued by Sellars and McDowell. What is relevantly the same is the
extent to which Dign1ga and DharmakErti espoused a fundamentally causal
account of knowledge—and, further, the extent to which they stressed the
unique (because uniquely nonconceptual) character of the first-order cognitive
events yielded by this process.

The acuteness of their problem is perhaps most clear in the self-referential
incoherence involved in a defense of one of the basic presuppositions of Dig-
n1ga and DharmakErti; one might ask what reasons could be given, in their own
account, to support the correlated beliefs that only causally e‹cacious objects
are “real,” and (what is putatively entailed by that claim) that only directly
caused cognitions are finally veridical. It seems that their own epistemological
commitments preclude Dign1ga and DharmakErti from adducing “perceptual”
reasons for the preferability of their own program; the injunction to appeal to
causally constrained cognitions is not itself one that it is easy to imagine having
been thus caused. The truth of their own statement of this claim is something
that could be known only inferentially; but their whole epistemological set-up
leads any inferential knowledge to be regarded as suspect.42

Dharmottara and Subsequent Attempts to Address the Problems

Problems like those characterized above were recognized by the commentator
Dharmottara (c. 740–800), whose reconstruction of DharmakErti’s work greatly
influenced the subsequent course of Indian Buddhist philosophy.43 The
intractability of the problem can be clarified by looking briefly at Dharmottara;
although he correctly saw what the problems are, the fact that Dharmottara
attempts to address it from within the parameters first set down by Dign1ga
threatens to open an infinite regress and therefore demonstrates the depth of
the problem.
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Chief among Dharmottara’s revisions is his attempt to qualify DharmakErti’s
exhaustively causal account of perception. That is, Dharmottara argues that use-
ful knowledge consists in something more than the eªects produced by specifi-
able causal factors. Dharmottara’s concern is evident from the beginning of his
commentary on DharmakErti’s Ny1yabindu, the first sentence of which states
that it is worth studying reliable warrants only to the extent that they are useful
for the achievement of human ends.44 Clearly, DharmakErti’s point itself can be
thought congenial to Descombes’s emphasis on the “intentional” as constitu-
tively involving a teleological level of description—though the possibility re-
mains of understanding the pragmatic criterion of “achieving human ends” in
strictly causal terms.45 Dharmottara works from the outset to head oª this read-
ing. He is, for example, particularly concerned with what it means for Dharma-
kErti’s opening sentence to have claimed that the achievement of human goals
“depends on veridical awareness” (samyagjñ1nap[rvik1). Accordingly, he dedi-
cates some commentarial skill to the sense particularly of the term -p[rvika
(“preceded by” or “dependent upon”). In what begins as a standard gloss of a
bahuvrEhi compound, Dharmottara lays conceptually significant groundwork:

That [the “achievement of human ends”] of which veridical cognition is the

predecessor, i.e. the cause, is so described. Being prior to the eªect, a cause

is called “predecessor.” But if the word cause had been used, it would be

understood as directly the cause of the achievement of human goals. When,

in contrast, the word ‘predecessor’ is used, its temporally preceding [the

achievement of human ends] is all that is expressed. And there are two

kinds of “veridical cognition”: that whose phenomenological content is

causal e‹cacy, and [that which] motivates one to engagement with respect

to something causally e‹cacious. Of these two, that which is a motivator to

engagement is the one that is here investigated. And that is simply prior; it

is not directly a cause. For when there is veridical cognition, there is recol-

lection of something previously seen; based on recollection, there is desire;

based on desire, there is engagement; and it is [finally] based on engage-

ment that there is achievement [of one’s goal]. Thus, [veridical cognition]

is not directly the cause. . . . Therefore, it is in order to show that veridical

cognition is worthy for investigation [insofar as it is] not directly a cause

that [DharmakErti] has foregone the word cause, and instead used the word

preceded.46

Clearly, Dharmottara wishes to clarify that an episode of veridical cognition
does not mechanistically cause the achievement of the relevant goals or simply
act upon the agent in such a way as to yield this outcome; rather, something
more is yet to be done with such cognition, some intentional use of it is to be
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made. This is the process that Dharmottara sketches in terms of a sequence of
recollection, desire, and engagement. More generally, however, Dharmottara
stresses that the achievement of human ends is finally facilitated only by the
kind of propositional knowledge that we have of medium-sized dry goods (and
not simply by the causally describable production of momentary sensations).
Dharmottara’s point is that the appropriation of such propositional content
must, if human ends are to be served by the process, be an active process; cog-
nitions must, in other words, exhibit such intentional features as (following
Descombes) comprehending the goal to be realized prior to its realization, such
that our explanation of the achievement of a goal must include reference to (in
the words of Descombes) “a thought that embraces an entire set of facts.” 

If Dharmottara’s commentarial account of DharmakErti’s choice of the word
p[rva does not strain credibility as an exegesis of DharmakErti, it nevertheless
becomes clear that his more general point requires significant revision of the
basic account oªered by Dign1ga and DharmakErti. This is particularly so when
Dharmottara explains why (as for Dign1ga and DharmakErti before him) the
word pram1âa should be understood as referring principally to the cognitive
outputs of our epistemic practices. As discussed above, Dign1ga’s point in press-
ing this claim was to urge that it is finally only reflexive cognition or “appercep-
tion” (svasaÅvitti) that counts as a pram1âa.47 Dharmottara has diªerent rea-
sons for endorsing this characteristically Buddhist view that the word pram1âa
really denotes only the pram1âaphala, taking this as the point at which to qual-
ify the exhaustively causal account of perception that otherwise typifies this
project. Dharmottara’s point is that only the result of the completed process of
cognition represents the kind of “knowledge” that can be thought pragmatically
to further human ends (and that should therefore count as pram1âa). Thus:

It is intentional cognition that is a reliable warrant [pr1pakaÅ jñ1naÅ

pram1âam]. And the capacity for intentionality is not based only on invari-

able concomitance with the [causally e‹cacious] object [that produced the

cognition]; for things like sprouts are not intentional even though [their

production is] invariably concomitant with [causes] like seeds. Therefore,

even given its arising [causally] from some object to be intended [pr1pya],

a cognition still has some intentional function [pr1pakavy1p1ra] necessar-

ily to be performed, by doing which the goal is obtained. And that [func-

tion] just is the [final stage of the cognitive process, i.e., the] result that is

the reliable warrant, because of the exercise of which a cognition becomes

intentional.48

My rendering of pr1paka (literally, “leading to, conveying, procuring”) as
“intentional” is not, I think, tendentious; what Dharmottara has in mind surely
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relates to the directedness or “aboutness” of cognition, its forward-looking
character. More suggestively, note that Dharmottara here invokes the idea as
specifically distinctive of cognition; for the whole point of his counterexample
(“things like sprouts are not intentional even though their production is invari-
ably concomitant with causes like seeds”) is that whatever we mean by pr1paka
is (a) not to be understood as exhaustively explicable in causal terms, and (b)
not to be understood as exemplified by insentient things like sprouts. What he
would thus seem to be proposing, then, is something like a “hallmark of the
mental”; and his whole point here is that this criterion is to be distinguished par-
ticularly from those insentient phenomena that can be exhaustively described in
causal terms.

Dharmottara subsequently drives home his point by repeatedly emphasizing
that the causal description of perception does not exhaust the phenomenon and
that only the first moment of a perceptual event is explicable in such terms. This
repeated emphasis comes in the context of what is a dramatic revision of Dhar-
makErti, and, in particular, of DharmakErti’s strong claim (first made by Dig-
n1ga) to the eªect that only unique particulars (svalakùaâas) can be the objects
of perception. Clearing the way for the possibility that there is, after all, a basi-
cally conceptual49 moment even in specifically perceptual cognitions, Dhar-
mottara argues that DharmakErti cannot have meant that unique particulars are
the only objects of perception; rather, what DharmakErti must have meant is
that unique particulars are the objects only of perception, not of inferential cog-
nitions. Dharmottara elaborates:

For the object of a reliable warrant [pram1âa] is twofold: that which arises

as an appearance is to be apprehended [gr1hya], and that which one ascer-

tains [adhyavasyati] is to be intended [pr1paâEya]; for one is to be appre-

hended, and the other is to be ascertained. It is a single moment that is to

be apprehended by perception, while it is a continuum [of such moments]

that is to be ascertained by a conviction based on perception [pratyakùa-

balotpannena niécayena]; and it is precisely a continuum that is to be intended

by perception, since a [single] moment cannot be intended.50

Thus, an object of cognition in its pr1paâEya aspect relates to the kinds of
things that are present to propositional cognitions (as Dharmottara says, what
one “ascertains”), whereas what is “to be apprehended” is, in contrast, what is
immediately sensed.51 And Dharmottara’s claim—quite radical, in the context
of DharmakErti’s sharp distinctions—is that objects of perception can be cog-
nized, in both of these aspects, by perception. Thus, Dharmottara takes Dhar-
makErti’s claim—“its object is a svalakùaâa”52—as meant to specify only that
aspect of an object that is “to be apprehended” by a perception; the statement
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is not, in Dharmottara’s reading, meant to foreclose the possibility that there yet
remains some other aspect of an object that is to be “intended” (pr1paâEya) by
perception—and that this other aspect is not a uniquely particular moment but
is, instead, the kind of “continuum” of moments that we generally experience
as medium-sized dry goods, such as jars. This is tantamount to claiming that
perception may after all immediately yield some propositional (hence, concep-
tual) content.

Despite this significant revision of the tradition of Dign1ga and DharmakErti,
Dharmottara remains su‹ciently wedded to the epistemological presupposi-
tions of his predecessors that he has di‹culty expressing his point as a truly
alternative option. Thus, while Dharmottara wants to posit an active role for
cognition that is not exhausted by the causation thereof, at the same time he
wants to retain something like DharmakErti’s idea that the “conviction attained
subsequent to perception” (pratyakùapóù•halabdhaniécaya) can still be thought
to be causally constrained (and hence, warranted) by the perception upon
which it is based. Thus:

For a conception [pratEti] of “blue” is ascertained based on the same thing as

that from which [there arises] a cognition whose phenomenological content

is blue [nElanirbh1saÅ jñ1nam]; for a bare cognition [vijñ1nam] of it cannot

be established as an awareness [saÅvedana] of blue on the strength of those

same sense faculties from which the cognition arises; but the likeness of blue

that is being experienced is established as an awareness of blue.53

In other words (if I understand this passage correctly), the phenomenological
content (the appearing sense datum “blue”) is causally related to the object per-
ceived; the resultant judgment (“that is blue”) consists no longer in the bare
sensing of immediately present content but, rather, in the recollection of a sim-
ilarity (s1dóéyam) between the currently sensed object and other things like it.
Although that judgment is not directly caused by the same thing that causes the
bare perception, it is nevertheless in some sort of relation thereto.

But what kind of relation? Dharmottara continues: “And here, the relation
between what we want to know and how we can know it [s1dhyas1dhanabh1va]
is not based on the relation of produced and producer, according to which
there would be a contradiction within a single thing; rather, [these are related]
as being intended and intentional [vyavasth1pyavyavasth1pakabh1vena].”54 Here,
the challenge is to translate Dharmottara’s alternative terms (vyavasth1pya and
vyavasth1paka) in such a way as to avoid attributing to him precisely the sort of
contradiction that he has set out to avoid; he clearly thinks it is not contradic-
tory for his alternative terms to be simultaneously applicable to a single cogni-
tion, whereas he concedes that there would be a contradiction if one thought of
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both the “cause” and “eªect” roles as describing the same event. Thus if we think
that a blue sense datum relates to the judgment “that’s blue” as (respectively)
cause to eªect, then it would no longer be possible to claim, as Dharmottara
wants to, that a single perceptual event can be described as involving both mo-
ments. That would be tantamount to claiming that the same event simultane-
ously exemplifies the mutually exclusive aspects of produced and producer
(janyajanaka). Instead, Dharmottara argues that the relationship between these
two aspects of a perception is to be understood as something other than a causal
relation—which is precisely why we can read him as having in mind the rela-
tionship between the object intended (vyavasth1pya) and an intending
(vyavasth1paka) subject.

Interestingly, the later thinker Mokù1karagupta borrows Dharmottara’s for-
mulation: “With respect to cognition, the property of knower in relation to
what is known is not explained as being an object-agent [relation]; rather, [it is
explained] as being an intended and intentional [relation].”55 But Mokù1-
karagupta deploys Dharmottara’s formulation in a slightly diªerent context:
specifically, in order to meet one of the standard objections leveled at the Bud-
dhist doctrine of svasaÅvitti, which is that this doctrine leads to an infinite
regress if it is understood as the claim that a cognition must, in order to count
as such, itself be the object of an additional cognition (one of the svasaÅvitti
type).56 Mokù1karagupta responds to this objection by oªering as authoritative
the understanding of svasaÅvitti put forward by ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla,
for whom this doctrine was not (as it can plausibly be said to have been for
Dign1ga) necessarily tantamount to a statement of Buddhist idealism. Rather,
for ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla svasaÅvitti refers simply to the “subjective”
aspect that defines cognition as subjective: “Cognition is distinct from insen-
tient forms; it is just this self-cognizing which is its [cognition’s] not being an
insentient form.”57

It follows, for ç1ntarakùita, that svasaÅvitti should not be analyzed as involv-
ing separable subject and object: “Its [cognition’s] apperception [does not arise]
as being in an action-agent relation, since the threefoldness of [cognition],
whose form is partless, does not make sense.”58 That is, if svasaÅvitti referred
to an action (to a particular kind of perception that can occur), it would have
to admit of the kind of agent-instrument-object analysis that can (in the view
of the Sanskrit grammarians) be given for any verbal construction. But for
ç1ntarakùita, it simply refers to the constitutively subjective aspect that defines
any cognition as a cognition—with this aspect being distinguished from those
that can be described in strictly causal terms.

Whether or not this elaboration of Dharmottara’s point can be made viable,
it is clear that these various heirs to Dign1ga and DharmakErti are commonly
striving to explain that cognition must, if it is to play any role in the attainment
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of human ends, exhibit something like the phenomenon of intentionality. That
is, it must not only be passively precipitated by our interactions with the world
but must represent some perspective on these—must be about them. Thus,
Dharmottara, for one, concludes that “only in eªecting some certainty does
perception become a reliable warrant.”59 Here, the philosophical issues con-
verge upon those pertaining to questions of free will; the point is that if cogni-
tions are thought to be exhaustively produced by lawlike regularities, how we
are to understand the seemingly voluntary adducing of reasons that we ordi-
narily view as constituting the act of justifying beliefs becomes an intractable
question. In this regard, we would do well to note one of the ways that Bran-
dom insightfully recasts Sellars: “The challenge behind calling givenness a myth
is a question Kant taught us to ask: does the experience (or whatever) merely
incline one (dispositionally)? Or does it justify one in making a claim, drawing
a conclusion?” (2004:13).

Conclusion: Dign1ga, DharmakErti, and Epistemic Conceptions of Truth

But even if, on the account first developed by Dign1ga and DharmakErti, sense
can be made of the giving of reasons, a crucial question remains: given the epis-
temology of Dign1ga and DharmakErti, for what can reasons be given? In par-
ticular, would it be possible, in this epistemology, to adduce reasons for the
likely truth of the beliefs defended? The views of Dign1ga and DharmakErti in
the end involve an epistemic notion of truth, and such a notion is at odds with
what we can characterize as a realist notion of truth. Given these points, Bud-
dhist thinkers in the tradition of Dign1ga and DharmakErti are in a position
only to give reasons for why they believe what they believe, not for the likely
truth of their beliefs.

One might wish, at this juncture, for an exposition of what might be reck-
oned as Dign1ga and DharmakErti’s account of justification—that is, in the
form of their account of what constitutes a formally valid (and, hence, war-
ranted) inference. Indeed, along with their complex and sophisticated account
of meaning and reference (the any1poha doctrine), such is surely among those
contributions from these thinkers that most significantly influenced the terms
of subsequent Indian philosophy. Dign1ga’s concise Hetucakranirâaya, in par-
ticular, must be judged among the most influential of Indian philosophical
texts, especially considering the extent to which that influence is dispropor-
tionate to the brevity of the work. With this concise account of the relations
among the three terms of a validly formed inference—this attempt to enumer-
ate all possible relations between a probative property (i.e., an inferential sign
or “reason”), the property inferred therefrom, and the loci of these properties—
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Dign1ga decisively shaped the course of Indian logic as operating on a property-
locus model.60

On that model, the form of question invariably answered by a valid inference
is: given that the probative property (hetu; in a canonical example, “smoke”) is
present in the locus in question (pakùa; in this example, “mountain”), are we en-
titled to infer that the property in question (the s1dhya; in this example, “fire”)
is also present there? What would so entitle us would be the conjunction of both
properties in at least one thing relevantly like a mountain (as, for example, a
kitchen, which we know to be a locus of both smoke and fire), together with the
fact of there being nothing in the world that is at once a locus of the probative
property and a nonlocus of the property in question (nothing in the world, that
is, which is a locus of smoke, but not of fire).61 Clearly, knowledge of this last
condition—knowledge to the eªect that there is nothing in the world that is, say,
fiery but not smoky—is a tall order, in principle impossible for any but an
omniscient agent. Jonardon Ganeri considers this among the chief points at
which Dign1ga fails: “What we see here is Diãn1ga’s adherence to a strictly in-
ductivist model of extrapolation. . . . Diãn1ga, in spite of his brilliance and orig-
inality, could not quite free himself from the old model of inference from sam-
pling” (2001a:120–121). One of the crucial diªerences between Dign1ga and
DharmakErti concerns this issue, with DharmakErti arguably having attempted to
formalize the various property-locus relations as necessary relations, such that
something more like deductive inferences would be possible.62

Surely in such discussions Dign1ga and DharmakErti elaborated an account
relevant to the justification of beliefs. Nevertheless, a full exposition of this
discourse need not detain us; whatever the interest of such discourse for an
understanding of Indian logic, it cannot finally address the fundamental episte-
mological problem with their program characterized above in terms of inten-
tionality. Thus, while Dign1ga’s Hetucakra clearly has to do with the question of
warranting relations, his estimable contribution here does not advance our
understanding of what one is doing when one is (intentionally) adducing such
warranting relations in order to justify beliefs. That is, Dign1ga’s statement of
the conditions of validity for formally stated inferences does not touch on the
question of how one’s arguments in this vein can at once invoke the nonpropo-
sitional (and causally constrained) experiences that are yielded by perception
and at the same time consist in the (intentional) invoking thereof.

In the epistemology of Dign1ga and DharmakErti, the foundations of knowl-
edge consist in beliefs whose justification does not derive from further beliefs
and are, instead, justified by nonpropositional (perceptual) experiences. But
precisely to the extent that it is the uniquely caused status of those nonpropo-
sitional experiences that gives them validity, Dign1ga and DharmakErti are left
with no way both to retain that privileged status and intentionally to adduce
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further beliefs as based on them. In view of the present analysis of the founda-
tionalism of Dign1ga and DharmakErti, their own account of justification is not
a part of their project to which we can look for a resolution of the tension char-
acterized here. Regardless of the view of truth finally expressible in terms of the
logic of Dign1ga and DharmakErti, the exhaustively causal functioning of their
foundational, nonpropositional experiences makes intentional activity such as
justifying beliefs problematic—and in the end commits them to an epistemic
notion of truth.63

An epistemic notion of truth for present purposes means one that regards
the truth of beliefs as somehow related to the fact of their being known—and
this as contra a realist conception of truth. As William Alston puts it, the for-
mer consists in the idea that “the truth of a truth bearer consists not in its rela-
tion to some ‘transcendent’ state of aªairs, but in the epistemic virtues the for-
mer displays within our thought, experience, and discourse. Truth value is a
matter of whether, or the extent to which, a belief is justified, warranted,
rational, well grounded, or the like” (1996:189–190). The precise way in which
truth relates to the fact of being known varies according to the particular
account of knowing that is held; so, one “would expect the details of an epis-
temic conception of truth to be dependent on the epistemology of the thinker
forging the conception, so that philosophers with diªerent epistemologies will
diªer correspondingly in their versions of an epistemic conception of truth. . . .
[for, e.g.,] foundationalist and coherence epistemologies have diªerent stories
as to what would constitute an ideal epistemic situation” (ibid., 191).

Thus, for example, pragmatism can be considered among the basically epis-
temic conceptions of truth; with its characteristic attention to the diªerence
that beliefs make for action, what pragmatism really tells us is how it is that we
can know something is true, not what its being true consists in.64 In this con-
nection, Dharmottara’s strong statement of a clearly epistemic conception of
truth may be an example of such:

There is no accomplishment of a goal, even accidentally, based on false cog-

nition. Thus, if one gains an object that is disclosed, then there is accom-

plishment of the goal based on that; it is only veridical cognition that is

gaining what is disclosed, and false cognition that is not gaining what is

shown. And how could what does not facilitate success be connected with

accomplishment of a goal? Therefore, there is no accomplishment of a goal

based on that which is false cognition; and that based upon which there is

accomplishment of a goal just is veridical cognition.65

While it may well be the case that the successful achievement of one’s goals is
good evidence of one’s holding true beliefs, this is not itself a cogent analysis of
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these beliefs’ being true. This is clear when we notice the way in which this idea
presupposes (rather than explains) the idea of truth; one can easily rejoin that
only based on those beliefs that are true (in a sense not analyzed by this prag-
matist statement) are goals achieved.

What commonly distinguishes any of various conceptions of truth as “epis-
temic” is the view that truth consists in the means of justification. Accordingly,
what really diªers in the various versions of this is what justification is thought
to consist in. But, to the extent that such accounts of justification are proposed
as being accounts of truth, this is the cognitive equivalent of the view that wish-
ing something can make it so. What is lost, in such accounts, is the distinction
between truth and justification. The same point can also be expressed by noting
that Buddhist philosophers in the tradition of Dign1ga and DharmakErti in the
end can be said, with their foundationalist emphasis on constitutively caused
perceptions, to adduce not reasons, but only causes. This is a diªerence that
makes a diªerence. It amounts to their being in a position only to indicate what
(causally, psychologically) compels their assent, not why what they believe is
likely true.

Comparable ideas of truth were criticized by Gottlob Frege as broadly “psy-
chologistic.” Accordingly, we can appreciate the kind of “realist” conception of
truth that I see as opposed to an epistemic notion by considering briefly the
epistemological significance of a Fregean example that is widely familiar, if
more often regarded as significant particularly for the philosophy of language.
I have in mind Frege’s well-known distinction between “sense” and “reference”
and one of his chief examples of the distinction: the expressions “morning star”
and “evening star” have diªerent senses, but the same reference. That is, the
celestial body commonly designated by these expressions is the planet Venus,
which is therefore the referent of both expressions regardless of what anyone
understands them to mean.

To appreciate that it is chiefly an epistemological point being advanced by
this example, we would do well to consider the larger context of Frege’s work.
Frege’s philosophical program begins with his Foundations of Arithmetic (1959),
the overarching concern of which was to argue that if arithmetical truths (such
as 2 + 2 = 4) are really a priori truths, then it ought in principle to be possible
to derive all such truths simply from definitions—a notion that led Frege to
undertake the astonishingly di‹cult project of trying to elaborate, without any
appeal to empirical data, definitions of the concepts “number” and “one.”
Accordingly, Frege gave a great deal of attention to the question of what, pre-
cisely, it would mean to characterize any truth as a priori and, in particular, to
the question of how any truth’s putatively a priori status relates to the discovery
of the truth in question. In this respect, Frege makes a crucial distinction: “the
question of how we arrive at the content of a judgement should be kept distinct
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from the other question, Whence do we derive the justification for its asser-
tion?” (ibid., §3).

Frege insisted, in other words, on the distinction between how we come to
know the truth of something and what it is in virtue of which it is true. Insist-
ing on the logically distinct character of these points enables the recognition
that if the former is inevitably an empirical matter (for the discovery of any
truth will necessarily be a contingent, historical event), that fact is nevertheless
independent of what we would say about why it is true. Thus, Frege can rightly
state: “If we call a proposition empirical on the ground that we must have made
observations in order to have become conscious of its content, then we are not
using the word ‘empirical’ in the sense in which it is opposed to ‘a priori.’ We
are making a psychological statement, which concerns solely the content of the
proposition; the question of its truth is not touched” (ibid., §8).

Frege’s insistence on this distinction stemmed, in turn, from his overriding
concern for arguing against the widely prevailing view that logical laws should be
given psychological explanations—a view paradigmatically exemplified by
empiricist accounts of truth. The “psychologism” against which Frege railed in
particular took the form of views according to which certain (subjective) “rep-
resentations” are foundational, such that “thinking” consists in the relating of
such representations. In this regard, Locke may be regarded as paradigmatic, and
Locke’s “Ideas” are antithetical to what Frege invariably means by “thought.”66

Frege recognized that if we thus understand the “laws of logic” to consist in the
psychological description of our manipulation of subjective representations, it
becomes impossible to say of any thoughts that they are objectively true.

For Frege, in contrast, “objectivity” consists only in the kind of intersubjec-
tive availability that is a hallmark of language, which thus stands in contrast to
the eminently private and subjective status of “representations.” “It is in this
way,” Frege wrote, “that I understand objective to mean what is independent of
our sensation, intuition and imagination, and of all construction of mental pic-
tures out of memories of earlier sensations, but not what is independent of rea-
son; for to undertake to say what things are like independent of reason, would
be as much as to judge without judging, or to wash the fur without wetting it”
(1959:§26).

Frege’s point here need not entail anything like a Platonic idea of “objectiv-
ity”; rather, it can simply be that regardless of the rules of reason or discourse
(and the question of whether such be universal can be bracketed), these rules
are, unlike subjective representations, intersubjectively available. Indeed (as
Wittgenstein recognized in arguing against the possibility of a “private lan-
guage”), such rules are not freely chosen by any particular agents. Instead, the
very possibility of discursive thought is already constituted by such intersub-
jective rules. Frege’s point here thus seems compatible with the observation
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(characteristic not only of Descombes but also of Brandom) that the activity of
justifying beliefs is an eminently social activity: “the game of giving and asking
for reasons,” as Brandom characterizes it.67 Among the conditions of the possi-
bility of this social activity is an idea of “truth,” and Frege’s strikingly recurrent
critique of psychologism (in the form of representationalist theories) is in the
end developed in defense of what should be regarded as the common-sense
understanding of that—according to which certain kinds of things can be true
(if they are true) quite independent of whether anyone happens to know that
fact. As Wolfgang Carl writes, “Frege is concerned with only one basic point:
Acknowledging something as true doesn’t make it true. Judgements do not gen-
erate truths. . . . To explain how someone comes to make a judgement is not,
therefore, to explain why the judgement is true.”68

This concern represents the context for appreciating Frege’s appeal to the
example of Venus as commonly referred to (despite their diªerent senses) by
the terms “morning star” and “evening star.” What Frege is after here is a
semantic analysis of these two expressions according to which it can be true to
say that they both refer to the same thing and such that the truth of this can
remain independent of whether anyone using these expressions happens to
know that fact. To say that the two expressions have diªerent senses is to say
something about what the utterer of either expression might believe to be the
case—something, for example, about what subjective representations are oc-
curring. To say, in contrast, that the expressions both have the same referent is
to say something about what is truly the case, independent of what the utterer
of either of these expressions might believe to be the case—independent, that
is, of the subjective representations that are occurring for the utterer of either
expression.69 The extent of Frege’s adequacy to the common-sense understand-
ing of “true” is captured well by this example; surely no one would want to
argue that the fact that both terms refer to Venus is only a fact—that it only be-
comes true—for someone who happens to be aware of the relevant astronom-
ical discovery. To say that this was “true” even before anyone realized it, and
that its “truth” therefore obtains independently of anyone’s knowledge, is sim-
ply to use these words as they are typically understood, whereas to say that this
truth was actually brought into being by someone’s awareness of it would be to
do violence to that conventional understanding.70

In thus invoking Frege, I do not wish to be seen as endorsing everything
about his semantics (much less his metaphysics) of truth; I simply borrow his
example because it seems felicitous, both insofar as it well captures ordinary
usage of the word “true” and insofar as the example is (in other contexts)
su‹ciently familiar (and often enough invoked) that it is instructive to be
reminded of the finally epistemological point that the example is meant to
advance. By a “realist” understanding of truth, then, I mean the understanding
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that is reflected in the common-sense agreement that Frege’s example ought to
elicit71—the understanding that the truth of (at least some kinds of ) beliefs is
logically independent of the question of how (or even whether) anyone hap-
pens to hold them. Insofar as this can reasonably lay claim to being the com-
mon-sense understanding of “truth,” it is the idea of truth that is typically being
defended by discourse that occupies Sellars’s “logical space of reasons”—the
discursive space, in McDowell’s words, in which “things are connected by rela-
tions such as one thing’s being warranted or correct in the light of another”
(and not only by causal relations).

In these terms, we can appreciate that, insofar as the svalakùaâas of Dign1ga
and DharmakErti should be understood as something like internal sense-data,
theirs becomes, in eªect, the claim that our knowledge has its foundations sim-
ply in what appears most clearly and distinctly to us. That is, the claim that per-
ceptual cognitions have a uniquely determinate phenomenological content, and
that we are immediately acquainted with such (i.e., in ways that presuppose no
prior concepts, memories, etc.), amounts simply to the claim that these sense-
data appear uniquely clear and distinct. In the view that perceptual cognitions
constitute the final court of appeals, it turns out that what one is doing when
one gives reasons to justify one’s beliefs is simply adducing the things that have
caused the cognition—internal representations, in their unique particularity
and consequent clarity and distinctness. To do this, however, is not to explain
why the belief is likely true so much as it is to explain why one believes it. John
Henry Newman, making precisely the same point that preoccupied Frege, suc-
cinctly states the problem with this: “a proposition, be it ever so keenly appre-
hended, may be true or may be false” (1870/1979:80). The clarity with which
something appears to one, then, may very well indeed be the reason for believ-
ing it, but it is not necessarily a good reason for thinking it likely true.

This, then, is the problem with the dichotomy at the heart of the philosoph-
ical project of Dign1ga and DharmakErti: it ultimately asks that we adduce, in
order to justify our beliefs, not reasons but causes. A nonepistemic (i.e., realist)
notion of truth—such as we arguably all hold and attest to in our ordinary
language, courts of law, etc.—is undermined by this, particularly insofar as the
causes thus appealed to are ultimately always internal to the believer. In contrast,
on what I view as a realist conception of truth, it is possible to claim that the con-
tents of one’s beliefs are things that are objectively true—“objectively,” that is, in
the only sense of any practical significance, namely, the Fregean sense of being
intersubjectively available. This is not the chimerical kind of objectivity that is
considered to consist in being “capable of compelling the assent of all rational
persons” (for of course, it is a matter simply of empirical fact that there is no
such thing or at least never has been up to this point). Dign1ga and DharmakErti,
in contrast, are perhaps after some truths (param1rthasatya [ultimate truth])
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that do compel assent—and that insofar as such truths are regarded as being
uniquely capable of causing cognitions (insofar, that is, as they are characterized
as arthakriy1samartham yat [that which has the capacity for causal e‹cacy]). But
the price they pay is that they can, given their epistemology, appeal in the end
only to what (causally, psychologically) compels their assent.72 This is the point
at which the project of Dign1ga and DharmakErti can be said to have created an
unbridgeable gap—one that is evident from the very beginning of the project,
with the introduction of such a sharp distinction between (constitutively non-
conceptual) perception and (necessarily conceptual) inference.

It is, to be sure, easy to appreciate how this epistemology can be deployed to
warrant characteristically Buddhist claims if we recall that Buddhists take the
paradigm case of something projected upon the given data of experience to be
a self. In the earliest Buddhist discourses, we are told that if one carefully attends
to the contents of one’s experience, one will notice only a fleeting series of
momentary sensations, none of which can be identified as what we “really” are.
What Buddhist philosophers like Dign1ga and DharmakErti have developed, in
the form of a foundationalist account of justification, is the specifically episte-
mological claim that such is all that we are warranted in believing really to exist.
This whole approach can thus be understood as meant to warrant the claim that
enduring selves do not really exist, only momentary sensory events. Note,
though, that the very idea of being warranted in some belief is already a propo-
sitional idea—if, in other words, we are talking only about the fleeting sense-
data that are precipitated by the causal contact between sense faculties and their
objects, we cannot be said to be talking about a belief.73

Recognizing something like this problem with the approach he took over
from DharmakErti, Dharmottara realized that cognition, if it is understood as
furthering human aims, must additionally do something with the data at its
disposal—it cannot simply be exhaustively caused by it. The preceding dis-
cussion has argued that among the things cognizing persons do is attempt to
justify their beliefs, and they typically do so by engaging (with Brandom) in
the socially governed “game of giving and asking for reasons.” The intention-
al “playing” of this game cannot, however, be accounted for only in the terms of
McDowell’s “logical space of nature”; the intentional and eminently semantic
activity of giving reasons cannot coherently be explained as following the law-
like regularities that govern (what McDowell characterizes as) the “impinge-
ments by the world on a possessor of sensory capacities.” But even if some
coherent way is found to reduce the deliberate adducing of reasons to the causal
processes of our sensory interactions with the world, one will not be able to play
the game well; one will (like Dign1ga and DharmakErti) not be able to give rea-
sons that justify him in thinking his beliefs true, so much as explain why he
believes them—which in the end will be, in the case of Dign1ga and Dharma-
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kErti, because the only foundational (because uniquely indubitable) belief is
simply to the eªect that there are sensations.

The foregoing are what I take to be the problems with the philosophical proj-
ect initiated by Dign1ga and DharmakErti. But the critique ventured here is not
exactly like the two critiques to which we will now turn our attention: one elab-
orated in conversation with the Brahmanical Bh1••a MEm1Ås1 tradition and
another developed following the Buddhist CandrakErti’s Madhyamaka. The ar-
guments developed in relation to these two traditions of thought will, though,
have in common with mine the fact of their being compatible with what I have
characterized as a realist conception of truth and will thus consist in part in a
refusal of Dign1ga and DharmakErti’s epistemic notion of truth. 
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3

Nobody Is Seen Going to Heaven
TOWARD AN EPISTEMOLOGY THAT SUPPORTS 

THE AUTHORITY OF THE VEDAS

Pr1m1âya, “Truth,” and the Underappreciation of P[rva MEm1Ås1

The constitutive concern of the school of P[rva MEm1Ås1 is the interpretation
and application of the Vedic literature—in particular of the earlier part of that
corpus (chiefly, the Br1hmaâas) that relate to the performance of ritual sac-
rifice.1 For adherents of this school, a stock example of a Vedic text whose claim
is thus at stake is svargak1mo yajeta: “one desirous of heaven should perform
[the agnihotra] sacrifice.”2 As MEm1Åsakas understood well, the authoritative
status of such an injunction does not fare well to the extent that perception is
judged the final court of epistemological appeals; a perceptual verification of
the truth of this injunction (in the form, presumably, of someone’s being seen
to ascend to heaven as a result of having performed this ritual) is unlikely to be
forthcoming.

Buddhists were rightly thought to oppose MEm1Ås1 not only because Bud-
dhists generally opposed the Brahmanical orthodoxy surely epitomized by
MEm1Ås1 but also (and in a more specifically philosophical vein) because, as
seen earlier, important Buddhist philosophers had elaborated an epistemology
in which perception has precisely the privileged status that would most com-
pellingly undermine such a Vedic injunction. Thus, although MEm1Åsaka dis-
course is chiefly devoted to hermeneutical concerns (with sophisticated argu-
ments brought to bear on such questions as how to decide when a text should
be read figuratively), it also comprises the elaboration of an epistemology that
can, most generally, be understood as undermining the claim that there is any
privileged sort of cognition—as undermining, that is, the claim that any spe-
cifiable sort of cognition is capable of conferring a unique degree or kind of
justification.

Perhaps insofar as it was deployed in defense of a worldview with few mod-
ern defenders, the epistemology elaborated by the tradition of P[rva MEm1Ås1
has seldom been presented very sympathetically. Indeed, MEm1Ås1’s constitu-
tive concern to demonstrate the authority of the Vedas prompts many modern
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interpreters to characterize this tradition as virtually antithetical to truly philo-
sophical inquiry. B. K. Matilal, though advancing a useful discussion of the doc-
trine considered here, at one point dismissively observes that “the scriptural
way of knowing is by definition infallible! This is a sort of fundamentalism”
(1986:32). What seems to inspire this dismissive attitude is, in fact, the corner-
stone of MEm1Åsaka epistemology: the doctrine of svatan pr1m1âya, or, as ren-
dered here, “intrinsic validity,” which figures crucially in their defense of the
authority of Vedic injunctions.

The word pr1m1âya is a secondary derivative from the word pram1âa and
literally denotes simply the abstract quality “of or relating to pram1âa.” There
is, however, a systematic ambiguity in the Indian philosophical tradition
regarding the word from which pr1m1âya is thus derived, with pram1âa alter-
nately referring to a reliable means of knowing,3 and to an episode of veridical
cognition such as results from the exercise thereof.4 This ambiguity is preserved
in the translation of pram1âa as “reliable warrant”: warrant can refer to the out-
come of a cognitive episode, to what one has (“justification”) in virtue of hav-
ing formed a belief in a reliable way (so Plantinga 1993:3: “that, whatever pre-
cisely it is, which together with truth makes the diªerence between knowledge
and mere true belief”); but it also conventionally denotes justification in the
sense of the criterion or grounds of belief (“What is your warrant for thinking
there was a fire?”; “I saw it,” or “I saw smoke”). In the present context, as will
be clear from many passages considered in this chapter, the word often has the
sense that recommends translating pram1âa as “veridical cognition.”5 Pr1m1âya
refers, in any case, to whatever abstract quality it is in virtue of which a pram1âa
has the status it does—that is, to whatever epistemic desideratum is thought to
make things like perception and inference “veridical cognitions” or “reliable
warrants” (pram1âa). Whatever that turns out to be, the characteristically
MEm1Åsaka claim is that this desideratum must be possessed or conferred
“intrinsically” (svatan).

The view of MEm1Åsaka epistemology as a fundamentalist exercise antithet-
ical to authentic “philosophy” gains credibility from the frequently encountered
translation of pr1m1âya as “truth.” This is, for example, how the word is ren-
dered in the studies of such influential scholars as B. K. Matilal and J. N. Mo-
hanty.6 Were we to follow their convention and regard MEm1Åsaka epistemol-
ogy as arguing that truth obtains intrinsically, we might well judge this doctrine
among the less serious contributions to emerge from the Indic discourse on
epistemology; we might then seem to be oªered an argument for the virtually
tautological claim that the Vedas are authoritative simply because they are
intrinsically true, with no empirical evidence capable of falsifying them.

Even given the translation of pr1m1âya as “truth,” we might still ask about
the locus of this property; that is, would the epistemological claim then be that
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the Vedas themselves are “intrinsically true,” or that our cognitions (regarding
the Vedas, but also regarding everything else, insofar as what MEm1Ås1 devel-
ops is a comprehensive epistemology) are such? Despite the generally unsym-
pathetic reading of MEm1Åsaka epistemology found in the works of Matilal
and Mohanty, their dismissal is not based on the attribution to MEm1Åsakas of
so unhelpful a claim as the former. Rather, I see their reading of the doctrine of
svatan pr1m1âya as a version of the latter—informed by the presupposition of
the kind of epistemic conception of truth succinctly expressed by Mohanty,7

and as well by Matilal, who observes that “a pram1âa in the Sanskrit tradition
is conceived as a combination of both evidence and causal factor. . . . it is both
a piece of evidence for knowing something and also a cause, in fact the most
e‹cient causal factor . . . of the mental episode called knowledge.”8

To the extent that this presupposition is understood to guide MEm1Åsaka
epistemology, we might well understand the intrinsically obtaining epistemic
desideratum of the MEm1Åsakas (viz., pr1m1âya) as “truth”—but, here, “truth”
not necessarily in the sense of a property of some potential truth-bearer (such
as a Vedic utterance) but specifically in the sense of the outcome or result of the
epistemic process. That is, on the foundationalist view that collapses questions
of justification and questions of causal explanation (and that thus involves an
epistemic conception of truth), for the “truth” of a cognition to obtain intrin-
sically would simply be for the same thing that causes the cognition to be what
makes it true.

On my reading, this should be understood as precisely what is called into
question by the MEm1Åsaka doctrine of intrinsic validity. Thus, rendering pr1-
m1âya as “truth” begs the very questions that MEm1Åsakas mean to press in
developing their epistemology—and the epistemic desideratum that must, on
the MEm1Åsaka view, be assumed to obtain intrinsically is, instead, something
more like justification. But it is precisely by reading the MEm1Åsaka doctrine
as thus concerning not truth but justification that we are best able to appreci-
ate how the MEm1Åsaka position remains compatible with a realist concep-
tion of truth, in the sense elaborated in Chapter 2. That is, while the MEm1Å-

saka doctrine of svatan pr1m1âya is best understood as an argument concerning
the necessity of taking all cognitions to confer prima facie justification (or, at
least, of so taking all cognitions that seem, phenomenologically, to do so), this
nevertheless represents the best way for MEm1Åsakas to argue that the beliefs
thus justified are also likely true, in the realist sense reflected in ordinary use of
that word.

This is the case, at least, given what I believe is the best account (both philo-
sophically and exegetically) of the MEm1Åsaka doctrine of intrinsic validity, as
that is developed by the “Bh1••a” MEm1Åsakas—that is, those who follow the
commentator Kum1rila Bha••a, who first elaborated an account of intrinsic
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validity as the cornerstone of a comprehensive epistemology. The tradition of
interpretation following Kum1rila attests two main interpretations of this doc-
trine: those of Kum1rila’s commentators Bha••a UÅveka (fl. c. 710) and
P1rthas1rathimiéra (fl. c. 1075).9 In characterizing the distinctions between these
two approaches, I refer to William Alston, whose book Perceiving God develops
an argument that has some striking a‹nities with the MEm1Åsaka arguments.10

Following Alston, I would characterize one interpretation of the MEm1Åsaka
doctrine of intrinsic validity (that exemplified by UÅveka) as a causal account,
and the other (that chiefly exemplified by P1rthas1rathimiéra) as a doxastic
account.11 Briefly, this is to say that UÅveka’s account of svatan pr1m1âya claims
that pram1âas are simply those cognitions that are caused by the same state of
aªairs that makes them true. This interpretation basically amounts to an epis-
temic conception of truth, such that the conditions that cause a cognition are at
the same time held to be what cause the outcome that is its pr1m1âya—given
which, “intrinsic truth” might indeed be an adequate rendering of svatan pr1-
m1âya. In P1rthas1rathi’s account, in contrast, it is not the production of any
actually existent state of aªairs that intrinsically characterizes cognition; rather,
what is intrinsic is simply the necessity of assuming that we are prima facie
justified by whatever cognitions seem, phenomenologically, to be credible.

With this interpretation in mind, I render pr1m1âya as “validity.” In P1rtha-
s1rathi’s interpretation, pr1m1âya chiefly picks out a phenomenological fact
about how cognitions seem to us. Insofar as the specifically epistemological claim
then concerns the justification that we are entitled to derive from that fact, it is
important to render the word in such a way as to avoid prejudging the question
of truth. It is, however, still important to render pr1m1âya in such a way as to
avoid remaining too neutral with respect to the truth of the beliefs held to be
intrinsically justified; there is still reason for thinking that P1rthas1rathi’s emi-
nently epistemic sense of pr1m1âya involves its truth-conduciveness.12 Indeed,
it is only on this interpretation that it is possible finally to retain the kind of
realist conception of truth according to which it would make sense to think that
Vedic injunctions are really and objectively true; of course, MEm1Åsakas will
not want to settle for anything less than this with respect to the Vedas.

If we thus understand the doctrine of intrinsic validity as essentially a dox-
astic epistemology that derives its force from claims to prima facie justification
(as opposed to claims to intrinsic truth), then critics like Matilal and Mohanty
(not to mention such classical Indian critics of the doctrine as the Buddhists
ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla) turn out to be pressing their case against it in
terms of precisely the presuppositions the doctrine is meant to question—and
to the extent that the MEm1Åsakas are persuasive in showing those presuppo-
sitions problematic, the idea of intrinsic validity turns out to be rather more
formidable than often supposed. To the extent that UÅveka’s interpretation
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involves a basically epistemic conception of truth, it compromises the major
insight of Kum1rila’s doctrine of svatan pr1m1âya and thus remains vulnerable
to the kinds of objections brought against it both by its (mainly) Buddhist crit-
ics and by contemporary scholars. P1rthas1rathi’s doxastic account, by contrast,
represents an eªective challenge particularly to the epistemology of Buddhist
foundationalists in the tradition of Dign1ga and DharmakErti. Let us see how
the doctrine of svatan pr1m1âya develops, and how we should understand it.

Background to the Doctrine: 
çabara’s Commentary on the MEm1Ås1 S[tras

The central text for the tradition of P[rva MEm1Ås1 is Jaimini’s collection of
aphorisms, the MEm1Ås1s[tras (c. 25 c.e.). Typifying the s[tra genre, the pas-
sages in Jaimini are so pithy as to be largely unintelligible without a commen-
tary. The oldest (and most influential) extant commentary on Jaimini’s text is
that of çabarasv1min, the so-called ç1barabh1ùya.13 çabara’s commentary is tra-
ditionally divided into sections (p1das) according to the general topic treated.
The passages relevant to the elaboration of the epistemology of the Bh1••a
MEm1Åsakas are in the opening section of the commentary, the so-called Tar-
kap1da (Section on reasoning). In particular, it is the commentary on Jaimini’s
second s[tra that initiates the discussion. According to this s[tra, “dharma is a
goal that is defined by [Vedic] injunction.”14

This opens a discussion of epistemology insofar as çabara’s commentary
takes this passage as telling us what means of knowledge (i.e., what pram1âas)
can and cannot serve to convey knowledge of dharma, which, as an essentially
unseen quality, is not available to sense perception.15 The burden of çabara’s
commentary on this s[tra is to explain why the defining characteristic (lakùaâa)
of dharma is its being available only by means of (Vedic) injunctions (codan1)
and not by any other pram1âas. Since such injunctions represent an instance of
verbal testimony (éabda), this contention eªectively raises the question of the
status of language as a reliable warrant. Hence, the entire MEm1Ås1 project is
launched, and the objective is to show that language as such is intrinsically valid
and that such validity is compromised only by the agency or intentions of
speakers—with the Vedas, as authorless, thus being invulnerable to charges of
invalidity on this score.16

Thus elaborating on the validity of Vedic injunctions, çabara anticipates and
attempts to meet the obvious objection regarding a claim to the authority of
testimony: we are all aware of many cases in which people speak falsely, and
judgment regarding testimony therefore should be suspended until warranted
on other (usually perceptual) grounds. çabara’s response to this imagined ob-
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jection, insofar as it grounds the later development of the doctrine in question,
is worth quoting at length. Referring to his imagined interlocutor’s objection
that “injunction could just as well express a point that is not so” (nanv
atath1bh[tam apy arthaÅ br[y1c codan1), çabara rejoins:

What was said [by the objector]—i.e., [both] “it says” and “is false”—is

contradictory [vipratiùiddham]; [for] by “says” is meant causes one to be

aware [avabodhayati]; [an utterance, that is], becomes the cause of [some-

one’s] being aware. Something can be said to cause one to be aware when,

given its existence as a cause, one becomes aware. And if it is understood,

given a Vedic injunction [to that eªect], that “heaven occurs due to the

agnihotra sacrifice,” how could one say it is not so? How could one [ever]

be aware that it is not so? It is contradictory to say one knows a goal that is

not present [asantam artham]. And based on the sentence “one desirous of

heaven should perform a sacrifice,” it is not understood in an uncertain way

that “heaven may or may not come about”; and, being understood as

determinate, this could not be false. For a false conception is one that, hav-

ing arisen, is overturned; but this one is not contradicted at any other time,

nor with respect to any other person, any other situation, or any other

place. Therefore, it is not false.17

It is largely on the basis of this passage that Kum1rila proceeds to elaborate
the doctrine of intrinsic validity as the cornerstone of a comprehensive episte-
mology.18 Before turning to Kum1rila, let us note the trend of çabara’s argu-
ment. The main point of çabara’s rejoinder is to emphasize that linguistic utter-
ances engender some cognition (avabodhayati); that is, some cognitive event
takes place as the result of one’s being confronted with a sentence, some cogni-
tion or idea is produced. çabara’s point is that as long as the idea thus engen-
dered is clear or “determinate” (niécita), one is entitled to accept it as a basis for
action. Of a sentence such as “one desirous of heaven should perform a
sacrifice,” then, çabara will mainly challenge us to answer the question: do you
understand the sentence? If not, then the sentence is discredited by engender-
ing a doubtful (saÅdigdham) cognition. But if we do understand it, then the
cognition engendered by the sentence must be credited as essentially “deter-
minate.” The point is simply that if linguistic utterances are intelligible, then
they impart some conceptual content and engender episodes of “knowledge”—
not in the technical sense familiar in Anglo-American philosophy (according
to which, “knowledge” consists in, say, justified true belief ), but in the looser
sense that they convey some unambiguous meaning.19

This much of çabara’s argument, in other words, does not argue from the
putative referent of the cognition produced by a sentence (which, in the case of
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dharma or heaven, is unseen), but simply in terms of its sense. To this çabara
then adds (what is the more important claim) that we are entitled to judge a
prima facie unambiguous cognition false only when it has been explicitly
falsified—when, for example, we have knowledge to the eªect that someone has
not gone to heaven as a result of having performed the agnihotra sacrifice. In
other words, to the presumption that linguistically unambiguous utterances
should be thought to yield useful knowledge çabara adds the point that such
knowledge should be retained as long as specific counterevidence is not forth-
coming. Of course, çabara is confident that one could never be in a position to
know that this particular sentence is false. He has thus, in eªect, challenged his
opponent to adduce perceptual evidence that heaven is not, in fact, obtained as
a result of properly performed Vedic sacrifices; but since heaven is, for MEm1Å-

sakas, always understood as the future eªect of present actions, it is never
present in the way required for it to be available to perception.20 Thus, the Vedic
injunction (“one desirous of heaven should perform a sacrifice”) should be pre-
sumed valid insofar as it is intelligible and insofar as it has not been falsified on
other (perceptual) grounds.

Kum1rila’s Elaboration of a Comprehensive Epistemology

With this argument, all that çabara has really said is “show me someone not
going to heaven as a result of performing a Vedic sacrifice”—a rejoinder that has
purchase only insofar as it is thought that the “determinate” cognition engen-
dered by the Vedic injunction creates a reasonable expectation that going to
heaven is something whose im-possibility would in fact require evidence. Clearly,
this argument fails to address the intuition that most of those who are not
already believers in Vedic sacrifice are likely to share: that someone’s going to
heaven is presumptively more in need of evidence than someone’s not doing so.
As long as it can be thought reasonable to demand perceptual evidence for either
of these, the MEm1Åsaka is not in a very strong position from which to turn the
tables, and the burden of proof will be thought by most to remain with him. This
burden could be shifted, however, by a general epistemological inquiry that chal-
lenges what is arguably the main intuition underlying the sense that it is the
MEm1Åsaka who here bears it. The question to ask, specifically, is whether it is
reasonable to think that only perceptual evidence could decide the issue—or
more generally, what confidence are we really entitled to have in perception?

Such is precisely the insight of Kum1rila Bha••a, the progenitor of one of the
most influential schools of thought in the history of Indian philosophy. Typi-
fying a basically scholastic mode of philosophy, the major works of Kum1rila
are all framed as commentaries on the foundational texts of his tradition—in
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particular, on çabara’s bh1ùya, with each of Kum1rila’s works (the çlokav1rttika,
the Tantrav1rttika, and the §up•Ek1) addressing a particular p1da of çabara’s
commentary. As the commentary to the Tarkap1da, it is the çlokav1rttika that
is of concern here (and that is perhaps most widely taken up for discussion by
other Indian philosophers). As we should expect of a commentary that is styled
v1rttika, there is here greater scope for criticism of the foundational text than is
typical of other commentarial genres (bh1ùya, vótti, •Ek1, etc.).21 In this regard,
Kum1rila’s çlokav1rttika may be said to stand in relation to çabara in something
like the same way that DharmakErti’s Pram1âav1rttika stands in relation to
Dign1ga’s Pram1âasamuccaya. It is therefore to be expected that Kum1rila
found in çabara’s discussion of codan1 the need for better elaborating and
defending a comprehensive epistemological doctrine.

Particularly relevant from the çlokav1rttika are verses 32–61 of the section
corresponding to çabara’s treatment of Jaimini’s codan1 s[tra (which defines
dharma as knowable only through Vedic injunctions).22 This section begins by
explicitly referring to çabara’s comments on the codan1 s[tra. Recall that çabara
had said that it involved a direct “contradiction” (vipratiùiddha) to claim that a
sentence simultaneously says something (where that means “causes some cog-
nition”) and is false. Kum1rila alludes to çabara in making clear why this point
calls for the elaboration and defense of a more comprehensive epistemology:
“In this regard, the fact of its being contradictory [to hold this] applies also in
the case of the Buddha’s speech, since that produces cognition, too; therefore,
this is a futile rejoinder.”23 çabara’s answer is not su‹cient to the MEm1Åsaka
task (that of securing the unique authority of the Vedas) insofar as the criterion
of intelligible communication of meaning manifestly applies in the case of
numerous other scriptures, too. It is interesting (and significant) that it is par-
ticularly the validity of Buddhist utterances that is here adduced as the
unwanted consequence of çabara’s statement of the argument; as seen below,
the doctrine elaborated by Kum1rila is best understood as particularly framed
in opposition to the foundationalist epistemology of Kum1rila’s predecessor
Dign1ga (and, for Kum1rila’s commentators, in opposition to that Buddhist
epistemology as further developed by DharmakErti, who wrote after Kum1rila).

Having thus raised the obvious objection to çabara’s argument, and having
signaled as well that it is, in particular, the possibility of Buddhism’s being
proved valid that must be averted, Kum1rila continues, making clear that the
issue calls for a comprehensive epistemology: “To start with, this [question],
whose scope is all cognitions, should be investigated: are validity and invalidity
intrinsic or extrinsic?”24 In this way, Kum1rila first introduces the second-order
question of pr1m1âya—the question, that is, of how pram1âas have whatever
status they do. By noting that the scope of the investigation is all cognitions,
Kum1rila emphasizes that, although the MEm1Åsakas are chiefly interested in
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securing the authority of Vedic injunction (codan1) as a reliable warrant
(pram1âa), the best defense of such injunction is to be sought in an inquiry into
the nature and status of all reliable warrants. The commentator UÅveka
explains why this is so: “Precisely in order to prove the validity of injunction, it
is examined whether or not there is validity or invalidity in cognitions whose
validity or invalidity is already certain.”25 In other words, the strategy is to look
at less controversial instances of cognition and to ask what degree of confidence
we are entitled to have with respect to those—and, more specifically, how we
can think they have whatever status they do.

Because Kum1rila raises the issue in terms of the possibility that both valid-
ity and invalidity are either intrinsic or extrinsic, four permutations are pos-
sible, and the next several verses spell out the first two of them. Kum1rila
addresses these first two possibilities (first, that both pr1m1âya and its opposite
are intrinsic; second, that both are extrinsic), however, in fairly short order, as
he considers them manifestly untenable.26 Interestingly, Kum1rila frames his
consideration and rejection of these first two possibilities as coming from a
Buddhist interlocutor, who introduces the Buddhist position by expressing the
following conclusion: “Therefore, their intrinsic in-validity should be accepted,
and validity [should be accepted] as based on something else. The reasoning
[that supports this conclusion] is given [in the following verses].”27

Thus begins Kum1rila’s more lengthy consideration of the alternative that
really interests him: the one according to which cognition, as such, is intrinsi-
cally presumed invalid, with its validity to be accepted only when proved by
appeal to some criteria beyond the cognition itself. As discussed in Chapter 4,
Kum1rila has good reasons for thinking that Buddhists such as Dign1ga and
DharmakErti, in particular, uphold the view that he proceeds to sketch—
although the reasons that he attributes to the holder of this position may not
represent the most significant reasons for considering this a Buddhist account.28

The Buddhist account of pr1m1âya is further discussed below; the Buddhist
identity of the present interlocutor is mentioned here only to emphasize that
the view now sketched is the one that is most antithetical to Kum1rila’s own
view and the one that he will judge the most problematic.

Kum1rila’s imagined interlocutor presents the case for believing that cogni-
tion is intrinsically characterized by its in-validity, with demonstration of its
validity requiring explanation: “Since it is not a positive entity [vastu], invalid-
ity could not be based on defects in its cause; but since validity is a positive
entity, it is produced by the e‹cacies of those [causes].”29 The logic here is sim-
ple (though the commentary of UÅveka, in particular, makes clear that the
issue involves some complex disagreements between Buddhists and MEm1Å-

sakas on the logic of negation and the nature of nonexistent objects): only
validity is somehow existent, and invalidity is simply the absence thereof; hence,
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it is only the production of validity that requires explanation, with the mere
absence thereof not requiring any causal account. Apart from the arcane dis-
agreements on the nature of nonexistent objects, what is perhaps most signifi-
cant here is the extent to which Kum1rila’s interlocutor here raises an eminently
ontological point. That is, the logic of this argument depends on seeing “valid-
ity” as significantly like objects—that is, as produced in the same way that, say,
a pot is produced by a potter (with the mere absence of a pot not requiring any
causal explanation). This way of framing the issue reflects the presupposition
that the production of validity is best analyzed as an eminently causal process.
According to the best reading of the MEm1Åsaka doctrine, this is chief among
the presuppositions called into question.

The interlocutor continues: “For if validity [arises] naturally, and, on the
other hand, its absence is produced, then how is validity in cognitions such as
dreams avoided?”30 Here, we see one of the characteristic concerns that drives
the kind of causal account on oªer here: proponents of such an account are
likely to be impressed by examples of manifestly in-valid cognition (such as
those occurring in dreams) and hence to seek an account that can explain the
possibility of error. The appeal to causality is meant to provide just such an ex-
planation; it seems clear that one thing that distinguishes dream-cognitions
from, say, your present perception of this page, is the presence, in the latter case
alone, of some object that may reasonably be thought to cause the cognition.31

In contrast to the case of dreams, Kum1rila’s interlocutor thinks that there is
an obvious cause whose presence in perceptual cognition reliably distinguishes
the latter from dreams: “The e‹cacies of the senses and so forth are the cause
of that [i.e., of validity]. There are two kinds of absence of that [validity]: either
because of the defectiveness of the senses, or given the absence of any among
[the other causes of valid cognition].”32 Thus, what waking consciousness has
that dreams lack is causally e‹cacious sense faculties, whose function could be
compromised either by defectiveness (e.g., ophthalmia) or by the failure of any
cognition whatsoever to be produced (as, e.g., in the case of blindness). Hence,
the validity of cognition is explained by appeal to properly functioning causes,
with in-validity, as the mere absence of validity, considered, as it were, the
“default setting.” This, then, is the basic reasoning attributed to the Buddhists,
whose imagined representative here concludes: “Therefore, purity of [its] cause
is the cause of the validity of cognition; invalidity, defined as being the absence
of this [i.e., validity], [obtains] intrinsically.”33

The last words attributed to the interlocutor at this point indicate what is at
stake here: “Thus, because of the absence of any person—or, [even] given the
presence [of a person], because of the impossibility of purity [of cause]—the
validity of [Vedic] injunctions doesn’t make sense, because of its being without
a locus.”34 This is a succinct summary of how this causal account of the epis-
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temic desideratum that is pr1m1âya can be thought to rule out the possibility
that the Vedas could warrant any truth claims. The point, moreover, is here said
to be damning even if we grant (as the Buddhist, of course, would not) the
MEm1Åsaka stipulation that the Vedas are authorless. Insofar as the demon-
stration of validity requires appeal to some cause, the MEm1Åsaka contention
that the Vedas were not composed by any agent means that there is no author
to serve as the locus for the kinds of qualities that could guarantee their valid-
ity.35 Alternatively, if the MEm1Åsaka were to concede that the Vedas were
composed by some author, then, because no person (except, of course, a Bud-
dha!) has flawlessly reliable perceptual faculties, the Vedas would have to be
admitted to be the work of someone whose absolute epistemic “purity” (éud-
dhi) is impossible—with such disqualifying the Vedas insofar as their content
would seem precisely to require an author of absolute epistemic purity (indeed,
with omniscience).36 Either way, this kind of causal account of validity is here
held to rule out the Vedas as a reliable warrant (pram1âa).

Having thus elaborated what he sees as the most problematic (and most
threatening) account of pr1m1âya, Kum1rila now turns to the elaboration of
the preferred account, which is exactly the opposite of the foregoing. The first
several verses of this section constitute the locus classicus for the doctrine of
intrinsic validity:

The validity of all pram1âas should be accepted as intrinsic; for a capacity

not already existing by itself cannot be produced by anything else.37 For

existents depend upon a cause for their coming-into-being [1tmal1bhe],

but the operation of already constituted existents [labdh1tman1Å] with

respect to their proper tasks is precisely intrinsic.38 If, even though a cogni-

tion had already arisen, an object were not ascertained until purity of its

[the cognition’s] cause were known based on some other pram1âa, then in

regard to that [first cognition], the arising of some other cognition, based

on some other cause, would have to be awaited; for purity is as good as

nonexistent until it is decisively settled. [Similarly,] there would be validity

in that cognition [only] given the pure cause of that [subsequent cogni-

tion], too, and likewise of that one, and [one] comes to rest nowhere.39

The argument is straightforward yet compelling: if it is thought that cogni-
tion is valid only after it has been demonstrated to be such (i.e., by appeal to a
subsequent cognition of the causes of the initial one), infinite regress ensues;
the subsequent, justifying cognition would, as itself a cognition, similarly
require justification, and so on.40 Or, as Kum1rila expresses it, if the initial cog-
nition is not credited with the “capacity” for validity, then no other cognition
will be able to bestow that—unless, of course, the second-order cognition is
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intrinsically credited with that capacity, in which case, why not simply allow
this with respect to the initial moment? As Kum1rila’s commentators prefer to
say, if it is thought that we must await second-order justification before con-
sidering first-order cognitions valid, then “the whole world would be blind.”41

These thinkers thus take it as axiomatic that, of course, the whole world is not
blind—that, in other words, it cannot coherently be thought that most of our
beliefs are unjustified. Given this, the task of epistemology is to show what must
be the case in order for us to be generally credited with a good deal of knowl-
edge. Their point is that this is possible only to the extent that at least some cog-
nitions are thought intrinsically to confer justification.

As shown below, there are some interpretive di‹culties in these passages,
particularly in 47a-b (“The validity of all pram1âas should be accepted as intrin-
sic”). For now, however, let us continue with Kum1rila. In order for this cri-
tique to form the basis of a comprehensive epistemology—specifically, for it to
include the possibility of a realist conception of truth such as might disqualify
the Buddha’s speech as a reliable warrant—it is necessary for Kum1rila to flesh
out the account of falsification. Accordingly, Kum1rila takes up this issue:
“When validity is intrinsic, then nothing else need be sought; for falsity is with-
held eªortlessly, based [simply] on noncognition of faults. Therefore, the valid-
ity of cognition is obtained by virtue [simply] of its consisting of cognition, and is
set aside by cognition of faults included in the cause, or [by cognition] of [the
first cognition’s] being other than its object.”42

P1rthas1rathimiéra’s commentary introduces the first of these two verses as
meeting the possible objection that the MEm1Åsaka’s account, because it sees in-
validity as based on (awareness of ) faults, is similarly vulnerable to the charge
of infinite regress—and Kum1rila’s verse thus answers that one does not go
seeking knowledge that one’s cognitions are unjustified; rather, it is only when
presented with overriding cognitions (cognitions brought about “eªortlessly,”
i.e., based on no ostensibly justificatory search on the part of the subject) that
one revises one’s judgment. In contrast to the view proposed by the Buddhist
interlocutor, then, it is not here being proposed that one must await knowl-
edge of faults before arriving at a judgment; the point is, instead, that one’s
judgment is justified unless some specifically overriding cognition happens to
be forthcoming.

This point relates, in turn, to the point of verse 53, the first half of which (ital-
icized above) is noteworthy as an important text for the exegetical and philo-
sophical disagreement between UÅveka and P1rthas1rathimiéra. The point of
the passage is basically phenomenological; that is, Kum1rila can here be under-
stood (as P1rthas1rathi understands him) as advocating that the status of cogni-
tions relates simply to how they present themselves to us. As Kum1rila here
expresses it, it is simply in virtue of a cognition’s being a cognition that it makes
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a claim upon its subject—and that claim, these two verses are saying, should be
suspended or set aside only when a specifically countervailing cognition is forth-
coming; if such an overrider fails to emerge then we are justified in crediting the
initial judgment. In other words, whether or not revision of a judgment is called
for is a function simply of the degree of justification that our cognitions seem to
us to confer, with a cognition’s continuing to seem reliable until or unless some
subsequent cognition seems to call it into doubt. This passage (which P1rthas1-
rathimiéra adduces against UÅveka) plays an important role in clarifying some
of the interpretive di‹culties in verse 47a-b of Kum1rila’s argument.

Kum1rila continues: “Invalidity is divided three ways, according to falseness,
non[arising of] cognition, and doubt; since two of these are positive entities
[vastu], they can arise based on a defective cause.” Here we have an important
response to the contention (attributed by Kum1rila to his Buddhist interlocu-
tor) that invalidity requires no explanation insofar as it is not a “positive entity”
at all, but merely an absence.43 The response is that, in fact, two of the three
kinds of invalidity that can obtain are “positive entities”; specifically, they are
cognitive events (i.e., those of doubt and of overriding cognition, or “falseness”
as the verse elliptically puts it). In other words, invalidity is something more
than the mere absence of validity; rather, it qualifies some cognition, specif-
ically, a second-order cognition to the eªect that a prior cognition was false or
that there are grounds for reconsideration. The third type of invalidity consists
simply in the nonarising of any cognition whatsoever (as, for example, when an
unintelligible utterance fails to engender any idea). With regard to this type,
Kum1rila is happy to concede: “But the operation of defects isn’t posited at all
when there’s [simply] no [arising of] cognition; rather, it’s based on the absence
of any cause, and [invalidity, in that case,] is proven for us just as for you.”44

But Kum1rila remains sensitive to the charge that his appeal to defects (upon
the subsequent cognition of which, an initial cognition is judged to be overrid-
den) makes him vulnerable to the same kind of infinite regress that he said fol-
lows for the proponent of extrinsic validity. Thus, he continues:

And given that invalidity is based on defects, there does not follow, for the

proponent of intrinsic validity, [any infinite regress] regarding defects, as

[there does] in the case [where] cognition of e‹cacies [is held to be neces-

sary for validity]. Rather, invalidity is easy [to ascertain], based on a directly

contradictory cognition; for the arising of a subsequent [cognition] is not

accomplished except by negation of the prior.45

This passage (on the italicized portion of which, more in a moment) can be read
as concerning the logic of falsification. On this reading the point would perhaps
be conceptually similar to Karl Popper’s point about falsification and scientific
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method: no matter how many supporting cases are adduced, a theory can never
be proved and is retained as long as it is useful and avoids falsification; but it
takes only one example to falsify a theory.46 Similarly, Kum1rila here claims that
invalidity is “easy” to ascertain, being realized “directly.” The reference to (or
dependence on) epistemic defects does not open a regress, insofar as there is
nothing “founded” on such defects; they function only to reopen the epistemic
process by showing a need for revised judgment.

Although this may indeed capture an important part of Kum1rila’s reason-
ing, an emphasis on this comparison might obscure the extent to which it is an
essentially phenomenological point being made. Such a reading represents the
best way to understand the elliptical and obscure half-verse (italicized above)
according to which “the arising of a subsequent [cognition] is not accomplished
except by negation of the prior.” This half-verse can be understood as address-
ing the question whether, on Kum1rila’s account, second-order cognitions of
“defects” end up having a privileged status; that is, doesn’t Kum1rila eªectively
credit overriding cognitions of defects with a capacity for stopping the epis-
temic process such as he does not allow for the initial cognitions thus overrid-
den (which, as with scientific hypotheses for Popper, are taken as never able to
provide any definitive closure to the epistemic process)?

P1rthas1rathi introduces the second half-verse as addressing precisely that
question: “But why is there invalidity of the first owing to this? Why not the
reverse?”47 That is, might one not just as easily conclude, from the fact that two
contradictory cognitions have arisen, that the second one is suspect and should
therefore not be taken into consideration? Aren’t we unjustifiably privileging
the second cognition in regarding it as evidence of the failure of the first? P1r-
thas1rathi explains Kum1rila’s obscure answer to that question (“for the arising
of a subsequent [cognition] is not accomplished except by negation of the
prior”) thus:

The preceding [cognition] arises without having overridden the latter,

because of the latter’s not yet having arisen. But once that [latter] has arisen,

the preceding—since, overridden by the very one that is presently arising,

it no longer obtains—is not an overrider of the latter; rather, the latter,

[which obtains] when the preceding has already arisen, arising as the pro-

ducer of something contradicting that, becomes an overrider of it.48

P1rthas1rathi’s prolix expression notwithstanding, the phenomenological
point that I believe Kum1rila is advancing can be gleaned from his comment: a
subsequent cognition calls for the revision of a preceding one only if that is how
it seems to us; this just is for the subsequent cognition to present itself as having,
phenomenologically, the force of overriding the preceding. If that is not how it
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seems, then its phenomenological content will simply not be that of an overrid-
ing cognition. Thus (and here I allude to the language of Kum1rila’s verse), the
point is that the subsequent cognition would not even arise—would not arise,
that is, seeming, phenomenologically, as it does—except by negating the preceding
one. For the subsequent cognition’s simply to present itself as it does is, ipso facto,
for it to seem, phenomenologically, like the more credible of the two cognitions.

“Falsifying cognitions” do not, then, represent a special kind of cognition
that invariably trumps those that are merely prima facie justified; rather, a cog-
nition can present itself as falsifying a previous one just insofar as it is the sub-
sequent one that seems more credible. And if that is not how it seems, then it
will not appear, phenomenologically, as an overriding cognition! The point is
not so much Popper’s point about the capacity of falsifying cognitions uniquely
to bring closure to a particular line of inquiry; rather, it is a phenomenological
point about when we do and when we do not typically continue to have confi-
dence in our judgments.

Moreover, Kum1rila’s claim that in-validity is dependent presents no sys-
tematic incoherence because potentially falsifying cognitions (b1dhakajñ1na)
themselves have only the same prima facie validity as any cognition and can
themselves be overridden. So, an overriding cognition will have credibility
only as long as it is not itself called into question;49 but when any of the possi-
ble overriders is found in what had prima facie presented itself as a falsifying
cognition, the falsity of the latter obtains, and the validity of the first cognition
may thereby be restored.50 It remains the case, however, that the potentially
falsifying cognition, in the absence of any compromising deficiencies, is (like
the initial cognition on which it bears) itself intrinsically valid. Thus Kum1-
rila’s verse 60: “For in that case, too [viz., in the case of the second, overriding
cognition], validity [obtains] intrinsically, provided there is no cognition of
any defects; but when a cognition of defects has not arisen, invalidity is not to
be suspected.”51

Still, it might be objected that since any cognition is always, in principle, sub-
ject to future falsification, Kum1rila’s account of falsification leaves the epis-
temic process infinitely open, with something like an infinite regress of poten-
tial revisions—and that we therefore could never be entitled, on this account,
to claim anything like knowledge. Regarding this objection, Kum1rila and his
commentators in the end fall back on an appeal to common sense, considering
it unreasonable to encourage doubt where no specific cognition of any deficien-
cies explicitly raises one; otherwise, as the commentator Sucaritamiéra writes,
“there would be the unwanted consequence of annihilating all worldly dis-
course.”52 In this vein, Kum1rila concludes: “Thus, a conception stronger than
is born from three or four cognitions is not sought; to that extent, [any] one
[cognition] gains [its] validity intrinsically.”53
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Preliminary Assessment: Just What Kind 
of Capacity Are We Talking About?

At this point, it is helpful to identify some of the interpretive problems with
Kum1rila’s doctrine of intrinsic validity as it has so far been elaborated. Both
exegetically and philosophically, the heart of the matter is Kum1rila’s codan1
47a-b, which I rendered thus: “The validity of all pram1âas should be accepted
as intrinsic.” The italicized portion renders the first word in the verse, svatan.
One of the interpretive di‹culties (or opportunities, as the case may be) is that
the word svatan is an indeclinable form, made by a‹xing the adverbial/ablative
su‹x -tas to the reflexive word sva. Thus, it is often rendered adverbially
(“intrinsically”), in which case, its reflexive sense is obscured.

If, instead, we render svatan more literally in such a way as to disclose the
word’s reflexive sense, the same passage reads: “The validity of all pram1âas
should be accepted as based on itself.” But based on what itself ? One natural
option would be to take svatan as reflexive to sarvapram1â1n1m (all veridical
cognitions). In that case, the verse says that “the validity of all pram1âas should
be accepted as based on [the pram1âas] themselves”—in other words, that
validity obtains intrinsically with respect simply to all veridical cognitions. The
other possibility is that svatan is reflexive to something not explicitly stated in
this verse—in particular, it is possible to understand svatan as reflexive to any
cognition whose status as a pram1âa is in question. In that case, the verse would
state that validity obtains intrinsically with respect simply to any cognition
whose truth-status is at issue.

This question might, in turn, be appreciated in terms of the “capacity”
(éakti) that Kum1rila mentions in the second half of verse 47, where he says that
“a capacity not already existing by itself [svatan] cannot be produced by any-
thing else.” Just what kind of “capacity” is posited here? The answer relates to
what we regard as the locus of this capacity, which is what is clarified by appre-
ciating the reflexivity of svatan. This is clear when we consider the possibility
that svatan is reflexive to sarvapram1â1n1m and that Kum1rila is therefore say-
ing only that “the validity of all veridical cognitions is based on the veridical
cognitions themselves.” On this reading, the “capacity” in question would be
the capacity for reliable warrants to be, well, reliable. But this is not an explana-
tion; it is simply a restatement of what requires explanation. The circularity is
especially clear if we render pr1m1âya in the indeterminate way that expresses
only its reference to some abstract property “of or relating to pram1âa”—in
which case, the phrase reads: “the property of relating to pram1âas [pr1m1âya]
should be accepted as intrinsically belonging to pram1âas”!

It is likely a mistake, then, to suppose that the “capacity” for producing
validity is something like an occult “power” or metaphysical property intrinsi-
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cally possessed by pram1âas, which therefore intrinsically and objectively
“bear” the means of producing whatever states of aªairs make them valid. And
yet, this is how some important Buddhist critics of the MEm1Åsaka doctrine
wanted to understand the claim. ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla, for example,
attack the MEm1Åsakas (in characteristically M1dhyamika fashion) for having
introduced a causal entity that cannot coherently be posited as either the same
as or diªerent from its possessor. Thus, the éakti adduced by the MEm1Åsakas
amounts, says KamalaéEla, to something sv1bh1vikE (“natural, “essential,” etc.),
and it must be asked whether this “essence” is the same as or diªerent from the
pram1âas to which it belongs: “There are four possible positions: that [capac-
ity] could be separate [from the pram1âa to which it belongs], or it could be not
separate, or it could have an essence that is both, or neither.”54

KamalaéEla here follows ç1ntarakùita’s lead, then, in assimilating Kum1rila’s
word éakti (capacity) to the class of things regularly refuted by Buddhists under
the heading of svabh1va (essence).55 As expected, given the standard Buddhist
presentation of a tetralemma (catuùko•i), the point, for ç1ntarakùita and Kama-
laéEla, is that none of these four options can coherently be sustained. In address-
ing these four possibilities, these critics of Kum1rila follow DharmakErti’s idea
that there are only two possible relations between things: causal relations
(tadutpatti [the relation of “arising from that”]) and what we might call cate-
goreal relations (t1d1tmya).56 Thus, the MEm1Åsakas must mean éakti as some
causally e‹cacious thing; for if it is not a thing, such that its relations to other
existents could be explained, then it cannot do the explanatory work of show-
ing what causes, in this case, the “desired eªect” (iù•ak1rya) of a pram1âa,
which is presumably what Kum1rila wishes to explain in his verse 47.

That the Buddhist critique here takes aim at a peculiarly occult and causal
understanding of the “capacity” introduced by Kum1rila is especially clear at
the end of the long treatment of the MEm1Åsaka doctrine in the TattvasaÅ-

graha, with some of ç1ntarakùita’s concluding verses amounting to a caricature:
“But, given the position of intrinsic validity, the Veda eªects certainty by itself,
simply given its own purpose and nature, and there’s no possibility of mistake,
etc. And hence, given that there is no room for ignorance, doubt, or miscon-
ception, a high-caste child needs no instruction at all.”57 In other words, the
“capacity” in question, if it is really to count as such and if it is to be properly
“intrinsic,” must be able to do its work by itself—in which case, children should
need no instruction in the Vedas, whose intrinsic capacity for validity should
su‹ce to transmit the text. This is, of course, a caricature meant to show that
the position has been reduced to absurdity. Nevertheless, it is clear that this car-
icature gains its force from the presupposition of a peculiarly causal under-
standing of what it would mean to speak of the “capacity” of pram1âas. On this
view, the doctrine of intrinsic validity amounts to the claim that reliable war-
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rants (pram1âas) themselves possess an occult capacity (éakti) that is, by itself,
able to bring about actually existent states of aªairs like the correspondence of
cognition with its object—in this case, correspondence of cognition with the
Vedas, even without instruction regarding the latter.

UÅveka’s Causal Account of svatan pr1m1âya

Significantly, of the commentaries on Kum1rila that are now extant, the only
one that would have been available to ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla (mid- and
late eighth century, respectively) was that of UÅveka Bha••a (fl. c. 710), who is
quoted by name in KamalaéEla’s commentary.58 An awareness of the stock char-
acter of the critique advanced by ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla should make us
wary of accepting it as accurately representing the MEm1Åsaka position. Nev-
ertheless, there is some basis in UÅveka’s commentary on Kum1rila for the
kinds of objections pressed by these Buddhist critics; in particular, it is to the
extent that UÅveka’s is an eminently causal account of the doctrine of svatan

pr1m1âya59 that, in the end, UÅveka remains vulnerable to these objections.
UÅveka’s commentary on the relevant passages in Kum1rila is much longer

(and, at several points, more di‹cult and obscure) than those of the later com-
mentators Sucaritamiéra and P1rthas1rathimiéra. Among the most noticeable
diªerences between his commentary and the latter two is the lengthy excursus
that precedes UÅveka’s interpretation of Kum1rila’s verse 47. This excursus
begins by scouting what UÅveka sees as alternative ways of reading Kum1rila’s
verse. Among the (mis)readings is this: “Still others think: The fact of produc-
ing cognition is, by definition, pr1m1âya [bodhakatvaÅ n1ma pr1m1âyam];
and that [fact] is simply intrinsic to cognition, it is not produced by e‹cacies,
since there is also real existence [of the fact of producing cognition] in faulty
cognition, which is lacking in e‹cacies; hence, validity is intrinsic.”60 This is
interesting because if (as P1rthas1rathimiéra does) we read Kum1rila’s verse
53—according to which, the validity of cognition obtains simply by virtue of
the fact that it is cognition (bodh1tmakatvena)61—as giving something like a
definitive statement regarding pr1m1âya, then UÅveka could here seem to be
criticizing Kum1rila’s own understanding of the matter.

UÅveka explains what is wrong with what we thus might reasonably view as
Kum1rila’s own position: “This doesn’t stand to reason, either, since validity
isn’t the fact of producing cognition, owing to the real presence [of the fact of
being a cognition] also in the cognition of silver with respect to [what is really]
mother-of-pearl, which is not a veridical cognition [pram1âa].”62 What drives
UÅveka’s critique of this interpretation is his concern that it leaves us with no
way of distinguishing veridical from erroneous cognitions, since the mere fact
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of producing a cognition (bodhakatva) is common to cognitions that would be
judged to be apram1âas (“nonveridical cognitions” or “unreliable warrants”) as
well as those that are admitted as pram1âas. For UÅveka, the equation of valid-
ity (pr1m1âya) with “the fact of producing cognition” therefore has the un-
wanted consequence that, if one mistook the glint of mother-of-pearl for that
of a piece of silver (a stock example of error in Indian philosophy), this errone-
ous cognition would have to be credited as a “veridical cognition” (pram1âa).
Thus, the direction of UÅveka’s argument will be, as it were, from pram1âa to
pr1m1âya (which, as seen below, is reversed by P1rthas1rathimiéra)—explain-
ing validity, that is, as what is possessed by those cognitions that are judged to
be pram1âas.

That this concern motivates UÅveka’s interpretation is abundantly clear
from the several pages that follow this last passage; what UÅveka now under-
takes, before finally oªering his own interpretation of verse 47, is a long digres-
sion on the topic of various possible explanations of error. This is not surprising,
since UÅveka, having written a commentary on Maâbanamiéra’s Bh1van1vi-
veka,63 was also familiar with Maâbanamiéra’s Vibhramaviveka (Discernment of
Error), an influential text on the topic.64 This excursus seems meant in particu-
lar to support UÅveka’s intuition that pr1m1âya must be what is yielded at the
outcome of the epistemic process—given which, it would indeed be absurd to
think of its being credited to what turns out to be an erroneous cognition. Thus,
when he concludes his lengthy digression and prepares for the topic at hand
(i.e., commenting on Kum1rila’s verse 47), UÅveka emphasizes that pr1m1âya
must be defined in something like the way that we might define truth: “the
validity of pram1âas such as perception is understood, based on positive and
negative concomitance, as their being nondiscordant from their objects, not sim-
ply their producing cognitions.”65

The eminently ontological presuppositions that guide UÅveka’s thought are
explicitly stated: “That is to say: there is invalidity in a case where there is no
nondiscordance, even given the fact of being a cognition, as [in the case] of a
cognition of silver with respect to [what is really] mother-of-pearl. There is, [in
contrast,] validity in a case where there is nondiscordance with an object, even
without the fact of producing a cognition, as [in the case] of smoke with respect
to fire.”66 The last statement is particularly striking; for UÅveka here makes
“validity” an objective, ontological aªair. Indeed, not only does UÅveka not
regard pr1m1âya as a matter of (subjective) justification (which is what repre-
sents the best reading of the MEm1Åsaka doctrine), but he takes it as completely
detachable from anyone’s knowing anything about it.67

This is surely among the places where it would seem clearest that UÅveka
means by pr1m1âya something much more like “truth” than “justification.”
Indeed, what might seem to be stated here is precisely a realist conception of
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truth, in the sense elaborated in Chapter 2—that is, a conception of “truth” as
obtaining independently of what any knowing subjects believe to be the case.
But UÅveka continues, first stating what John Taber rightly sees as his charac-
teristic interpretation of the doctrine: “Its [pr1m1âya’s] producers are just the
causes of the cognition.”68 That is, what causes a valid cognition is, at the same
time, precisely what causes its validity. This idea, however, is virtually definitive
of an epistemic (as contra a realist) conception of truth. That is, UÅveka here
proposes that the truth of a belief is in fact thought to relate to the question of
how that belief came to be held—specifically, a belief is to be judged true when
it is demonstrably caused by the same state of aªairs whose truth is thus known.
This is the sense in which validity turns out to be “intrinsic” for UÅveka: inso-
far as the causal connection that ensures the “nondiscordance” (arth1visaÅ-

v1ditvam) of cognition from its object is what distinguishes a cognitive episode
as veridical (i.e., as a pram1âa), that same causal connection, ipso facto, ex-
plains the validity (pr1m1âya) of that pram1âa.69

UÅveka’s interpretation is thus reflected in his reading of Kum1rila’s verse 47:

In this—i.e., [the verse that says] svatan sarvapram1â1n1m—with the first

half [of the verse, Kum1rila] has put forth the thesis that the causes of cog-

nition operate in regard to its validity, too; with the next [part of the verse],

the reason [hetu] with respect to this [thesis] is explained to be the absence

of any other collection of causal factors; “for a capacity not already existing

by itself cannot be eªected by anything else,” i.e., by anything over and above

the causal factors relevant to cognition. And in this verse, the word sva- is

expressive of something belonging to the [cognition it-]self.70

There are several things of note here. First, UÅveka’s explicit restatement of
Kum1rila’s verse in the recognized terms of a formally valid inference provides a
useful way to appreciate what is being claimed; a formally stated inference
requires that UÅveka find in Kum1rila’s verse both a “thesis” (pratijñ1) and a
reason for accepting it—significantly, the word for the latter here is hetu, which
literally means “cause” and is the same word UÅveka uses to refer to the causes
of cognition. In Sanskritic philosophical discourse, that is, the word hetu signifies
the part of a formally stated argument that, as it were, causes one to perform the
stated inference.71 UÅveka’s commentary here can thus be said explicitly to col-
lapse the causal and the logical senses of the word hetu, such that the cause of the
cognition generated by his statement of this inference is, at the same time, the
“cause” of its validity—that is, one might say, the reason for its being valid.

If it is perhaps tendentious to exploit this point in characterizing UÅveka’s
argument,72 it nevertheless seems usefully to disclose in UÅveka’s interpreta-
tion a notion that is typical of epistemic conceptions of truth: the idea that the
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role of arguments is not so much to justify beliefs as to produce them—such
that, for example, whether or not anyone is persuaded by an argument may be
relevant to the question of the truth of its conclusion.73 Such a presupposition
is on display here; by using the word hetu (cause) to designate the part of
Kum1rila’s argument that warrants his claim, UÅveka’s formal restatement of
Kum1rila’s argument can be said itself to exemplify the point that UÅveka takes
Kum1rila to be making: that the validity of a cognition is “intrinsic” only in the
sense that the cause of the cognition is at the same time the cause of its truth.

That is, if we apply UÅveka’s understanding of the doctrine in question to the
statement of the argument itself, we can see that the cause of the cognition gen-
erated by his statement of this inference—the part of the argument that is
thought to compel the reader to perform the inference—is, at the same time, the
“cause” of (in the sense of “the reason for”) its validity. We can see the problem
with this by considering another example: an inferential argument purporting to
demonstrate the existence of God. In such an argument, the existence of a seem-
ingly well-ordered world might be adduced as a reason that warrants belief in the
conclusion (as the “cause,” that is, of a certain disposition in someone receiving
the argument). But surely we would not want to say that this is itself the cause of
the truth of the belief, which is true (if it is) just in case God really exists.
UÅveka’s account of the doctrine seems eminently to conform with—indeed,
virtually to restate—Matilal’s observation that “a pram1âa in the Sanskrit tradi-
tion is conceived as a combination of both evidence and causal factor.”74

Second, note (what is emphasized in the translated passage) how UÅveka
glosses Kum1rila’s “by anything else” (anyena, as in “for a capacity not already
existing by itself cannot be eªected by anything else”): he takes it as standing
for “anything over and above the causal factors relevant to cognition” (vijñ1na-
s1magryatiriktena). Whereas Kum1rila’s verse says only that a capacity not al-
ready existing by itself cannot be produced by anything else, UÅveka reads him
as meaning that only the causes of cognition can produce this capacity—in
which case, our account of validity should retain some reference to these causes.
This is, of course, precisely the point; UÅveka’s close reading of this verse has
been preceded by a lengthy exposition on the nature of error, supporting
UÅveka’s intuitions that “validity” ought to mean correspondence (arth1vi-
saÅv1ditvam [nondiscordance]) and that this can be guaranteed only by a
causal account—such that, for example, what distinguishes a veridical cogni-
tion of shiny silver from mistaking mother-of-pearl for such is the fact that, in
the former case alone, silver really is present as the cause of the cognition.
Hence, “validity” (pr1m1âya) attaches uniquely to the former sort of episode.
That it attaches “intrinsically” is then true simply by definition; for pr1m1âya
(of or relating to pram1âa) just is what characterizes pram1âas—and it is by
reference to the causes of our cognitions that we can know when a cognition is
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a pram1âa. “Validity,” on this account, thus turns out to be the rather trivial
result of our first distinguishing, by reference to causes, that a cognition is a
pram1âa—from which, pr1m1âya follows as a truism.

Finally, what about UÅveka’s reading of the reflexive sense of svatan? His
commentary elliptically says that “the word sva- is expressive of [something]
belonging to itself” (1tmEyav1cakan svaéabda iti). By itself, this is rather cryptic.
We can, however, obtain some help from P1rthas1rathimiéra. As discussed in
Chapter 4, P1rthas1rathi reads the word sva- as “expressive of [something] it-
self” (1tmav1caka), specifically contra UÅveka’s reading of it as referring to
something belonging to itself. The point of these diªerent readings is that P1r-
thas1rathi regards the word as reflexive to cognition itself, while UÅveka in-
stead sees it as reflexive to something belonging to cognition—specifically, the
right kind of causes. John Taber helpfully rephrases Kum1rila’s verse as it would
read on the interpretation proposed by UÅveka: “It is to be understood that the
validity of all valid cognitions comes from the causes of the cognitions them-
selves (or, from the cognitions’ own causes).”75 UÅveka thus predicates validity
only of veridical cognitions (pram1âas); what belongs to cognitions that are
pram1âas, what is their “own” (1tmEya), is just the right kind of causes. In con-
trast, nonveridical cognitions (apram1âas) do not have such causes belonging
to them as their “own.” 

UÅveka’s is a causal theory of justification in the respect that he believes that
an episode of cognition is veridical (is a pram1âa) just in case it has the right sort
of causal connection to the fact on which it bears; and only having thus deter-
mined, simply by reference to its causes, that a cognition is veridical is it to be
credited with validity. But validity ends up being extraneous on this account, and
Kum1rila’s verse cannot be seen as explaining anything about pram1âas; we can
already obtain what we need (distinction between veridical and nonveridical cog-
nitions) simply by appeal to causes, and “validity” becomes simply the value that
is assigned to those cognitions that survive this discriminative appeal to causes.
UÅveka allows that pr1m1âya belongs intrinsically (but trivially) only to pra-
m1âas because he is concerned not with what may be the case prima facie (not
with how cognitions may at first appear) but with what we end up with; validity
is here the resultant eªect of the causes that are veridical cognitions, and the real
task is simply to determine, by appeal to causes, which cognitions are veridical.
This is why UÅveka can regard as an unwanted consequence of Kum1rila’s
interpretation the fact that validity ends up being predicated of cognitions that
are not pram1âas.76 On UÅveka’s account of svatan pr1m1âya, “truth” turns out
perhaps to be a plausible rendering of pr1m1âya—and it would indeed sound
absurd to speak of something’s being merely prima facie “true.”

Despite attempting to support the kind of pr1m1âya that he hopes will
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enable him to claim knowledge of what is really true, UÅveka ends up sup-
porting an ultimately epistemic notion of truth; that is, the “truth” that obtains
intrinsically for UÅveka is not a property of some potential truth-bearer such
as a Vedic utterance, but is “truth” only in the sense of the outcome or result of
the epistemic process. To be sure, this particular epistemic conception of truth
might not be vulnerable to precisely the critique made above with respect to
Dign1ga and DharmakErti, for whom the appeal to uniquely indubitable sense-
data is tantamount to an appeal simply to one’s reasons for believing (as opposed
to one’s reasons for thinking a belief true). So, what is wrong with it? Among
other things, as P1rthas1rathimiéra shows, it renders Kum1rila’s account of
falsification incoherent—a fact that is crucial to understanding its finally being
incompatible with a realist conception of truth. P1rthas1rathi will not only
embrace (what is for UÅveka) the unwanted consequence that even those cog-
nitions that turn out not to be pram1âas, in Kum1rila’s doctrine, should be
credited with “intrinsic validity”; what is more, he rightly sees that this is in fact
the only viable route to precisely the sort of realist conception of truth that all
MEm1Åsakas want to hold with respect to the Vedas. Before attempting to make
that case, it will be useful to take a short diversion to consider some conceptual
tools from William Alston, a contemporary interlocutor whose project can be
useful in understanding MEm1Ås1.

William Alston’s Doxastic Account of Justification

As should be clear, the argument that William Alston develops in Perceiving God
(1991) has a‹nities with the MEm1Åsaka approach, at least as we have a general
sense of that from Kum1rila. What is particularly helpful in Alston’s project,
however, is a sophisticated conceptual apparatus that can help characterize the
diªerence between the interpretations of UÅveka and P1rthas1rathi. It is use-
ful to introduce Alston at this point not only because he will provide some of
the conceptual terms for my exposition of P1rthas1rathi but also because the
elaboration of Alston’s argument can serve as the occasion for a philosophical
assessment of UÅveka’s interpretation, which compromises the central insights
of Kum1rila’s idea.

Alston’s book aims to defend the claim that putative experiences of God are
significantly akin to perceptual experiences and, as such, are capable of justify-
ing beliefs about God in the same way, and to more or less the same degree, as,
say, perceptual experience of a tree justifies one in beliefs about a tree. To say
that experiences of God are significantly like perceptual experiences is, Alston
emphasizes, mainly to make a phenomenological point:
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what I take to be definitive of perceptual consciousness is that something

(or so it seems to the subject) presents itself to the subject’s awareness as so-

and-so—as red, round, loving, or whatever. . . . The agreement on my claim

will be maximized if all parties are clear as to its purely phenomenological

character. I am not saying at this point that this mode of consciousness is

what perception is. (1991:36–37)

Thus, Alston sees putative experiences of God as like perceptual experiences
largely insofar as they have a similarly presentational quality—insofar, that is, as
their subjects experience themselves as having something intrude upon their
faculties from without. It is significant that Alston here eschews a normative-
explanatory approach in favor of a strictly phenomenological characterization—
his reversal of the usual epistemological procedure will, in the end, allow him
to make a stronger claim based on this phenomenological observation.

Of course, one important reason for comparing putative experiences of God
with sensory perception in particular is that the latter is widely (if often implic-
itly) seen as setting the standard for providing justified belief—and Alston wants
to argue that experiences of God can reasonably count as such partly because
even sensory perception turns out not to be as self-evidently reliable as might be
supposed. Alston’s argument is that prima facie justification is the most that we
are ever in a position to claim even with respect to sensory perception, since any
attempt to lay claim to something stronger (any attempt, for example, to mount
a second-order demonstration of the fact that first-order perceptual events are
reliable) inevitably issues in “epistemic circularity.” He explains:

For ascertaining contingent facts about the physical world we must either

rely on sense perception or on some other source that we are entitled to trust

only if we are entitled to regard sense perception as reliable. . . . Thus it is

futile to try to assess the reliability of sense perception by a simple enumer-

ative induction. . . . We must either use sense perception as the source of our

premises, thereby already assuming that it is reliable, or else get our premises

from some other source(s) that we would have reason to trust only if we

already had reason to trust sense perception. Any such argument is infected

by a kind of circularity. It is not the most direct kind of logical circularity. . . .

Since this kind of circularity involves a commitment to the conclusion as a

presupposition of our supposing ourselves to be justified in holding the

premises, we can properly term it “epistemic circularity.” (Ibid., 107–108)

Alston considers attempts to argue, to the contrary, that the reliability of
sense-perception can in fact be demonstrated. Among these, for example, is the
verificationist hypothesis proposed by the logical positivists. Alston notes that
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this could be criticized (as it has been) by questioning the coherence of the very
idea of factual meaningfulness; but his point here is specifically to show that the
verificationist approach cannot demonstrate reliability without epistemic circu-
larity. Given this, the relevant objection is that the very criterion invoked by
verificationists “presupposes the by and large reliability of sense perception.
What would be the point of requiring empirical verifiability or confirmability of
p as a necessary condition of the factual meaningfulness of p unless it were pos-
sible to verify or confirm a hypothesis by relating it properly to the results of
observation?” (ibid., 111). In other words, according to the verificationist’s own
account, only a corroboratory perception could be counted as confirming the
reliability of perception. The point is not unlike one made by Kum1rila’s com-
mentator Sucaritamiéra: “For if there is already cognition of a jar, what will one
who is doubtful eªect by another cognition of the jar?”77 Alston has in eªect
noted here that we could regard ourselves as better justified by a second cogni-
tion of a jar only if we already presupposed that perceptual cognition grants
justification; but to the extent that such is precisely what is in question, percep-
tual verification does not advance the case.

It is important to note (as Alston does) that he is “speaking in terms of epis-
temic justification, rather than in terms of knowledge” (ibid., 2). Thus, “knowl-
edge” is often taken to mean something like “justified true belief.” Such a
notion seems to stipulate that one is entitled to claim knowledge only when one
is both justified and capable of demonstrating (presumably on grounds other
than those that provide the justification) that the belief thus justified is also
true. It is precisely Alston’s point that such a second-order demonstration can-
not be mounted without presupposing the validity of the grounds that provided
justification in the first place. In this regard,

There is an important distinction between mediate or indirect justification

and immediate or direct justification. To be mediately justified in believing

that p is for that belief to be justified by reasons, that is, by other things one

knows or justifiably believes. Here the justification comes via appropriate

inferential or grounding relations. . . . To be immediately justified in believ-

ing that p is for that belief to be justified by something other than reasons.78

To say, then, that “knowledge” is characterized as “justified true belief,” is to
suppose not only that one can be justified in crediting a first-order cognitive
event but that one can additionally know that the belief thus justified is also
true—and that one can know this by adducing as reasons “other things one
knows or justifiably believes.” Alston’s claim is that, insofar as these “other
things one knows or justifiably believes” can only confer the same kind of
justification that can be granted by the first-order event in need of warranting,
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the adducing of such reasons cannot be thought to confer a unique degree or
kind of justification.

Alston argues that we therefore have no choice but to assume that one can be
justified even in cases where one is unable to provide justification—that is, first-
order cognitive events can “immediately” provide a degree of justification that
cannot (without epistemic circularity) be exceeded by the justification that is
“mediately” conferred by the adducing of reasons, because such “reasons” can
only ever amount to “other things one knows or justifiably believes”; and
because it is not possible to know something independently of the ways in
which we know things, these “other things one knows” must at some point pre-
suppose the validity of the same kind of first-order cognition now thought to
need warranting. As Alston expresses it,

I will be working with the concept of a subject S’s being justified in believ-

ing that p, rather than with the concept of S’s justifying a belief. That is, I

will be concerned with the state or condition of being justified in holding a

certain belief, rather than with the activity of justifying a belief. . . . The

crucial diªerence between them is that while to justify a belief is to mar-

shal [sic] considerations in its support, in order for me to be justified in

believing that p it is not necessary that I have done anything by way of an

argument for p or for my epistemic situation vis-à-vis p. Unless I am justi-

fied in many beliefs without arguing for them, there is precious little I

justifiably believe. (Ibid., 71)

Or, as Kum1rila’s commentators put it, unless it is possible to be justified in
many beliefs without arguing for them, “the whole world would be blind.”

However, some might object that Alston’s argument—with its avowed focus
only on justification and not on knowledge—entails that we cannot hold a real-
ist conception of truth and that we must, instead, remain satisfied to claim only
that what we justifiably believe could be true. But this is not necessarily so. Here,
it is important to attend to the distinction between first-order and higher-order
cognitive events. That is, the inescapability of epistemic circularity is not a prob-
lem if we realize that it obtains only at the level of second-order claims about
knowledge; this recognition allows regarding the first-order beliefs as none-
theless reliable since, on Alston’s theory of epistemic justification, “there are no
‘higher-level’ requirements for justified belief” (ibid., 87).

With respect, therefore, to the question of how Alston’s epistemic reliability
is related to the likelihood of a belief ’s being true, this important distinction
between levels is what allows the assumption of our reliable practices as “truth-
conducive.” That is, Alston can acknowledge that “we have finally settled for an
epistemic status for [perceptual awareness] (and derivatively for the epistemic
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status of perceptual beliefs) that falls short of likelihood of truth”; and yet go on
to emphasize that this reduced epistemic status “attaches to the higher-level
claim that [perceptual awareness] is reliable, not to the particular perceptual
beliefs that issue from that practice. As for the latter, what we are claiming is still
the full-blooded (prima facie) justification . . . that involves likelihood of truth”
(ibid., 181). And, as he adds in a footnote, “This does not, of course, imply that
the higher-level claim is not justified in the truth-conducive sense. It is just that
we have given up on showing that it is.”

The question, then, is how we can be entitled to credit the first-order aware-
nesses as “truth-conducive.” Here, it is important to understand Alston’s char-
acterization of his as a doxastic approach to justification. “Doxastic” simply
means “belief-forming,” and Alston refers to all the various ways of arriving at
beliefs as “doxastic practices” (with, say, Christian practices for cultivating ex-
perience of God—or “Christian mystical practice,” as he calls it—being, in this
regard, on the same footing as “sensory practice”).79 In characterizing his as a
“doxastic” approach to justification, Alston means to oªer an alternative to
causal accounts of justification. Causal approaches to justification, as Alston
explains, are elaborated in order to confer justification by explaining how an
external object could be related to a subject, with the demonstration that an
object is causally related to a subject meant to satisfy us that the object in ques-
tion is what is really perceived.

This question of the relationship between subject and object in particular
emerged as a problem in the course of the history of modern philosophy. This
is because the standard procedure in much post-Kantian philosophy has been
to start with the knowing subject (this was Kant’s “Copernican revolution”) and
to reason from the epistemic capacities of the subject to whatever one might be
justified in believing. Accordingly, much post-Kantian epistemology has been
concerned with bracketing the question of exactly what one is perceiving in any
given case (since that is, presumably, precisely what is in question) and elabo-
rating an epistemological account that remains neutral with respect to diªerent
possibilities for explaining what is perceived (neutral, e.g., with respect to sense-
datum theories and other such representationalist epistemologies). But after
one has elaborated an account that is, in principle, convincing, independent of
what one takes to be the “direct object” of knowledge, it becomes di‹cult to
explain how any external object could be related to the knowing subject; the lat-
ter can, it seems, be satisfactorily accounted for without any reference to exter-
nal objects.

It is to address this seemingly intractable problem that causal epistemologies
are elaborated. Of course, this is in significant ways similar to the problem that
UÅveka was trying to address by appealing to causes. UÅveka elaborated his
account of svatan pr1m1âya on the assumption that one would have to retain
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some reference to the causes of cognitions for there to be any hope of distin-
guishing veridical from erroneous cognitions (that is, pram1âas from
apram1âas); surely, the diªerence between a veridical cognition of shiny silver
and a mistaken cognition of mother-of-pearl as silver is that silver is actually
present as the cause of the cognition in the former case. Thus, for UÅveka, as
for the thinkers against whom Alston argues, a true belief that p counts as
“knowledge” only if it has the right sort of causal connection to the fact that p.

Alston eªectively shows, however, the problem with the appeal to such
causal accounts of justification: “By no means everything that figures impor-
tantly in the causal chain leading to a certain visual experience is thereby seen.
The chain in question contains neurophysiological processes in the brain and
elsewhere; but they are not seen.”80 The problem, in other words, is how to
specify which causes of cognition can count as the ones that explain what it is
about which we are justified in forming beliefs. This returns us to the situation
of epistemic circularity, because we could be in a position to specify this only if
we presuppose the reliability of our ways of picking out the relevant causes. To
put the matter in terms of UÅveka’s example: given two phenomenologically
indistinguishable cognitions whose objects seem to be silver, we could only
know which one was really caused by silver if we presuppose the reliability of
whatever awareness picks out the cause—but if we already knew that, then we
would not have any problem in the first place. There is, then, no sustaining the
claim that cognition yields “knowledge” or “validity” only when it has first been
ascertained that it was appropriately caused; the knowledge that it was appro-
priately caused cannot be based on any fundamentally diªerent kind of warrant
than the initial cognition in question.

In contrast, Alston upholds a view that he designates the “Theory of Appear-
ing.” This, he says, “is a form of ‘direct’ realism, even ‘naive’ realism, in that it
endorses our spontaneous, naive way of taking sense experience as involving
the direct awareness of an object that is presented to consciousness, usually an
external physical object.”81 Thus, “if we ask the question ‘What must be added
to a certain visual experience in order for it to be true that S sees a certain tree?,’
the answer given by the Theory of Appearing is ‘Nothing, provided that tree is
what is appearing to S in that experience’” (ibid., 56). Alston may seem to beg
the question with this last condition (“provided that tree is what is appearing to
S in that experience”), since, presumably, it is whether or not there is a tree that
is precisely what we wish to know. That he is not begging the question becomes
clear when we note that he is again speaking phenomenologically; that is, the
condition specifies only that it be a tree that is appearing to the subject.

But (and here is where we can find room for a realist conception of truth on
Alston’s account) the phenomenological fact that one is presented with a tree is,
on Alston’s doxastic account of justification, all that is required to be justified
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in believing that the experience is one of a real, externally existent tree. In this
regard, Alston has eªected something of his own “Copernican revolution,”
reversing the procedure that is characteristic of empiricist foundationalism in
particular. Thus, given the fact that epistemic circularity will inevitably attach
to any attempt to demonstrate the reliability of a doxastic practice,

the only way of arguing, from a standpoint outside any practice of forming

beliefs . . . that people do genuinely perceive God is to argue for the episte-

mological position that beliefs formed on the basis of such (putative) per-

ceptions are (prima facie) justified. If that is the case, we have a good rea-

son for regarding many of the putative perceptions as genuine; for if the

subject were not often really perceiving X why should the experience

involved provide justification for beliefs about X? This reverses the usual

order of procedure in which we first seek to show that S really did perceive

X and then go on to consider what beliefs about X, if any, are justified by

being based on that perception. (Ibid., 10; cf. 68, 227)

In other words, Alston’s procedure is to show that the subjects of religious expe-
riences are prima facie justified in thinking that their experience is the experi-
ence it seems, phenomenologically, to be; and, if one is thus justified, then the
experience can, ipso facto, be taken as genuinely an experience of what seems to
be experienced. Thus, a doxastic approach to epistemology relates subject and
object not causally, but simply by holding that “what is seen by virtue of under-
going a particular experience is what this experience generates beliefs about”
(ibid., 57–58).

We can express this reversal of causal epistemologies succinctly (and return
to the epistemology advanced by UÅveka) if we express the point in Sanskrit
terminology: whatever it is in regard to which one has pr1m1âya is what should
be called a pram1âa. Thus, while UÅveka wants to explain pr1m1âya as the
eªect caused by (what we can otherwise know to be) pram1âas, Alston’s proce-
dure would, instead, work backward from pr1m1âya and maintain that one
may be said to have a pram1âa in a case in which there is pr1m1âya—and the
latter would obtain first. Indeed, Alston’s whole point, in these terms, is that
pr1m1âya is known prima facie (though it is subject to being overridden). This
view has what UÅveka considered the unwanted consequence that cognitive
events that turn out not to have been veridical (that turn out, that is, to be
apram1âas) are credited, at least initially, with “validity.” But UÅveka could
consider this a problematic consequence only because he focused on the con-
clusion of the epistemic process; that is, he wanted us to conclude that we are in
possession of validity, with this conclusion being the “eªect” yielded by the
causes that are pram1âas.82
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If, in contrast, all we are talking about is prima facie justification, then valid-
ity represents not the conclusion but the beginning of the epistemic process,
with this prima facie validity providing the only way for us to proceed with any-
thing (even to proceed, as in many cases, to conclude that the validity we had
originally thought to obtain turns out to have been misleading). As Sucarita-
miéra expresses it, “This is why it is only after cognition has arisen on the part
of all subjects that the activity of communication is seen [to take place]. For
even mistakenly cognized silver, just like correctly cognized silver, is seen con-
ducing to eªective action. This does not make sense on the part of a doubtful
[cognition], so certainty [must be said to have] been produced. What else will
validity be?”83 What more justification could one desire than that on the basis
of which any further inquiry (even epistemological inquiry!) must proceed?

This reversal of the usual procedure represents precisely the opposite of the
kind of foundationalist approach exemplified by Dign1ga and DharmakErti,
which would seek to ground justification in a causal story that takes the per-
ceived object indubitably to have caused the perception—which, that is, with-
holds the judgment that one “knows” something until it has first been ascer-
tained that the “something” in question is, in fact, present as the cause of the
cognition under review.84 The problem is that the latter can be ascertained only
by adducing “other things one knows or justifiably believes”—which we can, in
turn, only be justified in knowing based on the very same epistemic instruments
now available as we seek to ascertain the presence of a cause.

In the end, this is UÅveka’s problem, too. UÅveka wants an account of sva-
tan pr1m1âya according to which we can be certain that, for example, we will
only ever credit with pr1m1âya a cognition of silver that really was caused by sil-
ver. This is why he concludes that validity is “intrinsic” to cognition only in the
sense that what causes our cognition is, at the same time, what causes its validity.
Thus, his account preserves the order of procedure that is reversed by Alston.
On UÅveka’s account, that is, pr1m1âya turns out to be “intrinsic” only in the
trivial sense that there is, by definition, pr1m1âya wherever one can first ascer-
tain that a pram1âa had been operative, with the latter to be determined by
appeal to the causes of the cognition in question. But it can only be ascertained
that it was “really” silver that caused the initial cognition if one already presup-
poses that one is in possession of valid ways of knowing this—which is precisely
what was in question. Thus, UÅveka’s account of svatan pr1m1âya cannot ulti-
mately explain anything about the functioning of pram1âas; rather, he presup-
poses that we know one when we see one.
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4

Are the Vedas Intrinsically True?
PRIMA FACIE JUSTIFICATION AND THE MDM0ÄSAKA 

CRITIQUE OF BUDDHIST FOUNDATIONALISM

P1rthas1rathimiéra’s Doxastic Account of svatan pr1m1âya

Let us turn now to the interpretation developed by P1rthas1rathimiéra (fl. 
c. 1075), whose Ny1yaratn1kara is the most often consulted commentary on
Kum1rila’s çlokav1rttika. More interesting for our purposes, though, is P1rtha-
s1rathi’s Ny1yaratnam1l1, an independent work that addresses most of the
important philosophical themes of P[rva MEm1Ås1.1 The second chapter of
this work is entitled “Svatanpr1m1âyanirâaya” (Determination of Intrinsic
Validity).2 Here, P1rthas1rathi does not dedicate most of his attention to elab-
orating svatan pr1m1âya as contra MEm1Ås1’s Buddhist opponents (though he
says some illuminating things in this regard); instead, he is particularly con-
cerned with addressing the diªerent understandings of the doctrine found
within the Bh1••a tradition of MEm1Ås1. In this context, he advances a partic-
ular account of that doctrine as not only making the most sense philosophically
but also as representing the best exegesis of Kum1rila.3 His interpretation, in
particular, can usefully be expressed in terms of the conceptual vocabulary sug-
gested by Alston.

P1rthas1rathi begins this chapter by concisely laying out what he sees as the
issues regarding which “commentators disagree”: “Is the word sva- reflexive to
[cognition] itself, or to [something] belonging to itself ? Similarly, does validity
intrinsically exist [bhavati], or does it [intrinsically] appear [bh1ti]? Finally, is
what we call ‘validity’ the quiddity of an object, or is it the fact of eªecting cer-
tainty that an object exists as it [really] does?”4 He provides a verse statement of
the answers he will defend: “This word sva- is reflexive to [the cognition it-]self ;
validity intrinsically appears; and validity is set forth as the being thus of an
object.”5 The trend of P1rthas1rathi’s argument is especially clear from the first
two points: the reflexive term in Kum1rila’s verse is meant to refer to cognition
as such, not to its causes; and that the validity thus attaching to cognition itself
obtains only prima facie is suggested by the phenomenological language of
“appearing” (as opposed to the ontological language of existing).6 With the
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third point (that validity concerns the “being thus” of an object, and not the
“fact of eªecting certainty” regarding that), P1rthas1rathi evidently intends at
once to emphasize the truth-conduciveness of his position and the fact that
justification can be conferred immediately—that is, pr1m1âya does not consist
only in the second-order ascertainment that one knows; rather, it is possible to
be justified without having given any reasons for a belief.7

Before defending these answers, P1rthas1rathi first elaborates and rejects al-
ternative readings. The first interpretation that he considers is one like UÅ-

veka’s, which he helpfully characterizes as motivated by a consideration that we
have not so far encountered: “Therefore, validity, which is defined as [a cogni-
tion’s] being like [its] object, is produced based on [cognition’s] very own
cause. It does not [simply] appear [intrinsically valid]; for cognition does not
cause [one] to understand itself, nor its own validity, because of [cognition’s]
being exhausted in the mere illumination of its object.”8 The first sentence recog-
nizably represents UÅveka’s interpretation. In attributing the second statement
to his opponent (specifically, as UÅveka’s reason for rejecting P1rthas1rathi’s
contention that validity merely appears intrinsically), however, P1rthas1rathi
has anticipated an important objection: specifically, that P1rthas1rathi’s interpre-
tation of svatan pr1m1âya compromises the direct realism to which MEm1Åsakas
are committed.9

That point is here expressed as the claim that cognition functions only to dis-
close “objects”—a claim that reflects the MEm1Åsakas’ peculiarly strong reluc-
tance to allow the possible involvement of anything like “sense-data.” Thus,
P1rthas1rathi is here anticipating the objection that his reading of the doctrine
of intrinsic validity has antirealist implications. It is important for P1rthas1rathi
to confront this objection insofar as the phenomenological character of his
reading might seem to turn the focus too significantly toward the knowing sub-
ject. That is, the claim that “intrinsic validity” means only that cognition intrin-
sically “appears” (bh1ti) valid may be thought to entail that everything other
than cognition itself can finally be bracketed from the account10—in which
case, we might seem to be left with no epistemic route to the external world that
is, for MEm1Åsakas, crucial as the locus of ritual action. As with the “appercep-
tion” (svasaÅvitti) posited by the Buddhist foundationalists, MEm1Åsakas
might thus see in P1rthas1rathi’s interpretation the claim that what is intrinsic
is “an inherent quality of truth of the cognitions”11—making it a short trip (by
way of the intuition that “truth” consists in arth1visaÅv1ditvam [nondiscor-
dance from an object]) to the conclusion that the direct object of cognition is
itself intrinsic to the knower. Given his MEm1Åsaka commitments, P1rthas1-
rathi clearly needs to refute this charge.

In the course of his engagement (which digresses a bit before specifically ad-
dressing this charge),12 P1rthas1rathi twice invokes against UÅveka a passage
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from Kum1rila noted in Chapter 3: codan1 53, which begins “the validity of cog-
nition obtains simply by virtue of the fact that it is cognition.”13 P1rthas1rathi
rightly sees this as a passage that UÅveka cannot make much sense of—indeed,
we saw that UÅveka explicitly refuses something much like this as a definition
of validity, insisting instead that we can predicate pr1m1âya only of those cog-
nitions that we already know (on other grounds) to be pram1âas.14 This is, for
P1rthas1rathi, an example of the many verses that “do not cohere” given UÅ-

veka’s interpretation.15

P1rthas1rathi can, moreover, here accuse UÅveka not only of contradicting
Kum1rila’s text but of contradicting reason as well. Indeed, P1rthas1rathi’s cri-
tique of UÅveka’s interpretation of this verse provides an important part of
P1rthas1rathi’s answer to the objection that his phenomenological reading has
antirealist implications. Furthermore, P1rthas1rathi can be said here to argue
that in the end only his own account is compatible with a realist conception of
truth. This argument can be gleaned from P1rthas1rathi’s statement of how
UÅveka would, given his interpretation, have to explain the second half verse
53, which says that the validity that thus obtains is set aside only “based on cog-
nition of defects, or the [subsequently discovered] fact of being other than its
object.” On the view of Kum1rila’s epistemology proposed by UÅveka, says
P1rthas1rathi, Kum1rila’s point about falsification would have to be understood
thus: “the validity of a conception is produced intrinsically, [and] overridden
subsequently; and this doesn’t make sense, because of [the cognition’s having
been] a non-pram1âa from the outset.”16

In other words, on the view that validity is intrinsically produced (by the
same causes that produce the cognition), any subsequent revision in judgment
would have to consist in the actual transformation of the initially known state
of aªairs—what had been true, that is, would now be false. P1rthas1rathi rightly
contends, however, that if this is Kum1rila’s claim, then the provision for the
subsequent falsification of initially “valid” cognitions must allow not merely the
reversal of a judgment of merely prima facie validity but the veritable ontolog-
ical transformation of what was known. Against such an absurd view, P1rthas1-
rathi’s rejoinder virtually amounts to the statement of a realist conception of
truth: in cases where our initial cognition is overridden, the initial cognition was
false (i.e., was a non-pram1âa) all along; all that changes is our awareness
thereof.17 P1rthas1rathi thus separates the (subjective, epistemic) state of justi-
fication from the (objective) fact of truth.

This point clarifies the basic problem with UÅveka’s essentially psychologis-
tic conflation of the causes of cognition with the causes of its truth. Although, of
course, causal factors produce cognitions, it is problematic to allow that these
same causal factors are all that produce justification. This is precisely the point
of Kum1rila’s verse 48, according to which, “existents depend upon a cause for
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their coming-into-being [1tmal1bhe], but the operation of already constituted
existents [labdh1tman1Å] with respect to their proper tasks is precisely intrin-
sic.”18 Thus, for example, a jar depends for its existence on such causes as clay
and a potter’s wheel; but we would not say that the action of carrying water with
it is itself thus caused. In this example, the action of carrying water is thus
adduced as something like an Aristotelian “final cause”—and the point is that a
teleological description of the intended use of a jar does not make sense as the
eªect of the relevant e‹cient causes. So, too, for cognition: our cognitive expe-
riences are surely caused by all manner of diªerent e‹cient causes; but the in-
tentional activity of justifying our beliefs cannot itself be said to be the eªect of
those causes and must instead be given something like a teleological description.

This is the case, at least, if we are to avoid compromising our typical idea of
what it means for the beliefs thus justified to be true. The treatment of Kum1-
rila’s account of falsification thus becomes crucial to understanding what P1r-
thas1rathi means by pr1m1âya—to put it in Sanskrit terms, this discussion
clarifies that to say that all cognitions should be judged intrinsically to have
pr1m1âya is not, for P1rthas1rathi, to say that all cognitions are intrinsically
pram1âas. The latter status, then, concerns truth, which obtains independently
of anyone’s knowing it; pr1m1âya, by contrast, concerns what some knower
judges to be the case. Because he understands these as distinct P1rthas1rathi can
coherently take the whole doctrine of intrinsic validity precisely to depend on
what UÅveka saw as an unwanted consequence: that all cognitions must be
assumed intrinsically to confer prima facie justification.19 Only thus is it intelli-
gible to say that when a cognition is subsequently overridden, what one gains is
further perspective with respect to questions touching on things that can be
objectively true (such that we can talk of a prima facie justified cognition’s hav-
ing been “a non-pram1âa from the outset”).

This point is in play when P1rthas1rathi then addresses more precisely the
charge that his interpretation has antirealist implications—specifically, that
its phenomenological focus simply on how cognitions “appear” (bh1ti) entails
the consequence (unwanted by MEm1Åsakas) that the objects of cognition are
themselves internal to the knower. P1rthas1rathi is here worth quoting at length,
as his response is crucial to a full appreciation of his position:

In regard to this, it is explained: first of all, as for what you said—

“Cognition doesn’t apprehend itself, because of its consisting [only] in the

disclosure of an object; and when [cognition] is not itself being appre-

hended, validity can’t be apprehended as being connected to it”—if we

were saying that cognition apprehends by saying “I am a pram1âa,” or

“validity belongs to me,” then we could be censured as you say. But this is

not what we said.20
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P1rthas1rathi thus restates the objection, clarifying that his interlocutor thinks
it absurd for the validity of a cognition intrinsically to appear as part of the con-
tent of the cognition.21 His caricature of the position thus attributed to him
contains the seeds of a rejoinder: the objection is credible only if it is presup-
posed that validity is the outcome of (what is already known to be) a veridical
cognition—in which case, it would indeed be necessary, first, to distinguish
which cognitions were already veridical (and, hence, entitled to have validity
predicated of them). To the extent that P1rthas1rathi is talking simply about the
intrinsic appearance of validity, his would therefore have to be the phenome-
nological point that veridical cognitions simply announce themselves as such
(“I am a pram1âa”)—that they wear their epistemic credentials on their sleeves,
initially appearing in such a way that we already know from their content which
cognitions are suitable for predication of validity.

Clearly, that would not be a phenomenologically accurate account of our
epistemic experience, and P1rthas1rathi emphasizes that he is not saying that.
Rather, P1rthas1rathi’s point is that although the content of our cognitions
involves states of aªairs that are possibly true, that is logically distinct from the
issue of justification; and being justified therefore does not require that we first
know which cognitions are pram1âas. P1rthas1rathi presses this point by em-
phasizing again that we are thus prima facie justified whether or not the cogni-
tions in question turn out to have been veridical. He further clarifies:

What, then, [are we saying]? That which is actually the validity of cognition,

that in virtue of which a cognition becomes a pram1âa—that, which is what

is expressed when the word pr1m1âya is used, by virtue of its [pr1m1âya’s]

being the motivator of the concept and the word “pram1âa,’” is said to be

apprehended by cognition itself.22

P1rthas1rathi here provides an account of the word pr1m1âya that suggests
how he has, like Alston, reversed the usual epistemological procedure (has
reversed, in his case, UÅveka’s procedure): veridical cognition (cognition that
is a pram1âa) is now explained by the prior, prima facie fact of validity (pr1-
m1âya), rather than the converse. Thus, while UÅveka thinks we can credit
pr1m1âya only to those cognitions that are determined on other, causal grounds
to be pram1âas (to be true), P1rthas1rathi instead starts from the fact that we
are prima facie justified in taking either of the cognitions in UÅveka’s exam-
ple—the “genuine” cognition of silver or the one that mistakes mother-of-pearl
for silver—to be veridical. If, absent the arising of any overriding cognition, the
prima facie justification holds, then the initial cognition stands as veridical (as
a pram1âa) in virtue of the fact that it was valid. This is what it means for
P1rthas1rathi to say that the concept of pr1m1âya is “the motivator of the con-
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cept and the word pram1âa” (pram1âabuddhiéabdayor bh1vakatay1) and that it
is in virtue of this that a cognition becomes a pram1âa (yadvaé1j jñ1naÅ pra-
m1âaÅ bhavati). Thus, the phenomenological content of cognition need not
include the second-order awareness that it is veridical (it need not announce
that “I am a pram1âa”) in order for it nevertheless to justify the belief that it
accurately discloses its object.

P1rthas1rathi concludes this section by showing once again that his account
nevertheless involves a realist conception of truth:

And what is that [validity]? The quiddity of an object [arthatath1tvam]; for

it is precisely the fact of its object’s really existing in this way [arthasya

tath1bh[tatvam] that is the validity of a cognition, i.e., because of the valid-

ity of a cognition whose object exists in that way. And it is precisely [a cog-

nition’s] being otherwise than its object that is its in-validity. Therefore,

validity, in the form of the quiddity of an object, belonging to [the cogni-

tion it-]self, is ascertained based on the cognition itself. It is not to be

understood based on cognition of e‹cacies, or of correspondence, or of

pragmatic e‹cacy [arthakriy1]. But in-validity, in the form of [cognition’s]

being otherwise than its object, is not understood intrinsically, i.e., as

belonging to [the cognition it-]self; rather, it is based on cognition of a

defect in the cause, or directly, based on [a contradictory] cognition such as

“this [thing I had previously perceived turns out to be] not so.” This is how,

in regard to this, it is settled.23

P1rthas1rathi, like Alston, thus still thinks of the justification defended by his
account as conducive to the realization of truth, understood in realist terms—
here, in terms of something like correspondence (i.e., the fact that a cognition’s
object really exists in the way presented). The point is simply that we are justi-
fied in finding such correspondence to obtain whenever “the validity of cogni-
tion that obtains simply by virtue of the fact that it is cognition” is not falsi-
fied by any subsequent overriding cognition.24 We do not, that is, require any
second-order awareness to confirm the validity that we are thus prima facie
justified in assuming and the prima facie justification can nonetheless be taken
as truth-conducive. Higher-order awareness is, however, required in order to
override such justification. Thus, despite having relinquished (because of its
unsustainability) the view that one can be justified only given higher-order cog-
nitions to the eªect that one is justified, one can nevertheless be entitled to
claim that the beliefs intrinsically justified are really true.

After adducing several passages from Kum1rila’s texts to show that the inter-
pretation thus defended is really the one recommended by Kum1rila, P1rthas1-
rathi further clarifies some of the other issues that were left open by Kum1rila’s
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statement of the doctrine in his verse 47. He starts by anticipating an objection
that once again mistakenly presupposes the standard order of epistemological
procedure:

But if validity is understood at the time of the occurrence of a cognition,

[then] that which does not appear as being a pram1âa at the beginning is a

non-pram1âa; hence, at the very beginning, it can be ascertained by elimi-

nation, even without overriding cognitions or cognitions of defects in the

cause; hence, there would be the unwanted consequence that in-validity,

too, is intrinsic.25

This objection ignores P1rthas1rathi’s earlier point, and the interlocutor remains
committed to the presupposition that we can only speak of the eªect that is
validity after we have ascertained the cause that is veridical cognition—in which
case, the claim that validity intrinsically appears at the outset would be the claim
that one has awareness, ab initio, of which are the veridical cognitions that are
entitled to bear this judgment. Here, the particular form of the objection is that
this idea would entail the conclusion (unwanted by MEm1Åsakas) that in-valid-
ity, too, is intrinsic; for whatever does not initially appear as a pram1âa is, “by
elimination,” a non-pram1âa. And as knowable by elimination at the outset,
invalidity, too, would eªectively be intrinsic.26

We have already seen how such an objection mistakes P1rthas1rathi’s claim.
In the present statement of the objection, though, P1rthas1rathi finds the occa-
sion for a compelling clarification of the last of the issues that I had said would
require our attention. Thus, he concludes:

Don’t speak thus! For this word sva- is not used with validity as its referent,

[in which case] validity [would] appear simply because of validity. Nor is it

[used] with pram1âa as its referent; for if it were thus, then, since validity

doesn’t appear in non-pram1âas, invalidity would be proven by elimination.

Rather, this word sva- is reflexive [simply] to cognition.27 Validity appears

simply because there is cognition. And thus, validity is experienced, even

though itself nonexistent, even based on a cognition which is not a pram1âa;

hence, there is not proof-by-elimination of invalidity. But in-validity is

experienced subsequently, by way of the form of a cognized exception to

validity. And this reflection on whether the validity of pram1âas is intrinsic

or dependent is not [simply] with reference to cognitions that are pram1âas;

rather, those that are based on cognitions that are in contact with more than

one mutually exclusive extreme, such as [cognitions whose content is inde-

terminate, like] “is this a post or a man?,” and those that are redundant

because of being memory cognitions,28 and those whose forms are [certain,]
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like “this is a jar, this is a cloth”—this reflection is with reference to all of

these cognitions, because [Kum1rila] begins [this whole project] by saying

“This, whose object is all cognitions, is to be investigated.”29

Here, then, in addition to concluding with another passage showing his
exegetical adequacy to Kum1rila, P1rthas1rathi finally clarifies why in fact we
must take the reflexive sva- in Kum1rila’s verse (“the validity of all reliable war-
rants should be understood as based on [cognition] itself”) as reflexive to all
cognitions—even those that turn out not to have been veridical. In this regard,
P1rthas1rathi here lists three options. According to the first, Kum1rila’s epis-
temology would be defending only the vacuous claim that “the validity of all
reliable warrants should be understood as based on validity itself.” More impor-
tant, he considers the possibility that sva- is reflexive only to all veridical cogni-
tions (only to pram1âas). This, P1rthas1rathi points out, is what is assumed by
the objection he is here addressing (as by UÅveka). P1rthas1rathi thus tries,
against his interlocutor’s stubborn refusal to appreciate that P1rthas1rathi has
inverted the logic of conventional epistemology, to foreclose the possibility of
any further mistaking of his point, which is clearly stated in this part of the fore-
going: “Validity appears simply because there is cognition. And thus, validity is
experienced, even though itself non-existent, even based on a cognition which
is not a pram1âa.”30

P1rthas1rathi could not state any more clearly his phenomenological claim
that we generally experience our awareness as disclosing an accurately repre-
sented world—with our justification in that belief being, P1rthas1rathi again
emphasizes, logically distinct from the question of whether or not any particu-
lar awareness is a pram1âa (whether, that is, it is true). In the terms suggested
by Alston, we can say that this phenomenological point advances an essentially
doxastic account of justification—which is to say that what it is that we are
justified in believing, on P1rthas1rathi’s account, is not limited to what can be
shown to have caused a cognition; rather, we are justified in forming beliefs
about whatever appears in that cognition. And while this epistemological claim
thus turns on a basically phenomenological point about how cognitions appear,
it is nevertheless compatible with a realist conception of truth— compatible,
that is, with the idea that the beliefs justified on this account really are true,
independent of the fact of anyone’s knowing so. Indeed, only on such a view is
it possible to make any sense of Kum1rila’s account of the subsequent falsifica-
tion of prima facie justified beliefs.

But P1rthas1rathi’s interpretation is not warranted only by its exegetical ade-
quacy to Kum1rila’s account of falsification; his view also gains purchase from a
more general consideration of the relationship between truth and justification—
a consideration advanced by P1rthas1rathi’s point that pr1m1âya’s appearing
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intrinsically does not mean the cognition in question is intrinsically a pram1âa.
A realist conception of truth, as characterized in Chapter 2, virtually consists in
recognizing that these are distinct; nevertheless, justification regarding the truth
of beliefs is all that we ever get here in this sublunary world—given which, the
truth of justified beliefs is not something that is additionally known. That is, to
be justified just is to be entitled to think that one’s beliefs are really true. Noth-
ing would be added by showing (what the MEm1Åsakas are arguing we cannot
show anyway) that one’s justified beliefs were also true; for to be justified is
already to be entitled to believe this! This is the sense in which this epistemol-
ogy amounts to a critique of the view that “knowledge” consists in something
like “justified true belief.” This point is further developed below in discussion
of the question (hitherto deferred) of the real project that is served by this
whole epistemological doctrine (that of securing the uniquely authoritative sta-
tus of the Vedas). First, however, the argument should be situated, more explic-
itly than has been done to this point, in terms of the foundationalist epistemol-
ogy of Buddhist philosophers like Dign1ga and DharmakErti.

“MEm1Ås1 Has Only One Real Enemy: Buddhism” 

Now that we have considered a philosophical and exegetical disagreement among
MEm1Åsakas who claim to share a commitment to the doctrine of intrinsic
validity, it remains for us to consider more closely how the doctrine explored
here (especially on the Alstonian interpretation advanced with respect to
P1rthas1rathimiéra) can be read in particular as a critique of the foundational-
ist epistemology of Buddhists in the tradition of Dign1ga and DharmakErti.31

MEm1Åsaka tradition (and the Sanskritic philosophical tradition more gener-
ally) leaves no doubt that it is the Buddhists who are thought to uphold pre-
cisely the opposite view (that it is in-validity that is intrinsic, while demon-
stration of validity requires appeal to something else), which is the one of the
four possible positions on the subject that Kum1rila elaborates at greatest
length before turning to his own view.32 Moreover, Buddhists (or, at least,
those writing subsequent to Kum1rila and UÅveka) knew this attribution, too.
Thus, KamalaéEla’s commentary to the svatan pr1m1âya chapter of the Tattva-
saÅgraha lays out the same fourfold scheme33—and, while KamalaéEla here
presents the positions without attributing them, he subsequently makes clear
that he knows it is the “extrinsic validity” position that is attributed to the
Buddhists.34

To be sure, KamalaéEla (and other Buddhist philosophers writing after him)
refuses this attribution. Thus, with regard to this standard schematization, Ka-
malaéEla says:
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But having laid out these four positions, with the predication of deficiency

[particularly] rendered regarding the third [ostensibly Buddhist] position,

there is nevertheless no harm whatsoever of the Buddhist; for not a single

one of these four positions is accepted by the Buddhists, since they accept

a position without restriction. That is to say, in some cases both are intrin-

sic, in some cases extrinsic, as was previously explained [elsewhere in the

TattvasaÅgraha]. That is why the presentation of the fourfold position

doesn’t make sense, since there is the possibility of a fifth, unrestricted

position.35

Elsewhere in the same chapter, KamalaéEla specifies which pram1âas are thus
accepted by Buddhists as intrinsically valid:

Some pram1âas are admitted by the Buddhists as intrinsically [valid]; for

example, apperception [svasaÅvedanapratyakùaÅ], yogic cognition, cog-

nition of pragmatic e‹cacy [arthakriy1jñ1nam], inference, and habituated

perception—[in the latter case], because this is ascertained intrinsically, since

the [inherently] mistaken cause is mitigated by the force of repetition.

Other [pram1âas] are otherwise [i.e., extrinsically valid], such as the cogni-

tion engendered by injunction, whose authority is produced [only] by debate,

as well as perceptions whose delusive causes are not set aside, since these are

not pervaded either by cognition of pragmatic e‹cacy, or by repetition.36

Notwithstanding these Buddhist protests, there are good reasons for think-
ing that Buddhists (particularly those, like KamalaéEla, who stand in the tradi-
tion of Dign1ga and DharmakErti) can aptly be characterized as holding that the
validity of cognitions is extrinsic—though it requires a bit of reconstruction to
see this, since Kum1rila and his commentators do not seem to give the best rea-
sons for so understanding the Buddhist position. Recall that Kum1rila repre-
sents the Buddhists as arguing that in-validity is best understood as the mere
absence of validity and that it is therefore only validity, as a positively existing
“entity,” that requires any special explanation—with its mere absence being, as
it were, the default setting.37 It is perhaps possible to relate this argument to the
more important points, but the significant motivation underlying Buddhist
accounts is more neatly captured by P1rthas1rathimiéra. Although he devotes
most of his attention to alternative interpretations of svatan pr1m1âya held by
other MEm1Åsakas, near the end of the chapter he turns to face the Buddhists,
whose reasoning he summarizes thus:

Since we see that there is cognition of a jar that is [sometimes] based on a

jar, and [sometimes] not based on a jar, a jar cannot be ascertained only by
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that [i.e., by a cognition that seems to us to have a jar as its object]. Thus, it

must be ascertained that the arising of a cognition of a jar [really is] based

on a jar only after ascertainment that there is a jar which really exists as the

cause of that cognition, [which ascertainment can be] based only on per-

ception of pragmatic e‹cacy.38

It is easy to find Buddhists whose accounts reveal that P1rthas1rathi’s repre-
sentation of their reasoning is basically on target—and in fact, indications of his
accuracy are even forthcoming from the very passages (cited above) in which
KamalaéEla protests that Buddhists do not hold the view that validity is extrin-
sic! What is particularly significant here is KamalaéEla’s indication of the special
role that is thought by Buddhists to be played by what KamalaéEla refers to as
“cognition of pragmatic e‹cacy” (arthakriy1jñ1nam)—which is among the
cognitions whose validity KamalaéEla says obtains intrinsically. Thus, P1rthas1-
rathi represents the holders of this position as a‹rming, with respect to a cogni-
tion of a jar, that ascertainment that there is a jar really existing as the cause of
that cognition (taddhetubh[tagha•aniécaya) can be based only on perception of
pragmatic e‹cacy (arthakriy1daréan1d eva).39 P1rthas1rathi here expresses a
claim typically made by Buddhists, and this shows that the characteristically
Buddhist appeals to this notion in fact beg the question. Indeed, far from pro-
viding evidence that the MEm1Åsaka characterization of the Buddhist position
is inaccurate, Buddhist appeals to arthakriy1jñ1nam can corroborate the judg-
ment that the MEm1Åsakas are basically right here.

The notion of “pragmatic e‹cacy” (arthakriy1), as shown to some extent in
Part I, is central to both the epistemology and the ontology elaborated particu-
larly by Buddhist philosophers following DharmakErti.40 It is central to ontology
insofar as it is held that capacity to perform some causal function is definitive of
“existing.” As UÅveka says in characterizing this Buddhist conviction, “being a
thing is defined by being causally e‹cacious”41—a statement that clearly echoes
DharmakErti’s contention that “whatever has the capacity for pragmatic e‹cacy
is said to be ultimately real.”42 For these Buddhists, that is, to exist just is to be
causally interrelated with other existents.43 Causal e‹cacy as the criterion of exis-
tence has a parallel significance in the context of epistemology, where it seems apt
to render the term arthakriy1 as “pragmatic e‹cacy”; the epistemological claim
is that one can know only that with which one comes into meaningful causal
contact and that such causal contact as furthers one’s aims represents the best
(and finally the only) way of ascertaining anything. Thus, P1rthas1rathi repre-
sents these Buddhists as holding that the only way to be sure that one’s cogni-
tion of a jar was caused by a really existing jar is by appeal to pragmatic e‹cacy
(arthakriy1daréan1d eva taddhetubh[tagha•aniécayapuransaraÅ)—by, for ex-
ample, seeing whether one can successfully carry water with the thing perceived.
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There is an important element in the Buddhist foundationalist approach that
makes this appeal particularly important: namely, the contentious characteriza-
tion, by Dign1ga and DharmakErti, of perception as definitively “free of con-
ceptual construction.” The trouble, as seen in Part I, is that second-order cog-
nitions such as ascertainment (niécaya), as these same Buddhists insist, are
eminently “conceptual” (vikalpaka). The idea of “cognition of pragmatic
e‹cacy” then figures importantly in one of the traditional attempts to address
this tension—namely, that of appeal to “ascertainment that is obtained subse-
quent to perception” (pratyakùapóù•halabdhaniécaya).44 Thus, the second-order
ascertainment of a first-order perception is, it turns out, confirmed by an
inference—specifically, an inference from the subsequently observed fact of
pragmatic e‹cacy. As the Buddhist ç1ntarakùita puts this, “The validity of per-
ception, too, is by way of inference, as already explained and ascertained; that
[perception] is [inferred to be] a pram1âa by virtue of its being produced by
pure causes, like other ones [i.e., perceptions].”45 Hence, the commentator
Devendrabuddhi’s appeal to a subsequent pram1âa—and specifically, to one
“in which appears the accomplishment of one’s goal” (arthakriy1nirbh1sam),
or, as we might render this compound, one “whose phenomenological content
is action with respect to a goal.”46 Hence, the need to concede (on pain of
infinite regress) that this subsequent pram1âa has its validity intrinsically.

Whether we understand arthakriy1 (with John Dunne) in terms of accom-
plishment of one’s goal or instead in terms of action with respect to a goal—or,
even more to the point, in terms of an abstract capacity for action with respect
to a goal (as when DharmakErti speaks of the ultimately real in terms of “what
has the capacity for pragmatic e‹cacy”)—will have some bearing on how we
understand the Buddhist claim here. Thus, there is an intuitively plausible inter-
pretation of the Buddhist claim, according to which it might make sense to think
that “pragmatic e‹cacy” does indeed represent a uniquely natural point of clo-
sure to the epistemic process. Specifically, one could take the point here to con-
cern chiefly the accomplishment (siddhi) of one’s aims.47 Thus, to take the exam-
ple of checking one’s initial perception of a jar by trying to see if one can usefully
carry water with it, the only point in doing so might be that one had wanted a
drink—in which case, one gets the water and then drinks. At this point, the goal
is accomplished. One might, of course, ask whether one really knows that one
had really taken a drink, but what would be the point? To the extent that one’s
goal was just to get a drink, the accomplishment of that goal might really be
questioned only in terms of whether that was the right goal to have.

But such “accomplishment” (siddhi) is not itself the sort of thing of which it
makes sense to predicate pr1m1âya, which has to do instead with cognitions.
For this reason, what particularly recurs in Buddhist discussions of this is refer-
ence to variations on the expression arthakriy1nirbh1saÅ jñ1nam (“cognition
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whose phenomenological content is pragmatic e‹cacy”).48 But what we have in
that case is talk of a privileged kind of cognition—one whose phenomenologi-
cal content distinguishes it from, say, garden-variety perceptions and is such
that this kind of cognition uniquely confers justification intrinsically. The prob-
lem with such an appeal is that the second-order awareness that the thing per-
ceived is pragmatically e‹cacious is itself another cognition! How, then, can we
be confident that, having seemed to carry water with the thing that we had
judged to be a jar, we have now, as it were, reached epistemic bedrock? 

The MEm1Åsaka will rightly allow that a subsequent cognition concerning
pragmatic e‹cacy can count as a potential source of falsification; the impossi-
bility of carrying water with the thing in question would surely count toward
overriding the previously justified belief that it was a jar. What the MEm1Åsakas
refuse, however, is the claim that the cognition of pragmatic e‹cacy provides a
fundamentally diªerent kind of justification than the initial cognition.
Confidence, to the contrary, that pragmatic e‹cacy does provide something
more—that it tells us, e.g., that an initially justified belief is also true— can be
based only on the presupposition that “pragmatic e‹cacy” is somehow more
immediately available to awareness than, say, a jar—which is just what Kama-
laéEla and Manorathanandin have said when they claim that the second-order
cognition of pragmatic e‹cacy is, uniquely, intrinsically valid. But this begs
precisely the question at issue, and the MEm1Åsakas can (and do) quite rea-
sonably ask, as Alston would: if you’re willing to credit the subsequent cogni-
tion as intrinsically valid, why not just credit the initial cognition as such?49

Of course, these Buddhists want to avoid thus crediting the initial cognition
since this encourages the kind of direct realism favored by the MEm1Åsakas.
Against that, these Buddhists defend an epistemology that recommends wari-
ness with respect to our naive intuitions (a wariness guided, above all, by the
constitutively Buddhist concern to avoid warranting any putative experience of
a self). P1rthas1rathi rightly sees that this epistemology bases justification only
on the right kind of relationship to the things known, with such a relationship
being called for by the recognition that, as we are surely all aware, we sometimes
seem to see a jar when, it turns out, there is no jar there to be seen—just as, for
Buddhists, we typically think we experience our selves, when in fact there are
only causally connected continua of fleeting sense-data. The Buddhist founda-
tionalists thus quintessentially exemplify the standard epistemological proce-
dure, according to which the relationship in question is understood as a causal
relationship, with appeal to “pragmatic e‹cacy” ultimately being meant to
show that there really is a jar that exists as the cause of our cognition of a jar.

It should be allowed, however, that the foregoing characterization of Bud-
dhist foundationalism becomes more complicated if we try to account for the
foundational role in particular of apperception (svasaÅvitti). Surely, it might be
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thought that the incorrigible knowledge that we have some experience can, in
virtue of its alleged immediacy, represent a uniquely logical terminus of any
epistemic regress (in which case, it may indeed have a claim to being, uniquely,
“intrinsically valid”). But, as seen in Chapter 2, there is a real question as to
whether knowledge only to the eªect that we have mental events can at once be
immediate (read: nonpropositional) and still count as “knowledge,” at all.50

Moreover, there is also the question of what kinds of beliefs could be warranted
by such knowledge; this appeal to subjective immediacy amounts in the end to
an epistemic conception of truth. More basically, insofar as the MEm1Åsaka
doctrine depends (as on P1rthas1rathi’s interpretation) on taking all cogni-
tions as intrinsically capable of conferring justification, what is finally problem-
atic about the Buddhist approach (and what renders that vulnerable to the
MEm1Åsaka critique) is simply the claim that only certain kinds of cognition
have this status. What the MEm1Åsakas have shown to be problematic, in other
words, is simply the view that one can specify that certain kinds of cognition are
uniquely able to confer justification, simply in virtue of their being of that
kind—with the question of which kinds are thus singled out ultimately being
less significant.

Wedded as they are to an essentially causal approach to justification, the
Buddhist critics of the MEm1Åsaka doctrine of intrinsic validity do not appre-
ciate that their attempt to privilege causally explicable cognitions only presup-
poses precisely what is called into question by that doctrine (at least on P1r-
thas1rathi’s interpretation thereof ). Thus, ç1ntarakùita’s answer to the question
of why we should credit the second-order cognition of “pragmatic e‹cacy”
(but not the first-order cognition in need of being warranted thereby) is no
answer at all:

Therefore, so long as there has arisen no cognition whose phenomenologi-

cal content is pragmatic e‹cacy, there can be doubt regarding the initial

cognition’s veridicality, owing to the [possibility of] causes of deception. In

regard to the first cognition, there are various causes of deception, such as

the non-perception of its eªect, perception of similarity [with mistaken

cognitions], dullness of the cognition, and so forth. But when there appears

a cognition which apprehends the eªect, there is no [cause of deception],

because of the experience of action51 that is directly related to the thing

[perceived in the first cognition].52

This attempt to specify a kind of cognition that is uniquely invulnerable to doubt
simply presupposes that the subsequent “experience of action” is reliable—
which is, the MEm1Åsakas have cogently argued, something that could itself be
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known only by the same epistemic warrants that are here purportedly explained.
ç1ntarakùita’s conclusion, then, simply displays what Alston has aptly called
epistemic circularity.

Justification, Truth, and the Question of Vedic Authority

By way of a concluding assessment of the MEm1Åsaka project, let us consider
P1rthas1rathi’s closing claim that if the governing MEm1Åsaka goal (securing
the authority of the Vedas) is to be served, the doctrine in question must be
understood as concerning the justification conferred by all kinds of cognitions.
Not only does this represent one of P1rthas1rathi’s strongest claims to have
advanced an interpretation that is most adequate to the internal logic of the
MEm1Åsaka tradition, but it is at this point that we can best make the case that
P1rthas1rathi’s interpretation of Kum1rila’s epistemology not only is compati-
ble with a realist conception of truth (its phenomenological character notwith-
standing) but in fact is the best route to such a conception. That is, to the extent
that his interpretation specifically eschews the foundationalist presuppositions
of his Buddhist opponents (and retained by UÅveka), P1rthas1rathi can suc-
cessfully avoid an ultimately epistemic conception of truth—which he must do
if the MEm1Åsakas are to sustain their claim that the injunctions of the Vedas
are really, objectively true.

Interestingly, P1rthas1rathi’s argument here represents one of the few points
at which P1rthas1rathi (or any MEm1Åsaka, for that matter) follows the lead of
a Buddhist philosopher—in particular, Dign1ga, who first formulated for the
Indian context one of the most basic principles of intertraditional philosophi-
cal debate: in order for one’s inference to be probative for the other party to a
debate, it must turn on a reason that is accepted by both parties, so that one
cannot, for example, adduce as a reason something given only in the scriptures
of one party.53 P1rthas1rathi thus invokes this principle to emphasize, contra
UÅveka, that validity must be understood as obtaining prima facie with respect
to all cognitions, not only those that turn out to have been veridical:

And if it were considered with only pram1âas as object, then, since the

object [has to] be established for both parties to the debate, all that would

be conclusively shown would be the intrinsic validity of those [objects] that

are [already] established as being pram1âas for both [parties]. And thus,

because of the Veda’s not being a [possible] object of inquiry, since it is not

a pram1âa established for both parties, its intrinsic validity would not be

established. In this matter, a reflection that is not conducive to [showing]
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the validity of the Vedas would be [for MEm1Åsakas] pointless, like an

inquiry regarding a crow’s teeth. But when intrinsic validity and depen-

dent invalidity are being proven with respect to cognition, simpliciter

[ jñ1nam1tram], [then] validity, in the form of the quiddity of an object,

can be understood as intrinsically belonging to the Veda, too. Because of the

absence of cognition of faults in [its] cause, it becomes established without

exception; hence, [given my emphasis on the fact that we are concerned

with the intrinsic validity of all cognitions, and not simply with those that

turn out to be veridical], this reflection is purposeful.54

In what strikes me as the coup de grâce for his argument, P1rthas1rathi here
points out that MEm1Åsakas cannot proceed on the assumption that what is at
stake is only the validity of pram1âas (i.e., the validity only of those cognitions
that are already known to be valid); according to Dign1ga’s widely accepted rule
for debate, such an assumption would eªectively disqualify the Veda from com-
ing under the purview of this discussion, insofar as non-MEm1Åsakas will not
grant that the Veda is a pram1âa. Indeed, whether or not the Veda (and specif-
ically, codan1 [Vedic injunction]) should count as a pram1âa is precisely the is-
sue in question. Therefore, P1rthas1rathi suggests, it would be to little avail to
ask how it is simply that pram1âas have the status they do, since it must first be
ascertained that Vedic injunction is an example of one. And the only way to fur-
ther this goal is to show that all cognitions (even those that turn out not to have
been veridical) should, prima facie, be credited with validity; then the point is
that, insofar as a cognition engendered by a Vedic injunction (simply in virtue
of its being a cognition) has validity, the Vedic injunction first becomes a can-
didate for status as a pram1âa. This again shows P1rthas1rathi’s reversal of the
usual procedure (retained by UÅveka), which would be to show that something
has validity (pr1m1âya) insofar as it was caused by a pram1âa.

P1rthas1rathi rightly sees, then, that the only way for the argument to be
mounted is instead to show that Vedic injunction is a pram1âa because it has
validity (and because its validity can never be overridden—on which, more
below). Here is the most significant similarity with the governing logic of
Alston’s approach; Alston makes precisely the same point when he notes that
the only way to argue, in such a way as to address those who antecedently reject
the assumption that God exists, “that people do genuinely perceive God is to
argue for the epistemological position that beliefs formed on the basis of such
(putative) perceptions are (prima facie) justified. If this is the case, we have
a good reason for regarding many of the putative perceptions as genuine; for
if the subject were not often really perceiving X why should the experience
involved provide justification for beliefs about X?” (1991:10). Similarly, P1rtha-
s1rathi can ask: if it were not really the case that one desirous of heaven should
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perform a Vedic sacrifice (svargak1mo yajeta), then why would the experience
of a Vedic injunction to that eªect provide justification for that belief ?

As in Alston’s case, P1rthas1rathi’s reversal here remains compatible with a
realist conception of truth, such that the beliefs in Vedic injunction thus justified
can reasonably be thought really to be true. This is, as P1rthas1rathi particularly
stresses, because only on his interpretation can Kum1rila’s account of falsification
remain coherent—with a subsequent cognition to the eªect that an initially
justified cognition was erroneous not altering the fact that said cognition was
itself a non-pram1âa from the outset. That answer, however, represents precisely
the issue regarding which opponents of Kum1rila and P1rthas1rathi are apt to see
them as vulnerable to a vicious regress of their own, such that they might be
thought finally unable to claim a realist conception of truth. The concern of these
opponents might be this: if, having had one cognition that overrides another, a
person is justified in believing that the first one really was a non-pram1âa from
the outset (and that all that has changed is one’s awareness of that fact), then what
is one to say if the second, overriding cognition is in turn falsified? If what was
known with the second cognition is supposed to have concerned what was really
the case (that the initial cognition was a non-pram1âa from the outset), then
what does it mean to say that this cognition has now been falsified?

Kum1rila’s answer, as seen earlier,55 consisted partly in the reiteration of a
basically phenomenological point: whether or not a cognition overrides a pre-
vious one is simply a function of whether or not it seems, phenomenologically,
to do so. But that answer is unlikely to satisfy the opponent who persists in
thinking that there is no obvious relationship between what seems to be the case
and what we are justified in believing—or who thinks, more to the point, that
there is no obvious relationship between this kind of strictly phenomenological
account of what it means to be justified and the possibility that the beliefs thus
justified might really be true. What such an opponent (UÅveka, like the Bud-
dhists, is one of these) will think is that we must therefore determine not only
whether we are justified in our belief but whether, in addition, it is true. This
analysis of our epistemic situation appears tantamount to the familiar twentieth-
century analysis according to which “knowledge” is defined as “justified true
belief.” This is, in other words, the claim that one is entitled to claim knowledge
only when one is both justified (when, that is, one holds the belief for the right
kinds of reasons) and capable of demonstrating (presumably on grounds other
than those that provide justification) that the belief thus justified is also true—
as in the procedure of UÅveka, who argues that we must first know, by appeal
to causal grounds, which cognitions are pr1maâas, and only then credit just
those with pr1m1âya.

But the whole point of Kum1rila’s epistemology is that there can be no other
kind of grounds for demonstrating that a justified belief is also true than the
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“kind” that provides justification in the first place. If that is right, though, then
we cannot think that it is possible to know of any belief we hold that it is not only
justified, but also true. The answer available to P1rthas1rathi, then, is one of the
lessons we can take from Alston and in the end has to do with the relationship
between justification and truth. The point is the deceptively straightforward one
that insofar as to be justified just is to be entitled to think one’s beliefs really true,
nothing would be added by showing that one’s justified beliefs were also true; to
be justified just is to be entitled to think this already. In this vein, the commen-
tator Sucaritamiéra, asking what more justification one could desire than that on
the basis of which any further inquiry must proceed, asks rhetorically: “What
else will validity be? Even if there is correspondence or cognition of the virtue
[of a source of cognition], there is only so much reality to the validity; there is
no increase at all. So what’s the use of [any further validation]?”56

This epistemology can usefully be understood, then, as a critique of the view
that “knowledge” consists in something like “justified true belief.” Of course,
the latter expression does not occur in the context of Indian philosophy, being
peculiar instead to twentieth-century Anglo-American philosophical debates
centering on a brief (but much-discussed) article by Edmund Gettier (1963).
Karl Potter (1984) has, however, already argued that Indian epistemology char-
acteristically does not concern the idea that “knowledge” consists in “justified
true belief.” But Potter’s reasons for contending that this idea of knowledge is
not at stake in these debates seems to miss the point that P1rthas1rathi in par-
ticular appears to advance. Potter remains focused on the essentially causal
account of the doctrine of intrinsic validity and simply transforms this into a
basically pragmatist conception of truth—one such that (as befits a basically
epistemic conception such as pragmatism) “truth” becomes superfluous. Thus:

The svatan theorist holds that, whatever causes us to be aware of [some

awareness] J1 causes us to be aware that J1 can satisfy its purpose, i.e., can

lead to successful activity of the relevant sort. The paratan theorist denies

this, holding that in order to become aware that J1 can satisfy its purpose we

need a further awareness, presumably inferential, which is over and beyond

the awareness which causes us to be aware of J1 itself. . . . Notice that it

doesn’t matter to the pr1m1âya debate . . . whether [some initial cognition]

J1 is true or false, or thought to be true or false. Whether a theorist holds

that all awarenesses are true, or all are false, or that some are and some not,

the pr1m1âya issue remains a real one. Nor does it matter whether a theo-

rist thinks that only true awarenesses can lead to successful activity or, alter-

natively, thinks that some awarenesses capable of leading to successful

activity can be false. The issue concerns whether, when one becomes aware

that J1 is a potential purpose-satisfier, he does so through the same aware-
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ness by which he became aware of J1’s occurrence, or through some other

awareness.57

But P1rthas1rathi does not advance a reading in which truth is, in the end,
superfluous; what he claims for belief in Vedic injunction is, rather, the full-
blooded truth that characterizes a realist conception thereof (as he puts it, “the
being thus of an object”).58 His novel and important epistemological point is
simply that this is the kind of truth that we are justified in attributing to our
beliefs so long as this is what our cognitions seem, phenomenologically, to jus-
tify us in believing. Contra Potter, then, it is not the idea of truth that is jetti-
soned on this account of Kum1rila’s argument; rather, what has been rejected is
simply the idea that truth is something further that one could know, over and
above the fact of being justified. It is precisely the point of P1rthas1rathi’s inter-
pretation of Kum1rila, then, that one cannot know anything more about the
truth of one’s beliefs than one already knows in being justified.

The view that is thus available to P1rthas1rathi can be developed by referring
to Mark Kaplan. Where Potter had argued that the “justified true belief” analy-
sis of knowledge is not aptly taken as presupposed in Indian arguments con-
cerning pr1m1âya, Kaplan argues that, notwithstanding the ubiquity of articles
on “Gettier cases,” such is not properly taken to be significantly at issue in West-
ern philosophical discussion, either. Kaplan, whose philosophical sympathies
are with such ordinary language philosophers as discussed in Part III,59 iden-
tifies the same problem with the “justified true belief” analysis characterized
here. Thus:

Imagine that you have been engaging in an inquiry. Being a responsible

inquirer, you have carefully weighed evidence and argument and have come

to the conclusion that the weight of evidence clearly favors P and, so, you

have concluded that P is true. Suppose you now ask yourself, “But do I

know that P?” Notice that, on the justified-true-belief analysis of knowledge,

there is nothing to find out, nothing to do. Having already satisfied yourself

that P is true and that the evidence supports your contention that P is true,

you have ipso facto already satisfied yourself that you have justified true

belief. From where you sit, determining whether you believe P with justifi-

cation and determining whether you know that P come to the same thing.

But then, far from being integral to your pursuit of inquiry, distinguishing

the propositions you know from those you don’t know is, on the justified-

true-belief analysis, a fifth wheel. “Knowledge” turns out to be nothing

more than an honorific you may bestow on those of your beliefs which you

consider justified should using the term “justified” alone seem tiresome.

(Kaplan 1985:355)
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Similarly, pr1m1âya, on UÅveka’s account, ends up being superfluous, insofar
as it is simply what we predicate of those cognitions that we already know, on
other grounds, to be pram1âas. It adds nothing to our analysis, then, to call the
outcome of the epistemic process pr1m1âya, and what we would have with
Kum1rila’s epistemology would not at all serve to explain anything about what
might and might not be credible candidates for the status of pram1âa—and
least of all, as P1rthas1rathi has now compellingly shown, how the Vedas could
be argued to qualify for that status.

For P1rthas1rathi, in contrast, pr1m1âya, considered the prima facie justi-
fication that we are intrinsically entitled to take our cognitions generally to con-
fer, does oªer some explanation in this regard. Specifically, it is what launches
the Vedas, as it were, as potential pram1âas. That is, only by taking “validity” as
what starts the epistemic process is there any chance that the Vedas might at the
end of the day be judged to have the status of pram1âa. But this procedure can
be thought to compromise a realist conception of truth only if it is thought that
the “truth” of one’s beliefs were something that one could know over and above
one’s being justified; as Kaplan helpfully suggests, the incoherence of that idea
is built into our conception of knowledge, according to which “knowledge is
indistinguishable from the agent’s point of view from merely justified belief.”60

Moreover, this point need not be seen as condemning us to epistemological
solipsism; we can appreciate the same point even if we adopt a third-person
perspective on any truth-claim. In that case, the point to appreciate is that when
someone else attributes “knowledge” to a subject—that is, when an observer
not only allows that a subject is justified, but, moreover, a‹rms that what the
subject believes is true—the observer is doing nothing more than endorsing the
claim himself, not attributing any metaphysical “property” to it.61 We are, then,
entitled to conclude, with Kaplan, that “we must admit, on pain of denying that
we know much of anything, that what distinguishes fallibly justified beliefs that
constitute knowledge from fallibly justified beliefs that do not constitute knowl-
edge is some feature of those beliefs which is undetectable by the agent.”62

This point can just as well be framed in (recently much discussed) terms of
the diªerence between internalism and externalism in epistemology. In these
terms, one can suppose (untenably) that the epistemic desiderata (validity, jus-
tification, or whatever) that make for knowledge must be available to the
knower, who must therefore be able at least in principle to demonstrate, by
appeal to this internally available desideratum, that her beliefs are warranted.
This is, as seen in Chapter 2, eªectively what Buddhist philosophers like Dig-
n1ga and DharmakErti are saying particularly in claiming a foundational role for
the self-reflexive awareness or “apperception” (svasaÅvedana) that finally knows
only that one has some occurrent mental events. The externalist, in contrast,
holds that one need not always be thus able to justify her beliefs in order never-
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theless to be justified.63 To the extent that we favor these terms of debate, it
should be clear that what Alston and P1rthas1rathi are upholding is a basically
externalist epistemology 64—given which, the possibility of subsequent falsifica-
tion is the main force behind revisions in belief, and positive “validation” is
impossible if that is thought to consist in adducing reasons that are somehow
thought to aªord an essentially diªerent kind of purchase than the initial
grounds for justification.

This reading of Kum1rila and P1rthas1rathi as eªectively countering some-
thing like a “justified true belief” analysis of knowledge is crucial, in turn, to
appreciating how these thinkers undermine the consequence that their account
leaves the epistemic process infinitely open, with there being no possible con-
clusion in the form of real certainty. By way of addressing this issue, Taber
chiefly explicates Kum1rila’s verses 56 and 57, whose point he summarizes thus:
“If, over the long run, the cognition is not shown to be false, then on the basis
of its initial, intrinsic validity one is certainly justified in believing that it is not
false, that it is really true.”65 While this is surely right, I find the argument to be
a stronger one concerning the relationship between justification and truth: A
realist conception of truth requires that we recognize these as logically distinct
(just as P1rthas1rathi argues that prima facie pr1m1âya does not necessarily
mean that we have a pram1âa); but insofar as the MEm1Åsakas have shown that
it is not something that can be known apart from being justified, truth is to be
retained simply as a regulative ideal, and being justified in thinking one’s beliefs
really true is therefore all that is possible. In that case, to settle for something
less than demonstrative certainty is not simply the only way to retain any
knowledge at all (since otherwise “the whole world would be blind”), but just is
to recognize that the truth of beliefs is logically independent of justification
(since there is nothing whose truth compels assent, no cognition that announces
“I am a pram1âa”).

Among the implications of this is that it cannot (contra ç1ntarakùita)66 be
thought reasonable to suppose that we must suspend judgment regarding all
cognitions that are so much as potentially vulnerable to doubt. So P1rthas1-
rathi: “Doubt is not reasonable owing simply to there being cognition, since
doubt [itself] depends on certainty in regard to ordinary properties and the
like. Thus, there necessarily occur some cognitions whose invalidity is not sus-
pected, and there is not, therefore, doubt in regard to every [cognition].”67 That
is, it is incoherent to suppose that every cognition could be doubted, insofar as
all our discursive interactions with the world—even the expression of doubt!—
depend on our taking ourselves already to know a great deal.

It turns out that çabara may not, after all, have been in such a weak position
from which to turn the tables on an opponent who demands a perceptual veri-
fication of a stock Vedic injunction, challenging him to show us someone’s not
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going to heaven as a result of performing the agnihotra sacrifice. In Kum1rila’s
fuller elaboration of a comprehensive epistemology (as interpreted by
P1rthas1rathimiéra), çabara’s turns out to be the nontrivial point that there can-
not coherently be thought to be any special kind of cognition that, simply in
virtue of its being of that kind, is uniquely capable of warranting all those other
cognitions that constitutively lack this special capacity. P1rthas1rathi is, then,
making a philosophically significant point when he puts the matter condition-
ally: “If there is validity, it must be admitted as intrinsic.”68 That is, the neces-
sity of assuming that cognitions intrinsically confer justification can be denied
only by paying the high cost of denying that we know much of anything.

Should We All, Then, Perform the Agnihotra Sacrifice?

The argument as I have understood it seems formidable and expresses what are
basically our common-sense intuitions about our epistemic practices. Still, we
are entitled to ask whether the MEm1Åsakas’ deployment of this epistemologi-
cal doctrine really does (as one might suppose that they would wish to con-
clude) positively compel agreement with the claim that the Vedas are uniquely
authoritative. Should we, that is, all be persuaded to become MEm1Åsakas? It
would compromise a realist conception of truth to think so, since it is a hall-
mark of a realist conception that the truth of something obtains independently
of whether or not anyone happens to believe it—and independently, therefore,
of whether or not an argument supporting it happens to persuade anyone. In
the interest of a more comprehensive assessment of the MEm1Åsaka program,
though, we can entertain a question that can arise from the use of Alston in
interpreting the MEm1Åsaka argument: Is the case of hearing a Vedic injunc-
tion really, as my comparison with Alston seems to require, precisely parallel to
cases in which the presentational immediacy of an experience entitles us to
characterize it as perceptual?

Recall that Alston’s case for the essentially perceptual character of experi-
ences of God centrally involved examples of subjects who reported finding
themselves presented with something that impinges on their faculties.69 In the
MEm1Åsaka example, by contrast, we are faced, in the form of a Vedic “injunc-
tion” (codan1), with a text—and it is not clear that this makes the same kind of
claim on someone who hears it as does a perceptual experience; it seems that
higher-order judgments must already have been made in order for its injunc-
tions to be meaningful, such that it is not immediately clear that textual knowl-
edge qualifies as what Alston calls a “doxastic practice.” This question arises
when one considers çabara’s claim that for an utterance to “say” something just
is for it to “cause one to be aware.”70 But does a textual utterance really “cause
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one to be aware” in the same way that a perception does? Is the experience of
hearing a proposition precisely analogous to the experience of seeing a tree?

In this regard, it is relevant to consider Alston’s answer to one objection that
his project is likely to raise: surely, it is an absurd consequence of Alston’s pro-
posal that we are left with no choice but to credit the prima facie justified status
of beliefs issuing from, say, the practice of astrology. Alston’s answer to this
objection turns on a clarification of what he means by “doxastic practice”; he
contends that systems such as astrology represent not basic “belief-forming
practices” but, rather, higher-order theories or conceptual frameworks that are
used to interpret and order such beliefs as are more basically formed.71 Whether
Alston’s distinction here can be sustained seems questionable, particularly such
that we can still understand, say, “Christian Mystical Practice” as the properly
basic sort of thing Alston seems to intend by “doxastic practice.”72 Regardless
of whether it is tenable, however, Alston’s point here suggests an important
diªerence between his cases of “experience of God” and çabara’s case of the
cognition produced by a Vedic injunction: Insofar as higher-order judgments
(specifically, hermeneutical judgments) must already have been made in order
for Vedic injunctions to be meaningful, surely participation in the Vedic prac-
tice would, on Alston’s view, count as something more like the deployment of a
higher-order theory or conceptual scheme than like a basic “doxastic practice.”
We can avoid putting this point in terms of Alston’s possibly problematic dis-
tinction, though, simply by emphasizing that texts do not (as çabara’s example
seems to require) simply and straightforwardly “produce” cognition.73

If, as Alston claims, perceptual awarenesses can be characterized by presen-
tational immediacy, it is nevertheless the case that any involvement with textual
practices (like entertaining the proposition svargak1mo yajeta) necessarily in-
volves interpretive mediation—in which case, it is necessarily the case that we
must already presuppose some conceptual background of prior understanding,
what Gadamer calls a “preunderstanding” or “prejudice.” Thus, this discussion
elaborates a sympathetic characterization of some arguments that undermine
not only the Buddhist foundationalists but also a great many modern versions
of empiricist foundationalism. A complete picture requires that we also put for-
ward a critique of certain notions of hermeneutics. Thus, we can (and would
perhaps do well to) accept the MEm1Åsakas’ reformed epistemology and yet
still hold, with Gadamer, that insofar as understanding always necessarily takes
place in the context of some tradition, Vedic utterances could never be expected
to make the same kind of claim on us (unless, perhaps, we are already MEm1Å-

sakas) as sensory perception.
It is only fitting that we should confront questions of interpretation; as men-

tioned at the beginning of Chapter 3, the constitutive concern of the tradition
of MEm1Ås1 is hermeneutical questions of Vedic interpretation. It is, in the
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end, the fact that we cannot bracket matters of interpretation that can best help
us to appreciate the limitations of the MEm1Åsakas’ deployment of the doctrine
of intrinsic validity. Approaching the matter from this angle circumvents what
many contemporary readers are likely to regard as the more pressing problem
with the MEm1Åsaka project: namely, the alleged “transcendence” (apauru-
ùeyatva) of the Vedas and the concomitant issue of falsifiability. Thus, in the last
passage considered from P1rthas1rathi, he advances the conclusion that
MEm1Åsakas uniformly want to uphold: once we allow that prima facie valid-
ity attaches to the Veda, the MEm1Åsakas win the day, since, “because of the
absence of cognition of faults in [the Veda’s] cause, [the Veda] becomes estab-
lished without exception.” 

It becomes, then, quite important that the Veda is characterized, for MEm1Å-

sakas, by its apauruùeyatva—that is, by its “authorlessness,” its eternality and
transcendence; what is believed to establish the Veda as uniquely authoritative
(“without exception,” P1rthas1rathi said) is the fact that it is not dependent on
any conceivable source of falsification. This is because the Veda is paradigmati-
cally an instance of the pram1âa known as éabda (“language” or “testimony).”
And the source of potential overriders of cognition engendered by this pra-
m1âa is invariably the agent who is speaking, with defects (e.g., mendacious-
ness) in the agent being the only kind of thing our awareness of which could fal-
sify the cognition initially produced by an injunction.74 But since the Veda has
no author, there is no agent behind it who can serve as the locus of potentially
falsifying defects. Hence, it stands as the only producer of cognition that can
never be falsified.

This claim is hardly incidental to the MEm1Åsaka project, and any compre-
hensive assessment of their arguments would need to address it. Sheldon Pol-
lock has aptly expressed the way that many contemporary philosophical read-
ers are likely to understand the deployment of the doctrine of intrinsic validity
as it is combined with this claim: “The commitment to falsifiability (without
Popper’s corollary that what is not falsifiable cannot count as true) renders the
truth claims of a transcendent source of knowledge—revelation—inviolable.”75

I am certainly inclined to agree that this is a problematic move and that the
absence of “Popper’s corollary” may indeed be a problem for the MEm1Åsa-
kas.76 It is, however, di‹cult to make the case that falsifiability is, in principle,
necessary without sneaking any verificationist assumptions into the epistemol-
ogy that Alston and P1rthas1rathi have so eªectively evacuated of such. 

Moreover, it turns out that there is, in an important sense, still room here for
falsification, after all; even one who allowed that the Vedas are in principle un-
falsifiable would still be faced with the task of understanding them—in which
case, the burden shifts back to the hermeneutical practices of the MEm1Åsakas.
That is, even if it is agreed that the Vedas cannot possibly be the source of any
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error, problems may nevertheless ensue (and may falsify the human practices
based on Vedic injunctions) due to human failures properly to understand what
the Veda enjoins, with “falsification” thus taking the form of essentially her-
meneutical debates about what, precisely, is enjoined by the Vedas in any case.

Even given characteristically MEm1Åsaka assumptions about the eternal sta-
tus of the Vedas, then, there remains an important distinction between the
Veda-an-sich and how people understand it and how they implement that un-
derstanding. Given this distinction, there seem to be two main avenues (apart
from the question of falsifiability, which I will set aside) available for arguing
that even if the doctrine of intrinsic validity represents a formidable epistemol-
ogy, we should not feel compelled by MEm1Åsaka deployments thereof to
assent to claims regarding the uniquely authoritative status of the Vedas. One of
these involves noting that, in light of the need for correctly understanding Vedic
injunctions, significant authority attaches to those charged with interpreting
the Veda—that is, the MEm1Åsakas! 

Here, then, we see the pernicious aspect of Alston’s requirement that only the
religious practices in question can provide sources of potential falsification;77 the
individuation of doxastic practices that this requirement entails may turn out, in
fact, to be eªected simply by those with the power to do so. Thus, it seems that
what qualifies a religious doxastic practice as one that can be individuated as the
kind of “firmly established doxastic practice” that Alston considers valid is sim-
ply the power and authority thus to establish it. Even if Vedic practices (practices
represented as executing what is enjoined by the Vedic texts) are subject to being
overridden, they are claimed to be susceptible only to the outputs of the Veda
itself—and only, moreover, as those outputs are certified by such authoritative
interpreters of the Veda as the MEm1Åsakas. One might therefore fault the ME-
m1Åsaka position on the grounds of an ideology critique.78

The other main avenue of critique involves simply emphasizing what has
already been suggested: contra çabara, texts do not simply produce experience
(avabodhayati); rather, they must first be interpreted and understood, and this
will always and necessarily be against the background of some prior under-
standing. Specifically, understanding of the Vedic injunction as making a claim
on one can in the end occur only against the background of a prior under-
standing of what Pollock has aptly characterized as the “essential a priori of
MEm1Ås1”; that is, the stipulative definition of dharma “as a transcendent
entity, and so . . . unknowable by any form of knowledge not itself transcen-
dent” (1989: 607). That is, in order to understand the injunction svargak1mo
yajeta as making a claim on one, it must already be understood that, inter alia,
heaven (specifically as understood by the MEm1Åsakas) is the kind of thing that
we should desire. Without a complex axiological framework already in place,
then, Vedic injunctions will not have any purchase.
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If a Buddhist philosopher does not have good reason for judging Vedic prac-
tices irrational, then, she still may not have good reason for adopting them. The
doxastic epistemologies of Alston and P1rthas1rathimiéra are eªectively de-
ployed to argue that religious beliefs are rationally held and religious activities
rationally engaged in, insofar as there is no privileged class of cognitions that
must invariably be sought as a higher court of appeals. These epistemological
arguments do not (and probably cannot), however, give us su‹cient reason for
choosing these practices. This is not necessarily to deny that there might be other
arguments to the eªect that some axiological commitments are preferable to
others—it is only to say that the epistemological arguments cannot accomplish
this. If one were intent on pressing a critique of the MEm1Åsakas, then, a prom-
ising way to do so would be on axiological grounds—on the grounds, for exam-
ple, that heaven, as understood by MEm1Åsakas, is not the sort of thing based
on the pursuit of which we ought to structure our lives. However, we are enti-
tled to conclude that the specifically epistemological critiques of MEm1Ås1 that
have been ventured by critics traditional and modern—by, for example,
ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla, Matilal and Mohanty—miss the mark and fail to
appreciate what a formidable epistemological reform the MEm1Åsakas have
eªected.

And in a way, this epistemological reform is one that the Buddhist Candra-
kErti might himself have wished to endorse (were it not, of course, for the quite
significant fact that it was historically deployed to defend the most orthodox of
the Brahmanical schools, which by itself would surely make it anathema to
CandrakErti—who nevertheless concluded by endorsing the generally Naiy1yika
approach to epistemology). This is true insofar as Kum1rila’s epistemology can
credibly stake a claim to describing our ordinary epistemic practices; Candra-
kErti similarly takes his guidance from what is ordinarily or (as CandrakErti will
typically say) “conventionally” the case. The next chapters explore what Dign1-
ga’s co-religionist CandrakErti thinks is wrong with Dign1ga’s foundationalist
epistemology and what he proposes instead.
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5

A Philosophical Grammar 
for the Study of Madhyamaka

On the Basic Impulse of Madhyamaka

As mentioned at the conclusion of Part II, there is a surprising sense in which
the Buddhist philosopher CandrakErti might have been favorably disposed
toward the epistemology developed by the MEm1Åsakas (were it not, of course,
for its having been deployed in defense of an arch-Brahmanical project). This is
so to the extent that that epistemology can be understood as capturing some-
thing like our ordinary epistemic intuitions, to which CandrakErti also claims
to defer. Of course, MEm1Åsaka philosophers like Kum1rila and P1rthas1rathi-
miéra were committed to their epistemologically sophisticated elaboration of
“direct” or “naive realism” not only because of their desire to defend (what is
for them an ultimately metaphysical view) the authoritative status of the Vedas
but also because of their characteristically MEm1Åsaka desire to take the ex-
ternal world as the most significant locus of action (particularly of Vedic ritual
action)—and, accordingly, their inclination to resist strongly any turning of epis-
temological attention toward the sort of subjective representations that (insofar
as svalakùaâas are like “sense-data”) are foundational for Buddhist philosophers
like Dign1ga and DharmakErti.

CandrakErti, by contrast, has diªerent and distinctively M1dhyamika reasons
for deferring to the “conventional.” His deference to ordinary intuitions is not
(as one might say of the MEm1Åsakas) a convenient step for him to take in de-
fense of some other point that he chiefly wishes to argue; rather, there is a sense
in which CandrakErti’s deference to the conventional is itself the argument. That
is, CandrakErti’s is a principled deference that can be understood as meant to
exemplify an ultimately metaphysical claim: that there is nothing “more real”
than the world as conventionally described—or, more precisely, that there can
be no explanation that does not itself exemplify the same conditions that char-
acterize our conventions. This, then, is the most important question that we
need to address in order to understand how CandrakErti’s position requires a cri-
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tique of Buddhist foundationalism—that is, what motivates CandrakErti, in
contrast to the MEm1Åsakas, to defer to the “conventional”?

We can usefully orient ourselves toward that question by starting with
another: How does CandrakErti’s motivation make sense specifically as an elabo-
ration of recognizably Buddhist insights? An argument will make sense as a
specifically Buddhist one if it makes sense as a logical development of the idea of
selflessness, which is the commitment whose elaboration and defense is arguably
what all Buddhist philosophy concerns in the end. The converse of the idea of
selflessness is the Buddhist doctrine of “dependent origination” (pratEtyasam-
utp1da); that is, the reason that we do not have enduring and unitary selves just
is that any moment of experience can be explained as having originated from
innumerable causes, none of which can be specified as what we “really” are. As
shown in Chapter 1, the tradition of 0bhidharmika thought represents one way
of developing this point: that of systematically redescribing our naive intuitions.
That eªort is thought to be called for insofar as we systematically mistake the
basic data of our experience, erroneously projecting upon those data the sense
that they are the properties of an enduring subject. Dign1ga and DharmakErti,
arguing epistemologically for something like the 0bhidharmika project, main-
tain that the basic or “given” data—that is, all that is warranted by perception—
disclose, instead, a world of uniquely particular, fleeting sensations.

That our naive intuitions should eªectively be replaced by this redescription
is clear from the characteristically 0bhidharmika endorsement of the redescrip-
tion as what is “ultimately existent” and the corresponding dismissal of the phe-
nomena of our naive intuitions as merely “conventionally existent.” Thus, we
saw that the characteristically 0bhidharmika view is that the “two truths” can be
said to consist of two sets of enumerable entities: the saÅvótisat (conventionally
existent) is the set of all things that are reducible, through critical analysis, to
what is ultimately real, while the param1rthasat (ultimately existent) is the set of
irreducible ontological primitives.1 Among the points developed by Dign1ga and
his foundationalist heirs is that the only things that can be ontologically basic are
not categories (like the dharmas of Abhidharma), but unique particulars (svala-
kùaâas), whose irreducible uniqueness means that they are constitutively distinct
from the kinds of things that can serve as the referents of words. On Dign1ga’s
foundationalist version of the basically 0bhidharmika project, the set of “ulti-
mately existent” phenomena comprises only uniquely particular moments of sen-
sation, which alone are indubitably known by the one kind of cognition (viz.,
perception) that is directly caused by really existent things.

As indicated in the characterization of their project in Part I, the epistemology
defended by Dign1ga and DharmakErti makes sense as a philosophical elabora-
tion of the Buddhist commitment to “selflessness”; the belief that our subjec-
tive experience consists of nothing more than a causally continuous series of
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momentary sensations is precisely what is warranted by their epistemology.
Given that we can recognize the foundationalism of Dign1ga and DharmakErti
as naturally advancing Buddhist concerns, we can best understand how Candra-
kErti’s Madhyamaka makes sense as a specifically Buddhist project by appreci-
ating how Madhyamaka is framed with respect to such 0bhidharmika intuitions
as were retained by Dign1ga and DharmakErti. In this regard, it is concerning
the “two truths” in particular that Madhyamaka can be seen as rejecting the
0bhidharmika approach. The characteristic contention of the Madhyamaka
school of thought, in contrast to the 0bhidharmikas, is that the set of “ulti-
mately existent” things is an empty set.

This is because M1dhyamikas can be understood as thinking that the ontolo-
gizing impulse of Abhidharma compromises the most important insight of the
Buddhist tradition—which is, on the M1dhyamika reading, that all existents are
dependently originated. More specifically, M1dhyamikas can be said to have rec-
ognized that the ontological primitives posited by Abhidharma could have
explanatory value only if they are posited as an exception to the rule that every-
thing is dependently originated; that is, dependently originated existents would
really be explained only by something that did not itself require the same kind of
explanation. But it is precisely the M1dhyamika point to emphasize that there is
no exception to this rule; phenomena are dependently originated all the way
down, and it is therefore impossible to specify precisely what it is upon which any-
thing finally depends. Hence, there can be no set of “ultimately existent” things.

Madhyamaka can be recognized as an eminently Buddhist project owing to
its claimed consistency with the idea of dependent origination (and in its view
that the characteristically 0bhidharmika project compromises that idea). Now
we are in a position to ask whether there is anything about this overriding com-
mitment to dependent origination that CandrakErti can have thought required
deference to the “conventional”: the thought that such deference is, in princi-
ple, important (and therefore in some sense required) distinguishes Candra-
kErti’s attitude toward the conventional from the characteristically MEm1Åsaka
appeal to our common-sense intuitions. The best answer is that CandrakErti can
believe that deference toward the conventional is required just insofar as any
failure thus to defer could be regarded as contradicting what he sees as the uni-
versally obtaining fact of dependent origination—that is, insofar as any attempt
to explain the conventional could itself be taken implicitly to constitute the
claim that not everything is dependently originated. CandrakErti is entitled to
think this only to the extent that the fact of being “conventional” is itself equiv-
alent to (or exemplifies or presupposes) the fact of being dependently origi-
nated; there would indeed be at least a performative self-contradiction involved
in arguing that everything is dependently originated (where that is understood
as exemplified by our conventions) and, at the same time, thinking that some
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conventions could be explained by something that (if it is to have any explana-
tory purchase) must not itself be conventional.

This is precisely what N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti2 are saying: the universally
obtaining fact of “dependent origination” is, in some important sense, exem-
plified by the “conventional.” This, then, is the point in saying that CandrakErti
is not chiefly interested in making some other point that happens to be well-
served by deferring to our conventional epistemic practices; rather, his point is
precisely that there can be no explanation that does not itself exemplify the
same conditions that characterize our conventions. That this is a philosophi-
cally principled point—indeed, in the end, a metaphysical point— can then be
appreciated if we consider the peculiar role of the idea of “ultimate truth” in
M1dhyamika discourse. Although Madhyamaka refuses the characteristically
0bhidharmika idea that the ultimate truth consists of a set of enumerable exis-
tents, it is crucial to appreciate that Madhyamaka nonetheless speaks of ulti-
mate truth. But the ultimate truth for Madhyamaka is no longer a set of onto-
logical primitives; rather, it is the abstract state of aªairs of there being no such
set. The ultimate truth, in a sense, is that there is no “ultimate truth”—a fact,
however, that is itself proposed as ultimately true.

Thus, CandrakErti can be understood as arguing, contra Dign1ga, that any
attempt at systematic redescription could be guided only by (what is for Can-
drakErti) the mistaken belief that we could ever more closely approximate what
things are really like; insofar as CandrakErti’s characteristically M1dhyamika
claim just is that there is no such thing as the way things “really” are (at least,
not if we imagine that as the 0bhidharmikas do), he thinks that one will only
be sidetracked by any inquiry that seeks to arrive at the underlying truth of the
matter—and, indeed, that any such inquiry would itself be only another exam-
ple of precisely the problem to be overcome. But this claim (“there is no such
thing as the way things ‘really’ are”) is itself a properly metaphysical claim. That
is, the M1dhyamikas N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti should be understood as mak-
ing a universally obtaining truth claim to the eªect that the way things really are
really is such that we can never identify something “more real” underlying exis-
tents and our experience thereof.

Among the obstacles to this interpretation of Madhyamaka as making a
properly metaphysical claim, however, is the quintessentially M1dhyamika claim
not to be making any claim at all—with N1g1rjuna himself having famously
disavowed any particular “thesis” (pratijñ1).3 Given this evident paradox in
characteristically M1dhyamika statements of their constitutive concerns, it
should not be surprising to find that skepticism is often invoked by modern in-
terpreters of Madhyamaka; the interpretive issues regarding Madhyamaka have
some strikingly close parallels in the debate about the proper interpretation of
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the writings of Hellenistic Skeptics. Given the philosophical complexity of these
interpretive issues, we should defer any close reading of CandrakErti’s critique
of Dign1ga and develop in this chapter some of the conceptual vocabulary that
will be needed in the exposition thereof below. 

“Epistemology” and “Transcendental Arguments”

Some time ago, Mark Siderits (1981) published what is, as far as I am aware, one
of only a few studies of the argument that is the central concern of Part III: a
lengthy debate between CandrakErti and an imagined interlocutor whose
thought resembles that of Dign1ga. Siderits’s study was published as the second
of a two-part essay entitled simply “The Madhyamaka Critique of Epistemol-
ogy.” There is perhaps a sense in which Siderits was using the term “epistemol-
ogy” here in a loosely doxographical sense—that is, as referring in particular to
Dign1ga and DharmakErti and their school, which is often referred to as the
school of “Buddhist Epistemology.”4 To be more precise, we might ask what it
would mean to critique “epistemology.” I am inclined to characterize Candra-
kErti’s critique of Dign1ga as a complete and principled refusal of the entire dis-
course and enterprise of “epistemology.” Jay Garfield, however, views this char-
acterization as misleading, insofar as there is an important sense in which
CandrakErti can, instead, be seen as engaging in epistemology himself. That is,
because “epistemology” refers simply to any theory of knowledge—and not
only to specifically foundationalist theories—it might be suggested that Can-
drakErti is addressing the same subject as his interlocutor, but is simply taking a
diªerent position on the matter, and that this fact is obscured if CandrakErti is
seen as simply rejecting epistemology.5

One response to this point is to note that CandrakErti characteristically
opposes avowedly “theoretical” projects—that is, any peculiarly technical (and
putatively explanatory) description of what we ordinarily experience—and that
“epistemology” is by definition such a theoretical undertaking. This response
can usefully be developed with reference to two divergent understandings of the
nature and task of epistemology, which we might characterize as normative and
phenomenological.6 Considered as a normative discipline, epistemology can be
said to be concerned with what kinds of reasons one can adduce based on our
cognitive faculties (as the latter are described by the epistemologist). That is, nor-
mative epistemology is concerned not simply with the nature and limits of our
cognitive capacities but with which cognitive capacities can be thought to yield
the best evidence. To the extent that this is how the task of epistemology is con-
ceived, the philosopher engaged in this project is likely to consider the various
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causal transactions that constitute our perceptual experience in particular as a
sort of commerce whose currency is, in fact, not only causes but also reasons.
Of course, this way of characterizing “normative epistemology” would make it
basically co-extensive with what is characterized in Part I as empiricist founda-
tionalism (as exemplified by Dign1ga and DharmakErti). But the constitutively
normative approach to epistemology can also be stated less tendentiously: the
concern here is always to ask, in the course of considering our cognitive facul-
ties, whether we are justified in some range of beliefs, and how or whether those
faculties can be thought to confer such justification.

Particularly when the relevant range of beliefs is extensive (when, for example,
the constitutive question of epistemology is: Are we justified in claiming any
knowledge at all?), what is here called “normative epistemology” centrally re-
lates to what is often called “skepticism.”7 Consider, for example, Michael Wil-
liams’s recent Unnatural Doubts: Epistemological Realism and the Basis of Scepti-
cism (1996). Williams argues against foundationalist epistemologies by attacking
what he views as the guiding presupposition of these: the peculiar sort of “real-
ism” that is presupposed by the thought that it is reasonable to ask whether we are
entitled to any of our “knowledge,” as such; “in attempting to assess our knowl-
edge of the world as a whole, the sceptic must assimilate terms like ‘our knowl-
edge of the world’ to natural kind terms like ‘heat’ or ‘electricity’” (1996:xx).

The guiding presupposition of these approaches, in other words, is that it is
meaningful to speak of our knowledge, as such, in abstraction from any partic-
ular context of inquiry or justification. This attribution to a certain kind of
skeptic of a sort of “realism” with respect to the category of knowledge can be
understood as advancing a point similar to the one made here in characterizing
this approach to epistemology as normative; my point also concerns the ques-
tion of whether certain cognitive faculties, simply because of of the kinds of cog-
nitive faculties that they are, should be seen intrinsically as conferring a unique
degree or kind of justification, as uniquely or particularly suited to providing
justifying “evidence.” Williams’s argument attacks this presupposition: “in
denying that there is such a thing as knowledge of the world, I am not agreeing
with the sceptic but questioning the theoretical integrity of the kinds of knowl-
edge he tries to assess.” Williams elaborates:

The only alternative to epistemological realism, hence to foundationalism,

is a contextualist view of justification. This is because contextualism alone

takes issue with foundationalism’s deepest commitment, which is to the

idea that beliefs possess an intrinsic epistemological status. . . . My contex-

tualist view of knowledge explains the context sensitivity of the sceptic’s

results and threatens to convict him of a fallacy: confusing the discovery

that knowledge is impossible under the conditions of philosophical reflec-
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tion with the discovery, under the conditions of philosophical reflection,

that knowledge is generally impossible. (1996:xx)

On this view, characteristically foundationalist approaches can be under-
stood as intended to meet the challenge of the skeptic—intended, that is, to
indicate the uniquely indubitable sorts of knowledge that, being putatively
invulnerable to the skeptic’s persistent doubt, are suitably regarded as founda-
tional for the rest of our beliefs. Foundationalists can thus be understood as
themselves advancing this sort of skeptical challenge, insofar as their attempt to
meet the skeptical challenge itself validates the skeptic’s demand for justification
as reasonable. Alternatively, the point can be made in the terms suggested here:
the foundationalist project that is the target of Williams’s critique can usefully
be understood as a paradigm exemplar of what is here called normative episte-
mology, insofar as that project is motivated by the view that we must first jus-
tify beliefs to which we are entitled—and (the problematic presupposition) that
the way to do so is by appeal to that part of the structure of our knowledge
whose status is uniquely indubitable, or otherwise intrinsically suited, inde-
pendent of context, to confer justification.

This is the view according to which we are to find reasons for belief in the
structure of our “knowledge” itself (and not, say, based on consideration of
one’s audience or context). Williams argues that the “skeptic’s” demand for jus-
tification itself turns out to be problematic insofar as the very idea of “the struc-
ture of our knowledge” is itself problematic. By characterizing this demand as
motivated by the view that epistemology is appropriately considered a norma-
tive discipline, I am hoping to facilitate the recognition that the most problem-
atic presupposition is in play from the very beginning—in looking to the nature
and limits of our cognitive capacities for reasons, this kind of epistemologist is
virtually doomed to support an ultimately epistemic conception of truth.

In contrast to this understanding of epistemology, there is the project that
we might characterize as a phenomenological sort of epistemology—where “phe-
nomenological” here characterizes a basically descriptive approach, the “brack-
eting” of normative commitments. The narrow sense of this word should refer
simply to discourse concerning how things seem to us, not to a particular tra-
dition of philosophy stemming from Husserl. A project in phenomenological
epistemology might thus aim to describe, for example, what must be the case
(conceptually, psychologically, neurologically, etc.) in order that there can de-
velop such knowledge as we generally believe ourselves already to be justified in
claiming. The crucial distinction, in any case, is that this sort of project does not
challenge the notion that we are (simply as a matter of empirical fact) already
justified in believing a great deal.

To this extent, the MEm1Åsaka epistemology developed in Part II might be
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seen as reflecting this second understanding of epistemology. Integral to the
MEm1Åsaka arguments was the claim that if their point is denied, then we will
turn out to be justified in very few beliefs (“the whole world would be blind,”
as Kum1rila’s commentators put it)—a claim that reflects their confidence that
we are, as a matter of empirical fact, already justified in believing a great deal,
the demands of foundationalists like Dign1ga notwithstanding. This approach
simply describes whatever kinds of epistemic factors are thought to be condi-
tions of the possibility of our already being justified in claiming a good deal of
knowledge—describes, in other words, what must be the case so that we can
know the kinds of things that we manifestly know.

It is perhaps clear, given this reference to “conditions of possibility,” that this
approach can readily be understood as shading into a diªerent sort of argument:
one of the transcendental type, which are typically understood as framed against
what is here characterized as normative epistemology (in particular the sort that
is impressed by “skeptical” challenges). Such arguments are typically meant to
show (in Coady’s convenient formulation) that “some performances or concepts
or capacities or whatever are deeply dependent upon others commonly consid-
ered to be not so related. So, it is claimed, we cannot identify states of mind in
ourselves unless we can identify such states in others.”8 More precisely, the con-
clusion of such an argument is proposed as a condition of the possibility of what
is supposed to be some indisputable fact about us and our mental life (such as
that we have experiences, use language, understand one another, etc.).9

But, of course, such “indisputable” facts are often precisely what is most con-
tentiously disputed by normative epistemologists, who typically press questions
such as how or whether we can know that there are other minds—or whether,
indeed, we have any knowledge at all. One of the cleverest and most character-
istic moves made by proponents of transcendental arguments, however, is to
argue that the opponent cannot coherently dispute what she claims to dispute,
insofar as the very fact of her disputing it in some way attests to its being pre-
supposed. A distinctive feature of such arguments, then, is their urging that one
cannot argue against their claims without already presupposing them (hence,
without contradicting oneself ). In other words, if, (1) it is persuasively argued
that the conclusion in question is indeed a condition of the possibility of some
widely observed phenomenon and (2) the latter phenomenon is of su‹cient
generality that it must come into play even in the context of making any argu-
ment, then a condition of the possibility even of denying the transcendental
argument would be the truth of its claims.

Transcendental arguments are, furthermore, often thought peculiarly to
involve the mode of necessity; that is, one of the distinctive features of such ar-
guments is often said to be that their conclusions, if true, are necessarily true—
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with its being the mode of necessity that entails self-contradiction on the part
of anyone who denies the claim in question. In this regard, these arguments can
also be characterized in terms of a distinction between a posteriori and a priori
modes of epistemic justification—that is, the distinction between justification
based, respectively, on appeal to some kind of (contingent) experience and that
based on some necessarily obtaining condition that can (so it is claimed) be dis-
covered simply through the exercise of reason. Transcendental arguments typ-
ically involve appeal to the latter mode, functioning to cut short any appeal to
experience by arguing that a condition of the possibility of any experience (any
experience, that is, such as an empiricist might invoke to justify a belief ) is pre-
cisely the state of aªairs shown by the transcendental argument.

Such is, classically, the sort of argument framed by Kant, with whom transcen-
dental arguments are particularly associated. Kant’s transcendental arguments
were developed specifically against the normative-epistemological challenge of
Hume. We can consider, for example, Kant’s argument for the “transcendental
unity of apperception”—that is, for the perspectival unity that must be under-
stood as a condition of the possibility of our having any experience (hence, as
transcendental). Hume had famously argued that there was nothing more to a
person than a “bundle or collection of diªerent perceptions, which succeed
each other with an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and move-
ment.”10 For Hume, our erroneous convictions regarding the continuity and
unity of such events were a function only of memory—of those causally pro-
duced states, that is, whose phenomenological content in some way “resem-
bled” that of other such states.11

Kant rejoins with a compelling question: How could we even recognize two
moments as similar without already presupposing the very continuity puta-
tively explained by this recognition?12 Accordingly, Kant develops the point that
feelings of, say, hot or cold must always be some subject’s feelings of such; sub-
jective states are not free-floating and unassigned, but are invariably experi-
enced as ours. This is the point Kant is making when he argues: “It must be pos-
sible for the ‘I think’ to accompany all my representations. . . . the manifold
representations, which are given in an intuition, would not be one and all my
representations, if they did not all belong to one self-consciousness” (1787/1965:
B131–132). Kant emphasized that he did not draw any inferences from this fact
about, say, the empirical existence of a soul; rather, as transcendental, Kant’s is
the strictly formal point that a condition of the possibility of our having any
experience at all is that our experiences (sensations, memories, fantasies) are
unfailingly experienced from some perspective.13 And Kant’s point is that
Hume cannot but presuppose this, such that, even in the course of denying the
synthetic unity of subjectivity, Hume unwittingly attests to the point that Kant
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uses against him. Kant’s argument, in other words, consists of pointing out that
Hume is begging precisely the question he claims to address.

While it is perhaps clear that the conclusion of Kant’s argument here con-
cerns something “transcendental” (that is, to the extent that the synthetic unity
he argues for is at least plausibly reckoned as a condition of the possibility of
experience), it is perhaps not immediately clear how Hume’s denial of that fact
can (as we should expect, given my characterization of transcendental argu-
ments) be seen as entailing self-contradiction by Hume—which is to say, it is
perhaps not immediately clear how the argument here can count as a transcen-
dental argument in the sense stipulated here.14 It is instructive, here, to consider
John Passmore’s reflections on the various kinds of self-contradiction that can be
exploited in philosophical argument.15 The most evident sort would be strictly
logical, or, in Passmore’s terms, “absolute”: “Formally, the proposition p is
absolutely self-refuting, if to assert p is equivalent to asserting both p and not-p”
(1961:60).

In this regard, Passmore considers the possibility that the denial of Descartes’s
cogito argument can be regarded as entailing this sort of self-contradiction,
plausibly rephrasing Descartes as having argued that “‘I cannot think’ is a self-
refuting proposition” (ibid.). This statement of Descartes’s argument turns out,
on Passmore’s reading, not necessarily to entail such “absolute self-refutation.”
Among other things, this statement presupposes certain commitments about
what it means to “think” and about the necessity that that will come into play
simply in the assertion of the proposition— commitments that turn out to be at
least coherently disputable. It is better to say, then, that Descartes’s argument, to
the extent that it is successful, involves something more like pragmatic or per-
formative self-refutation; that is, if it is granted that (say) “thinking” is appro-
priately defined in such a way that one must necessarily have first engaged in it
in order to speak (despite the world’s abundance of evidence to the contrary!),
then the very fact of asserting “I cannot think” would, simply as an assertion,
performatively (if not logically) contradict the claim it makes.16 Similarly, we
may say that, insofar as Hume’s making his argument necessarily presupposes
that he himself has some experience, his denial of what Kant thinks that he has
shown to be a condition of the possibility of experience involves at least prag-
matic or performative self-contradiction—a self-contradiction that is evident in
Hume’s begging the question of how a putatively nonsynthetic consciousness
could recognize “resemblances” between diªerent moments of experience.

As is perhaps clear from this example, it turns out to be very di‹cult to spec-
ify the sense in which the conclusions of such arguments are thus thought to
obtain “necessarily.” It seems clear, as Robert Stern notes, that “in claiming that
X is a necessary condition for the possibility of experience, we are not taking
this to be a matter of causal or natural necessity” (2000:8). What, then?
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if we accept that our basis for asserting a transcendental claim can only

“consist in certain ways of assembling facts about meanings” (making it

analytic in the epistemic sense), must we also accept that its necessity is

grounded only in what is logically possible (making it analytic in the onto-

logical sense), or can this form of conceptual analysis give us insight into

modal truths that constitute neither natural nor logical constraints, but some-

thing in between, such as metaphysical limitations on what is possible?17

Thus, to take the example of Kant contra Hume on the conditions of experi-
ence, it does not seem right to say that it is causally necessary that all subjective
states must be experienced from one perspective or another. It is di‹cult to
imagine how we could express this formal state of aªairs as having any causal
e‹cacy with respect to any instance of experience. At the same time, there
would seem to be no strictly logical incoherence to the idea that experiences
might be free-floating and unassigned, in the same way that (say) it would be
incoherent to claim that “John, though a bachelor, is married” (or any other
instance that amounts to the assertion of p and not-p).

But what does it mean to say that the necessity involved is, instead, meta-
physical? Properly metaphysical considerations are in play whenever we are deal-
ing with putatively transcendental claims that are universal in scope—which is in
eªect to say, whenever it can be argued that being or doing anything at all could
be seen (as it were) “performatively” to contradict a denial of the claim in ques-
tion. Consider, in this regard, the example of Aristotle’s “Principle of Noncon-
tradiction,” which Stern thus adduces as a candidate for transcendental status:

It is possible to argue that Aristotle’s intention was to establish this propo-

sition as one that must be accepted for any belief to rationalize any other,

and thus for a coherent belief-system to exist at all. On this view, a tran-

scendental argument is needed because the aim is to establish, not that the

Principle is itself a reason for believing anything, but is something we are

required to believe if what we believe is to be a reason for believing anything

else . . . it is not because this belief figures directly as a reason for making

such judgements . . . rather, it is arguably more like a necessary presuppo-

sition for making cogent the reasons we do use. (Ibid., 197)

To the extent that metaphysics is understood as being exemplified by such a
point, the sense of “metaphysics” in play is such that some metaphysical com-
mitments are always at least presupposed—metaphysics is not, that is, simply to
be contrasted with, for example, science, because properly metaphysical com-
mitments are necessarily presupposed by any project therein. The latter point
has been well made by Vincent Descombes: “In general, the operational sense
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of the technical term ‘metaphysical’ is to be found whenever a philosopher is
required to fix in advance the possibilities for classification and explanation
oªered by a general conceptual system” (2001:80). Given this sense of the word,
questions about the status of the sciences of the mind are not (as proponents of
at least some such approaches would claim) simply questions of method, but
always involve some specific metaphysical commitments that are, at least in
principle, arguable. Thus, for example,

Lying behind the reduction of the question of mind to questions of

method, we find the old prejudice according to which scientific activity

consists in the concoction of general theories compatible with the observed

facts. This way of looking at the problem is flawed, however, for it is well

known that one can always oªer several theories that account for the same

set of facts and that are equivalent from a logical point of view. How are we

to decide among them? . . . In fact, theories diªer in their ontologies . . . In

other words, it is not logic that decides this question, it is metaphysics.

(Ibid., 81)

Particularly given Descombes’s reference to ontology here, this characteriza-
tion of metaphysics perhaps leaves an ambiguity between what we might dis-
tinguish as categoreal and transcendental metaphysics.18 The former approach
warrants the term “metaphysics” because it is universal in scope, but it overlaps
considerably with the project of ontology; that is, metaphysics in this sense
involves arguments about the basic categories of existents, claims about what
there is.19 Clearly, it would be reasonable to regard metaphysics in this sense as
exemplified by the Buddhist 0bhidharmika project, insofar as that may be said
to consist in the enumeration of basic categories of existents (dharmas). In con-
trast, transcendental metaphysics can be said to be in play whenever the crite-
rion of metaphysical truth is (in Schubert Ogden’s words) “unavoidable belief
or necessary application through experience. Those statements are true meta-
physically which I could not avoid believing to be true, at least implicitly, if I
were to believe or exist at all.”20

R. G. Collingwood has characterized the task of metaphysics as involving the
analysis of “absolute presuppositions.” In contrast to “propositions” (which can
always be understood as the answers at least to implicit questions), an absolute
presupposition is defined by Collingwood as “one which stands, relatively to all
questions to which it is related, as a presupposition, never as an answer”
(1939/1972:31). That is, “absolute presuppositions” represent those points in any
chain of reasoning at which it becomes unreasonable to ask any further ques-
tions. I follow Collingwood in thinking this idea useful at least in disclosing the
points in any discourse at which constitutively metaphysical presuppositions
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(of the sort intended by Ogden) are in play. A helpful example, in this regard,
might involve the category of causation. With respect, for example, to a sci-
entific inquiry that proceeds most basically by adducing prior states of aªairs as
having caused present states, one might ask: Why should these causal regulari-
ties obtain in the first place? why do such states of aªairs interact causally as
they do? why, in short, is there something and not nothing?

Although this has the form of an intelligible question, it will not be thought
coherent by one whose frame of reference includes a metaphysical commitment
to the idea that (say) reasons are not any diªerent in kind from causes—that is,
to the idea that a causal chain cannot be seen as requiring termination in some-
thing (logically or ontologically) distinct from the causes. In that case, we can say
that it is an absolute presupposition (hence, a metaphysical commitment) of
such a scientific approach that causal regularities cannot coherently be thought
to require explanation. For some theists, by contrast, these questions are
regarded as being not only intelligible but among the most important to ask—
and it is thought reasonable to believe that explanation is not complete until rea-
sons have been given, precisely because of a metaphysical commitment to the
eªect that reasons (in the form of the intentions of some agent) are (logically or
ontologically) distinct from causes.21 In either case, it is possible to imagine argu-
ments to the eªect that these diªerent metaphysical commitments are such that
one “could not avoid believing” them to be true—a possibility reflected in the
locution “cannot coherently be thought to require explanation”—and appropri-
ate, to that extent, to characterize these as “metaphysical” presuppositions.22

A project in categoreal metaphysics need not necessarily involve any partic-
ular style of argument. This is clear from the Buddhist case; as seen in Part I,
0bhidharmika Buddhists like Vasubandhu developed what can plausibly be
characterized as a project in basic ontology (hence, in “categoreal metaphys-
ics”), while developing their positions through basically exegetical arguments
about adequacy to the task of interpreting Buddhist scriptures. Buddhist foun-
dationalists like Dign1ga, by contrast, developed recognizably similar positions
through fundamentally epistemological arguments, attempting to show that
our cognitive faculties are such as to warrant certain claims about what exists
(and not others)—with philosophers like Dign1ga thus likely to demand, of any
claim regarding what is really the case, that we be able to adduce some finally
perceptual evidence. 

An exercise in transcendental metaphysics, in contrast, requires a distinctive
sort of argument. Indeed, it is precisely in contrast to Dign1ga’s eminently
empiricist approach that a “transcendental-metaphysical” approach needs to be
defined. The sense in which there is a contrast is closely related to the extent to
which transcendental arguments are (in contrast to those of the normative epis-
temologist) better able to support a realist conception of truth. Dign1ga’s
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empiricist-foundationalist approach to the defense of a basic ontology takes us
to be warranted by what our cognitive faculties seem to contact—which is to
say, he views epistemological data as having evidentiary relevance. But, in fact
(as indicated in Chapter 2), epistemological data should be understood as per-
taining only to our epistemic situation (to the circumstances, e.g., of our being
justified); they do not necessarily have any bearing on the truth of the beliefs
thus justified.23 To the extent that we understand “metaphysical” as describing
a project not in categoreal metaphysics but transcendental metaphysics, it
should be clear that Dign1ga’s normative-epistemological argument cannot be
taken as having any properly metaphysical import.

Thus, to characterize CandrakErti’s argument against Dign1ga as a transcen-
dental argument in defense of a properly metaphysical claim is to recognize that
CandrakErti’s argument is compatible with a realist conception of truth—and
that his metaphysical commitment can reasonably be thought by CandrakErti to
require that he eschew an approach like Dign1ga’s. CandrakErti’s characteristic
claims should, on this reading, be understood as objectively true (if true at all),
and there are good reasons for thinking that the content of this truth positively
requires an argument that is logically distinct from Dign1ga’s.

The point about the possibly “objective truth” of CandrakErti’s claims, in par-
ticular, should give pause. This is not only because Madhyamaka is often char-
acterized as constitutively “antirealist” (and characterized, instead, as either up-
holding or presupposing a merely “coherentist” view of justification, which is
often taken as the only alternative to foundationalism); it is also because of an
aspect of Ogden’s formulation of “metaphysical truth” not noted previously but
worth mentioning now. Ogden characterized as metaphysically true those state-
ments “which I could not avoid believing to be true, at least implicitly, if I were
to believe or exist at all” (emphasis added). Here, Ogden betrays a point that is
often held against transcendental arguments: that if they have any purchase,
they nevertheless tell us only about what we believe, which may tell us nothing
about what is really the case. Given this, it might be objected that such arguments
are incompatible with a realist conception of truth, as construed here, and may,
instead, entail only an epistemic conception thereof.

This criticism is serious particularly to the extent that transcendental argu-
ments are thought to represent a logically distinct sort of move; the claim that
transcendental arguments have purchase only with respect to belief is tanta-
mount to the claim that they must, if they are finally to succeed in supporting
the truth of beliefs, involve recourse to some other sort of argument. One
could, in other words, grant that S (say, belief in other minds) is, in a sense, a
condition of the possibility of X (say, language), but still insist “that it is enough
to make language possible if we believe that S is true, or if it looks for all the
world as if it is, but that S needn’t actually be true.”24 It is then argued that if we
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are to bridge the gap between merely needing to believe it is true and its really
being true, it must be possible to determine the truth or falsity of S. Hence, in
turn, there would be a need to fall back on, say, some version of verificationism.
But if such recourse is really necessary, then transcendental arguments are su-
perfluous. As Stern writes, “Verificationism has su‹cient anti-sceptical strength
to refute scepticism on its own; and verificationism is a highly contestable posi-
tion, which the sceptic can easily question” (2000:45). Transcendental argu-
ments are said inevitably to fail, then, to short-circuit the normative-epistemo-
logical demands in response to which they have typically been oªered.

The reader persuaded by the arguments developed, in conversation with the
MEm1Åsakas, in Part II will perhaps have a sense of what response this objec-
tion might meet with. For now, let it su‹ce to have noted this standard objec-
tion. In the course of developing my reconstruction of CandrakErti’s argument
against Dign1ga as transcendental arguments, I work toward the conclusion
that this standard objection is misguided and that CandrakErti’s arguments turn
out, in fact, to be better able to support the objective truth of the beliefs justified
than do Dign1ga’s. At this point, in what remains of this prolegomenon, let us
speak a little more about skepticism, the idea of which lurks beneath much of
the foregoing discussion: We have seen that “normative epistemology” eªec-
tively validates the challenge that many have understood as “skeptical”; in
appealing to the idea of “transcendental arguments” as a way to reconstruct
CandrakErti’s arguments against Dign1ga, I invoke a style of argument typically
represented as addressing “skepticism” understood in precisely this way.

In light of this convergence, it is perhaps not surprising that skepticism has
often been invoked by contemporary interpreters of Madhyamaka, with the
characterization of Madhyamaka as “skeptical” frequently supporting the notion
that Madhyamaka must be understood as, in some sense, “antirealist.” It is
instructive, then, to frame our consideration of Madhyamaka in terms of two
sharply divergent characterizations of Madhyamaka vis-à-vis skepticism—one
of which develops this comparison only to refuse it and the other to embrace it.
To complicate matters, it is not chiefly with regard to the question of whether
Madhyamaka exemplifies skepticism that these interpretations diªer; rather,
the more significant interpretive diªerences relate to the altogether diªerent
understandings of “skepticism” that they presuppose. Therefore a brief digres-
sion on skepticism may help clarify matters.

Skepticism vis-à-vis Madhyamaka

As mentioned above, what most threatens the proposed interpretation of Madh-
yamaka (as making a properly metaphysical claim) is the quintessentially
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M1dhyamika claim (!) not to be making any claim at all. In this regard, consider
the following passage from Sextus Empiricus.

When we say that Sceptics do not hold beliefs, we do not take ‘belief ’ in the

sense in which some say, quite generally, that belief is acquiescing in some-

thing; for Sceptics assent to the feelings forced upon them by appearances—

for example, they would not say, when heated or chilled, “I think I am not

heated (or: chilled).” Rather, we say that they do not hold beliefs in the

sense in which some say that belief is assent to some unclear object of inves-

tigation in the sciences; for Pyrrhonists do not assent to anything unclear.25

Passages like this figure prominently in an interpretive debate concerning how
best to understand and characterize the divergent views of the ancient Pyrrhon-
ian and Academic Skeptics (sometimes characterized as advancing, respectively,
“classical” and “dogmatic” skepticism) and whether either tradition developed
a philosophically viable position.

Michael Frede has argued that there is philosophical value in the project of
classical skepticism. Frede explores how specifically dogmatic strains of skepti-
cism came to be taken as co-extensive with skepticism, simpliciter.26 This confla-
tion, for Frede, results in attributing to the Pyrrhonian Sextus the (dogmatic)
view that “nothing can be known.” But such a conclusion can be reached, Frede
argues, only by ignoring the classical skeptic’s own avowal that, unlike the dog-
matic skeptic, he does not take the position that nothing can be known. Such
avowals might be overlooked, however, precisely out of a desire to save the skep-
tic from what would otherwise appear to be self-reflexive incoherence. Thus,

one has reason to believe that the classical sceptic, like the dogmatic scep-

tic, does have the view that nothing can be known; and thus one thinks that

the classical sceptic only says that he does not take this position because he

not only cannot consistently claim to know that nothing can be known, but

cannot even take the position that nothing can be known, if he wants to

preserve consistency with the main tenet of scepticism, namely the princi-

ple that one should not commit oneself to any position. (Frede 1997b:128)

This leads Frede to frame the following interpretive options:

since I do want to take the classical sceptic’s remark [viz., to the eªect that

it is not being claimed that “nothing can be known”] seriously, I have to

argue either that the classical sceptic does in fact not have the view that

nothing can be known or that there is a substantial diªerence between hav-

ing a view, on the one hand, and taking a position or making a claim, on the
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other. . . . I shall try to argue the latter by distinguishing, following the clas-

sical sceptic, two kinds of assent such that having a view involves one kind

of assent, whereas taking a position, or making a claim, involves a diªerent

kind of assent, namely the kind of assent a sceptic will withhold. (Ibid.)

As will become clear, the characteristically M1dhyamika claim not to have
any thesis forces a precisely similar interpretive choice: One can take it at face
value and convict the M1dhyamika either of self-referential incoherence or of
making a vacuous statement, or one can work to understand “thesis” as specif-
ically referring to some particular kind of thesis. Frede’s decision to pursue
something analagous to the latter approach leads him to emphasize that the
most salient point emerging from classical skepticism is that “the sceptic does
not rely on any criterion for his beliefs” (1997a:23). This point, on Frede’s read-
ing, has implications chiefly with respect to the role that epistemological crite-
ria are thought to play in justifying belief, and not necessarily with respect to
what is believed: “As a sceptic, he no longer believes that the Stoic proofs of
God’s existence entail their conclusion; since, however, his belief was not
induced by these arguments, nothing about his belief need change even when
the arguments no longer carry conviction” (ibid.). To the extent that the “crite-
ria” thus rejected are part of a specifically epistemological approach, we might
say, in the terms proposed here, that on this interpretation the skeptic does not
agree with the normative epistemologist that criteria derived from facts about
our epistemic situation are invariably relevant to the truth of beliefs.

A diªerent slant is provided by Myles Burnyeat, whose studies in the skepti-
cal traditions of antiquity lead him to the conclusion that “Hume and the
ancient critics were right. When one has seen how radically the sceptic must
detach himself from himself, one will agree that the supposed life without belief
is not, after all, a possible life for man” (1997a:57). Burnyeat rejects the kind of
move made by Frede, characterizing the distinction between diªerent “levels”
or “kinds” of belief as presupposing a peculiarly “transcendental” sort of skep-
ticism that emerged only after Kant. Burnyeat frames his point amusingly.

Nowadays, if a philosopher finds he cannot answer the philosophical ques-

tion “What is time?” or “Is time real?,” he applies for a research grant to

work on the problem during next year’s sabbatical. He does not suppose

that the arrival of next year is actually in doubt. . . . [In this way,] he insu-

lates his ordinary first order judgements from the eªects of his philoso-

phizing. (1997b:92)

This is, Burnyeat writes, in sharp contrast to the case of the Pyrrhonian skeptics,
for whom skeptical philosophy was meant precisely to inform one’s way of life.
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What Burnyeat wants to know, accordingly, is when and how it became pos-
sible to separate these, and what sorts of philosophical consequences followed.
For Burnyeat, the problem begins with Kant.

It was Kant who persuaded philosophy that one can be, simultaneously and

without contradiction, an empirical realist and a transcendental idealist . . .

“The stove is warm,” taken empirically, implies no philosophical view at the

transcendental level where from now on the philosophical battle will be

fought. Empirical realism is invulnerable to scepticism and compatible with

transcendental idealism. In this way, with the aid of his distinction of levels

(insulation de iure), Kant thought to refute scepticism once and for all. The

eªect, however, was that scepticism itself moved upstairs to the transcen-

dental level. (Ibid., 121–122)

When Kant’s characteristically modern version then gets read back into the his-
torical record, we are, on Burnyeat’s reading, encouraged to suppose that the
Pyrrhonian skeptics meant only to question the merits of such peculiarly theo-
retical explanations as are exemplified in, for example, contemporary founda-
tionalism; “So we reach the idea that there are two ways of understanding a state-
ment like ‘The stove is warm,’ the plain way and the philosophical way, and it is
only the philosophical claim to an absolute knowledge that the sceptic wants to
question.” But Burnyeat claims that “this sceptic has no historical reality. It is a
construction of the modern philosophical imagination. . . . [Skepticism] becomes
the name of something internal to the philosopher’s own thinking, his alter ego
as it were, with whom he wrestles in a debate which is now a philosophical debate
in the modern sense” (ibid., 122). Thus, he concludes that the imputation to Sex-
tus Empiricus of a “transcendental scepticism”—according to which, Sextus “in-
sulates not between subject matters . . . but between an ordinary and a philo-
sophical way of understanding statements such as ‘The stove is warm’” (ibid.,
123)—is not so much wrong as anachronistic.

It is, of course, well beyond the scope of the present book (not to mention
my own competence) to weigh in on this debate regarding the interpretation of
ancient Hellenistic philosophers. More to the point, there is nothing in the ar-
gument proposed here that depends on the outcome of that debate. The debate
exemplified by the works of Frede and Burnyeat can, however, shed some light
on the very diªerent uses of “skepticism” made by some modern interpreters of
Madhyamaka. Thus, for example, chapter 2 of David Burton’s recent Emptiness
Appraised (1999) is entitled “N1g1rjuna and Scepticism.” Burton’s chief aim
here is to argue that N1g1rjuna’s arguments should not be understood as “skep-
tical,” insofar as N1g1rjuna does defend specific truth claims—and, further, that
although N1g1rjuna does not intend for those claims to be nihilist, his argu-
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ments nonetheless unwittingly entail nihilistic conclusions. Because he attrib-
utes to N1g1rjuna arguments in defense of specific truth claims, Burton finds it
necessary to refute the interpretation of N1g1rjuna as a skeptic. Burton’s chief
claim in this regard is that N1g1rjuna is not a skeptic simply insofar as
N1g1rjuna does, in fact, make a claim to knowledge. Thus,

N1g1rjuna’s assertions that he has no view/position/thesis must be seen in

the context of his philosophy as a whole. One finds repeatedly throughout

N1g1rjuna’s works that his basic philosophical position is that entities (bh1-
va) lack svabh1va. . . . Emptiness is thus essentially an ontological doctrine,

rather than an attack on all knowledge-claims. It states something about

how things actually are. Namely, it states that all entities have a dependently

arisen and conceptually constructed existence; an existence without svabh1-
va. (1999:34–36)

Burton’s point here—to the extent that this selective quotation discloses his
position—seems generally on target, and a central part of my own interpreta-
tion involves the claim that Madhyamaka is making a truth claim. The point
that concerns us here is that Burton regards N1g1rjuna’s making a truth claim
alone as su‹cient to counter the interpretation of N1g1rjuna as a “skeptic.”
Given this, we may say that Burton presupposes a characteristically modern
sense of the word “skepticism,” according to which skepticism consists simply
in the disavowal of any knowledge;27 that is, this most basically consists in the
claim to have (in Burton’s formulation) a “lack of knowledge whether x or ~x.”
On this usage (which many modern readers will likely find unproblematic),
“skepticism” consists of a dogmatic sort of agnosticism—in the persistent urg-
ing that we cannot really know anything, because we can never be in a position
to secure our beliefs against all possible doubts. Burton puts the matter thus
when he oªers the following characterization of “radical scepticism,” which he
sees as “scepticism par excellence”:

(a) {It is not known whether x or ~x} and (b) {it is not known whether or

not it can be known whether x or ~x} [where x stands for any matter what-

soever]. Neither (a) nor (b) is a knowledge-claim. (1999:23)

It is skepticism in this sense that is often thought to impel foundationalism. The
foundationalist can be understood as having set out to meet the skeptic’s chal-
lenge and to find some sort of knowledge whose foundational status derives
precisely from its being putatively indubitable.28

I will show the rest of Burton’s position shortly. The point here is to note that
it is precisely against such a view of skepticism that Jay Garfield (like Frede) has
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emphasized that “skepticism” is properly understood as a constitutively mod-
erate, antidogmatic position. Accordingly, Garfield regrets the extent to which
“many modern writers—following Kant and earlier usage introduced by Berke-
ley, a usage muddied (though in constructive ways) by Hume—urge that a
central task of philosophy is to ‘answer the skeptic.’”29 Emphasizing the non-
dogmatic character of skepticism, Garfield interprets N1g1rjuna as exempli-
fying “skepticism” and expresses what he believes to be the quintessentially
“skeptical” concern in a characteristically M1dhyamika idiom: The view that
skepticism consists simply of the denial of any knowledge claims rests, accord-
ing to Garfield, “on a confusion of skepticism with one of its extreme targets—
typically what those Buddhists skeptics known as ‘m1dhyamikas’ called ‘nihil-
ism’” (2002:4). Those who are unsympathetic to skepticism, and who think of
it as oªering a challenge that must be resisted, therefore tend, on Garfield’s
reading, to overlook “the opposition of extremes against which skeptical criti-
cal attacks are addressed” (ibid., 5).

On this view of skepticism, then, to characterize N1g1rjuna as exemplifying
such is (pace Burton) not necessarily to say that he makes no truth-claim, since
the claim that “it is not known whether or not it can be known whether x or ~x”
would in fact be an instance of precisely the dogmatism that, according to
Garfield, skeptics (and M1dhyamikas) are keenest to refute. Rather, character-
izing N1g1rjuna as this sort of “skeptic” chiefly says something about his char-
acteristic method. To further complicate our account, though, we note that the
most compellingly “M1dhyamika” statement of a properly “skeptical” method
that Garfield mentions comes not from Sextus Empiricus but from Saul Kripke,
interpreting Wittgenstein. Thus, Kripke:

What is a “sceptical” solution? Call a proposed solution to a sceptical philo-

sophical problem a straight solution if it shows that on closer examination

the scepticism proves to be unwarranted; an elusive or complex argument

proves the thesis the sceptic doubted. Descartes gave a “straight” solution in

this sense to his own philosophical doubts. An a priori justification of in-

ductive reasoning, and an analysis of the causal relation as a genuine neces-

sary connection or nexus between pairs of events, would be straight solu-

tions to Hume’s problems of induction and causation, respectively. A

sceptical solution of a sceptical philosophical problem begins on the contrary

by conceding that the sceptic’s negative assertions are unanswerable. Never-

theless our ordinary practice or belief is justified because— contrary appear-

ances notwithstanding—it need not require the justification the sceptic has

shown to be untenable. And much of the value of the sceptical argument

consists precisely in the fact that he has shown that an ordinary practice, if it

is to be defended at all, cannot be defended in a certain way. A sceptical solu-
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tion may also involve . . . a sceptical analysis or account of ordinary beliefs

to rebut their prima facie reference to a metaphysical absurdity. The rough

outlines of Hume’s sceptical solution to his problem are well known. Not an

a priori argument, but custom, is the source of our inductive inferences.30

If this is what we are to understand by a “skeptical” approach, then I might
largely concur with Garfield that N1g1rjuna’s approach is aptly so called; I
would agree that this passage from Kripke can, with some important qualifi-
cations, serve very well as a statement of what N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti are
up to. But in that case, I have agreed with Burton that N1g1rjuna is not aptly
characterized as a “skeptic,” to the extent that N1g1rjuna does, after all, advance
an important truth-claim; and I have also agreed with Garfield that N1g1rjuna
is aptly characterized as a “skeptic,” precisely to the extent that that truth claim
is one to the eªect that (in Kripke’s words) “ordinary practice, if it is to be
defended at all, cannot be defended in a certain way.” The diªerence between
the interpretations of Madhyamaka oªered by Burton and Garfield should not,
then, be stated simply in terms of the former’s rejecting and the latter’s embrac-
ing the characterization of Madhyamaka as “skeptical,” because the two under-
stand this characterization in such diªerent senses.

Leaving aside, however, the question of what content we should give to the
doxographical descriptor “skeptical,” let us consider what is to be commended
or rejected in these divergent interpretations. Burton is right to hold that M1-
dhyamika arguments are (apparent claims to the contrary notwithstanding)
oªered in defense of a particular truth-claim—that is, these arguments are not
simply methodological or “therapeutic” exercises that are equally compatible
with just any ontology or metaphysics; rather, they fundamentally aim to make
a point about how things exist. Specifically, what must finally be understood as
possibly true is the claim that “all existents are empty, which is just to say that
they are dependently originated”31—a claim that clearly contradicts, for exam-
ple, the claim (made by some theists) that at least one thing exists intrinsically
or necessarily (and, therefore, is not “dependently originated”). And to say that
the M1dhyamika claim contradicts a truth-claim proªered by some theists just
is to say that the former claim, too, is proposed as true.

On my reading, however, the more salient point about Burton’s interpreta-
tion of Madhyamaka is something significantly problematic—namely, a char-
acteristically recurrent and undefended slide (evident even in the passage quoted
above) from “dependently originated” to “conceptually constructed.” Burton
makes this leap more explicit:

emptiness (the absence of svabh1va of entities) appears to mean both that

entities are dependently arisen (pratEtyasamutpanna), and that they do not
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have foundational existence (dravyasat). Which is to say that all dependently

arisen entities have merely conceptually constructed existence (prajñaptisat).

(1999:35–36; emphasis added)

Burton thus rightly situates Madhyamaka with respect to the earlier 0bhi-
dharmika discussion, to which he here alludes with this point that Madhyamaka
characteristically denies that anything at all exists “substantially” (dravyasat) and
that things therefore only exist as prajñapti—with these being the terms that rec-
ommend characterizing the 0bhidharmika project as one in basic ontology.32

What is problematic here is Burton’s retention of the characteristically 0bhi-
dharmika presuppositions that alone give these terms their contrastive force—
a contrast Burton sharpens by making the unwarranted assertion that existing
as prajñapti means having “merely conceptually constructed existence.” Bur-
ton’s thus becomes a peculiarly idealist version of the claim (also frequently
encountered) that, insofar as Madhyamaka characteristically eschews founda-
tionalism, it must, ipso facto, uphold a basically coherentist (or otherwise anti-
realist) account of knowledge and justification. Burton’s version of this reading
would have it that Madhyamaka is (albeit unwittingly) committed to the view
that, in the form of the “conceptually constructed” existents that alone can be
found, only mental artifacts exist. On my reading of Madhyamaka, there are no
such antirealist implications—and, indeed, this is precisely among the extremes
that Madhyamaka most wants to avoid.33

It is, then, to the extent that Garfield takes skepticism as constitutively op-
posed to the sort of dogmatism evinced in this extreme that I would be inclined
to agree with Garfield that N1g1rjuna might be characterized as a “skeptic.” Re-
call Kripke’s conclusion (commended by Garfield) that a characteristically
“skeptical” approach would lead us to conclude that “ordinary practice, if it is
to be defended at all, cannot be defended in a certain way.” Garfield echoes this
point when he characterizes Madhyamaka’s approach as “taking conventions as
the foundation of ontology, hence rejecting the very enterprise of a philosoph-
ical search for the ontological foundations of convention” (1995:122). This char-
acterization is, in a sense, compellingly apt—but also, perhaps, apt to mislead;
a great deal depends here on what we understand “conventions” to mean, and
the implications of Garfield’s characterization of Madhyamaka vary accord-
ingly. It might, for example, be supposed that Garfield’s statement here
amounts to a version of Burton’s idealist interpretation. One might reasonably
wonder whether Garfield is here stating, in eªect, a coherentist view of truth
and justification—that is, the view (not so far from Burton’s) that our conven-
tions represent a closed system whose regularities need not involve any reference
to a real world.

This is not how I understand Garfield’s statement. But Garfield’s interpreta-
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tion can be more clearly distinguished from Burton’s by emphasizing that, even
if Garfield’s expression of the project here is valid, Madhyamaka can neverthe-
less be understood in the end as making a metaphysical claim. It is to the extent
that I take Madhyamaka’s to be a constitutively metaphysical claim that, even
appreciating the particular sense of “skepticism” presupposed by Garfield, I
retain some reservations about his characterization of Madhyamaka in such
terms—and that I propose, instead, a reconstruction of M1dhyamika argu-
ments as transcendental arguments, which are typically represented as refuting
skepticism (albeit “skepticism” in the peculiarly modern sense eschewed by
Garfield).34 The characterization of N1g1rjuna as exemplifying skepticism (even
given Garfield’s understanding thereof ) underestimates the extent to which
N1g1rjuna’s is finally a point that, in light of his commitments, it is in principle
important for him to make. In terms of Kripke’s statement (“ordinary practice,
if it is to be defended at all, cannot be defended in a certain way”), I take the
M1dhyamika claim to be the stronger one that ordinary practice cannot coher-
ently be thought to require defense— cannot be thought to require this, in par-
ticular, to the extent that any putatively explanatory “defense” must be thought
not to exemplify the same constraints that characterize those practices (must be
thought, that is, not itself to be dependently originated). The fact that our ordi-
nary practices cannot be thought to require explanation, then, is proposed by
the M1dhyamika as expressing something that is importantly true.

Consider, in this regard, an observation from Gisela Striker, who clarifies
one of the allegedly problematic aspects of Pyrrhonian skepticism.

Even the Pyrrhonists occasionally claim the right to find an argument or a

thesis convincing; but this does not mean they think such a thesis, rather

than its opposite, corresponds to the truth concerning the nature of a thing.

Conviction is, for them, a state of mind, comparable to a physical sensation.

And just as it is absurd to try to talk a hungry person out of his hunger, so

they considered it absurd to try to persuade the skeptic that he’s not con-

vinced. And a counterargument would accomplish nothing at all, since after

all the skeptic only takes his thesis to be convincing, not true. (1996:146)

This passage could be regarded as describing, as well, the implications of Krip-
ke’s idea that Hume concludes that “not an a priori argument, but custom, is the
source of our inductive inferences” or of Garfield’s idea that Madhyamaka takes
“conventions as the foundation of ontology”; that is, such observations imply
that one must give up talk of truth and must instead be content merely to defer
to unfounded custom. But on my interpretation of Madhyamaka, Garfield’s
characterization should be seen as apt only with the proviso that it be under-
stood as an essentially metaphysical claim—and, hence, proposed as really true.
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Some observers might find this suggestion counterintuitive to the extent that
one takes any reference at all to the “metaphysical” as, ipso facto, antithetical to
the “conventional.” That these two go together closely in this case follows, how-
ever, precisely from the content of Madhyamaka’s metaphysical claim; that
claim just is that “conventionally” (which is to say, for Madhyamaka, interde-
pendently) is the only way that anything can exist. Another passage from Gar-
field is helpful in making this point. Recall, in this connection, the characteri-
zation advanced here of Madhyamaka as having recognized that the ontological
primitives posited by Abhidharma could have explanatory purchase only if they
are exceptions to the rule that everything is dependently originated—it is pre-
cisely the Madhyamaka point to emphasize that there are no exceptions to this
rule. Garfield makes what seems the same point when he characterizes N1g1r-
juna’s as a “regularity view” of reality, according to which

we should seek to explain regularities by reference to their embeddedness in

other regularities, and so on. To ask why there are regularities at all, on such

a view, would be to ask an incoherent question: The fact of explanatorily

useful regularities in nature is what makes explanation and investigation

possible in the first place and is not something itself that can be explained.

(1995:116n)

This characterization lends itself to a metaphysical interpretation. Recall the
suggestion that metaphysical commitments are disclosed at the point where
(following Collingwood) we reach some account’s “absolute presuppositions.”
Garfield’s statement of N1g1rjuna’s “regularity view” identifies precisely such a
place. That is, it is incoherent to demand that causal regularities be explained
insofar as any answer to the question must presuppose precisely the sort of reg-
ularities whose explanation is purportedly sought. Here, an interesting similar-
ity with Kant suggests how we might take Garfield’s characterization as stating
a transcendental claim. Summarizing a central theme of the first Critique, Kant
expresses in the Prolegomena basically the same point that Garfield makes in
terms of “explanatorily useful regularities”: “how this characteristic property of
our sensibility itself may be possible, or that of our understanding and of the
necessary apperception that underlies it and all thinking, cannot be further
solved and answered, because we always have need of them for all answering and
for all thinking of objects.”35

Kant similarly contended, then, that something like “explanatorily useful reg-
ularities” are a condition of the possibility of any explanation and so cannot
themselves be explained. As we should note with respect to Garfield’s interpreta-
tion of Madhyamaka, however, this is itself a metaphysical point. To be sure,
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Kant’s conclusions in this regard led him characteristically to reject any and all
“metaphysical” projects of a certain kind—specifically, those that purport to
yield knowledge of “things-in-themselves.” But that is just to say that Kant es-
chews what is here called categoreal metaphysics. Kant’s philosophical project,
instead, aims to ground objectivity in the conditions of the possibility of (sub-
jective) experience. But these claims regarding the putatively transcendental
conditions are (as Kant thinks he has shown) necessarily believed, such that even
any denial of the claims must itself presuppose their truth. Kant’s claims thus
meet the criterion for possibly “metaphysical truth” as construed by Schubert
Ogden: “Those statements are true metaphysically which I could not avoid
believing to be true, at least implicitly, if I were to believe or exist at all.” This is
why in the end those claims that are (like Kant’s) “metaphysical” in a constitu-
tively transcendental sense positively require a diªerent kind of argument: The
transcendental claims constitutively concern the kinds of conditions (e.g.,
“explanatorily useful regularities”) that are necessarily presupposed by any other
argument we could make—even one that claims to counter the transcendental
argument.

All of this is just to emphasize that M1dhyamika arguments support claims
that are proposed as really true. M1dhyamika talk of conventions turns out to
be interpretable as not concerning only mental artifacts—which means it can
be said to be really true that things are dependently originated (“empty”), quite
independent of the fact that anyone says so. And the truth of that fact (if it is
true) implies that our ordinary epistemic practices (our “conventions”) cannot
coherently be thought to require the kind of justification demanded by such
normative epistemologists as Dign1ga— cannot, that is, coherently be thought
to require explanation by appeal to something that is not itself dependently
originated; the idea that there could be any such thing is just what is shown by
the M1dhyamika to be incoherent.

The fact that a particular sort of justification (viz., foundationalist justi-
fication) cannot coherently be demanded of the M1dhyamika claim does not
change the fact that the claim can nonetheless appropriately be judged as possi-
bly true—and indeed, as true in such a way as to express something important
about the real nature of things, about what N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti do not
shrink from calling the “ultimate truth.” Theirs is not the kind of “ultimate
truth” sought by Dign1ga, who believes that there is a privileged cognitive fac-
ulty (perception) that puts us in contact with “really existent” (param1rthasat)
things—namely, with the uniquely particular and fleeting sensations that alone
are indubitably real. A desire to advance this understanding inclines Dign1ga to
favor the view that epistemology is a normative discipline and that our ordinary
epistemic intuitions are in need of systematic redescription—with such rede-
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scription meant to advance the view that what we are really warranted in be-
lieving is something entirely other than what we encounter in ordinary propo-
sitional experience.

CandrakErti’s aim simply to describe and defer to our conventional epistemic
intuitions—his taking, in the terms proposed here, a basically phenomenolog-
ical approach to epistemology—is meant, instead, to advance the insight that
our conventions already exemplify the ultimately metaphysical point that he is
making: There are no “ultimately existent” things, there is no privileged level of
description that provides explanatory purchase on our conventions. Accord-
ingly, the perennially vexed question of whether Madhyamaka has any “thesis”
can be understood as concerning diªerent kinds of justification. CandrakErti’s
major contention contra Dign1ga, then, is that a proper understanding of Can-
drakErti’s metaphysical claims does not require the kind of justification that
Dign1ga thinks is necessary (viz., warranting by some accredited pram1âa)—
and indeed that the very demand for this kind of justification already presup-
poses the truth of those claims. Indeed, to the extent that CandrakErti can show
that things only can exist dependently (“conventionally”), it is incoherent to
think that dependently originated things could ever be explained by something
that is not itself dependently originated (“conventional”).

As noted in the Introduction, my engagement with CandrakErti’s arguments
is rather more speculative than has so far been the case, with my elaboration of
a “philosophical grammar” here reflecting the extent to which the proposed
interpretation represents a rational reconstruction of CandrakErti’s Madhya-
maka. I believe, however, that CandrakErti’s works contain the resources to re-
construct the justification for the position I take him to defend and that my
interpretation therefore counts as an interpretation of CandrakErti—that the in-
terpretation is, in other words, constrained by the texts that preserve his char-
acteristically Sanskritic arguments.

I will try, though, to help the reader remain attentive to what Tom Tillemans
has characterized (following Imre Lakatos) as the distinction between “internal”
and “external history”—between, that is, “logical deductions of what could
have been said, given the key ideas of the philosopher in question, . . . [and]
what was actually said, what actually took place.”36 The eªort to tack back and
forth between these is worthwhile if it helps us bring the underappreciated cri-
tique of Dign1ga into relation with CandrakErti’s larger project and in a way that
renders the larger project more coherent and intelligible.

Having sketched my proposed “internal history” of this argument, though, I
will turn now to its “external history.” Let us see, then, what this trajectory of
argument looks like in the course of CandrakErti’s imagined engagement with
Dign1ga, as that is preserved in CandrakErti’s texts.
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6

CandrakErti Against Bare Particulars
AN EXPRESSION OF M0DHYAMIKA METAPHYSICS

Are M1dhyamikas Defending a Claim? 
N1g1rjuna on “Theses,” CandrakErti on “Certainty”

N1g1rjuna’s M[lamadhyamakak1rik1 (MMK), the foundational text for the
Madhyamaka school of Buddhist philosophy, is available in the original San-
skrit only as embedded in CandrakErti’s Prasannapad1, which is the only com-
mentary on N1g1rjuna’s text known to be extant in Sanskrit. Although Candra-
kErti himself seems to have had little influence on the subsequent development
of Indian philosophy, that fact alone su‹ces to draw attention to his work. But
CandrakErti’s works came to be of central importance in the Tibetan appropri-
ation of Indian Madhyamaka, and it can plausibly be argued that CandrakErti is
the most exegetically faithful of N1g1rjuna’s interpreters. An assessment of
CandrakErti’s thought, then, is clearly important to any comprehensive attempt
to understand Indian Madhyamaka.

In this regard, the first chapter of CandrakErti’s Prasannapad1 is recognized
to be of particular importance, comprising CandrakErti’s most extensive en-
gagement with what he considered alternative understandings of Madhyamaka,
and of Buddhist thought more generally.1 We can thus expect to find there a
clear expression of how CandrakErti understood the distinctiveness of N1g1r-
juna’s approach. Best-known, in this respect, is CandrakErti’s lengthy engage-
ment with the works of Buddhap1lita and Bh1vaviveka, two earlier commen-
tators on N1g1rjuna whose works are now extant only in Tibetan translation.
Buddhap1lita had summarized N1g1rjuna’s arguments as being strictly of the
reductio ad absurdum type—that is, as showing only the unwanted consequences
(prasaãga) that follow from his opponents’ own premises, without its being
incumbent upon N1g1rjuna to adduce any premises of his own. Bh1vaviveka,
in turn, had argued that Buddhap1lita’s approach was insu‹cient, faulting him
for not also formally restating N1g1rjuna’s arguments as inferences (svatantra-
anum1na) whose conclusions N1g1rjuna a‹rmed. Much of the first chapter of
CandrakErti’s Prasannapad1 is devoted to defending Buddhap1lita, with most of
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CandrakErti’s polemical attention accordingly directed at Bh1vaviveka. The first
chapter of the Prasannapad1 has therefore become the locus classicus for what
the Tibetan tradition came to emphasize as the split between the “Sv1tantrika”
and “Pr1saãgika” M1dhyamikas—that is, respectively, those who follow Bh1va-
viveka in deploying the dialectical tools of formally stated inferences and those
who follow Buddhap1lita and CandrakErti in thinking that that approach com-
promises N1g1rjuna’s insights. Perhaps following the emphasis of the Tibetan
tradition, most contemporary scholars have been principally oriented toward
understanding this aspect of CandrakErti’s opening chapter.2

What has less often been appreciated is that the first chapter of the Prasanna-
pad1 also includes a significant engagement with an unnamed interlocutor whose
thought resembles that of Dign1ga. In the standard edition of the Prasanna-
pad1, this section spans some twenty pages.3 Typical of the neglect of this sec-
tion is the fact that, even though it thus constitutes more than a fifth of Candra-
kErti’s opening chapter, Cesare Rizzi’s thirty-six-page summary of the chapter
devotes a scant two pages to this “controversy with the Buddhist Logicians.”4

This neglect perhaps owes something to the fact that some influential Tibetan
discussions of at least parts of this section treat CandrakErti as continuing his
attack on Bh1vaviveka, so that what is likely an engagement with Dign1ga’s epis-
temology gets subsumed in the sv1tantrika-pr1saãgika discussion that has
instead preoccupied most scholars.5

CandrakErti’s engagement with the aforementioned traditional thinkers comes
in the course of his explicating the first verse of N1g1rjuna’s text: “There do not
exist, anywhere at all, any existents whatsoever, arisen either from themselves or
from something else, either from both or altogether without cause.”6 Having
devoted dozens of pages to the dispute between Buddhap1lita and Bh1vaviveka
about the dialectical tools appropriate to advancing this claim, CandrakErti then
anticipates an objection to N1g1rjuna’s verse—one clearly coming from a pro-
ponent of “normative epistemology” (a pram1âav1din), whose commitments
take shape, in the course of the exchange, as those of Dign1ga. CandrakErti aptly
represents Dign1ga as wanting to know what pram1âas (reliable warrants) pro-
vide the epistemic foundations for the M1dhyamika position: “At this point,
some object: Is this certainty [niécaya] that existents are not produced based on
a reliable warrant [pram1âa], or is it not based on a reliable warrant?”7

The objection that CandrakErti thus anticipates parallels one that N1g1rjuna
had earlier entertained in the Vigrahavy1vartanE.8 In that work, which addresses
several objections that might be raised regarding N1g1rjuna’s characteristic
claims regarding emptiness (with these objections boiling down mostly to the
charge of self-referential incoherence), N1g1rjuna similarly considers a specif-
ically epistemological objection: “If you [claim that you] refute [the essence of
existents] having first apprehended [this fact] through perception, [we respond:]
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There is no perception by which existents are apprehended.”9 As N1g1rjuna’s
auto-commentary makes clear, the interlocutor considers the second point
(“There is no perception by which existents are apprehended”) to follow,
absurdly, from the fact that N1g1rjuna’s own claims (if true) have deprived us
of any reliable warrants, making it absurd for him to claim to know anything.10

That is, the interlocutor charges that if N1g1rjuna’s thesis (pratijñ1) is correct,
then he cannot possibly claim to know that fact by virtue of any reliable war-
rant (pram1âa). According to that very thesis, no pram1âas exist, insofar as they
must surely be counted among “all existents.” What completes this objector’s
satisfaction that N1g1rjuna’s position has thus been shown incoherent is the
epistemological claim implicit in this objection: We are not justified in credit-
ing any claim for which we cannot adduce a posteriori justification in the form
of some reliable epistemic warrant (paradigmatically, perception).

N1g1rjuna rejoins with an expression of what is often regarded as a charac-
teristically M1dhyamika sort of “skepticism,” where that is understood simply
as the disavowal of any specific truth-claims: “If I could apprehend anything by
means of things like perception, I would a‹rm or deny; [but] since that [which
I might thus apprehend] doesn’t exist, there is no reproach of me.”11 The object
that N1g1rjuna “might” (counterfactually) thus apprehend (artham upalabh-
eyam) is a svabh1va, an “essence” of existents. But because his point is that the
very idea of such an “essence” is fundamentally incoherent, there could not
possibly be anything answering to its description that might be “perceived” or
“apprehended.” Indeed, N1g1rjuna’s point is that insofar as one is concerned to
warrant claims regarding what is “ultimately existent” (param1rthasat), there is
quite simply nothing at all to “perceive,” since what is “ultimately existent” is not
(as it is for 0bhidharmikas) a set of objects available to perception.

Thus, N1g1rjuna not only concedes but a‹rms that pram1âas cannot
“exist”—specifically, cannot exist as aªording an independent, privileged per-
spective on existents (which is what N1g1rjuna must therefore take his inter-
locutor to presuppose). As Claus Oetke stresses, “N1g1rjuna wished to demon-
strate the non-existence of pram1âas on the param1rtha-level, as he had pointed
out in the preceding section the nonexistence of (acts of ) assertion on this level,
so that the acknowledgment of both existence and validity of those items on the
saÅvótti-level is not aªected and no restriction of the scope of possible knowl-
edge is entailed.”12 What N1g1rjuna thinks is problematic about his interlocu-
tor’s demand for justification, then, is the presupposition that justification
could consist in cognitive contact with something “ultimately existent”—and
this is problematic, for N1g1rjuna, just because his whole point is to argue that
there is no such thing.

Like N1g1rjuna, CandrakErti clarifies that his interlocutor thinks the only
justified belief is one based on a posteriori means of justification: “If [your cer-
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tainty] is not based on a reliable warrant, this doesn’t make sense, since under-
standing of a warrantable object [prameya] depends upon reliable warrants.”13

Otherwise, the interlocutor urges, belief is arbitrary, such that he would be enti-
tled to rejoin: “It will be my [certainty] precisely that all existents exist, and that
based upon the same thing as your certainty that existents are unproduced!”
CandrakErti’s interlocutor then anticipates and dismisses what might be thought
(following N1g1rjuna’s claim to have no “thesis”)14 to be a characteristically
M1dhyamika evasion: “Or [perhaps you will say] you have no certainty [to the
eªect that] ‘all existents are unproduced.’ In that case, since there’s no persuad-
ing another of something of which one isn’t oneself certain, it’s pointless to
undertake the treatise, and all existents stand unrefuted.” However, despite thus
having imagined an interlocutor who anticipates a rejoinder like N1g1rjuna’s,
CandrakErti’s initial response nevertheless parallels N1g1rjuna’s claim not to
have any “thesis” (pratijñ1):

If we had anything at all like certainty, then there would be [a question of

its being] based on a reliable warrant, or not based on a reliable warrant.

But we don’t! How so? If there were the possibility of doubt here, there

could be a certainty opposed to that and dependent upon it. But when we

have no doubt in the first place, then how could there be a certainty

opposed to it?15

Thus, CandrakErti’s initial response to his interlocutor trades on a point con-
ceptually similar to N1g1rjuna’s point about a “thesis” (pratijñ1), with Candra-
kErti here framing the issue in terms of niécaya and its opposite (aniécaya, “non-
niécaya” or “absence of niécaya”).

Dign1ga, as CandrakErti has here imagined him objecting, does not doubt
that we have reliable warrants (pram1âas) at our disposal. He doubts only that
M1dhyamika claims can be justified by any of them. CandrakErti’s interlocutor
cannot imagine how a claim can be justified except by those a posteriori criteria
that render something (epistemically) “ascertained” (niécita): “If, as you say, you
never have any certainty at all, then how is this expression of yours—which has
the form of something ascertained, to wit, ‘neither intrinsically, nor extrinsi-
cally, nor through both, nor causelessly, do existents exist’—apprehended?”16 On
my reading of Dign1ga’s challenge as a constitutively normative-epistemological
one, this interlocutor thus understands CandrakErti’s claim as “having the form
of something ascertained” specifically by some accredited pram1âa—and what
CandrakErti rejects is the notion that this kind of justification needs to (or even
can) be sought. Indeed, he will argue that it is incoherent to try, since the
things to which the foundationalist looks for justification are themselves pos-
sible only given the truth of CandrakErti’s claim (that is, that everything is empty-
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qua-interdependent)—a fact that must therefore be knowable prior to the exer-
cise of any such epistemic factors.17 This is the point of CandrakErti’s rejoining
that there is no possibility of doubt with respect to his claim.

If, however, CandrakErti’s claims are not “ascertained” (niécita) by the foun-
dationalist’s a posteriori criteria of justification, then how does CandrakErti rep-
resent them? There follows the characteristically M1dhyamika sort of discourse
that might lead one to suppose that the M1dhyamika is simply disavowing any
truth-claim: “This expression is ascertained by reasoning that is common-sen-
sical only on the part of the world, not on the part of the venerable [1rya]. Does
this mean the venerable have no reasoning? Who can say whether or not they
do? For ultimate truth is a matter of venerable silence.” Given this, says Can-
drakErti, the venerable “do not expound reasoning according to business as
usual. Rather, granting, for the sake of awakening others, only that reasoning
which is well-established in the world, in that way they awaken the world.”18

CandrakErti thus seems to suggest that the “ultimate truth” (param1rthasatya)
that he is after is not available to reasoning (upapatti) at all and that the con-
ventional world of argumentation is therefore only provisionally deployed by
the “venerable” ones (1rya) who have realized the status of full Buddhist in-
sight. If this is a project in which the conventional world is to be superseded in
the end by an “ultimate truth” that seems radically distinct therefrom, one
might well understand CandrakErti here to be suggesting that there is an im-
portant sense in which discourse as we know it is altogether false—and what
could be more “normative” than thus to refuse the validity of everything that
we thought we had known?19 This goes to the heart of one of the most vexed
aspects of CandrakErti’s project. The implications of this passage are more fully
considered below, when it is argued that there is, on CandrakErti’s reading, a
fundamental identity between these “two truths”—and that the statement of
that identity amounts to a metaphysical claim.20

On “Reasoning That Is Familiar”: a posteriori vs. a priori Justification

Before proceeding to a discussion of his substantive engagement with Dign1ga,
it is worthwhile to consider briefly an example that CandrakErti adduces to show
how the “venerable” deploy the reasoning that they provisionally adopt “for the
sake of awakening others.” This is useful because CandrakErti’s treatment of the
example discloses the fundamentally a priori mode of his reasoning and thus can
advance our reconstruction of his as transcendental arguments. He says:

Now the venerable awaken them [ordinary people] to [the true nature of

things] through reasoning that is familiar to them. For example, it’s [gener-
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ally] granted that there is no production of an [already] existent jar from

the clay and so forth; in this way, it should be determined that there is no

production, since what exists prior to production already exists. Or, for

example, it’s accepted that a sprout is not produced from the coals of a fire,

which are other than it; likewise, it should be ascertained that [production]

is not from the seeds and so forth, even though they are intended [as the

cause of sprouts].21

The first argument shows, with respect to the first verse of N1g1rjuna’s MMK
(“There do not exist, anywhere at all, any existents whatsoever, arisen either
from themselves or from something else, either from both or altogether with-
out cause”), why the first horn of this tetralemma cannot be upheld: because the
causation of something from itself would entail that the thing in question al-
ready exist, in which case, its coming-into-being would no longer require ex-
planation.22 It perhaps requires little persuading to accept that this could count
as “reasoning that is familiar” to the ordinary person.

It is rather less clear, however, that “familiar” reasoning is in play in the case
of the second example, which represents CandrakErti’s quick sketch of why the
second horn of N1g1rjuna’s tetralemma (which would hold that existents are
caused by other existents) cannot obtain. The argument itself is not di‹cult to
grasp, only its claim to represent “familiar” reasoning. CandrakErti allows as
much when he rejoins with an elliptically stated objection from the interlocu-
tor: “But this is our experience.”23 This can be understood as making explicit a
demand for a posteriori justification—a demand, that is, that our belief in this
matter be justified by appeal to what we experience (and surely we just experi-
ence things to be caused by other things). A similar demand is less elliptically
expressed in the Madhyamak1vat1ra, where CandrakErti frames the objection in
terms of an appeal to ordinary language and convention: “If someone accepts
as authoritative the every-day world, which is based in direct experience, what
is to be accomplished here by these demands for reasoned argument? Everyone
thinks that one thing is produced from another. Therefore, there is ‘birth from
another,’ so what need is there for reasoning with respect to this?”24 As we will
appreciate after we have seen the extent of CandrakErti’s commitment to ordi-
nary language, it is important that he here imagines an interlocutor who might
trump him in this regard; it is invariably CandrakErti who charges his interlocu-
tor with undermining the “conventional” and with needlessly introducing the
demands that are peculiar to the technical context of normative-epistemologi-
cal argument.

CandrakErti clarifies that what is really under discussion here is the status of
(what is for Dign1ga and his foundationalist heirs the privileged faculty of ) per-
ception.25 In elaborating the less elliptically stated version of the objection, Can-
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drakErti’s Madhyamak1vat1rabh1ùya specifically says that “perception” (praty-
akùa) is what chiefly informs our “experience” (anubhava). It is, the interlocu-
tor there argues, evident simply on the basis of perception that existents are
produced from other existents; and “appeal to reasoned argument is appropri-
ate only with respect to things that are not perceptible, and not with respect to
what is perceptible. Therefore, even without any argument, it must still be true
that existents are produced from other [existents].”26 In other words, insofar as
perception is conventionally understood to trump other ways of knowing, our
simply seeing things being produced from other existents is su‹cient to estab-
lish this fact, and it is therefore CandrakErti who undermines conventions by
questioning what is obviously the case.

Clearly, this passage from the Madhyamak1vat1ra elaborates the same objec-
tion that is expressed more elliptically in the Prasannapad1 (where the inter-
locutor simply says that “this is our experience”). In his response to the rejoin-
der as stated in the Prasannapad1, CandrakErti flatly dismisses the value of this
appeal for a posteriori justification: “This [appeal to experience] doesn’t make
sense, either, since this experience is false, [simply] because it’s experience—
like the experience of two moons on the part of someone with cataracts. There-
fore, by virtue of the fact that experience similarly requires proof, this objection
doesn’t make sense.”27 Thus, whereas Dign1ga’s account takes perception as
providing privileged access to an unmediated “given” that alone is “really exis-
tent” (param1rthasat), CandrakErti is here denying that any conventional prac-
tices thus give access to what is ultimately real. He expresses this even more
compellingly near the end of the Madhyamak1vat1ra’s sixth chapter: “[Only]
the omniscient wisdom [of a Buddha] is accepted as endowed with the charac-
teristics of perception; anything else, because of its being ephemeral, is not
accepted as perception.”28

Although the foundationalist’s demand for a posteriori justification involves
appeal to a privileged epistemic faculty, CandrakErti rejoins that there are no
such privileged faculties—only a Buddha’s insight aªords access to what is ulti-
mately the case; the rest of us are blighted by the “cataracts” of ignorance, which
prevent us from appreciating our epistemic and soteriological limitations. A
posteriori justification, then, is of no use with respect to CandrakErti’s claim,
insofar as it is precisely our experience of the world that CandrakErti considers
in some sense compromised; or, rather, CandrakErti considers our experience
itself already to exemplify the “empty” nature of reality—to exemplify, that is,
the fact of being dependently originated. Therefore, it is incoherent to think
that some component of our epistemic complement is not characterized by the
conditions of the world; CandrakErti’s whole point is that there is nothing that
is not so characterized.

But if that is the case, the most important fact about things (viz., their being
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dependently originated) must become knowable in some other way. With his
argument having dismissed the demand for a posteriori justification as an
appeal to a criterion that itself merely exemplifies (rather than explains) the
point he is making, CandrakErti ventures an argument against parabh1va (aris-
ing from another) that can be said to gain its purchase instead from an a priori
analysis. That is, CandrakErti’s argument—that if a sprout cannot be produced
from the coals of a fire, then it cannot be said to be produced from a seed,
either—short-circuits any appeal to what we experience to be the case by ana-
lyzing only the concepts presupposed in how we talk about experience. The
point is to reduce to absurdity any argument that presupposes the indepen-
dence of such concepts. The argument turns simply on the definition of
“other”: the general concept of “otherness” leaves no principled way for us to
know which other things are relevantly connected to the thing whose arising we
seek to explain. We are thus left to suppose that anything that is “other” than
the latter (even the coals of a fire) could give rise to it.29

CandrakErti’s initially counterintuitive claim that the causal production of
existents from other existents can be refuted by “reasoning that is familiar” in the
world is, then, best understood in particular as rejecting a posteriori appeals to
putatively justificatory experience and, instead, as deploying a priori analysis of
the concepts presupposed thereby. Because this move involves a fairly straight-
forward notion (that the concept of parabh1va leaves no principled way to dis-
tinguish which “others” we should attend to), the argument turns out to have a
plausible claim to representing “reasoning that is familiar.” The equally famil-
iar appeal to a posteriori justification has been rejected in favor of a straight-
forward appeal to a priori argument.

This typifies the entire M1dhyamika enterprise. Thus, for example, N1g1r-
juna’s critique of “motion” (in chapter 2 of the MMK, “An Investigation of
Coming and Going”) does not involve any inquiry into our experience of the
phenomena of motion; rather, it trades entirely on analysis of the concepts at
play therein. And the main point of such analysis, on CandrakErti’s view, is that
such basic concepts are incoherent specifically insofar as they are attempts to
explain our conventions. That is, CandrakErti thinks that we must reject Dig-
n1ga’s (or any other) claim to have access to something more “real” than what
our conventionally understood epistemic practices yield—because Candra-
kErti’s properly metaphysical claim is that there is nothing that is not subject to
the same constraints as our conventions, that is not dependently originated.
This metaphysical claim cannot, in principle, be warranted by foundationalist
justification because Dign1ga’s appeal to a peculiarly technical sense of “per-
ception,” on CandrakErti’s view, just is a demand for something more real than
our conventions. CandrakErti’s chief claim can therefore be justified only by a
logically distinct type of argument. This follows from the content of that claim,
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which makes the foundationalist’s demands an example of precisely the prob-
lem to be overcome. CandrakErti’s rejection of his interlocutor’s elliptical appeal
to experience, then, oªers a glimpse of the a priori logic that runs through Can-
drakErti’s exchange with Dign1ga, as throughout CandrakErti’s work.

Significantly, it is precisely at this point that CandrakErti attributes to his in-
terlocutor the protest that he is not, in fact, trying to get “behind” our conven-
tions to something more “real”; rather, Dign1ga is represented as claiming, “It
is [simply] business as usual [vyavah1ra] regarding warrants and warrantable
objects which has been explained by us through [our school’s] treatise.”30 Since
nearly all Buddhists would maintain that the ultimate realization of a Buddha
vastly exceeds our limited ability to talk about it, it is to be expected that even
foundationalists like Dign1ga, being good Buddhists, would claim that their
doctrines represent conventional accounts. But in that case, CandrakErti claims,
it should be explained why the foundationalist’s peculiarly technical project is
called for at all, since surely we are already competent in the use of our con-
ventions (which otherwise would not be conventional!). His interlocutor re-
joins that the sense of our conventional usage “has been destroyed by sophists
[kut1rkikain], through their predication of a mistaken definition,” and that he
therefore wishes to restore its proper sense.

CandrakErti’s response to this claim is a transcendental argument in miniature:

This doesn’t make sense, either. For if, based on the composition of a mis-

taken definition by sophists, everyone were mistaken regarding what’s

being defined, [then] the point of this [proposed re-description of our epis-

temic practices] would be one whose eªort was fruitful. But it’s not so, and

this eªort is pointless.31

It becomes clear in the section of the Prasannapad1 under discussion that Can-
drakErti’s interlocutor is here designating particularly the Naiy1yikas as
“sophists” (kut1rkika); CandrakErti will conclude his engagement with Dign1ga
by endorsing the list of reliable warrants characteristically admitted in the Brah-
manical Ny1ya school, which defended the kind of direct realist epistemology
that representationalists like Dign1ga reject.32 In this way, CandrakErti eªec-
tively frames the dispute with Dign1ga as concerning whether Ny1ya episte-
mology adequately reflects our precritical intuitions, with Dign1ga here repre-
sented as contending that some philosophical refinement is called for only
insofar as Ny1ya epistemology has compromised our understanding.33 To this,
CandrakErti responds by suggesting that in fact Ny1ya epistemology does ade-
quately reflect our unanalyzed epistemic practices—in which case, an alterna-
tive to Ny1ya epistemology could be the preferred account only if most people
were wrong in their use of the ordinary words that express our epistemic prac-
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tices. But it cannot be the case that most people are wrong in their use of ordi-
nary language, since a condition of the possibility of meaningful discourse
(including Dign1ga’s!) is that most people generally use language correctly.

This is what CandrakErti contends throughout. That is, CandrakErti now turns
to consider philosophical commitments recognizably specific to Dign1ga, having
first asked whether Dign1ga can credibly claim to oªer an account of conven-
tional epistemic practices; from this point on, CandrakErti aims only to show that
he cannot. In other words, CandrakErti has set up his survey of commitments
specific to Dign1ga in such a way that he will need only show that Dign1ga’s cat-
egories are not only not used conventionally, but cannot even account for con-
ventional usage—and that, insofar as the conventional usage is what makes
meaningful discourse possible, the project thus involves self-contradiction. The
self-referential incoherence can be expressed more straightforwardly: What is
conventionally true is just our conventions. Therefore, any project that purports
to be “conventionally” valid while deploying words in something other than
their conventional sense is contradicting itself.

In the end a metaphysical point is being advanced by arguments to this ef-
fect: Our epistemic conventions cannot be explained in terms that are not them-
selves conventional, any more than dependently originated events can ulti-
mately be explained in terms that are not themselves dependent. The discussion
now turns to CandrakErti’s critique of the conceptual heart of Dign1ga’s episte-
mology: the claim that uniquely particular (and “ultimately existent”) sensa-
tions are the only objects intended by the privileged faculty of perception.

CandrakErti on Dign1ga’s Category of svalakùaâa: 
Can “Particulars” Be Bare of Their Own “Defining Characteristics”?

Having framed his engagement with Dign1ga as simply concerning whether
the latter can coherently redescribe our epistemic practices, CandrakErti now
turns to the correlated terms of Dign1ga’s epistemology: “perception” (praty-
akùa), understood by Dign1ga as constitutively nonconceptual; and “unique
particulars” (svalakùaâa), understood by Dign1ga as the objects intended there-
by. CandrakErti first considers the second of these, and his opening salvo
against Dign1ga’s understanding of this exploits the idea that an act of “char-
acterizing” (which is the root sense of the word lakùaâa) by definition involves
a relationship—specifically, one between a “characteristic” (lakùaâa) and the
“thing characterized” (lakùya) thereby:

And if you say there are [only] two reliable warrants, corresponding respec-

tively to the two [kinds of warrantable objects, i.e.,] unique particulars34
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and abstractions, [then we are entitled to ask,] does the subject [lakùya]

which has these two characteristics exist?35 Or does it not exist? If it exists,

then there is an additional warrantable object; how, then, are there [only]

two reliable warrants? Or perhaps [you will say] the subject [which is char-

acterized by these characteristics] does not exist. In that case, the character-

istic, being without a locus, doesn’t exist either, [and] how, [in that case,]

are there [as many as] two reliable warrants? . . . [Perhaps you will say:] It

is not that lakùaâa means “that by which [something] is characterized.”

Rather, [according to the rule that] “the -ana a‹x is variously applicable,”36

taking the a‹x in the sense of an object (karmaâi), lakùaâa means “what

is characterized.” [Response:] Even so, the same problem [still obtains],

because of the impossibility of something’s being characterized by itself; for

that instrument by means of which a thing is characterized is something

diªerent from the object [that is characterized thereby].37

In this way, CandrakErti stresses that Dign1ga’s sva- and s1m1âya-lakùaâas, pre-
cisely because they are (considered etymologically) types of “characteristics,”
must be instantiated in some subject of characterization (something “to be char-
acterized” [lakùya])—which, CandrakErti suggests, Dign1ga cannot admit with-
out compromising his commitment to the view that there are only two types of
existents, since the subject in which these were instantiated would then repre-
sent an additional kind of existent.38 However, it is incoherent to suppose that
these are not the “characteristics” of anything, because the conventional under-
standing of the term constitutively involves the characteristic/characterized
relationship.

CandrakErti’s style of argument here is distinctively Sanskritic: Sanskrit phil-
osophical discourse is replete with arguments based on traditional etymologies
of the terms under discussion and on traditional categories of grammatical an-
alysis.39 Thus, among other things, we see here the typically grammatical claim
that the instrument by which something is eªected (in this case, by which some-
thing is “characterized”) is, by virtue of its being an instrument, something that
cannot at the same time be an object—just as diªerent case endings are required
to express these components of any particular action. We can, however, appre-
ciate the argument as having more generally philosophical relevance if we recall
that CandrakErti’s overriding concern here is with how words are convention-
ally used. The argument here advances CandrakErti’s claim that any usage of the
word svalakùaâa already presupposes the relational terms thematized by the
grammarians, conventionally regarded as normative in the Sanskritic tradi-
tion. This is particularly clear when CandrakErti has his interlocutor appeal to
what amounts to an alternative gloss on the -ana su‹x. Just as pram1âa can be
variously glossed as “that by which something is cognized” and “what is cog-
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nized,”40 so, too, does CandrakErti anticipate that Dign1ga might argue that the
word lakùaâa picks out “what is characterized” (that is, the discrete objects that
are the substrata of defining characteristics). CandrakErti rejoins that this tactic
will not help his interlocutor and for the same reason as before: Even if it is
held that the word lakùaâa picks out an object, it still requires a connection to
some “instrument” that does the characterizing (hence, to an additional kind of
existent), “because of the impossibility of something’s being characterized by
itself; for that instrument by means of which a thing is characterized is some-
thing diªerent from the object [that is characterized thereby].”

CandrakErti now clarifies how Dign1ga’s understanding of svalakùaâa diªers
from what CandrakErti takes as the conventional sense of the word:

In this connection, that which is the unique, intrinsic nature [svar[pa] of

existents is [what is conventionally referred to as] their defining character-

istic [svalakùaâa]. For example, earth’s [defining characteristic] is resist-

ance, [that] of feeling is experience, [that] of perceptual cognition is the

specific representation of an object. Therefore, taking [svalakùaâa] in the

sense of “what is characterized,”41 and [thus] disregarding the etymology

that follows the familiar sense, [our interlocutor] takes it as denoting an

object [karmas1dhanam]. And by positing [at the same time] the instru-

mental nature of perceptual cognition, it is said [in eªect] that one unique

particular has the quality of being an object, and another unique particu-

lar has the quality of being an instrument. In that case, if the svalakùaâa42

of perceptual cognition is an instrument, then it must have a separate

object [tasya vyatiriktena karmaâ1 bhavitavyam]. This is the fault [in your

position].43

Here, the examples of the conventional usage—which can be found in the
Abhidharmakoéabh1ùyam44—are compared in particular with a usage that de-
fines the word svalakùaâa as “denoting an object” (karmas1dhanam).45 This
characterization of Dign1ga’s understanding of the term as “denoting an object”
makes sense in light of Dign1ga’s using the word to denote those “unique par-
ticulars” that are the direct objects of perception. This understanding of svala-
kùaâas as objects requires them to be (as they are for Dign1ga) the sort of things
that one can encounter separately as ontologically “given” entities. It is precisely
this requirement that is at odds with conventional usage of the word; svala-
kùaâas in the sense of “defining characteristics” are not discretely given entities,
but simply the descriptions under which things are experienced.

It is interesting that CandrakErti here reduces Dign1ga’s usage to absurdity by
using an argument to the eªect that any attempt by Dign1ga to accommodate
conventional usage will issue in infinite regress (with Dign1ga’s usage thus being
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said to entail that “one unique particular has the quality of being an object and
another unique particular has the quality of being an instrument”). Candra-
kErti’s argument here can plausibly be understood as similar to some contem-
porary arguments against the sort of “bare particulars” presupposed by “sub-
stratum theories” similar to the 0bhidharmika version of reductionism. The
view that medium-sized dry goods are reducible to more basic parts often
involves reference to a “bare substratum” in which various properties are
instantiated, but that is itself without any properties. Such a level is posited to
bring the exercise of reductionism to rest, explaining the numerical diversity of
ontological primitives without presupposing that any reducible properties are
themselves such primitives. It has been persuasively argued, however, that the
idea of bare particulars as the “ultimate” (i.e., because themselves irreducible)
exemplifiers of the properties of a whole is incoherent, insofar as putatively bare
particulars can always be at least essentially characterized—that is, characterized
by such “essential” properties as being a substratum or a human being.46

We can express this point more simply by noting that any particular must at
least have the “property” of being a unique particular. The latter is an abstract
state of aªairs; the property “being a unique particular” is one that is shared by
all unique particulars.47 But in that case, the basic problem of how particulars
are characterized (which is essentially the problem of how particulars are
related to their defining properties) is not avoided by claiming that particulars
are defined as such simply by their having only themselves as “characteristics”;
this line of reasoning opens an infinite regress insofar as this characterization
itself necessarily involves a relationship between characteristic and thing char-
acterized (lakùaâa and lakùya). 

CandrakErti’s opening argument against Dign1ga’s svalakùaâas makes funda-
mentally the same argument. The point that CandrakErti makes in terms of the
“characterizing” relationship is that it is incoherent to think that anything with-
out characteristics (any “bare particular”) could in the end be all that really
exists, insofar as any object (karman) that we encounter as possessing charac-
teristics must be in relation to what characterizes it (karaâa)—with the force of
necessity here coming from the unavoidability of reference at least to “essential
characteristics.”48 As with the argument regarding the necessity of essential
characteristics, the logic of CandrakErti’s argument against Dign1ga similarly
charges that Dign1ga’s account involves an infinite regress. Such an argument
gains its power insofar as it is precisely the point of Dign1ga’s project to bring
the reductionist project to rest in something not further reducible.

It can, of course, be questioned whether higher-order properties (like the
property being a unique particular) should be admitted as in any sense “real.”
Indeed, to the extent that Dign1ga’s entire project centrally involves the denial
even of first-order property-universals, it might be thought that the adducing
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of “essential characteristics” (which are basically second-order properties: the
property of being something with such-and-such properties) will have little pur-
chase against Dign1ga.49 But there is a nontrivial point at stake here, and we
would do well to take seriously the problem raised by these cases. CandrakErti
has argued that the idea of a svalakùaâa (in the sense of “defining characteris-
tic”) necessarily involves a relationship between two things. I have proposed
reconstructing this as an argument to the eªect that even an irreducibly unique
particular necessarily has at least the property of “being a unique particular.”
Such a reconstruction helps to make clear how CandrakErti can plausibly argue
that Dign1ga’s account of svalakùaâa (i.e., as neither being nor having any “char-
acteristic”) is self-referentially incoherent; it becomes impossible to say of any
svalakùaâa even that it is one.50

Having thus argued that his interlocutor’s account incoherently posits some-
thing essentially self-characterizing, CandrakErti anticipates various lines of rea-
soning intended to salvage the possibility of precisely such a thing. This
includes a consideration of Dign1ga’s account of svasaÅvitti (apperception),
which is adduced as the unique example of something that is simultaneously
both an object and a subject. CandrakErti here refers to an argument developed
in the Madhyamak1vat1ra. We can, however, appreciate CandrakErti’s basic
point without pursuing that reference. His interlocutor in the present text
adduces svasaÅvitti chiefly as an example of something that is alleged to be self-
characterizing. Whether or not CandrakErti’s critique of svasaÅvitti is finally
convincing is therefore less significant here than CandrakErti’s basic argument
that Dign1ga’s conception entails an infinite regress.51

CandrakErti returns to the expressions that he has adduced as exemplifying
conventional usage of the word svalakùaâa. CandrakErti now attributes to his
interlocutor the claim that, in fact, conventional usage does attest examples that
are merely “self-relating,” so that worldly convention might, after all, sanction
Dign1ga’s understanding of svalakùaâas as discrete and independent (because
not related even to any properties). Against this claim, CandrakErti argues that
the salient feature of the conventional usage (“resistance is the svalakùaâa of
earth”) is that what characterizes the relationship between “earth” and its
“defining characteristic” is the fact of their being inseparable: “Resistance” is
not an object that could be perceived apart from the “earth” that necessarily
instantiates it. This is the principal point made by CandrakErti in what is a noto-
riously complex exchange:52

[Objection:] Well, perhaps this could be [suggested]: Even when there is no

possibility of qualifiers that are separate from a “body” or a “head”—as [in

the expressions] “the body of a statue,” or “the head of R1hu”—there is

[nevertheless] a relation of qualifier and qualified; just as [in that case],
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here, too, there will be [a real relation] even when there is no possibility of

any earth apart from its svalakùaâa, [so that we are, after all, in a position to

make sense of the familiar expression,] “earth’s svalakùaâa.”53

[Reply:] This isn’t so, because [these cases] are not the same. For the use

of words like “body” and “head” depends on other associated categories,

such as, [in the case of ‘heads,’] intellect, etc., and, [in the case of bodies,]

hands, etc. That being the case, the production of an idea based only on

the words “body” or “head” creates a semantic expectation regarding the

other associated categories, [such that one expects to be know] whose body?

whose head? Another [person], with a desire to preclude connection with

any other qualifiers, removes an interlocutor’s semantic expectation by sug-

gesting the qualifications that are statues and R1hu—[a suggestion that] is

in conformity with mundane convention [saÅketa]. This makes sense. But

in the present case, where there is no possibility of earth and so forth apart

from [defining characteristics] such as resistance, the relation of qualifier

and qualified doesn’t make sense.54

In this passage, CandrakErti attributes to his interlocutor the claim that, in fact,
conventional usage does attest cases where we talk as though there were a rela-
tionship between two things, when in fact there is only one real referent. Given
that, Dign1ga states, worldly convention does sanction his understanding of sva-
lakùaâas as the only “real” referents of an expression like “earth’s svalakùaâa”—
that is, the understanding of svalakùaâas as the “unique particulars” that are the
discrete and independent subjects of the properties we (erroneously) project and
that are what is really apprehended when we “perceive” an instance of earth.
CandrakErti can expect his readers to know that the point of these examples is
that a statue just is a “body,”55 and that R1hu—a celestial being who, having been
beheaded, now exists only as the disembodied head whose “swallowing” of the
sun and moon accounts for eclipses, with the sun or moon re-emerging when
they pass below his neck—just is a head.56 These examples are meant by Dign1ga,
then, to show that conventional usage might thus attest expressions like “earth’s
svalakùaâa,”57 even though earth just is (reducible to) the “unique particulars”
(svalakùaâa) that are what we really encounter in perception—and that the con-
ventional expression “earth’s svalakùaâa” does not, therefore, entail that the
instances of “earth” disclosed in perception are invariably related to the “defining
characteristic” that CandrakErti takes svalakùaâa as denoting.

CandrakErti rejoins that the examples of “the body of a statue” and “the head
of R1hu” are not, in fact, comparable to the case of “earth’s svalakùaâa.” This is
because the conventional understanding of a “defining characteristic” (svala-
kùaâa) is not that it qualifies some particular example of the kind in question
(e.g., “red earth”) but, rather, that it makes something an example of that kind in
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the first place. As (CandrakErti notes) the Sanskrit grammarians say, adjectival
“qualification” (viéeùaâa) is called for only when there is some syntactic “expec-
tation” (1k1ãkù1),58 such that we need to know more in order to know precisely
which token of some type is being picked out. When, for example, there is ref-
erence to a head, we expect to know whose it is; hence, the genitive relation here
(“the head of R1hu”) is called for simply because we expect some qualification in
order to know which of the countless possible heads is in question.

In contrast, since there cannot meaningfully be any earth that is not “earth”
by definition—which is not, that is, possessed of the characteristic that makes it
an instance of “earth”—we do not, when encountering some instance of “resist-
ance,” wonder what it belongs to. When one encounters an instance of “earth,”
one just is encountering an instance of “resistance.” This is what it means for
the latter to be a defining characteristic of the former. To be sure, we can sepa-
rate a thing and its defining characteristic analytically, as we do when we spec-
ify which thing is being defined (“earth,” the lakùya) and which thing is adduced
as its definition (“resistance,” its svalakùaâa). But conventional usage involves
no sense in which svalakùaâa is something discretely given to perception.

This point can be understood as counting against Dign1ga’s contention that
perceptual cognition aªords access to uninterpreted data. CandrakErti’s argu-
ment here advances the point that we invariably encounter things as they are
defined. That is, tokens of the type “earth” are invariably encountered under a
description (viz., as “hard” or “resistant”). It is, then, not possible to perceive
some instance of earth without, at the same time, perceiving this property. Can-
drakErti makes the point by claiming that “defining characteristics” are neces-
sarily instantiated in some lakùya, some “bearer” of the defining property in
question. On CandrakErti’s reading, Dign1ga cannot coherently concede this,
since Dign1ga’s position requires that there be no additional kind of existent to
which svalakùaâas could belong. And to the extent that Dign1ga cannot concede
this, CandrakErti is ultimately (and above all) stressing, he cannot claim to mean
by the word svalakùaâa what people conventionally mean by it—in which case,
there is an important sense in which the philosophical problems that Dign1ga
is trying to address by appeal to this category turn out not to be real problems.

Must There Be a Basis for Our Conventions?

What is at stake throughout this section of the exchange is whether our con-
ventions can be thought of as requiring a really existent (i.e., irreducible) basis
in order to be possible. In this regard, it is useful to invoke a passage from Sthi-
ramati’s TriÅéik1bh1ùya, which claims, particularly as opposed to the M1dhya-
mikas, that such is precisely the case; “for conventional [reality] without some
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basis does not stand to reason.”59 The word rendered here as “basis” is up1d1na,
which has the sense of “appropriation” or, in many cases, “what is appropri-
ated.” The word figures prominently in the Buddhist context, occurring as the
ninth member of the standard twelvefold chain of dependent origination, where
it has the active sense of “grasping.”60 The word can also, however, have an
objective sense, designating the causal or material basis of the action of appro-
priation. In this sense, the word often means “fuel,” that is, what is consumed
or “appropriated” by fire.61

Although, in many contexts, the word up1d1na allows either reading, the lat-
ter, objective sense is most consistent with CandrakErti’s use. With the sense of
this as “basis” in mind, we might propose that Buddhist foundationalists like
Dign1ga understand svalakùaâas as the really existent “basis” (up1d1na) of our
conventions. As Mark Siderits puts it (expressing something like the claim
stated by Sthiramati), “The realm of the constructed requires a base of reals . . .
and this role is played by the svalakùaâa” (1981:130). CandrakErti’s interlocutor
has given examples like “R1hu’s head” to show that we often seem to refer to
two things in cases where we know that there is only one “real” referent. He
needs to show this because he wishes to accommodate the widely attested exam-
ple of “earth’s svalakùaâa”—a usage in which there seem to be two referents—
while insisting that there is, ultimately, only one real referent (one up1d1na):
the “unique particulars” (svalakùaâas) that he claims are all that really exist.62

This disagreement can be framed in terms of the “basis” (up1d1na) of our
conventions in order to anticipate CandrakErti’s next move. He now transposes
the discussion into precisely these terms, invoking permutations of the verbal
root up1-√d1 to emphasize that expressions like “R1hu’s head” should not be
distinguished from “earth’s svalakùaâa” because one has a “real” referent (and
the other does not). Surprisingly, his argument initially seems to credit the var-
ious terms precisely with “real existence” (sadbh1va):

Moreover, because of the real existence of the qualifier, familiar without

analysis, which is a statue63—[conventionally described as] an appropria-

tor [up1d1tó] whose appropriated basis [up1d1na] is a body, [a relation]

that is included in ordinary discourse—and because of the real existence of

the [qualifier, familiar without analysis], which is R1hu, [conventionally

described as an] appropriator whose appropriated basis is a head—[because,]

just as [in the case of] derivatively [existent entities] like the person, [these

terms are all said conventionally to exist], this example doesn’t make

sense.64

Significantly, CandrakErti adduces the case of “derivative” existents like persons
(pudgal1diprajñapti) as relevant to the discussion—with his language thus
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alluding to the 0bhidharmika ontological debate about what exists as dravyasat
(substantially existent), and what exists as prajñaptisat (derivatively existent).65

Given the constitutively Buddhist desire to refute the ultimate existence of
“persons,” it is surprising that CandrakErti seems clearly to credit persons with
“real existence” (sadbh1va). But CandrakErti’s point here should be qualified—
their existence is only as “real” as any referent can be. Thus, CandrakErti imme-
diately makes clear that the “real existence” thus attributed to these various ref-
erents is only the sort that is conventionally admitted:

[Objection:] In fact, the example is established, since, because of the non-

establishment of any other object apart from the body and the head, there is

perception of merely those [i.e., simply of body and head]. [Response:] It is

not so, because such critical analysis doesn’t operate in ordinary communi-

cation, and because the existence of ordinary categories is not based on such

critical analysis. Just as a self, critically considered, is impossible as [some-

thing] distinct from form and so forth, but nonetheless, relative to the aggre-

gates [skandh1n up1d1ya] conventionally has existence—so, too, in the case

of R1hu and the statue; hence, there is no establishment of the example.66

These have “real existence,” then, only to the extent that they are unanalyzed.
As CandrakErti explains, “such critical analysis doesn’t operate in ordinary dis-
course.”67 That is, what defines the conventional is precisely the absence of any
analytic search for something more real than what meets the eye. The things
thus credited with conventionally “real existence” cannot, however, withstand
critical examination any more than the “self” (1tman) whose ultimate reality
Buddhists are constitutively devoted to rejecting.

In saying that the existence allowed to these things is only what is precriti-
cally taken to be the case, CandrakErti deploys another permutation of up1-√d1;
thus, the conventional existence of the self is qualified as skandh1n up1d1ya.
Technically a gerund (“having appropriated”), up1d1ya also functions as a
frozen form, meaning “with reference to” or “relative to.” The adverbial phrase
skandh1n up1d1ya, then, means “relative to the aggregates” and can be under-
stood as qualifying a way of existing. CandrakErti’s point is that conventions
invariably require some relationship such as that reflected by this qualifier—and
his point is that the same is true of svalakùaâas, as they are conventionally un-
derstood. CandrakErti can, then, now make clear that what he finally means to
stress against his interlocutor is simply the necessarily interdependent character
of all of the terms in play.

In the same way, even if, on the part of things like earth, there is no subject

[when] being considered apart from [defining characteristics] like resist-
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ance, and [even if the] characteristic, when separate from the subject, is

without a locus—nevertheless, this is the convention. The teacher [N1g1r-

juna] settled the matter by establishment [of all these categories] as simply

being mutually interdependent [paraspar1pekù1m1tratay1].68

Finally, CandrakErti drives this point home vis-à-vis the “aggregates” (skan-
dhas), which can here be seen as doing duty for the whole menagerie of 0bhi-
dharmika categories that are candidates for what is dravyasat—that is, the cate-
gories, themselves held to be irreducible, to which derivatively existent entities
like persons can be reduced. Having argued that the respective terms in expres-
sions like “R1hu’s head” (the up1d1na and up1d1tó) exist, like the self, only con-
ventionally, CandrakErti now says that the same is also true of the analytical cat-
egories of the 0bhidharmikas:

And it is not [the case that] there is the impossibility only of things like statues

when they are investigated by reasoning. Rather . . . there is no possibility of

form and feelings and so forth, either; hence, their existence, too, like that

of the statue, would have to be accepted as conventional. And this is not

how [you accept them]; hence, [your position is] false.69

On CandrakErti’s version of the Buddhist project, then, nothing can withstand
ultimate critical scrutiny. After we initiate a critical analysis, “there is no possi-
bility of form and feelings and so forth, either”—no possibility, that is, that the
skandhas (of which CandrakErti here gives the first two from the standard list of
five) will survive as an ultimately existent remainder.

That CandrakErti thinks Dign1ga believes otherwise is clear from the conclu-
sion: Dign1ga would have to admit that even existents like the skandhas (and
svalakùaâas) cannot withstand “critical examination” (vic1ra) any more than the
self can; but he does not, and that is why his position is false (asat). This conclu-
sion neatly captures the crucial diªerence between CandrakErti and Dign1ga.
For the latter, entities are reducible to objective “unique particulars” (svala-
kùaâa) that are themselves irreducible—and that are thus an exception to the
conditions that pertain with respect to the self. By contrast, CandrakErti main-
tains that the only way to be consistent with the Buddhist commitment to de-
pendent origination is to acknowledge that one can never “reach the bottom,”
insofar as anything posited as irreducible will itself turn out to be dependently
originated.

This is the point that CandrakErti has emphasized by assimilating the discus-
sion of svalakùaâas to the example of “derivative existents like persons” (pud-
gal1diprajñapti)—an example that gains its purchase from Buddhist agreement
that such things really exist only “relative to the aggregates” (skandh1n up1d1ya).
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Thus, the salient point about examples like “R1hu’s head” is not that there are
two terms but only one “real” referent, but that there are two terms only because
convention requires it. We can understand our use of expressions simply in
terms of what convention requires; it is unnecessary for there to be something
more “real” behind them that can be adduced as explaining our conventions. The
impossibility of explaining such is exemplified by the case of “derivatively exis-
tent entities like the person”; conventionally existent things like these could be
explained only by something that did not, like them, exist “dependently” or “rel-
atively” (up1d1ya). CandrakErti’s point is that there is no such exception.

Given the importance, for Madhyamaka, of the expression up1d1ya pra-
jñapti, it is interesting that CandrakErti concludes this section by summarizing
what he takes himself to have been discussing, and where to look for further dis-
cussion: “This presentation of up1d1ya prajñapti is also extensively taught in
the Madhyamak1vat1ra, so that should be consulted, too.”70 Let us, then, see
how these coordinated terms are unpacked in the Madhyamak1vat1ra—and
specifically, in Madhyamak1vat1ra 6.158–165, which I take to be the section to
which CandrakErti here alludes.71 This provides the conceptual terms that we
need to explicate the text that represents the clearest statement of CandrakErti’s
metaphysical claim.72

MMK 24.18 and CandrakErti’s Metaphysical Claim: 
“Relative Indication” as an Example of Dependent Origination

The discussion to this point has referred several times to CandrakErti’s meta-
physical claim as being that there is nothing more real than our conventions,
insofar as “conventionally” is the only way that anything can exist. The point
has also been made that his metaphysical claim can be characterized in terms of
the necessarily relational character of existents. These two statements may seem
to reflect rather diªerent sorts of claims: The former implies a specifically lin-
guistic or coherentist sort of conventionalism, while the latter seems instead to
imply a more properly ontological claim. That is, talk of “conventions” would
seem to advance an epistemic point—a point about our subjective perspective
on the world; the category of pratEtyasamutp1da (dependent origination), how-
ever, implies an ontological point—one about how things objectively are in the
world.

On my interpretation, however, CandrakErti’s elaboration of the category
up1d1ya prajñapti aims precisely to collapse these two senses, in favor of (what
else?) a middle way between epistemology and ontology. That is, by identifying
the seemingly epistemic category of up1d1ya prajñapti with the seemingly onto-
logical category of pratEtyasamutp1da, CandrakErti follows N1g1rjuna in argu-
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ing that the phenomena of our linguistic and other epistemic conventions do
not represent an independent, internally coherent perspective on reality; rather,
they constitute an example of (and are thus involved with) reality, with their
necessarily interdependent functioning simply exemplifying the same condi-
tions that obtain with respect to all existents. Our linguistic and other epistemic
conventions are not only mutually interdependent for their meaning and func-
tion but also dependent on the world they describe—though this, in turn, exists
only dependently or relatively.

What is significant for the reconstruction of CandrakErti’s as transcendental
arguments is that, understood as a properly metaphysical claim, this point is
such as to require his rejection of Dign1ga’s demands for specifically a posteri-
ori justification. That is, CandrakErti’s characteristically M1dhyamika claim is in
the end (and most basically) a claim simply to the eªect that things only exist in
relationship—with any analysis of existents necessarily exemplifying that fact
insofar as “knowing” consists, in the first instance, in a relation to what is known.
On CandrakErti’s reading, Dign1ga’s demand that we redescribe our conven-
tional epistemic practices, and his presupposition that we are warranted only in
those beliefs for which such redescribed warrants can be adduced, just is a
demand for something not implicated in such relations—for an explanation,
that is, whose explanatory purchase derives from its being posited as an excep-
tion to the conditions putatively explained thereby. To the extent, then, that the
whole point of the Buddhist project (as CandrakErti sees it) just is to advance
the claim that all phenomena are dependent, his interlocutor’s project neces-
sarily stands in contradiction to precisely the project that it should advance.
More fundamentally, because Dign1ga’s demand for justification must itself
presuppose the truth of the only claim that CandrakErti is finally interested in
justifying, Dign1ga’s demand for justification is self-referentially incoherent.

Our understanding of the logic of the argument thus summarized can be
advanced by examining the expression up1d1ya prajñapti. As a first step, it is
useful to consider the translation of prajñapti, rendered here as “indication.”
The word is most often translated as “designation” or “concept.”73 This sug-
gests an exclusively epistemic notion—given which, the claim that everything
exists in some way as a prajñapti may indeed be tantamount to the claim that
only mental artifacts exist.74 Although it is surely correct to understand M1-
dhyamikas as characteristically rejecting (to use the 0bhidharmika terms that
inform their use of this expression) the notion that anything exists as dra-
vyasat, and as arguing instead that everything exists only as prajñaptisat,75 it is
only a misleading and undefended rendering of prajñapti that supports the
further claim that Madhyamaka thus amounts to a fundamentally antirealist
sort of conventionalism—that supports, as it were, a cittam1tra (mind-only)
interpretation of Madhyamaka. In fact, the word—derived from the causative
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stem of pra-jñ1 (to know), hence, to cause to know—simply denotes whatever
causes one to know something, whatever informs us or brings something to
our attention.76

Mental artifacts like concepts are, to be sure, examples of prajñapti, but it
need not be the case that only these qualify. There are surely other sorts of phe-
nomena that also “indicate” things to us. Consider, in this regard, Paul Grice’s
remarks on “natural meaning”: “I cannot argue from ‘Those spots mean
(meant) measles’ to any conclusion about ‘what is (was) meant by those
spots.’ . . . I cannot argue from ‘Those spots meant measles’ to any conclusion
to the eªect that somebody or other meant by those spots so-and-so” (1989:213–
214). Yet such examples clearly relate to what we typically mean when, say, we
attribute intentions to speakers. As Grice concludes, “surely to show that the
criteria for judging linguistic intentions are very like the criteria for judging
nonlinguistic intentions is to show that linguistic intentions are very like non-
linguistic intentions” (ibid., 223). This analysis applies as well for prajñapti:
Because mental artifacts like concepts can “inform” us of things in a way simi-
lar to that of “natural” phenomena, mental artifacts can be seen simply as
examples of the same kind of phenomena. Hence, I translate prajñapti as “indi-
cation,” with both linguistic artifacts and “natural” phenomena possibly serv-
ing to “indicate” something.77

This rendering of the term prajñapti is not intended to obscure the fact that
“concepts” or “designations” are chief among the things so identified, only to
avoid a translation that—before it is clear what CandrakErti has to say about the
term—is weighted in favor of an idealist reading of his claim. This is particu-
larly important because CandrakErti’s view is that our conventions represent a
phenomenon of the same order as dependently originated existents, so that
both kinds of phenomena similarly exemplify the ontological point that consti-
tutes CandrakErti’s metaphysical claim. We would, then, do well to heed the
caution of Paul Williams, who observes: “The word prajñapti as a technical
term in Buddhist thought does not have the meaning of simple pragmatic value
contrasted with objective or epistemic truth.”78

What does CandrakErti have to say about how to understand up1d1ya pra-
jñapti? The relevant section of the Madhyamak1vat1ra follows up on Candra-
kErti’s analysis of the seven possible relationships between a chariot and its
parts.79 Having rejected all seven possible accounts of this relationship, Can-
drakErti proceeds to ask what remains. The answer, of course, is that only the
conventional existence of chariots (and persons, etc.) remains. He says:

If one searches in these seven ways, by the method [that is elaborated in the

verse beginning] “It is not accepted that a chariot is diªerent from its parts”

[i.e., Madhyamk1vat1ra 6.151], a chariot will not be established either ulti-
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mately or conventionally;80 nevertheless, in this case, abandoning analysis,

from the worldly perspective [the chariot] is indicated relative to its parts—

such as its wheels—just as [the person is indicated relative to the aggre-

gates], such as color and so forth [i.e., r[pa] and feeling and so forth [i.e.,

vedan1 and the rest of the subjective aggregates].81

The phrase translated here as “indicated relative to its parts” renders the Ti-
betan expression “yan lag rnams la brten nas ’dogs pa,” which in turn likely trans-
lates the Sanskrit “aãg1ny up1d1ya prajñapyate.”82 As seen above, the gerund
up1d1ya suggests that we translate more literally as “having taken up its parts, it
is indicated.”83 But the fact that up1d1ya merely means “depending upon” or
“relative to” is made clear by what immediately follows, where CandrakErti ex-
plains what makes this understanding of the proper analysis of a chariot a dis-
tinctively M1dhyamika one: “Therefore, insofar as we assert relative indication
simply to the extent that we assert the condition of dependent origination, in our
position there is not the consequence of annihilating worldly convention.”84

This stipulated equivalence between “relatively indicated” (up1d1ya prajña-
pyate) and “dependently originated” (pratEtyasamutpanna) recurs in Candra-
kErti’s Catunéatakavótti, where he adduces the gerunds pratEtya and up1d1ya as
synonymous, speaking of “entities, which are always precisely lacking in any
established irreducible nature, functioning deceptively as a self, for foolish per-
sons, dependently or relatively.”85 Again, he speaks of the mind and so forth being
“dependently originated, or relatively indicated.”86 He chastises in particular
the Buddhist foundationalists for abandoning “the excellent path known as de-
pendent origination and relative indication.”87 The same equivalence is reflected
in the convention among Tibetan translators, which was to render both up1-
d1ya and pratEtya with forms of the same verbal root, rten (to depend)88—an
equivalence further warranted by the evident synonymy of up1d1ya and
pratEtya in other Indian Buddhist texts.89

CandrakErti believes that, by virtue of his recognizing this equivalence, his
account manages to avoid “the consequence of annihilating worldly conven-
tion.” How it does this becomes clear when the terms of analysis become rec-
ognizable as the same ones we have seen in the Prasannapad1. Thus, according
to CandrakErti, “In the same way [as with a chariot], according to what is well
known in the world, the self is accepted as the appropriator, having appropri-
ated the aggregates, the dh1tus, and the six 1yatanas.”90 He elaborates:

For example, relative to the wheels and so forth, it is indicated as a chariot;

and in this chariot, the wheels and so forth are the appropriated basis [nye

bar len pa = Skt., up1d1na], and the chariot is the appropriator [nye bar len

pa po = Skt., up1d1tó]. In the same way, since worldly conventions are not to
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be totally annihilated, the self is, in terms of conventional truth, accepted as the

appropriator, just like the chariot. The five aggregates, the six dh1tus, and the

six 1yatanas are the self ’s appropriated basis. Since there is designation as

“self” relative to the aggregates and so forth, just as the wheels and so forth

are the appropriated basis of a chariot, in the same way, the aggregates and

so forth are to be called the self ’s appropriated basis.91

As reflected in the italicized text, CandrakErti believes that this reading is
required because worldly conventions should not be eliminated. How is such
elimination thus precluded? For CandrakErti, this way of framing the issue
allows the definitively Buddhist critique of the self to proceed, without that
project’s becoming eliminativist.92 This critique might be thought a di‹cult bal-
ancing act for a M1dhyamika. Unlike the 0bhidh1rmikas, CandrakErti stresses
not only the selflessness of persons (pudgalanair1tmya) but also the fact that
things (e.g., “aggregates”) are similarly without essence (dharmanair1tmya). Can-
drakErti’s radical point is, in a sense, that the 0bhidh1rmika approach is not
su‹ciently “reductionist.” In his eyes, the view that critical analysis of the self
leaves an irreducible (dravyasat) remainder amounts to a failure to appreciate
that both persons and the things to which they are reducible are without es-
sence. This matters because the characteristically 0bhidharmika appeal to ana-
lytic categories (which is to say, its confidence in a privileged level of descrip-
tion) has the eªect, on CandrakErti’s view, of replacing persons with the analytic
categories that are thought ultimately to exist. CandrakErti’s recovery of the
conventional is meant to undermine that impulse.

CandrakErti can, then, reasonably think that the 0bhidharmika idea of “really
existent” (param1rthasat) ontological primitives (and not M1dhyamika claims
regarding emptiness) is nihilistic. Thus: “When it is completely based on rela-
tive indication, the self is not at all a support for fancies such as ‘permanent’ or
‘impermanent.’ Hence, fancies such as permanent and impermanent are easily
rejected.”93 Again: “Because it is not a real existent, this [the self] is not per-
manent, nor is it impermanent; it is neither produced nor destroyed; in it there
is no real permanence and so forth, no identity or diªerence.”94 The self does
not have permanence, of course, because it lacks svabh1va—that is, the kind of
“essence” in virtue of which it could exist independently of the world of man-
ifestly changing entities and, instead, exists precisely as dependent upon such
other entities. But it also lacks impermanence—for exactly the same reason.
That is, the impossibility of reducing the self to anything fundamentally
diªerent (to anything that is itself irreducible) means that the characteristically
Buddhist rejection of the self is no longer understood to consist in replacing
the conventional self with something else that alone is credited with fuller,
“real” existence—given which, the Buddhist claim regarding “selflessness” can
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no longer be understood as the negation of something that might (but for its
negation) have existed. “Therefore,” concludes CandrakErti, “it also does not
stand to reason that this [self] is impermanent.”95

Here, CandrakErti introduces an apt s[tra quotation: “If there were substan-
tially existent things, they would be counted as thoroughly perishable; [but]
nonexistent things do not perish; hence, they are not said to be perishable.”96

“Substantially existent things” (Tib., rdzas yod) translates dravyasat, and the
point is clear: If, as the 0bhidh1rmikas urge, the language of dharmas were
thought to represent a privileged level of description, the conventional under-
standing of persons as ethical agents would be undercut. If the cardinal Bud-
dhist concept of impermanence were predicated of ultimately existent entities,
that would be precisely an instance of “elimination.” If, however, there is noth-
ing irreducibly existent in the first place, then it becomes reasonable to say that
the self has precisely and only the same sort of “existence” that anything could
have—namely, dependent or relative existence. Or, if by “existence” one means
independent, ultimate existence, then one would have to say (as CandrakErti has
said here) that neither the self nor the analytic categories of Abhidharma have
any “existence” at all.

The same point is made in the section of the Prasannapad1 under examini-
ation here: The self, conventionally speaking, “has existence relative to the ag-
gregates.” The aggregates represent the “appropriated basis” (up1d1na), some-
thing in the world relative to which we experience ourselves as selves. And if,
upon analysis, these do not finally withstand critical scrutiny any more than the
self does, the point in thus concluding that they, in turn, are only “relatively” or
“conventionally” existent is not to credit them with something less than full-
blooded existence. Instead, insofar as relative existence is the only kind of exis-
tence anything can have, it is simply to say that, while the skandhas must remain
part of the account, they do not constitute bedrock any more than the self does.

Just as the skandhas must remain in play as the “basis” of the relationship of
existing “relatively” (up1d1ya), for CandrakErti to allow that the self is, conven-
tionally, the “appropriator” (up1d1tó) of the aggregates is thereby to say that the
self cannot, in the end, be eliminated from the account. That is, because the
analytic categories to which the self can be reduced are no more “really” exis-
tent than the self is, these analytic categories make sense (i.e., as up1d1na, “what
is appropriated”) only relative to the (relatively real) self, which remains in play
as their up1d1tó. For CandrakErti, then, all that is real in the end is the fact of
relationship: the abstract state of aªairs of there being no existents that are not
“dependently originated” or “relatively indicated.” No part of that relationship
can be held to have privileged status—all the elements of the relationship
(up1d1na, up1d1tó, etc.) are at once equally relative and equally indispensable,
which means that none can be taken as the one thing that “really” exists. Unlike
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the 0bhidharmikas, then, CandrakErti has rejected the idea that there are any
privileged levels of description. And when the (epistemic) phenomenon of rel-
ative indication is thus understood as exemplifying the (ontological) phenom-
enon of dependent origination, it becomes important to say of any “indication”
of the self, too, that among the things it depends on is the relative existence of
the self ; as CandrakErti puts it, it is always “relative to some basis” (up1d1nam
up1d1ya) that any subject can be “made known” (prajñapyate).97

Recall, however, that the discussion in the Madhyamak1vat1ra is preceded by
CandrakErti’s dismissal of seven possible ways to see a chariot and its parts as
related to one another. What he has elaborated in the passage discussed above
seems to be simply another relationship. How, then, does the up1d1na/up1d1tó
relationship diªer from the seven possible relationships already canvassed and
dismissed by CandrakErti? CandrakErti appears to understand the other kinds of
relationships that he considers as having been conceived in essentially static
terms; the up1d1na/up1d1tó relationship, in contrast, is represented as a process,
its ongoing and dynamic character perhaps reflected in the gerund up1d1ya,
which may connote a continuous “taking up” or “appropriating.”

More speculatively, the relationship here could be characterized as similar to
what Alfred North Whitehead termed “prehension.” In Whitehead’s event-
based ontology, “prehension” refers to the perspective from which any event
can be characterized as subjective. Thus, every event emerges as the apex of a
specific trajectory of causal vectors. “Subject” and “object,” on this view, denote
not ontologically distinct substances but simply diªerent temporal perspectives
on the same events. Thus, all events can be seen as objects to the extent that they
are objectified as “data” for present occasions of becoming, with (for example)
all past moments of subjectivity available to memory only as objects in this
sense. Considered as present moments, any event can be seen as a “subject” to
the extent that it can be understood as dynamically “appropriating” or (as in
Whitehead’s term) “prehending” the objectified data that constitute the back-
ground for its emergence—to the extent, in other words, that any event can be
regarded as representing a “perspective” on the past events that gave rise to it.98

Whitehead’s idea clearly lends itself to CandrakErti’s language of “appropri-
ation” (up1d1na), and the terms of CandrakErti’s analysis can be understood in
terms of the three factors that, for Whitehead, constitute any instance of “pre-
hension.” Thus, we could fairly easily substitute “appropriation” (up1d1na) for
“prehension” in Whitehead’s definition with no obvious change in meaning:
CandrakErti’s up1d1tó is “the ‘subject’ which is prehending, namely, the actual
entity in which that prehension is a concrete element”; CandrakErti’s up1d1na
would be “the ‘datum’ which is prehended”; and CandrakErti’s up1d1ya pra-
jñapti represents “the ‘subjective form’ which is how that subject prehends that
datum.”99 On this reconstruction, a statue (to take one of CandrakErti’s exam-
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ples) is the “appropriator” (up1d1tó, i.e., of the body it is conventionally under-
stood to have) only in the sense that we are taking the statue’s “perspective” as
the relevant one for our discussion. Its “appropriated” body is the up1d1na only
relative to that perspective; the statue is made known or “indicated” (prajñapy-
ate) as such only “relative” (up1d1ya) to these terms. If appeal to Whitehead’s
eminently speculative philosophy and its idiosyncratic terminology gives pause,
this tentative reconstruction nevertheless has the virtue of giving an account of
how the up1d1na/up1d1tó relationship, here understood in constitutively
process-oriented terms, might diªer from the other kinds of relationships dis-
missed by CandrakErti—with this emphasis on “subject” and “object” as diªer-
ent temporal perspectives rather than irreducibly diªerent substances remain-
ing faithful to CandrakErti’s intention.

What is clear, in any case, is that CandrakErti here presupposes the terms of
the earlier 0bhidharmika debate and that his deployment of the notion of
up1d1ya prajñapti is meant to advance the point that there is nothing that is
dravyasat and that things exist only as prajñaptisat. With this, we are now in a
position both to return to the original context of CandrakErti’s critique of
Dign1ga and to show how that critique can be related to N1g1rjuna’s MMK
24.18. Insofar as the latter verse is often regarded as epitomizing Madhyamaka,
this will help us appreciate how CandrakErti’s critique of Dign1ga can be seen to
follow from the metaphysical claim that it states. It is precisely to the extent that
this passage is so often misunderstood that the significance of CandrakErti’s
metaphysical claim (including the fact of its being a metaphysical claim) has
gone unappreciated. The verse reads as follows.

Yan pratEtyasamutp1da é[nyat1Å t1Å pracakùmahe / S1 prajñaptir up1d1ya

pratipat saiva madhyam1 //.100

In N1g1rjuna’s verse, we see the correlations that are key for CandrakErti,
with a further correlation between these (pratEtyasamutp1da and up1d1ya pra-
jñapti) and Madhyamaka’s principal term of art, é[nyat1 (emptiness). Despite
the philological and conceptual resources in CandrakErti for understanding
up1d1ya prajñapti, though, particularly the third quarter-verse of this passage
seems to have ba›ed previous translators, with the gerund up1d1ya apparently
having given the most trouble.101 This is regrettable, since it is precisely in this
quarter-verse that N1g1rjuna makes the most novel correlation. Thus, this text
correlates “emptiness” not only with pratEtyasamutp1da but also with “relative
indications” thereof—and by the transitive property of identity, thus correlates
pratEtyasamutp1da with “relative indications.” Thus, I read: “That which is de-
pendent origination we call emptiness. That [emptiness,] a relative indication,
is itself the middle path.”
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This translation is just as our foray into CandrakErti’s Madhyamak1vat1ra
leads us to expect. But this threefold correlation has often been misconceived.
One recurrent sort of misreading is exemplified by David Burton, who reads the
passage vis-à-vis the 0bhidharmika debate regarding dravyasat and prajñapti-
sat.102 But Burton—like Madhyamaka’s traditional critic Sthiramati—retains
the 0bhidharmika dichotomy, holding that “even second-order prajñaptisat
entities must finally have a dravyasat basis. All construction—no matter how
complex—is finally based on an unconstructed reality.”103 To retain this di-
chotomy, however, is to miss the point entirely: N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti are
not arguing that existents could have the sort of “substantial” existence sought
by 0bhidarmikas and instead happen to have the merely deficient sort that is
“conceptually constructed”; rather, their point is that the very idea of svabh1va
is fundamentally incoherent and therefore cannot possibly be exemplified, and
that “dependently” or “relatively” is therefore the only way that anything could
exist.104

Burton thus retains precisely the presupposition that N1g1rjuna and Can-
drakErti chiefly mean to undermine. In addition, Burton’s interpretation
exploits his undefended rendering of prajñapti as “concept” or “conceptual
construct.”105 These presuppositions lead Burton to conclude that “the depend-
ent origination of all entities means that all entities originate in dependence upon
the mind” (1999:101; emphasis added). But the point is not that dependently
originated things have been relegated to the status of mental constructs; rather,
our mental constructs have been elevated to the status of examples of depend-
ent origination—examples, that is, of the only kind of existents there can be.

This is as CandrakErti’s discussion in the Madhyamak1vat1ra would have us
understand. CandrakErti’s commentary specifically on MMK 24.18 makes the
connection explicit, with his interpretation of N1g1rjuna’s verse advanced in
terms of the same examples familiar from our look at the Madhyamak1vat1ra:

And that which is this emptiness of essence is a relative indication; that very

same emptiness is established as a relative indication. A chariot is indicated

relative to the parts of a chariot, such as wheels and so forth. That indica-

tion of it [a chariot], which depends upon its parts, is without origination

from an essence; and it is non-origination from an essence which is empti-

ness. That very same emptiness, whose characteristic is non-origination

from an essence, is established as the middle path. For that which has no

origination from an essence does not have existence; and since there is

[also] no cessation of what is not originated from an essence, it [also] does

not have non-existence. Hence, since it is free from the two extremes of

being and non-being, emptiness—defined as everything’s non-origination
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from an essence—is said to be the middle path, i.e., the middle way. There-

fore, dependent origination has these specific names: emptiness, relative indi-

cation, [and] middle path.106

Just as in the Madhyamak1vat1ra, CandrakErti here takes the point to be
that it is the identity of these—of pratEtyasamutp1da, é[nyat1, and up1d1ya
prajñapti—that uniquely allows a proper recovery of the conventional. To say
that a person exists only as up1d1ya prajñapti, then, is no longer (as for 0bhi-
dharmikas) to say that she exists in a deficient sort of way that pales in com-
parison with what is “real”; it is to say that, as a dependently originated con-
vention, she is as “real” as anything can be, with nothing more real capable of
“explaining” her. Moreover, to emphasize that persons are (like all existents)
relative (up1d1ya) indications is to emphasize that the person him- or herself
must remain part of our account and, in the end, cannot be eliminated. Can-
drakErti has made this point by emphasizing, in the Prasannapad1 as in the
Madhyamak1vat1ra, that persons exist as “appropriators” (up1d1tó) whose sub-
jective form (up1d1ya prajñapti) is always relative to some appropriated basis
(up1d1na). In this way, it is stressed that our epistemic and other “indications”
(prajñaptayan) should be understood as arising in relation to (and bearing on)
the world.107

This reading amounts to a (relatively!) realist reading of Madhyamaka.
Thus, I would agree with Mark Siderits that the Madhyamaka of N1g1rjuna and
CandrakErti can be characterized as “a kind of conventionalism” (1989:239)—
but only if we understand such a characterization in light of CandrakErti’s col-
lapsing of up1d1ya prajñapti with pratEtyasamutp1da. If Siderits’s point is made
without due attention to this notion, one might well conclude, with David Bur-
ton, that these M1dhyamikas assert that “[i]f the mind’s activity of conceptual
construction did not occur, there would be no entities.”108 Such a conclusion
sounds, however, more like a statement of the idealism that Sthiramati devel-
oped specifically contra Madhyamaka than like CandrakErti’s understanding.109

Against such an idealist reading, I take the point of MMK 24.18 (and of Candra-
kErti’s more fully elaborated identification of up1d1ya prajñapti with pratEtyasa-
mutp1da) to be precisely that emptiness qualifies both “whatever is dependently
originated” (i.e., everything in the world) and verbal conventions, precisely
because the latter are examples of the dependently originated. Language is not
a closed system that is simply internally coherent and interdependent; rather, its
functioning is also interdependent with the world.

Such a reading represents the best way to save Madhyamaka from the kind
of incoherence to which it might otherwise be thought to be subject. The poten-
tial incoherence is similar to the problem that CandrakErti’s interlocutor raised
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at the very beginning of our primary text (and similar, too, to the objections
that N1g1rjuna addresses in the Vigrahavy1vartanE): how can the M1dhyamika
“truly” say that phenomena are empty (i.e., dependent, contingent, conven-
tional) if any statement to that eªect is itself “merely” conventional? This only
appears problematic until it is appreciated that “empty” or “conventional”
function, in these descriptions, ontologically. That is, to say that emptiness itself
is “conventional” is not to say that it is merely conventional, as though there
were some other, fuller mode of existence that it might instead enjoy; rather,
since things only can exist dependently (relatively, conventionally), to say that
emptiness is itself empty is, in fact, the only way to say that it is “real” at all.

On this reading, then, the counterintuitive but characteristically M1dhya-
mika conclusion that emptiness itself is empty110 can be understood as making
a move characterized by Frank Farrell in a diªerent context: “The idea is that a
metaphysical account can turn into a diªerent one, not through being opposed
from without, but through our pressing it to take to their logical outcome its
own internal principles. . . . [Thus, an apparently relativist position] turns itself
into a more realist one when we put pressure on it and demand that it display
its consequences explicitly” (1996:22). So, too, for N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti:
The possibly relativist claim that all phenomena—including this very charac-
terization of phenomena—are empty turns itself into a more realist account
to the extent that one recognizes (with N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti) that a logi-
cal consequence of an ontology of “dependent origination” is that our accounts
of things, too, must be dependent—a fact that compels the recognition that
our accounts of things depend on, among other things, the reality of the things
described.

To be sure, the “reality” of the things thus described will be a relative, de-
pendent reality. But, since “there exists no nondependently originated dharma
whatsoever,”111 this is the “fullest,” the only reality that we can hope to find.
Thus, the point of insisting on the “emptiness of emptiness” is to throw us back
into the world and to compel the recognition that, although events are depend-
ent, contingent, and conventional, they are, for all that, real. This is the point of
N1g1rjuna’s famous claim that “there is, on the part of saÅs1ra, no diªerence
at all from nirv1âa.”112 That is, the “ultimate truth” (nirv1âa) does not consist
in something fundamentally diªerent in kind from “conventional” reality (saÅ-

s1ra); rather, what is “ultimately true” is simply the fact that there is nothing
fundamentally diªerent from the world as conventionally described. More pre-
cisely, it is not possible to adduce (as explaining everything else) anything that
does not itself display the one fact that Madhyamaka would have us appreciate
about the way things are: that they are dependently originated. If (as implied by
my appeal to the idea of transcendental arguments) there is something akin to
Kant in CandrakErti’s arguments, then, it is not in the sense that we have here a
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sharp distinction between conventional “appearance” and ultimate “reality.”113

On the contrary, it is precisely such a distinction that CandrakErti has most
significantly rejected.

With this in mind, we can see the sense in which CandrakErti’s view might
even be characterized as something like “direct” or “naive realism”—provided
that we understand that not as itself a metaphysical thesis but simply as an
expression of our conventional epistemic experience. Indeed, this is precisely
what is reflected in CandrakErti’s finally endorsing, contra Dign1ga, the stan-
dard Ny1ya list of pram1âas.114 However, although (as seen in Part II) the
MEm1Åsakas upheld a version of direct realism as a matter of metaphysical
principle, CandrakErti’s realism is held simply in deference to what people con-
ventionally say about their epistemic practices, with the qualification that the
intuitions of direct realism do not correspond to anything that is ultimately the
case. For CandrakErti, the properly metaphysical thesis is that, while our con-
ventions are in important senses erroneous, it is nevertheless the case that there
is nothing more real than our conventions—nothing that is not (like our con-
ventions) dependently originated. 

As CandrakErti stresses, however, there remains nevertheless some “basis”
(up1d1na) that is always “appropriated” from the perspective of some “subject”
(up1d1tó). The point is that this, too, exists only relative to the fluid and
dynamic relationship that CandrakErti finally characterizes in terms of “relative
indications.” The M1dhyamika idea of up1d1ya prajñapti is thus precisely to
reject the conclusion that we could ever account for our experience of the world
by appeal to any privileged level of description—whether such takes the form
of (say) “reality under a scientific description” or of a closed system of signs.
And the point is that if (as is surely the case) the world depends in part on our
conceptualizing activity, the latter depends on the former, as well. Here again,
a remark from Farrell is to the point.

To discover that getting the logical structure of a language right requires a

commitment to individuals or events or times is to discover something

about the world itself; it is not just to find our way about within the confines

of our language. What appears in the overall character of our linguistic sys-

tem and of our system of beliefs is, at least very roughly, the self-display of

the world. . . . Just by using language, we all count as talking about roughly

the same world of things, a world that has from the start, before all the

detailed specifying we undertake, impressed itself on any language to make

it meaningful. (1996:79)

So, too, for CandrakErti: to discover that there is nothing but “indications”
(prajñaptayan) is not simply to “find our way about within the confines of our
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language” (or anything else that we take as “indications”), but is, rather, to dis-
cover something about the world itself. Indeed, it is to discover the most impor-
tant thing about the world: that there is nothing more “real” than the world as
we experience it, nothing more “real” than the “indications” that exemplify the
fact of dependent origination. Or, to return to the context of CandrakErti’s cri-
tique of foundationalism: properly to understand the metaphysical claims of
Madhyamaka is to understand that our epistemic practices can only exemplify
the nature of things; they cannot (contra Dign1ga) provide an independent per-
spective on the nature of things.
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7

Is It Really True That Everything Is Empty? 
CANDRAKDRTI ON ESSENCELESSNESS 

AS THE ESSENCE OF THINGS

“Perception” and the “Perceptible”: 
CandrakErti’s Critique of Dign1ga’s Privileged Faculty

Chapter 6 showed CandrakErti’s critique of Dign1ga’s “bare particulars” to be
framed as concerning up1d1ya prajñapti—a notion central to CandrakErti’s char-
acteristically M1dhyamika analysis of existents like the self. This discussion
clarifies why CandrakErti’s vision of the Buddhist project requires that he reject
Dign1ga’s demands for a posteriori justification and that he argue, instead,
that this demand for justification itself is possible only given the truth of Can-
drakErti’s claims. The metaphysical claim attributed here to CandrakErti is that
there is nothing more real than our conventions. More precisely, nothing gives
us explanatory purchase on our conventions, because there can be no expla-
nation that does not itself exemplify the same fact already displayed by our
conventions—there can be nothing, that is, that is not dependently originated.

We are, then, only misled by the putatively explanatory categories of the Ab-
hidharma tradition (carried on by Dign1ga), and we should instead attend to
the world and the self as conventionally described. Not only does appeal to a
privileged level of description explain away the persons who are the proper sub-
jects of soteriological eªort (and the proper objects of compassion), but con-
ventional descriptions already exemplify the only truth that Madhyamaka would
finally have us appreciate. The strictly metaphysical point here—the “absolute
presupposition” that Collingwood takes to define such, and in virtue of which
the M1dhyamika point can be said in the end to be a logical one— concerns the
logic of relations. That is, to argue that “all existents are empty” just is to argue
that all existents necessarily exist only in relation to other existents—a fact
whose transcendental character is evident in the inevitability that any attempt
even to say anything about this (even to deny it) necessarily involves relations
among terms—relations between our analysis and the world. This is why
N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti find it in principle important to defer, in the end, to
what is “conventionally” true.
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This principled deference is compellingly expressed in a passage summariz-
ing the first stage of the engagement with Dign1ga, just before CandrakErti turns
to address Dign1ga’s understanding of pratyakùa. Having concluded the critique
of Dign1ga’s account of svalakùaâas as “bare particulars,” CandrakErti again
attributes to his interlocutor the claim that his epistemology does not purport
to show our access to ultimate truth: “What’s the use of this hair-splitting? We
do not say that all transactions involving reliable warrants and cognizables are
true; rather, what is familiar in the world is [all that is] established by this argu-
ment.”1 CandrakErti’s response casts his disagreement with Dign1ga in
specifically soteriological terms, making clear that CandrakErti considers his
interlocutor’s incoherent redescription of the conventional problematic mainly
for its undermining the soteriological value of the conventional:

We, too, say, What’s the use of this hair-splitting, which delves into or-

dinary discourse? Let it be! Until there is understanding of reality, the

conventional—its existence [satt1k1] come into being [1tmabh1va] as pro-

jected by nothing but error—is, for those who desire liberation, the cause of

the accumulation of the roots of merit that convey [one] to liberation. But

having introduced reasoning at some point, you incoherently [any1yato]

destroy it, because of being one whose intellect is ignorant of the distinc-

tion between conventional and ultimate truth. I am the one who, based on

skill in settling conventional truth, situate myself in the ordinary perspec-

tive. Like a respected elder, I overturn one argument dedicated to the refu-

tation of one part of the conventional by another argument—and, in so

doing, I refute only you, who are deviating from the conduct of the world.

But [I do] not [refute] the conventional. Therefore, if it is ordinary dis-

course, then there must also be a subject that possesses a characteristic

[lakùaâavallakùyeâ1pi bhavitavyaÅ]. And therefore just this is the problem

[with your conception]. But in terms of ultimate truth, since there [ulti-

mately] are no subjects (lakùy1bh1v1t), this pair of characteristics [i.e., sva-

and s1m1nyalakùaâa] does not exist, either; whence, then, [your] two reli-

able warrants?2

As when he earlier extolled the ultimate truth as something ineªable and
seemingly distinct from the conventional,3 CandrakErti here appears to dispar-
age the conventional, whose reality (he says) “comes into being as projected
through mere error.” The salient point of this passage, however, is his charac-
terization of the conventional as nonetheless “the cause of the accumulation of
the roots of merit that convey [one] to liberation,” suggesting that the conven-
tional is nevertheless to be retained for its soteriological value.4 More strongly,
CandrakErti here argues against Dign1ga that it is incoherent at once to replace
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conventional terms with a putatively probative sort of discourse (upapatti) and,
at the same time, senselessly (any1yatas) undermine that very project by then
trying to characterize it as itself an example of the “conventional.”5 Despite his
apparent disparagement of the conventional world, then, CandrakErti claims
that his only quarrel is with his interlocutor, not with conventions6—with any
replacement of the latter by technical usage compromising a soteriological
project that, for CandrakErti, necessarily depends on conventions.

CandrakErti maintains this focus when he turns his attention to Dign1ga’s
understanding of perception. As before, CandrakErti begins by adducing a
familiar expression that, he contends, makes no sense on his interlocutor’s use
of the term: “Moreover, because it doesn’t accommodate instances of ordinary
usage like ‘a jar is perceptible,’ and because of the acceptance of the discourse
of ordinary people [an1rya], [your] definition is too narrow; it doesn’t make
sense.”7 This expression (“a jar is perceptible”) exemplifies the fact that the
word pratyakùa conventionally functions both as a noun (designating an epis-
temic faculty) and an adjective (characterizing the objects thereof as “percep-
tible”). CandrakErti argues that the latter sense is conventionally primary—a
point that undermines Dign1ga’s contention that the word picks out a privi-
leged faculty.8

As in the consideration of svalakùaâa, CandrakErti again anticipates an attempt
by Dign1ga to argue that his understanding of the word pratyakùa can make sense
of the conventional expression here adduced—specifically, by considering the
adjectival usage derivative or “figurative.” Thus, the interlocutor suggests that a
jar might be designated as pratyakùa9 in the same way that, according to a well-
known passage from the Dhammapada, “the birth of buddhas is bliss”—a stock
example of “figurative reference to an eªect with respect to its cause” (k1raâe
k1ryopac1ra).10 That is, the birth of Buddhas is a cause of happiness for the
suªering beings of the world, and it is really the eªect of this occurrence that is
indicated by the expression. Similarly, CandrakErti anticipates that Dign1ga
might argue that the conventional example adduced by CandrakErti is one in
which people designate the “eªect” or output of a perceptual cognition (a “per-
ceptible”) in terms of the epistemic faculty (“perception”) that is its cause, so
that Dign1ga can retain his commitment to the view that pratyakùa uniquely
denotes the faculty whose sole function is to yield access to svalakùaâas.11

CandrakErti rejoins that appeal to figurative usage makes sense only in cer-
tain contexts and that such a context does not obtain here. This point is in-
formed by Sanskritic conventions in poetics, according to which a figurative
usage is to be supposed whenever the primary or manifest meaning (mukhy1r-
tha) of an utterance is contradicted (b1dhita) by something else in the utter-
ance.12 Paul Grice has made a similar point in discussing what he calls “conver-
sational implicature.” Grice argues that we must presuppose certain things about
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the intentions of our interlocutors if we are to stand any chance of recognizing
when some implicature (e.g., irony), apart from the manifest meaning of the ut-
terance, has been suggested. Thus, for example, if we presuppose (as we must)
that our conversation partners intend to make contributions to the conversa-
tion that are “appropriate to the immediate needs at each stage of the transac-
tion,” then we are obliged to take any apparent failure to be “appropriate” as an
indication that what is intended is some implicature (1989:28). So, too, for Can-
drakErti: Insofar as it is widely held by Buddhists that the event of birth causes
only suªering, Buddhists can be expected to realize that the primary meaning is
contradicted (or, in Grice’s terms, that a “conversational maxim” has been vio-
lated) when he or she is confronted with the phrase “the birth of Buddhas is
bliss.”13 This, then, is the kind of case in which we are entitled to (indeed, we
must) look for some figurative sense.

CandrakErti denies, however, that the phrase “a jar is perceptible” similarly
requires recourse to figurative usage in order for it to make sense: “But in the
present case—‘a jar is perceptible’—there is nothing at all called a jar which is
imperceptible, [nothing at all] separately apprehended which could figuratively
have perceptibility.”14 That is, recourse to upac1ra requires that there be two
terms (the thing figuratively described, and the thing appealed to so to describe
it), with merely their association being incompatible given the primary mean-
ings. We could, then, say that a jar is just figuratively “perceptible” only if we
already know that there is, in fact, such a thing as a jar and that such a thing is
not really perceptible, such that these two terms (“jar” and “perceptible”) were,
like “birth” and “bliss,” unconnected. But the conventional usage has it that jars
are perceptible, so there is no obvious contradiction that would require
recourse to figurative explanation.

Anticipating a further attempt to argue in the same vein, CandrakErti con-
tends that an appeal to figurative usage that is based on its really being the parts
of a jar that are perceived is even less promising for Dign1ga, since that only
opens the way for CandrakErti’s characteristic riposte to the reductionist version
of Buddhism:

Moreover, if it is imagined that a jar, which is included in ordinary trans-

actions, has [only] figurative perceptibility since it doesn’t exist apart from

its color and so forth, then surely, that being the case, since things like color

don’t exist apart from things like earth, either, the [merely] figurative per-

ceptibility of that color and so forth would also have to be posited.15

Thus, CandrakErti will gladly concede that medium-sized objects like jars are
analytically reducible—but, having opened the way for this kind of critical
analysis, he will then press the point and argue that there is no irreducible
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remainder, so analytic categories like sense-data must themselves be under-
stood as dependent. Dign1ga’s attempted explanation of the adjectival use of
pratyakùa by appeal to figurative usage, then, cannot coherently be reconciled
with his own account of the reductionist project. Therefore he must, once
more, distort our conventional understanding. As CandrakErti expresses it, his
interlocutor’s definition has “insu‹cient extension”—that is, it does not cover
what are clearly attested usages of the word purportedly under definition. Dig-
n1ga’s protests notwithstanding, it is no longer (what is typically understood
by) pratyakùa that is under explanation, but something else altogether.16

CandrakErti pursues this point, transmuting it into an eminently Sanskritic
exercise in vyutpatti (“derivation” or “etymology).”17 Throughout the course of
this section, CandrakErti’s point is not only to invoke conventional usage against
Dign1ga but in doing so to undermine Dign1ga’s privileged epistemic faculty by
trivializing pratyakùa as merely characterizing (i.e., as “perceptible”) a whole
range of objects that are conventionally so characterized. When CandrakErti
concludes this characteristically Sanskritic sort of argument, we again see some
basis for reconstructing his principled appeal to ordinary language as a tran-
scendental argument—here, one with a‹nities to arguments advanced by some
twentieth-century proponents of ordinary language philosophy. The argument
now touches on what must be presupposed if discourse is to be possible at all
and is again framed as a withering refutation of Dign1ga’s claim merely to be
oªering an account of our conventional epistemic practices:

If [Dign1ga rejoins by saying,] “Since the word ‘perception,’ in the sense

intended, is well known in the world, and since the word ‘with respect to an

object’ [pratyartha]18 is not well known, we rely upon the basis of the word’s

etymology precisely in terms of the locus [of the sense faculty]”—[if this is

said,] we respond: This word ‘perceptible’ is indeed well-known in the

world; but it is described by us [and not by you] precisely as it is in the

world. But if, with disregard for ordinary categories as they are established,

this derivation is being made, [then] there would also be disregard for the

expression “well-known”! And based on that, what is [commonly] called

“perceptible” would not be such.19

In this way, CandrakErti argues that Dign1ga’s peculiarly technical account of
the word pratyakùa can be advanced only to the extent that ordinary usage turns
out to be wrong—if Dign1ga’s account were appropriate, then what people ordi-
narily call “perceptible” would not be rightly so called. But how could we ever be
in a position to assess Dign1ga’s account of being “perceptible” if what he is
really explaining is something other than what everybody means by the word?
More strongly, CandrakErti suggests that it is not possible that people should thus
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be generally wrong, for if they were, then there would be no possibility of the
kind of meaningful discourse in which CandrakErti and his interlocutor are now
engaged. He makes this point vis-à-vis one of the cardinal tenets of Dign1ga’s
epistemology: the characterization of pratyakùa as “devoid of conceptual elabo-
ration” (kalpan1pobham): “And because you accept that only that cognition that
is devoid of conception is perception; and since nobody’s discourse is by way of
that [kind of cognition]; and because of the desirability of explaining worldly dis-
course with respect to reliable warrants and cognizables—[your] conception of
the reliable warrant which is perception becomes quite senseless.”20

This final charge of incoherence—this charge, that is, that his interlocutor’s
account is “senseless” (vyartha)— completes CandrakErti’s transcendental argu-
ment against his interlocutor’s normative contention that CandrakErti’s claims
are unjustified if they are not warranted by the kinds of pram1âas that Dign1ga
admits as uniquely conferring justification. Thus, in concluding the present
argument, CandrakErti says that his interlocutor’s conception (kalpan1)21 of per-
ception is literally senseless. This is because Dign1ga’s account is really one of a
narrowly and peculiarly conceived sense of the word pratyakùa. But insofar as
the word is conventionally used simply to characterize whatever is “not invisi-
ble” (aparokùa),22 the question of nonconceptuality is not involved in what
most people mean by pratyakùa—in which case, Dign1ga’s account can be the
preferred one only if most people are wrong in their use of the word. As Can-
drakErti says, no one transacts any discourse involving Dign1ga’s sense of the
word (tena lokasya saÅvyavah1r1bh1va).23

We might also understand CandrakErti’s as a stronger point: his interlocutor’s
peculiar sense of the word would (incoherently) entail that there is a complete
“absence of meaningful discourse on the part of the world.”24 That is, acceptance
of Dign1ga’s usage would be tantamount to the conclusion that most of the dis-
course in the world must not be meaningful. CandrakErti can rightly adduce this
as a manifestly absurd entailment of Dign1ga’s project, giving this fact as the rea-
son for the senselessness of his interlocutor’s conception, for it is necessarily the
case that most of the discourse in the world is meaningful. How could it be oth-
erwise? Given the alternative, there would be no possibility of the very discourse
in which CandrakErti and his interlocutor are engaged.

CandrakErti concludes by showing why the conventional, adjectival sense of
the word undermines Dign1ga’s characteristic claim that bare particulars are the
unique objects of perception: “Therefore, in the world, if any [sarvam eva] sub-
ject of characterization—whether it be a unique particular25 or an abstraction—
is not invisible, because of being directly apprehended, then it is said to be per-
ceptible, along with the cognition that has it as its object [which is also called
pratyakùa].”26 Thus, what is conventionally called “perceptible” includes both
particulars and abstractions, so that, defined simply as that kind of cognition
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that has perceptibles as its object (tadviùayajñ1na), pratyakùa can (contra foun-
dationalists like Dign1ga) have “abstractions” as its object. As conventionally
used, then, the word does not pick out a special epistemic faculty that, in virtue
of being “free of conceptual elaboration” (kalpan1pobha), aªords access to
something ultimately real. And insofar as it is a condition of the possibility of
meaningful discourse that people similarly understand familiar words, Dign1-
ga’s attempt simultaneously to stipulate a peculiarly technical sense of the word
and to claim that he is describing our conventions is simply “senseless.”

On this reconstruction, CandrakErti has argued in the same vein as some
twentieth-century ordinary language philosophers, who similarly critique the
kind of normative epistemology that motivates foundationalism. According to
one reading of such foundationalist projects (J. L. Austin’s reading of A. J. Ayer),
a peculiarly technical sense of familiar epistemic terms advances the “wish to
produce a species of statement that will be incorrigible; and the real virtue of
this invented sense of ‘perceive’ is that, since what is perceived in this sense
[i.e., introspectable sense-data] has to exist and has to be as it appears, in say-
ing what I perceive in this sense I can’t be wrong.”27 This desire for incorrigible
certainty is, in turn, based on the kind of normative epistemology that holds
that we are not justified as long as it remains so much as possible that we could
be wrong.

Against such a presupposition, Austin argues that there is an important sense
in which that degree of doubt cannot really obtain: “But, perhaps more impor-
tantly, it is also implied, even taken for granted, that there is room for doubt and
suspicion, whether or not the plain man feels any. . . . But in fact the plain man
would regard doubt in such a case, not as far-fetched or over-refined or some-
how unpractical, but as plain nonsense; he would say, quite correctly, ‘Well, if
that’s not seeing a real chair then I don’t know what is.’”28 And the ordinary
intuition of nonphilosophers is here to be heeded, since “it is important to
remember that talk of deception only makes sense against a background of gen-
eral non-deception” (1962:11). That is, a condition of the possibility of mean-
ingful discourse is that we generally believe in precisely the kinds of the things
that the normative epistemologist claims we might not be justified in believing.29

Thus an attempt to explain our most basic epistemic practices, insofar as any
such attempt must make use of the discursive rules that presuppose precisely
such practices, can only succeed if the very things that it purports to explain do
not, in fact, require explanation. If the possibility of meaningful discourse
(including that which expresses the demand for justification) entails our pre-
supposing the kinds of things that the epistemologist claims to doubt, then it is
not our crediting basic epistemic conventions that is unreasonable; rather, what
is unreasonable is the epistemologist’s demand for justification. This entire line
of argument is stated well by P. F. Strawson, who says of the foundationalist:
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He pretends to accept a conceptual scheme, but at the same time quietly

rejects one of the conditions of its employment. Thus his doubts are unreal,

not simply because they are logically irresoluble doubts, but because they

amount to the rejection of the whole conceptual scheme within which alone

such doubts make sense. So, naturally enough, the alternative to doubt which

he oªers us is the suggestion that we do not really, or should not really, have

the conceptual scheme that we do have; that we do not really, or should not

really, mean what we think we mean, what we do mean. But this alternative

is absurd. For the whole process of reasoning only starts because the scheme

is as it is; and we cannot change it even if we would.30

CandrakErti seems to be making a similar point. There is, however, an import-
ant diªerence: The transcendental character of CandrakErti’s similar argument
is ultimately a function of its involving a properly metaphysical claim. Thus Can-
drakErti finds it incoherent for his interlocutor to demand that we justify our
conventional practices—that we adduce something not itself conventional to
explain our conventions—precisely because there can be no discourse that does
not itself exemplify the only point that CandrakErti finally wants to make:
namely, that our conventions are themselves just further examples of depend-
ently originated things, which are the only kinds of things that exist.31 Unlike the
ordinary language philosophers of the twentieth century, then, CandrakErti
defers to conventional usage in the end because the content of his metaphysical
claim requires that he do so.

CandrakErti returns to this point in concluding his engagement with Dig-
n1ga. Having thus argued that his interlocutor’s account of pratyakùa contra-
dicts the conventional usage, CandrakErti eªectively states—by endorsing (with
typically Naiy1yika definitions) the list of pram1âas admitted by Naiy1yikas—
that the epistemology of the Brahmanical Ny1ya school better describes our
epistemic practices as they are conventionally understood.32 His conclusion
then highlights what CandrakErti views as most significant about this fourfold
scheme of reliable warrants.

And these are established in dependence upon one another: given reliable

warrants, there are warrantable objects, and given warrantable objects,

there are reliable warrants. But it is emphatically not the case that the estab-

lishment of reliable warrants and their objects is essential [sv1bh1vikE].

Therefore, let the mundane be just as it is seen.33

What CandrakErti ultimately stresses is simply the interrelational character of
reliable warrants (pram1âas) and their objects (prameyas)—that is, their being
(like everything) “relative indications” (up1d1ya prajñaptayan). It now becomes
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clear that what CandrakErti chiefly objects to in Dign1ga’s account of pratyakùa
is its being oªered as a somehow independent epistemic faculty, a privileged and
autonomous perspective on what exists. Indeed, CandrakErti here makes clear
that his entire critique of Dign1ga is ultimately motivated by his view that Dig-
n1ga’s account of pram1âas regards the establishment of these as “self-existent”
or “essential” (sv1bh1vikE). It is specifically in opposition to the view that pra-
m1âas exist “essentially” that CandrakErti stresses that perception is in no way
privileged. That is, perception is not intrinsically better suited, independent of
context, to confer justification; rather, what is “perceptible” is always relative to
a perceiver: “But [illusions] like [that of] two moons do not, from the point of
view of the cognition of one without cataracts, have the quality of perceptibil-
ity, while from the point of view of one with cataracts, [such illusions] have pre-
cisely the quality of being perceptible.”34 CandrakErti’s point is that, relative to
the ultimate truth, everyone who has not realized ultimate truth for him- or her-
self (everyone, that is, who is not a Buddha) has “cataracts”—no one has an
epistemic faculty that is in contact with anything “ultimately existent.”

The idea that being “perceptible” is always relative to a perceiver is in keep-
ing with CandrakErti’s most basic point: The epistemic situation is (like all exis-
tents) constitutively relational, necessarily involving the interdependence of
subject and object. What CandrakErti finally thinks is incoherent is Dign1ga’s
demand that CandrakErti’s metaphysical claim be warranted by an epistemic
instrument that is thought to be independent of our involvement with the
world and that shows how the world “really” is, independently of any concep-
tualizing activity. This demand is incoherent insofar as CandrakErti’s claim just
is that nothing exists that way. That is, nothing exists independently—which
means, to be sure, that our experience of the world will always involve some
dependence on our own conceptualizing activity; but it also means that such
conceptualizing activity is itself dependent on the world.

CandrakErti’s Statement of “N1g1rjuna’s Paradox”

CandrakErti’s idea that everyone has “cataracts” relative to the ultimate truth
might, however, be reckoned among his recurrent expressions of disparage-
ment for the “conventional.” Such expressions are particularly clear when Can-
drakErti is extolling the ultimate truth, apparently emphasizing its being radi-
cally diªerent from the conventional. Thus, for example, he asks: “What is the
use of speech, or of cognition, with regard to the ultimate? For the ultimate—
which is independent of anything else, tranquil, to be individually realized by
the venerable— completely exceeds all conceptual proliferation. It cannot be
taught, nor can it be known.”35 The ultimate truth, as CandrakErti said early in
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his engagement with Dign1ga, is “a matter of venerable silence.” Expressions
like these make it tempting to conclude (as John Dunne has) that “For Candra-
kErti . . . conceptuality is so broad in scope and buddhas are so non-conceptual
that they have no thoughts or cognitive images at all. . . . Not only does such a
buddha not see the ordinary things of the world, he does not even know ulti-
mate reality because nothing at all occurs in a buddha’s mind. Indeed, it would
seem that CandrakErti’s buddhas do not know anything at all.”36

I contend, however, that, for CandrakErti, the only ultimate truth is that there
is no ultimate truth—that the “ultimate truth,” in other words, is the abstract
state of aªairs of there being no set of “ultimately existent” (param1rthasat)
ontological primitives like the dharmas of Abhidharma. If this claim is to be re-
conciled with the form typically taken by CandrakErti’s praise of the “ultimate”—
and correspondingly, if we are to avoid a conclusion such as Dunne’s—it is
important to give some account of the idea of an “abstract state of aªairs.” In-
deed, the idea of “metaphysical” commitments—on my view of which, meta-
physical presuppositions are in play “whenever a philosopher is required to fix
in advance the possibilities for classification and explanation oªered by a gen-
eral conceptual system” (Descombes 2001:80)— can be said constitutively to
involve abstract states of aªairs.

Paul Gri‹ths has advanced a similar point by invoking a theory of types. He
does so in order to demonstrate that characteristically Buddhist claims con-
cerning impermanence involve what he calls “metaphysical predicates”—more
particularly, in order to make explicit the counterintuitive entailment, follow-
ing from the truth of the claim “everything is impermanent,” that the fact that
everything is impermanent is itself permanent. 

Even if no specific existent is eternal, the causal process that links them

must be if it is beginningless and endless. Putting matters in this way sug-

gests that a theory of types is the best conceptual tool to explain what is

going on here. Every member of the set of all existents has causal and tem-

poral properties; these are first-type existents, bearing first-order properties.

They are the reals, the dharmas. All these first-type existents have, among

others, the first-order property ‘being impermanent.’ But the members of

the second-type set of all universally applicable first-order properties of this

kind, that is, the members of the set of first-order properties that apply to

all first-order existents, do not themselves possess the properties that they

are. So, for example, the property ‘being produced causally’ (pratEtyasamut-

pannatva) is not itself produced causally. This is quite normal; the property

‘being a president of the United States’ is not itself a president of the United

States (though, of course, every possessor of it is). Simply put, for [the texts

Gri‹ths considers,] the universally applicable first-order properties through
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which the standard claims about impermanence are made are themselves

atemporal states of aªairs. They obtain, if they do, atemporally, which is to say

permanently and everlastingly. (Gri‹ths 1994:177–178; emphasis added)

A full-blown “theory of types” represents the peculiarly technical sort of
move that M1dhyamikas, in particular, would be loath to embrace. Such a the-
ory was first elaborated to address the “property” version of what is known as
“Russell’s Paradox.”37 Kevin Klement (2001) helpfully states this version of the
paradox.

Some properties seem to apply to themselves, while others do not. The prop-

erty of being a property is itself a property, while the property of being a cat

is not itself a cat. Consider the property that something has just in case it is

a property (like that of being a cat) that does not apply to itself. Does this

property apply to itself ? . . . from either assumption, the opposite follows. 

Although it was Russell who first fully elaborated a theory of types as a way to
resolve this paradox, Frege had already hinted at one with his insistence that
“properties fall into diªerent types, and that the type of a property is never the
same as the entities to which it applies. Thus, the question never even arises as
to whether a property applies to itself” (ibid.). It is the complex task of a philo-
sophically adequate theory of types to explain why properties cannot them-
selves be of the same “types” as the objects in their extensions—why, for exam-
ple, the property being a president of the United States cannot itself be what it
refers to.

To the extent that the type-theoretical approach ends up entailing metaphys-
ical commitments about the reality of eminently abstract objects like “second-
order properties,” it is not surprising that nothing like this approach is taken
by M1dhyamikas. Notwithstanding its not being in the sprit of Madhyamaka,
though, Gri‹ths’s appeal here is helpful at least in appreciating what might be
involved in thinking that a claim regarding impermanence or emptiness might
be true. On this account, for a Buddhist to say that “all existents are dependently
originated” is, ipso facto, implicitly to claim that there is an abstract state of
aªairs (viz., the dependently originated character of all existents) that is not
itself dependent on anything38—or, at least, that is what a Buddhist might be
thought to be committed to if the claim itself is possibly true, insofar as its con-
cerning “all existents” necessarily entails its obtaining always and universally.
This approach is adopted provisionally here in order to show at least that Can-
drakErti’s are properly “metaphysical” claims (though not necessarily to show
what must be the case in order for them to be true).

Armed with such an approach, let us consider an important scriptural pas-
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sage that CandrakErti cites more than once: “Whether or not Tath1gatas arise,
the nature [dharmat1] of existents [dharm1â1m] abides.”39 This famous utter-
ance seems to say that the state of aªairs rightly perceived by a Buddha obtains
quite independently of anyone’s (even a Buddha’s) apprehension thereof—a
reading that makes this passage virtually a statement of what is characterized in
Part I as a realist conception of truth. CandrakErti’s invocation of this passage
aªords us an opportunity to take up the question of whether and how N1g1r-
juna and CandrakErti can believe that their claims are really true.40 CandrakErti
most strikingly adduces this text in the Madhyamak1vat1ra, in the course of
responding to the question of whether there is any sort of svabh1va (essence)
that the M1dhyamika does admit.41 Here, CandrakErti explicitly assimilates what
the scriptural passage calls the “nature” (dharmat1, chos nyid) of existents to
svabh1va, adducing the quotation precisely to warrant his own claim that, in
fact, all existents do in a sense have an “essence”:

“Whether or not Tath1gatas arise, the nature of existents abides”—the nature

[dharmat1] here referred to by the Buddha exists. What is this that’s called

“nature”? The essence of things like the visual faculty. What is their essence?

The essence—what is not fabricated and not dependent on anything else—

which is apprehended by awareness that is free from eye disease.42

The “essence” referred to here is the (abstract) fact of “being without an
essence” (ninsvabh1vat1, nainsv1bh1vyam). This is clearly indicated in a passage
in the Prasannapad1 that identifies this sense of svabh1va with a host of other
standard Buddhist terms for the absolute.

That very thing which is called the nature of existents is their own form.

Then what is that nature of existents? The essence [svabh1va] of existents.

What is this essence? Nature. And what is this nature? Emptiness. What is

emptiness? Essencelessness [nainsv1bh1vyam]. What is this essencelessness?

Being thus. What is being thus? Existing in that way, being changeless, the

fact of always abiding constantly. For the complete non-arising of things

like fire, in virtue of its being independent of anything else and unmade, is

called “essence.” . . . The master [N1g1rjuna] established it as to be known

in this way. And this essence of existents, which consists in their not aris-

ing, is precisely a non-essence, since, by virtue of its being nothing at all, it

is a mere absence. Hence, there is no essence that is an existent.43

Rife with paradox, these passages seem prima facie to contradict the consti-
tutively M1dhyamika rejection of anything and everything that can be charac-
terized as an “essence.” Certainly, it is paradoxical that, as CandrakErti here
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seems to say, “essencelessness” (nainsv1bh1vyaÅ, ninsvabh1vat1) is itself to be
understood as the essence of things.44 Jay Garfield and Graham Priest have
characterized this as “N1g1rjuna’s Paradox,” which they state as follows: “all
phenomena, N1g1rjuna argues, are empty, and so ultimately have no nature.
But emptiness is, therefore, the ultimate nature of things. So they both have and
lack an ultimate nature.”45 The inevitability of this paradox discloses the fact
that Madhyamaka concerns a finally metaphysical point.

The theory of types introduced by Gri‹ths represents one way to see this
and to dispel any suspicion of self-referential incoherence. Thus, if Candra-
kErti’s reiteration of N1g1rjuna’s claim (“There do not exist, anywhere at all, any
existents whatsoever, arisen either from themselves or from something else,
either from both or altogether without cause”)46 is to count as true, it can be
thought to entail a claim involving “the second-type set of all universally appli-
cable first-order properties”; the fact that it concerns “all existents” necessarily
entails that it obtains always and universally. The svabh1va that is repeatedly
denied by N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti, then, would be of the first type, whereas
the svabh1va that CandrakErti a‹rms in the foregoing passages would be of the
second type (“all universally applicable first-order properties”)—the latter, in
other words, is a second-order property, picking out the abstract state of aªairs
of there being no svabh1vas (of the first type).

This point is suggested by another interesting passage in which CandrakErti
raises the possibility that emptiness is itself the essence of existents—or, as he
puts it in this passage, that it is a property (dharma) of such. Thus, in chapter 13
of the Prasannapad1, CandrakErti entertains the following objection.

That which is without essence is not an existent. And you accept that exis-

tents have the property called “emptiness.” But if the property-possessor

does not exist [i.e., since it’s empty], it makes no sense that there be a prop-

erty instantiated in that [tad1érito dharma]; it doesn’t make sense that there

be some skin-color with respect to the nonexistent son of a barren woman.

Therefore, existents do have an essence.47

This passage is part of a prominently recurrent sort of exchange in M1dhyamika
literature. Like nearly all of the objections anticipated by N1g1rjuna and Candra-
kErti, it turns on the mistaken interpretation of “empty” as meaning nonexistent.
Thus, the imagined interlocutor here urges that existents must, after all, have
some essence (svabh1va) since the “property” (dharma) of emptiness cannot co-
herently be predicated of a nonexistent “property-possessor” (dharmin).

The objector’s claim here is not that incoherence follows from the fact that
emptiness itself would be the essence of a thing;48 rather, the interlocutor’s
point here is that existents must have an essence other than emptiness (they
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must just have some essence, simpliciter)—and this because anything whose es-
sence was emptiness would not (on the characteristic misreading of “emptiness”)
exist and hence would not be available as the kind of “property-possessor”
(dharmin) in which this or any other property could be instantiated. Hence, the
objection is that entities must, after all, have some essence, since only thus could
it make sense to predicate any properties of them.

The response to this objection typifies M1dhyamika argumentation and rep-
resents what can very well be understood as a transcendental argument. Thus,
N1g1rjuna turns the tables and urges that it is only because of emptiness that
change is possible, thus positing emptiness as a condition of the possibility of
the undisputed fact that things change; as he simply says, “how could anything
change if an essence did exist?”49 Far from rendering the predication of prop-
erties impossible, then, emptiness is a condition of the possibility of anything’s
having any properties.

N1g1rjuna’s rejoinder here is part of a strikingly recurrent eªort to stress that
emptiness does not mean “nonexistence”; rather, emptiness characterizes a
mode of existence—indeed, the only kind possible (viz., relational existence). It
is just to the extent that things exist in relationship that change (or the predica-
tion of properties) is possible. N1g1rjuna famously makes the same kind of
argument in chapter 24 of the MMK, where he claims, in eªect, that emptiness
is a condition of the possibility of everything that, for a Buddhist, is to be ac-
cepted as true—that is, of the Buddha’s “Four Noble Truths.” That chapter be-
gins with the challenge (exhibiting the same misunderstanding as above) of an
imagined interlocutor: “If all this is empty, then there’s neither production nor
destruction; it follows, for you, that the Four Noble Truths don’t exist.”50

N1g1rjuna’s rhetorically compelling rejoinder: It is only because everything is
empty that the Four Noble Truths obtain.51

Claus Oetke’s characterization of N1g1rjuna’s strategy in answering the
charges of self-referential incoherence anticipated in the Vigrahavy1vartanE
applies here as well: “The core of the solution . . . consists in the thesis that
non-possession of a svabh1va is compatible with being causally e‹cient on the
empirical (phenomenal, saÅvótti) level. Thus the opponent’s objection is met
by attacking the connection between lack of svabh1va and being causally in-
e‹cient which the adversary hypothesizes” (2003a:470). This point, however,
should be made more strongly: “nonpossession of a svabh1va” is not only com-
patible with being causally e‹cient (or, indeed, with being anything at all); it is
a condition of the possibility thereof.

That is (to put it in terms of the Four Noble Truths), the fact that existents
come into being only in mutual dependence on one another (and are therefore
“empty” of an essence) is all that makes it possible for suªering to arise—and,
thus having arisen as a contingent and dependent phenomenon, to be caused to
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cease. If, in contrast, suªering were the “natural” or “essential” (svabh1va) state
of aªairs, this (as N1g1rjuna sees it) would mean that it could not be inter-
rupted, and the cultivation of the entire Buddhist path would be pointless.52 So,
the very quality that defines the conventional world as “conventional” (viz., its
emptiness) is precisely what makes it work.53 And if (as is manifestly the case)
this state of aªairs means that we suªer, it also means that something can be
done about that.

N1g1rjuna is, to be sure, thus claiming that “emptiness” is the content of the
Four Noble Truths—that Madhyamaka represents a true expression of what
the Buddhist tradition should be understood always to have taught. But the
properly transcendental character of emptiness can be appreciated if we em-
phasize the scope of the claims here; in light of passages like the ones consid-
ered here, it becomes appropriate to say that the Four Noble truths all along
concerned emptiness just insofar as any statement must finally presuppose
such. Any statement at all (any existents, any change, any analysis) necessarily
presupposes relationship. This is why N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti can argue not
only that a thing’s having the “property” of emptiness is not incoherent but
(more strongly) that it is a thing’s not having this property that is incoherent:
Everything must have the property of emptiness. That is, any talk of “property”
and “property-possessor” (or “characteristic” and “thing characterized,” or
whatever) is already encompassed, already made possible, by the prior fact of
emptiness—by the prior fact of its being both possible and necessary for things
to exist in relation to other existents.

To understand emptiness is thus to see a finally logical point: “Emptiness,” if
it means simply the possibility and necessity of relationship, can be understood
as a logical category as basic as the principle of noncontradiction.54 Thus,
emptiness is (like the principle of noncontradiction) a priori in the sense that
any attempt even to imagine alternatives to it inevitably presupposes it. This is
why it makes sense to say that existents can have any properties at all (and that
we can only predicate them) only because they are already empty. This point is
reflected by Oetke’s observation that “emptiness does not relate to any internal
feature of the empirical world but to its status as a whole.”55

But—and this is the paradox that CandrakErti embraces when he a‹rms that
“essencelessness” is itself the essence of things—this is just to say that empti-
ness obtains (in a word) essentially. We can (to return to Gri‹ths) distinguish
a first-order statement (“everything is empty”), whose subject is “everything,”
and a second-order statement about the first-order one: “the fact that everything
is empty is permanent.” The subject of the second-order statement is an
abstract state of aªairs (“the fact that everything is empty”). As William Ames
says in making a similar point, the second type of statement refers not to “a
quality of things, but a fact about qualities of things, namely, that none of them
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are svabh1va” (1982:173–174). And it is because the first-order statement is uni-
versal in scope (“everything is empty”) that the second-order statement can be
thought necessarily to follow (at least if the first-order statement is to count as
true). The type-theoretical approach to resolving the paradox is helpful, then,
in characterizing CandrakErti’s as a metaphysical claim; it might be said that a
constitutively metaphysical claim is one whose universal scope entails a second-
order predicate that thus obtains essentially.56

The viability of the type-theoretical approach to resolving these paradoxical
passages might, however, seem to be undermined by characteristically M1dhya-
mika claims regarding the “emptiness of emptiness.”57 Thus, the result of the
approach employed so far is to conclude that any second-order metaphysical
predicate—even where the first-order property in question is impermanence—
must itself be permanent; and it is reasonable to think that this is precisely what
is denied by the characteristically M1dhyamika claim that emptiness itself is
empty. Against this, I suggest that the aim of statements concerning the “em-
ptiness of emptiness” is to emphasize only that the second-order sort of sva-
bh1va consists in a constitutively abstract state of aªairs—that it is not itself an
existent, not something that could conceivably be encountered empirically. This
is what CandrakErti means by saying the emptiness of emptiness “is explained
for the sake of reversing attachment to the idea of emptiness as an entity.”58 The
point in thus refusing that emptiness is a first-order existent is that emptiness is
not (like other first-order properties) the kind of thing that could be predicated
of things that antecedently exist; the argument is that there can be anything of
which to predicate any properties only because of the dependent origination of
existents (i.e., because of “emptiness”).

Nor, however, is emptiness itself antecedent to the existents that it charac-
terizes. This point advances CandrakErti’s finally ethical concerns: Emptiness is
not (in the manner of the 0bhidharmikas) being proposed as “what there really
is,” that is, instead of our conventionally described selves; rather, it simply char-
acterizes the way selves (like everything) exist. Here, recall Gri‹ths’s point
about the bearers of first-order properties: “They are the reals, the dharmas.”59

By contrast, the entire M1dhyamika point is that there are no “reals,” no irre-
ducible substrata of all other properties—only dependently originated exis-
tents. To say that emptiness itself is empty, then, is only to say that emptiness is
not an independent property antecedent to which there could be existents—
which are not, however, thereby said not to exist, but precisely to exist in the
only way that anything can (viz., reducibly, dependently, relatively).

To the extent that Gri‹ths’s appeal to a theory of types depends on its dis-
tinguishing as “real” existents the bearers of first-order properties, it cannot
easily accommodate Madhyamaka. Moreover, it is surely unlikely that any self-
respecting M1dhyamika would be complicit in the sort of multiplication of cat-
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egories represented by a theory of types. This is, however, a point where there
is some payoª from appreciating the transcendental character of the second-
order “essence” in question—in particular, from appreciating the sense in
which it is therefore distinct from the peculiarly ontological categories whose
multiplication Madhyamaka surely resists.60 There may be a useful parallel here
with some of Heidegger’s characteristic remarks concerning “being.” Heidegger
finds it problematic to consider “being” as something that itself exists, empha-
sizing that no thing answering to the description “being” could ever be found.
Where, for example, is the “being” of a building? “For after all it is. The building
is. If anything belongs to this existent, it is its being; yet we do not find the being
inside it . . . being remains unfindable, almost like nothing, or ultimately quite
so.”61 In other words, being is not an existent property that can be predicated of
antecedently real existents, not itself a thing we could encounter; rather, it is
something like the fundamental condition of the possibility of anything.62

Similarly, it is as an abstract condition of the possibility of existents that
emptiness cannot itself be “found.” Like Heidegger’s “being,” it is logically dis-
tinct from any other existents, any other properties that can be predicated. This
point makes it intelligible to claim (many contemporary interpreters notwith-
standing) that CandrakErti should be seen as making a properly metaphysical
claim—a claim, in other words, that is universal in scope and that is proposed
as really true. But the truth of this claim does not consist in its reference to a
specifiable range of objects. Indeed, the content of this claim is precisely such
that its truth could not consist in such reference; the claim is that there is noth-
ing more real than the world as conventionally described, nothing whose fun-
damental diªerence from the conventionally described world could be thought
to give us any explanatory purchase thereon. Thus M1dhyamika analysis typi-
cally claims to demonstrate that any proposed explanatory terms are incoher-
ent just to the extent that they are thought to provide an ultimately independent
(sv1bh1vika) perspective on the phenomena they purport to explain, a perspec-
tive that is itself an exception to the conditions exemplified by the phenomena
purportedly being explained.

This is not to say that CandrakErti thinks our conventional descriptions of
the world tell us what is true; the conventional truth is not itself ultimately true.
The point is that what is really the case (the universally obtaining fact that every-
thing is dependently originated) is already on display in the conventional world—
and turns out, as well, to characterize any purportedly privileged level of descrip-
tion, any appeal to which thus becomes pointless. Indeed, preoccupation with
putatively more basic existents insidiously leads us to suppose we have
identified what really exists instead of the self, thus eliminating the subject of
soteriological eªort (and the object of compassion) from our account—which
is why CandrakErti can think that it is in the end this reductionist version of the
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Buddhist project (and not his own demonstration of emptiness) that represents
a nihilist conclusion. It is not that conventional descriptions of the world and
of ourselves are to be judged true or that no other descriptions are possible;63

rather, the point is that there is nothing that is not subject to the same con-
straints as our conventional accounts, nothing that is not itself dependently
originated. There is no privileged level of description because the terms of any
possible description will themselves exemplify the only condition that Candra-
kErti believes that we must ultimately understand—namely, the fact of being
dependently originated.64

But this claim is proposed as really true—it is the case “whether or not Ta-
th1gatas arise.” That is why CandrakErti can suppose that Dign1ga’s demand for
justification is misplaced; that demand compromises what is, for CandrakErti,
precisely the content of his metaphysical claim. The transcendental character of
that claim is evident in its concerning a condition of the possibility even of any
utterance—given which, the very demand for justification already presupposes
the truth of the claim in question. This is, then, why CandrakErti can make the
argument with which he has concluded his engagement with Dign1ga: that is, the
progression from insisting that pram1âas and prameyas are “established in depen-
dence upon one another” (paraspar1pekùay1 sidhyanti)—which is to say that “it
is emphatically not the case that the establishment of reliable warrants and their
objects is essential” (no tu khalu sv1bh1vikE pram1âaprameyayon siddhir)—to
the conclusion that we ought therefore to “let the mundane be just as it is seen”
(tasm1l laukikam eva-astu yath1dóù•am).65 The latter conclusion follows natu-
rally from the former precisely because CandrakErti’s properly metaphysical
claim is that there is nothing more real than dependently originated conven-
tions, no description not itself subject to the same conditions that it seeks to
explain.

Can CandrakErti’s Arguments Justify 
the Claim That This Is Really True?

We have now surveyed several passages that recommend understanding Can-
drakErti’s as a properly metaphysical claim—a reading that bolsters Paul Wil-
liams’s apt observation (ventured in a review of the postmodernist interpreta-
tion of Madhyamaka influentially developed by C. W. Huntington) that “it is
clear that for CandrakErti the param1rtha is real not just because it is liberating
and is valuable, but because it is truly the way things really are.”66 We are better
able to say this if we understand CandrakErti to have been making transcen-
dental arguments; on such a reconstruction, CandrakErti’s critique of Dign1ga
in fact relates quite coherently to CandrakErti’s other, more characteristic argu-
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ments concerning emptiness, such that the refusal of this interlocutor’s de-
mands represents not (as many scholars seem to have assumed) a negligible tan-
gent in the Prasannapad1 but, rather, an argument that is coherent with (and
possibly required by) CandrakErti’s more characteristic concerns—which turn
out to be properly metaphysical concerns that require transcendental arguments
for their justification.

But what about CandrakErti’s arguments themselves? If, that is, his claim is to
the eªect that no proposed terms can aªord any ultimately explanatory pur-
chase (that none can represent a privileged level of description), how can his
arguments themselves be thought credible with regard to that claim? That is,
even if it can coherently be thought that “essencelessness” is itself the essence of
things (and that “N1g1rjuna’s paradox” is not evidence of vacuity)—and even
if we think, therefore, that claims regarding emptiness cannot coherently be
thought to require the kind of justification demanded by Dign1ga—what would
entitle us to think that CandrakErti’s arguments are compelling? What, to put it
Sanskritically, is CandrakErti’s pram1âa, what warrants his arguments? 

If forced to choose among the pram1âas admitted by Dign1ga (or indeed, by
any other Indian philosophers), one might be inclined to say inference; surely
the idea of logically entailed consequences (prasasaãga), which is what is chiefly
exploited by M1dhyamikas, is a basically inferential idea.67 But the interpreta-
tion of CandrakErti’s as transcendental arguments is supported by the recogni-
tion (made possible by asking this question) that his arguments (like N1g1r-
juna’s) finally have purchase simply insofar as they presuppose basic rules of
logic.68 The M1dhyamika argument is compelling just to the extent that any
attempt to imagine an alternative—indeed, any argument at all— can be shown
to presuppose the point being made. Of these basic “rules,” the one most signifi-
cantly presupposed by any existents (or any analysis thereof ) is emptiness—
that is, the possibility and the necessity that things exist in relation to one
another. Any purportedly “ultimate” description therefore exemplifies this fact
to just the same extent as our conventional descriptions must. Thus Dign1ga’s
demand that CandrakErti justify his claims regarding emptiness already presup-
poses the truth of those claims.

There is, however, another way to question the weight of CandrakErti’s argu-
ments. As noted in Chapter 5, a standard objection to transcendental arguments
is that one can grant that S is in a sense a condition of the possibility of X (say,
language), but still insist “that it is enough to make language possible if we
believe that S is true, or if it looks for all the world as if it is, but that S needn’t
actually be true”69—with transcendental arguments being rendered superfluous
by the need to employ another type of argument in order to show that the con-
clusion in question is not only a condition of the possibility of our thinking
such-and-such but that it really is true. In his monograph on transcendental
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arguments, Robert Stern addresses this objection by arguing that transcenden-
tal arguments can be variously understood as truth-directed, belief-directed,
experience-directed, or concept-directed (2000:10–11). Stern deploys this typol-
ogy together with an examination of whether the challenges addressed by vari-
ous examples of transcendental arguments are best understood as global chal-
lenges to the eªect that we cannot have genuine knowledge of anything—or
whether, instead, the challenge simply concerns our entitlement to some par-
ticular belief.70 Stern allows that truth-directed transcendental arguments may
well be the only kind that would, if valid, satisfy the more global challenge—but
that these are precisely the versions most vulnerable to the standard objections;
if the claim to be met is that we cannot really know the truth of any beliefs, then
the diªerence between necessarily believing something and its necessarily being
true makes all the diªerence.

The demand that we show our entitlement to some particular belief, by con-
trast, might adequately be met by transcendental arguments of one or more of
the other three types. If, that is, one is challenged to show only that one’s beliefs
are (independent of whether we are in a position to know that they are true)
rationally held, then it may indeed be compellingly argued that we necessarily
hold the belief in question; if something can be shown necessarily to be
believed, then surely it could be judged rational to believe it, even if it were
impossible to know, in addition, that it is necessarily true. Accordingly, much
of Stern’s attention is devoted to arguing that the epistemological challenges
famously addressed by transcendental arguments (e.g., the challenges of Hume,
as answered by Kant) are, in fact, best understood as instances of what Stern
calls “justificatory skepticism” (that is, as demanding only that we show our
entitlement to some particular beliefs)—and that we are therefore entitled to read
the transcendental arguments that address them as among the more “modest”
sort whose goals make them less vulnerable to Stroud’s objections. Stern con-
cludes that “[t]he lesson from this investigation is therefore that only when used
against normativist justificatory scepticism can a positive role for transcenden-
tal arguments of a modest kind be found.”71

What is perhaps most interesting about the standard lines of objection to
transcendental arguments is that they simply point out, in eªect, reasons for the
likely dialectical failure of such arguments—the likely failure, that is, of such
arguments to persuade someone who does not already accept the truth of the
conclusion.72 This is apt to be thought a problem in particular for transcenden-
tal arguments; it may seem incumbent on a proponent of such arguments to
achieve the kind of rhetorical success that is commensurate with the necessity
claimed for their conclusions. Insofar, that is, as transcendental arguments
characteristically trade on the mode of necessity, it would seem that we are
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asked to believe that their conclusions, if true, are necessarily persuasive—that
“if the person refuses to accept the conclusion, he dies.”73

Clearly, transcendental arguments have not (any more than other argu-
ments) achieved such coercive success. But Stroud’s objection may really be
only to the eªect that, if it is such success that is desired, then something further
is required.74 What Stern’s concession to Stroud amounts to is the view that
transcendental arguments can at most aim to show that it is rational to believe
their conclusions, but that they can never achieve the kind of dialectical success
that would seem to be promised by an argument from necessity. Indeed, Stern
moderates even this conclusion, saying with respect to some forms of transcen-
dental argument that “if we treat transcendental arguments in a modest man-
ner, and in particular if we take them to have a belief-directed form, some
appeal to coherence as a legitimate ground for belief will be required, if any sat-
isfactory response to the justificatory sceptic using a belief-directed transcen-
dental argument is to be achieved” (2000:112).

To the extent that we are satisfied by this response to standard objections to
transcendental arguments, we might attend to some passages from CandrakErti
that evince a striking degree of epistemic humility—passages suggesting that
CandrakErti himself understood his arguments as being of the more “modest”
sort endorsed by Stern.75 These passages in CandrakErti’s texts support an obser-
vation made by Paul Gri‹ths with respect to the assessment of transcendental
arguments.

[The] mistake lies not in oªering such arguments (which may be valid, and

may achieve what they essay, formally if not dialectically) but in the dialec-

tical desires that accompany them. Anselm, perhaps, had it right: his onto-

logical argument (a paradigmatically transcendental argument) is in the

form of a prayer. And perhaps, too, Dign1ga had it right by beginning his

Pram1âasamuccaya with a verse of praise and homage to Buddha as pra-

m1âa, as the giver and guarantor of knowledge, and only then passing to

arguments about the nature of knowledge and its acquisition.76

However, while the importance and value of Gri‹ths’s observation (and of
CandrakErti’s expressions of epistemic humility) should not be denied, there is
a stronger way to respond to the standard objection to transcendental argu-
ments. It is important to develop this point particularly insofar as my charac-
terization of CandrakErti’s arguments as transcendental has been meant to show
that M1dhyamika claims are proposed as really true—given which, Stern’s solu-
tion, while in some ways on the right track, may not finally satisfy.

The argument here involves points developed in Parts I and II. Recall, in par-
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ticular, the characterization of a realist conception of truth, elaborated in Part
I with reference to Frege. Among the important points from that discussion is
that whether or not something is true (as our ordinary usage of the word “true”
generally presupposes) is logically independent of whether and how anyone
knows that fact; as Wolfgang Carl says in emphasizing the “one basic point” that
Frege is thus most interested in advancing, “Acknowledging something as true
doesn’t make it true” (1994:18). This insight highlights what is not a trivial point,
given that the standard objections to transcendental arguments chiefly concern
their dialectical failure: whether or not anyone is persuaded by an argument
(whether or not an argument compels the assent of its hearers) is logically inde-
pendent of whether or not its conclusion is valid or true. It is, of course, a fair
question whether the strictly “formal” validity that may obtain independent of
persuasion is of any value; the logic of the distinction is nevertheless intelligible
and, precisely to that extent, is presupposed even by one who questions its value
(or, at least, if such a person would have her own claims considered “true”).

The second point to recall from the discussion in Part I relates to what, on
Frege’s account, it could mean to speak of a belief ’s being objectively true. As
seen earlier, Frege claimed, against the “psychologism” of which representa-
tionalism is an example, that objectivity involves “what is independent of our
sensation, intuition and imagination, and of all construction of mental pictures
out of memories of earlier sensations, but not what is independent of reason”
(Frege 1959:§26). All that is essential to his point is that whatever the rules of
reason or discourse may be (and the question of whether or not these are uni-
versal can be bracketed), these rules are, unlike subjective representations, in-
tersubjectively available. Indeed, as Wittgenstein argued in rejecting the possi-
bility of a “private language,” the intersubjectivity of discursive rules obtains not
simply in the sense that many persons have access to them but in the stronger
sense that such rules constitute persons as discursive agents. That is, the linguis-
tic and logical rules that determine, for example, what seems to be a good argu-
ment are not themselves freely chosen by us—we do not choose which argu-
ments we will find compelling. In the matter of justifying beliefs, then, an
argument to the eªect that our discursive practices themselves presuppose the
belief in question can be compelling; such discursive practices themselves neces-
sarily involve rules that are objective in the only meaningful sense—“objective,”
that is, not in the sense of “likely to compel the assent of all rational agents”
(since what compels belief is often psychological facts that are eminently subjec-
tive), but in the sense of intersubjectively available (and indeed, intersubjec-
tively constitutive).

Recall as well the earlier discussion (in Part II) on the epistemology of Ku-
m1rila and P1rthas1rathimiéra. Their doctrine of “intrinsic validity,” as argued
there, is usefully understood as a critique of the idea that “knowledge” consists
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only in “justified true belief.” On this reading, their argument is that the truth of
a belief is not some mysteriously “additional” property that can be known over
and above the fact of being merely “justified”; for this could not be known by any
kind of cognitive instrument that is fundamentally diªerent from those that pro-
vide the justification that we already have. Moreover, to be justified just is to be
entitled to think one’s beliefs really true. Nothing would be added, then, by
showing (per impossible) that one’s justified beliefs were also true; what it means
to have been justified is to be entitled already to think this is the case. Thus, the
MEm1Åsaka claim—which is also the conventional understanding, without pre-
supposing which no one could claim to “know” much of anything—is that one
need not always be able to justify beliefs in order nevertheless to be justified,
where this is just to say entitled to think those beliefs are really true.

But while the point is therefore that (in Mark Kaplan’s words) “knowledge is
indistinguishable from the agent’s point of view from merely justified belief”
(1985:361), we can uphold this notion even if we adopt a third-person perspec-
tive on any truth-claim. Thus, when someone else attributes “knowledge” to a
subject—that is, not only allows that the subject in question is justified but, in
addition, a‹rms that what the subject believes is true—the other person is doing
nothing more than endorsing the claim himself, undertaking the same com-
mitment; as Robert Brandom notes, “[u]ndertaking a commitment is adopting
a certain normative stance with respect to a claim; it is not attributing a property
to it” (2000:168). It is, then, not only to the extent that the MEm1Åsaka position
arguably describes our conventional epistemic practices that CandrakErti might
find that position congenial;77 he can also obtain from the MEm1Åsakas (as here
understood) a cogent argument to the eªect that if our conventions necessarily
exemplify “emptiness”—if, that is, we necessarily believe that everything is de-
pendently originated, insofar as our believing something is itself an instance of
a dependently originated relation to what is known—that means we are entitled
to think it really and objectively true that emptiness obtains.

It is precisely to the extent that this is correct that justification and truth turn
out to be not so much sharply distinct as complexly related.78 To be sure, a prop-
erly realist notion of truth requires that this distinction be recognized. Indeed,
Brandom persuasively argues that such a distinction is necessarily presupposed:
“no set of practices is recognizable as a game of giving and asking for reasons
for assertions unless it involves acknowledging at least two sorts of normative
status, commitments and entitlements.”79 But as shown above in developing the
MEm1Åsaka doctrine of intrinsic validity, an appreciation of this point is com-
patible with the recognition that we can never be in a position to know that a
belief is not only justified but also true. Thus, the intelligibility of a belief ’s being
judged possibly “true” depends on our distinguishing truth from justification;
to be justified nevertheless just is to be entitled to think a belief true. In light of
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this, Robert Stern’s distinction between “truth-directed” and “belief-directed”
versions of transcendental arguments is misleading; one can characterize a tran-
scendental argument as “belief-directed” (as chiefly concerned, that is, with
showing only that a certain belief is rationally held) and yet argue forcefully that
what it means for the proponent of the argument to be justified is that she is
entitled to think the conclusion really true.

This broadly MEm1Åsaka insight can, in turn, be reinforced by another tran-
scendental argument—one, indeed, that develops a point made by Candra-
kErti. As seen earlier, CandrakErti argued (contra Dign1ga) that a condition of
the possibility of meaningful discourse is that we use words in their ordinary
senses—that, in other words, our discursive conventions cannot themselves be
thought to require explanation, since we already need them for any explanation
that we might give. We can now make the stronger point that chief among the
discursive conventions thus presupposed in arguments are those involving talk
of truth; that is, a condition of the possibility of meaningful discourse is that we
assume a diªerence between “what is said or thought and what it is said or
thought about” (Brandom 2000:163).

We can develop this point by considering an argument made by Franklin
Gamwell, who characterizes standard objections to transcendental arguments
as mistaking, as it were, the locus of the “necessity” that is their hallmark. Thus,
with respect to objections similar to those of Stroud, Gamwell states:

But this argument against transcendental thought depends upon the claim

that all such thought is a quest for certainty, and we may now ask whether

this claim should be accepted. In response, it might be said that certainty is

precisely the putative distinction of transcendental understanding. In con-

trast to factual or logically contingent claims, a priori claims are said to be

logically necessary and, in that sense, invariable or certain. But the question

is whether this logical meaning of certainty is the same certainty as that

whose achievement is inconsistent with human fallibility. A defense of tran-

scendental understanding might further distinguish between logical and

epistemological certainty, such that understandings claiming to be logically

certain are also epistemologically fallible, and only epistemological certainty

is impossible. . . . I claim logical necessity, and I concede epistemological

uncertainty. The a‹rmation of fallibility is not a statement about the

condition that I take to be transcendental, namely, that it has an alternative;

this a‹rmation is rather a claim about the claimer, namely, that I may be

wrong. (1990:93, 107–108)

In other words, what the proponent of a transcendental argument is entitled to
claim is justification, not certainty—but the belief thus justified is one to the
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eªect that something is necessarily the case; to be justified just is to be entitled
to think that this is true.

Whatever necessity is in play, then, attaches to the claim believed, and not to
the making of the claim—with its being precisely the point of a realist concep-
tion of truth to recognize that these are logically independent of one another.
That point can itself become a premise of the argument. Gamwell continues:
“Perhaps it will be objected that we can never get beyond what we think is con-
ceivable in order to identify what is in truth conceivable. But to say that this cir-
cumstance discredits the distinction is to say that there is no distinction between
what we think and what is true” (ibid., 106; emphasis added). The point here is
that a condition of the possibility of meaningful discourse is that we not only
understand but presuppose that there is a diªerence between “what we think”
and “what is true.” This is precisely the distinction that is lost on an epistemic
conception of truth; in thinking that the truth of a belief is somehow related to
the question of how that belief came to be held, one is holding, in eªect, that
truth consists in the means of justification—that what we think has some bear-
ing on what is true.

That CandrakErti presupposes this distinction is the point of his contending
that the true state of aªairs discerned by a Buddha obtains quite independently
of “whether or not Tath1gatas arise.” Despite our necessarily presupposing this
distinction, what one can be entitled to believe when one is justified is that the
belief in question really is true. The crucial distinction between truth and justi-
fication is more like a regulative ideal than a metaphysical relationship—a dis-
tinction that is necessarily presupposed as a reminder of the finitude of our per-
spectives as knowers, but that is partly overcome in being justified.

Stern’s emphasis on belief-directed (rather than truth-directed) forms of
transcendental arguments indicates, in eªect, that CandrakErti’s arguments will
look diªerent depending on whether we take them as meant to demonstrate the
truth of their claims or as meant simply to argue for the rationality of his beliefs
(as meant simply to show, contra Dign1ga’s demands, that they are justified).
This is, as far as it goes, a useful observation. CandrakErti’s (eminently conven-
tional!) expressions of epistemic humility should, however, be understood as
rhetorical expressions of his epistemic situation and as thus reflecting the cir-
cumstantial character of his being justified—with facts, that is, pertaining to his
formation as a Buddhist moral agent and intellectual. But such facts remain log-
ically independent of whether the beliefs thus arrived at might nevertheless be
true. And if CandrakErti can cogently argue that emptiness is a condition of the
possibility of the Four Noble Truths just insofar as it is a condition of the pos-
sibility of anything at all—if, in other words, the claim is that emptiness is nec-
essarily what the Four Noble Truths were stating all along, insofar as emptiness
(the fact of being related to other things) is finally the most important thing that
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any statement at all must presuppose—then he may indeed have a compelling
argument that his claims regarding emptiness are justified. If, in addition, it is
part of his claim that a condition of the possibility of meaningful discourse is
that we presuppose the diªerence between “what is said or thought and what it
is said or thought about,” then he can also coherently claim that these beliefs
really are true, “whether or not Tath1gatas arise.”

What Kind of “Essences” Do People Really Believe In? 
A Possible Critique of Madhyamaka

But if all that is shown by the characteristically M1dhyamika arguments sur-
veyed here is that everything necessarily arises in relation to other things (and
if this is all that “emptiness,” as a plausible condition of the possibility of all
existents, really amounts to), it is reasonable to wonder whether these argu-
ments can do anything interesting for us. Is there really anyone who thinks that
having an “essence” is, ipso facto, to be altogether unrelated to anything?80 To
ask this is to ask, in eªect, whether the svabh1va (essence) repeatedly rejected by
N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti might really represent a straw man. This question
discloses a di‹cult tension in the M1dhyamika line of reasoning.

The problem is that CandrakErti claims (as, on my reading, he must) always
to defer to the “conventional” and faults Dign1ga for flouting convention by
stipulating peculiarly technical senses of words. But there is one word even the
conventional sense of which CandrakErti is loath to let pass: svabh1va. Thus, in
commenting on chapter 15 of N1g1rjuna’s MMK, CandrakErti anticipates the
kind of objection that he himself might level and answers it with what seems an
exceptional qualification of the conventional.

[Objection:] But that heat is the svabh1va of fire is well known [even] to

cowherds and women. [Response:] We did not say it isn’t well known;

rather, we say that it is not entitled to be [called] an essence [svabh1vo

bhavitum arhati], owing to its not having the characteristics of an essence.

But by virtue of relying on the errors of ignorance, everyone accepts what

has been brought into existence—which is really without essence—as being

endowed with an essence. For just as one with cataracts, owing to the con-

dition of cataracts, is fixed on the essence of hair, etc.—which is unreal—

as being endowed with an essence; in the same way, owing to the condition

of the sight which is judgment being a›icted by the eye disease of igno-

rance, the foolish are fixed on what has been brought into existence—which

is without essence—as being endowed with an essence. They expound

[their] definition [lakùaâa] according to this fixation, [saying that] heat is
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the defining property [svalakùaâa] of fire, with it in mind [iti kótv1] that this

is its very own characteristic owing to its being uncommon, since it is not

perceived anywhere else. And the Buddha, according to what is familiar to

the unenlightened masses, presented this [kind] of nature [svar[pa] as con-

ventional in the Abhidharma.81

This reference here to what is taught “in the Abhidharma” alludes to pre-
cisely the kinds of examples of the conventional sense of svalakùaâa that Candra-
kErti earlier adduced contra Dign1ga82—and CandrakErti’s point here exploits
an alternation between svabh1va (essence) and svalakùaâa (defining character-
istic). That is, he readily allows that we conventionally speak of “defining char-
acteristics,” of which the heat of fire is indeed an example. What he here refuses
to allow is that, despite their also being conventionally designated by the word
svabh1va, such things are entitled (arhati) to be called svabh1va. This is because
CandrakErti’s view (the conventional usage of svabh1va notwithstanding) is that
the idea of svabh1va is by definition the idea of something “self-existent.”83 What
CandrakErti thus rejects is simply that the “defining characteristics” of anything
are themselves self-existent entities. We are, however, entitled to ask what dif-
ference it makes for CandrakErti to refute the idea of self-existence when he is
confronted only with the idea of “defining characteristics” or (we might say)
“identity.”84

This question may raise serious problems for CandrakErti’s position. The
point relates to one that Richard Hayes has raised specifically with respect to
N1g1rjuna’s arguments for Madhyamaka. Hayes contends that N1g1rjuna’s
arguments depend on their equivocating between svabh1va in the sense of “caus-
al independence” and in the sense of “identity.” This equivocation is most
clear to Hayes at MMK 1.3, which I would render thus: “An essence of existents
is not found among the causal conditions, etc.; [and] given that an essence does
not exist, dependence / diªerence [parabh1va] does not exist, [either].”85 Hayes
stresses the diªerent senses of svabh1va by thus restating the two points made
here: first, “Surely beings have no causal independence when they have causal
conditions”; second (and allegedly following from the first), “if there is no iden-
tity, then there is no diªerence.” Hayes concludes that “no matter how much
sense statement 2 may make as an independent statement, it does not at all fol-
low from statement 1” (1994:312–313). If Hayes is right in seeing an equivoca-
tion here, perhaps we can refine the point by saying (with the foregoing pas-
sage from CandrakErti in mind) that it involves N1g1rjuna’s using the word
svabh1va in its (etymologically literal) sense of “self-existent” (svo bh1van) in
the first statement and in the sense of “defining characteristic” (svalakùaâa) in
the second.

Mark Siderits has helpfully stated what is at stake given the issue thus raised.
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In order to answer the criticism that N1g1rjuna is systematically equivo-

cating on svabh1va, [one] needs to explain the source of the svabh1va crite-

rion of dharmahood in Abhidharma . . . and then show how this represents

a reasonable articulation of common sense realism. This would then allow

[one] to explain why N1g1rjuna is justified in attributing to the opponent

the view that any account of the ultimate nature of reality must involve

things that bear intrinsically determinate essences that consequently cannot

undergo alteration.86

In other words, we must ask whether any conventional descriptions of the
world really can be said to presuppose “self-existence” or whether, instead, “es-
sences” might reasonably and coherently be thought of in some other way (as,
for example, “defining characteristics”). Hayes is surely right that there is no
obvious connection between the two possibilities; and it is surely the idea of “de-
fining characteristics” or “identity” that is operating in the conventional usage
of the word svabh1va—reflected in the examples given by the 0bhidharmika
commentator Yaéomitra: “What is essence [svabh1va]? The body’s is being made
of the coarse elements, feeling’s is being an experience, thought’s is being an ap-
prehension.”87 The svabh1va of a thing, on this usage, is simply its being (tasya
bh1va) as it is—an idea that is not prima facie incompatible with the idea of
causal relations. But if the conventional sense of the word svabh1va does not
involve self-existence (and if “self-existence” is not, therefore, the basic presup-
position behind our ordinary intuitions), then the M1dhyamika seems to for-
feit the claim that svabh1va (in the sense of “self-existence”) really is what is
presupposed by all the views that they reject. In that case, the svabh1va that
M1dhyamikas reject is a straw man.

The more intractable tension, however, is that if it is not a straw man, then
it is di‹cult to see how CandrakErti can coherently claim always to defer to the
conventional while, at the same time, refusing to countenance the one conven-
tion that is (particularly given the Buddhist diagnosis of our situation) arguably
most central to our ordinary experience. To the extent that his is a Buddhist proj-
ect, we can understand why CandrakErti would have in mind the idea of sva-
bh1va as “self-existence” (of which a “self” would then be the most important
instance); the idea that persons are individuated by independent selves is pre-
cisely what he is, as a Buddhist, chiefly concerned with rejecting. This is surely
what drives CandrakErti to deny (in the passage above) that the conventional
sense of svabh1va as “defining characteristic” is really entitled to be considered
“self-existent.”

But if the idea of “self-existence” can plausibly be said to be the basic pre-
supposition behind common-sense realism, then it would seem that Candra-
kErti cannot reasonably claim (as he does) finally to defer to conventions; surely
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his own analysis as a Buddhist commits him to the view that our innate grasp-
ing at a “self” is the most basic of all “conventions”—the very one owing to
which CandrakErti can think that all of us who are not Buddhas are beings “the
eye of whose mind is a›icted by the ophthalmia that is ignorance” (to use one
of CandrakErti’s favorite phrases). It is, then, reasonable to ask how CandrakErti
can endorse the idea that “the world disputes with me, I do not dispute with the
world; what is admitted as existing in the world, that is agreed by me, too, to
exist; that which is admitted in the world as not existing, that is agreed by me,
too, not to exist”88—and, at the same time, be committed to a characteristically
Buddhist rejection of the 1tman, which is (if the Buddhist project is called for)
thought by many in the world to exist.

This tension is perhaps mitigated by appreciating that Madhyamaka is con-
stitutively opposed in particular to the 0bhidharmika version of Buddhist
thought—in which case, we can recognize that what is more generally targeted
by M1dhyamikas (under the heading of svabh1va) is simply the idea that there
could be any privileged level of description. On a more charitable reading, then,
we might not be too preoccupied with the precise significance of svabh1va and
concede instead (with Oetke) that “the phrase ‘x has a svabh1va’ probably has
to be taken as an idiomatic variant for the concept of something’s being consti-
tuted by or founded in entities of the param1rtha-level.”89 We might then focus
on what M1dhyamikas see as the specifically ethical implications of their cri-
tique of this idea, noting simply that CandrakErti takes the rejection of any priv-
ileged level of description—and the denial, accordingly, that we could ever
specify what “really” exists instead of the self—to be what allows us to keep per-
sons in play (as the subjects of soteriological eªort and the objects of compas-
sion). This is chief among the concerns that drives CandrakErti’s critique of
Dign1ga, and we can reasonably take this to be what is at stake in the critique of
svabh1va.

We can, in any case, appreciate that CandrakErti’s refusal of Dign1ga’s
demands for justification does not represent a naive rejection of philosophically
rigorous argument; rather, CandrakErti’s metaphysical claim (and the ethical
point served thereby) requires that the way to argue for it is precisely to reject
this interlocutor’s demands. This is because CandrakErti’s is the metaphysical
claim that there is nothing more real than our conventions; our epistemic con-
ventions, rather, are themselves just examples of the dependently originated
existents that are the only kind to be found. Given this commitment, it is nec-
essarily the case that this metaphysical claim cannot be justified by Dign1ga’s
philosophical approach; Dign1ga’s peculiarly technical usage of conventional
categories just is an attempt to explain our conventions by appeal to something
that is not itself conventional.

This cannot be done, CandrakErti argues, any more than we can explain
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dependently originated existents by adducing something not itself dependently
originated; the only point to be explained is that no such thing exists. This is
why, for CandrakErti, there is ultimately no sharp distinction between ultimate
and conventional truth; what is “ultimately” true is simply the fact that there
exists nothing with ultimate explanatory purchase, since there is nothing that
does not itself exemplify the only fact at issue for CandrakErti—since, that is,
there is nothing that is not itself dependently originated. As the Large S[tra on
Perfect Wisdom has it, “Worldly convention is not one thing and ultimate truth
another. What is the Suchness of worldly convention, that is the Suchness of
ultimate reality” (Conze 1975:529).

That CandrakErti should argue thus is as we should expect from a M1dhya-
mika. Just as CandrakErti invariably insists on the mutual interdependence of
any dichotomous terms (hence, on the impossibility that any one will make
sense without relation to its complement), so, too, with param1rtha and saÅvóti:
Param1rtha only makes sense in relation to saÅvóti, since the ultimate truth of
emptiness, too, is (as N1g1rjuna says at MMK 24.18) up1d1ya prajñapti.90 More
counterintuitive, perhaps, is the converse claim: How could it be that saÅvóti
makes sense only in relation to param1rtha? But this is precisely where the
understanding of these as transcendental arguments is most helpful; on this re-
construction, the claim is that saÅvóti is possible only because there is some
abstract state of aªairs that is its svabh1va—and that “essence” (svabh1va) is the
abstract state of aªairs of “there being no essence” (ninsvabh1vat1).91

Given this, it is incoherent to require justification by appeal to something
more “real” than what our conventional epistemic practices yield. Indeed, Can-
drakErti can argue that Dign1ga’s own demand for justification itself presup-
poses the truth of CandrakErti’s claim. That claim is that the “ultimate” consists
not in some radically “other” state of aªairs but in the realization (radically
transformative, to be sure) that there is nothing more real than this. On my
reading, then, it would be wrong to say, as John Dunne does (1996:548), that one
who realizes this (a Buddha) does “not see the ordinary things of the world.” It
seems that the ordinary world is all that such a Buddha would see.
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CONCLUSION

Justification and Truth, Relativism and Pragmatism: 
SOME LESSONS FOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Epistemology in South Asian Philosophy of Religion

This book has surveyed three broad strands of philosophical thought from first-
millennium India: the foundationalist trajectory of Buddhist thought initiated
by Dign1ga and DharmakErti, which decisively influenced the course of Indian
philosophy—and which defined, for many traditional and modern interpreters
alike, “the Buddhist position” in matters philosophical; the “reformed episte-
mology” of those MEm1Åsakas who justified their constitutive concern with the
Vedas through commentaries on the works of Kum1rila; and the metaphysical
arguments of the M1dhyamika CandrakErti, particularly as they are elaborated
against Dign1ga’s demand that CandrakErti show his claims to be justified. All
these traditions are recognizably a part of the same historical conversation and
share not only a great deal of Sanskritic learning and conceptual vocabulary but
a great many discursive strategies. All are concerned, for example, with ques-
tions relating to pram1âas (reliable warrants): which cognitive instruments are
to be admitted as such, how they have the status they do, and whether or not
the only justified beliefs are those that can be shown to have been engendered
by one of them. All are basically scholastic traditions of thought, their argu-
ments developed and conceptual problems addressed within the framework of
commentaries on the authoritative texts of a received tradition.1 And all evince
a preoccupation with characteristically Sanskritic analyses of language, with the
arguments often turning on such matters as the definitions and etymologies of
key terms, the rules of the Sanskrit grammarians, and the analysis of actions on
the model of semantically complete verbal constructions.

These are, then, all recognizably Indic traditions of philosophy, and exegeti-
cal adequacy to the textual artifacts of these traditions is, to a large extent, a mat-
ter of Sanskrit philology. But understanding these is also a philosophical mat-
ter—and while they are all commonly shaped by the world of first-millennium
Sanskrit learning, each of these trajectories also reflects commitments that are
specific to a particular ethical and axiological framework. The arguments of
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these various traditions should therefore be understood as logical developments
of their framing commitments. Recognizing this does not, however, preclude
our assessing the philosophical success of the arguments—which is to say, as-
sessing the arguments in terms not only of their coherence with the traditional
commitments they are meant to develop but also of other things that we know
or believe. By doing so, we may learn more not only about these Indic traditions
of thought, but also about our own philosophical commitments as scholars.

As seen here, for Dign1ga and his philosophical heirs, the Buddhist doctrine
of selflessness guides a systematic redescription of our epistemic practices. On
this reading of the Buddhist program, we systematically mistake the basic data
of our experience, erroneously projecting on our fleeting sensations the idea
that they are the properties or states of an enduring “self.” This tendency to
think that our sensations inhere in our “selves” is a peculiarly powerful one, to
which we have been habituated over innumerable lifetimes; we therefore can-
not retain confidence in our ordinary epistemic intuitions, since these lead us
to believe that we are warranted in thinking we are “selves.” In order to advance
the basic Buddhist insight on an epistemological front, it is not enough (on this
view) simply to describe what must be the case in order that we can have such
knowledge as we generally believe ourselves already to be justified in claiming
(not enough, in the terms proposed in Chapter 5, to undertake a “phenomeno-
logical” sort of epistemological inquiry); rather, what is required is an episte-
mology that explains at once how we can so consistently be misled—namely, by
mistaking the objects of our propositional awareness (the referents, in general,
of language) as real—and how we might overcome this habit and cultivate the
warranted belief that, in fact, only fleeting mental events really exist.

The normative goal of this approach is thus to facilitate the appreciation that
what our cognition really warrants is something completely other than we typ-
ically take ourselves to be warranted in believing. The epistemology thus devel-
oped particularly privileges perception, understood as a uniquely immediate
and preconceptual sort of cognition—perceptual cognitions alone, that is, are
directly caused by really present objects, whether those are understood as things
like jars and books or as fleeting sense-data. The only ultimately warranted
beliefs, then, are those that are caused by these uniquely particular and evanes-
cent events—which are, therefore, the only things we are ultimately warranted
in believing to exist.

The problem, however, is that these causally precipitated moments of aware-
ness are not themselves beliefs at all; to be a belief just is to be (in DharmakErti’s
phrase) “suitable for association with discourse”—and suitable, more precisely,
for expression in a ‘that’-clause (“I believe that X”). Thought, as Frege wrote,
can be possibly true only to the extent that its medium is language—to the
extent, that is, that it trades in something intersubjectively available, regardless
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of whatever subjective “representations” may arise. “Thought,” in this sense,
must involve “what is independent of our sensation, intuition and imagination,
and of all construction of mental pictures out of memories of earlier sensations,
but not what is independent of reason.”2 Frege’s struggle against broadly “psy-
chologistic” accounts of thought thus took the form of a critique of empiricism
that Wolfgang Carl summarizes thus: “If empirical knowledge includes or is even
based on perceptual knowledge and if sense perception requires sensations,
then there can be no empirical knowledge without something subjective. . . .
[Thus, Frege] considers the judgement component of empirical knowledge as
the real source or manifestation of its objectivity” (1994:192–193).

The “judgment component,” in this sense, is an intentional matter—one
involving inferential relations (the relation of “one thing’s being warranted in
light of another”) that cannot be exhaustively described in causal terms. This,
then, is the diªerence between the active justification of judgments and the
causal explanation of their production.

Even when it is concerned with thought and judgement, psychology is con-

cerned not with their justification but, rather, with their “causes,” which are

“just as capable of leading to error as to truth; they have no inherent rela-

tion to truth whatsoever.” A psychological theory excludes a consideration

of the property ‘true’ from its investigation, because it is concerned with

causal laws that explain the occurrence of mental processes or events, and

it does not matter for such an explanation whether the processes themselves

lead to results that are true or false.3

I made this point in Chapter 2 by characterizing Dign1ga and DharmakErti’s
program as entailing an ultimately epistemic conception of truth; that is, their
appeal to perceptions as uniquely “constrained” by reality is an appeal simply
to what appears most “clear and distinct” to us—an appeal whose subjectivism
is most evident to the extent that Dign1ga and DharmakErti think that it is in the
end only our acquaintance with our own mental events that is thus indubitable.
But although the clarity and distinctness of a representation may be what brings
it to our attention, it is just as likely to mislead; “a proposition, be it ever so keen-
ly apprehended, may be true or may be false” (Newman 1870/1979:80). This in-
sight, Wolfgang Carl argues, is the “one basic point” underlying much of Frege’s
program: “Acknowledging something as true doesn’t make it true. Judgements
do not generate truths” (Carl 1994:18).

To say that this approach entails an epistemic conception of truth is not, to
be sure, to say that perceptual cognitions cannot count toward the truth of
beliefs, that they cannot be among our reasons for believing. Indeed, if the ME-
m1Åsakas (as I understand them) are right, perceptions must (lest the whole
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world be blind) intrinsically confer justification to the same extent that any
other pram1âa does. It is surely a matter of empirical fact that we are justified
in holding a great many beliefs about which we know nothing more than that
we have them and whose occurrence can be explained causally. But Dign1ga
and DharmakErti cannot coherently claim that, in the end, it is only to percep-
tion that we must appeal in (actively) justifying beliefs. That is, we may be enti-
tled to consider a great many beliefs (including perceptual ones) really true, but
what we are doing when we try to show our entitlement is something other than
merely showing how we happen to have arrived at the belief.

Indeed, if Frege is right, if there is any final court of appeals in thinking, it is
not perception but inference. It is not because of the chimerical idea of a belief ’s
being both “justified” and “true” that thought can be taken to involve knowl-
edge, but because of (possible or actual) inferential expression—by virtue of
reflection on what else one might know in virtue of knowing one thing and on
whether it coheres with other beliefs. This represents a good way to distinguish
human semantic behavior from the behavior of mere “stimulus-responders”
(like thermostats and parrots); that is, what distinguishes our human relation to
causally produced “sensings” from those of parrots and thermostats is our
knowing that we are sensing. This use of the word “that” (as reflecting a propo-
sitional, semantic state)4 can be given an inferential description: to know that
one is seeing red just is to have, at least implicitly, some idea what else one is
therefore committed to: that one is seeing something,5 that one is seeing some-
thing colored,6 and so on. This is arguably the only meaningful sense in which a
perceptual cognition counts as a cognition and in which even the knowledge
simply that we have some experience therefore turns out already to involve
propositional attitudes.7

Dign1ga’s privileged appeal to perception, in contrast—his claim, that is,
that the only warranted beliefs are those that can be shown to have been causally
precipitated by really existent particulars— cannot in the end explain the emi-
nently intentional activity of thinking (or cannot allow, at least, that thought
could concern something objectively true). To the extent, for example, that
Dign1ga stresses in particular the kind of “perception” (that kind of immediate,
preconceptual awareness) that we allegedly have of the contents of our own
mental states, his claim is simply that we can always doubt whether the contents
of our mental events adequately represent anything real, but we cannot doubt
that there are mental events. The view that this “apperceptual belief” (if that is
not an oxymoron) is uniquely warranted serves the basic Buddhist program by
warranting only the belief that there are sensations, without also warranting the
(inferential) belief that these must be the states of a “self.” But if that is thought
to be the only ultimately justified belief, then we could not know anywhere near
enough even to think of this as a “belief”; the idea of beliefs makes sense only
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in terms of other beliefs—only in terms, that is, of the inferential relations in
terms of which any belief can be expressed as such.

Alternatively, thinkers in the tradition of Dign1ga may stress that sort of al-
legedly immediate and preconceptual awareness “whose phenomenological con-
tent is action with respect to a goal” (arthakriy1nirbh1saÅ jñ1nam). The claim
that such cognition is intrinsically better suited to terminate a justificatory
regress (by showing, presumably, that one’s justified beliefs are also true) repre-
sents one reason for thinking that this trajectory of Buddhist thought has
a‹nities with that particular epistemic conception of truth known as “pragma-
tism.” As the MEm1Åsakas argued, however, this awareness, as another aware-
ness, cannot coherently be thought to confer a kind of justification any diªerent
from that conferred by the cognitions allegedly warranted by it (though it can
of course count as a potential overrider of them). Moreover, even if it could,
this appeal would tell us only why something is believed, not what makes it true.
This is, again, not to say that one may not be justified by some cognition “whose
phenomenological content is action with respect to a goal”—only that it can-
not coherently be thought that we are uniquely thus justified.

With such arguments in view, the MEm1Åsaka and M1dhyamika critiques of
Dign1ga, unlike Dign1ga’s program, are characterized here as compatible with
a realist conception of truth. In both cases, it is because of a suspicion specifi-
cally of Dign1ga’s privileged category of perception that these other Indian
philosophers were led to critique his Buddhist version of empiricist founda-
tionalism. Thus, the idea that we are uniquely warranted in those beliefs that
can be explained as having been caused by their objects poses a particular threat
to the MEm1Åsaka vision of Vedic religion, according to which the most impor-
tant activity in the world concerns a goal (viz., dharma, which “connects a per-
son with the highest good”) that is by definition always bhaviùyat (going to
exist) as opposed to bh[tam (existent)—that is, always the future result of pres-
ent actions and never something already existent and ready to hand. The
diªerence is especially clear with respect to a typical Vedic injunction like “one
desirous of heaven should perform the agnihotra sacrifice”; this is not likely to
generate much confidence to the extent that it is thought to require perceptual
corroboration. Accordingly, for MEm1Åsakas to advance their concerns on an
epistemological front, it is important to undermine the view that perception is
uniquely reliable—and, indeed, to argue generally that no kind of cognition
can, simply in virtue of its being that kind, uniquely confer justification.

Kum1rila and his philosophical heirs did this by taking precisely the sort of
approach that is not open to someone (like Dign1ga) who wants to conclude
that most of our precritical beliefs are not warranted; that is, these MEm1Åsakas
make an argument about what must be the case so that we can have such knowl-
edge as we generally believe ourselves already to be justified in claiming (what
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must be the case, as Kum1rila’s commentators put it, if we are to avoid conclud-
ing that the whole world is blind). On the persuasive interpretation of P1rtha-
s1rathimiéra, this means that Kum1rila’s doctrine of “intrinsic validity” must
pertain to all cognitions, such that even those that turn out not to have been
“true” (that turn out, that is, not to have been pram1âas) are at least intrinsically
capable of conferring justification (intrinsically have, that is, pr1m1âya). What
P1rthas1rathimiéra thus appreciates is that being justified is logically indepen-
dent of whether the belief thus warranted is really true—that, in his idiom, hav-
ing pr1m1âya does not necessarily mean that a cognition is a pram1âa.

On this reading of Kum1rila’s epistemology, the claim is that justification is
all the more that any cognition can confer—no cognition, that is, can coher-
ently be thought to be shown not only justified but also true; all that might
advance such a demonstration would be further cognitions. Nevertheless, to be
justified just is to be entitled to think one’s belief really true, and “settling for”
justification therefore does not amount to a concession. Even if (counterfac-
tually) one could demonstrate that one’s justified belief was also true, nothing
further would be added, since having been justified was already to be entitled to
think so—unless, perhaps, it is thought that showing a belief to be “true” could
consist in compelling the assent of all rational persons (and I take it as uncon-
troversial to say that this does not occur).

These points can, in turn, inform the metaphysical arguments of the M1-
dhyamika CandrakErti, enriching an argument to the eªect that “emptiness”
(understood as the fact that all things exist only in relationship) is a condition
of the possibility not only of any analysis of the world, but of anything at all (of
“things-in-themselves”). In thus characterizing CandrakErti’s as transcendental
arguments, I have tried to capture the logically distinctive character of his argu-
ments and to facilitate an understanding that they are meant to serve claims that
are proposed as really true. Thus, CandrakErti argues that Dign1ga’s normative
epistemology—his demand, that is, that CandrakErti show his claims to be war-
ranted by some a posteriori means of justification (some pram1âa)— cannot co-
herently be invoked with respect to CandrakErti’s claims regarding emptiness.
This is because Dign1ga’s project gains purchase only given its peculiarly techni-
cal use of ordinary words like pratyakùa, with this transformation of conventions
serving a systematic redescription of our cognitive practices—serving, that is, an
attempt to explain conventions by terms that are not themselves conventional.

But the whole point of Madhyamaka is that there is nothing that is not itself
subject to the same constraints as our conventions—nothing, that is, that is not
dependently originated. To the extent, then, that Dign1ga’s demand for justifi-
cation can reasonably be considered a demand precisely that we adduce some-
thing that is not dependently originated, that demand is itself a further example
of precisely the problem to be overcome. Hence, CandrakErti argues, instead, by
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showing that Dign1ga’s demand itself is incoherent, insofar as it must presup-
pose the very conventions that exemplify the truth of CandrakErti’s claims.
Among the discursive conventions that CandrakErti can thus think are neces-
sarily presupposed is that there is a diªerence between “what we think” and
“what is true.” Despite our necessarily presupposing this distinction, it is one
that is partially overcome—indeed, overcome to the only extent possible for
those of us who are not Buddhas—in being justified. By arguing thus, Candra-
kErti is better able than Dign1ga to argue that the truths he is defending obtain
“whether or not Tath1gatas arise.”

These conclusions eªectively counter some persistent presuppositions in the
interpretation particularly of P[rva MEm1Ås1 and Madhyamaka, neither of
which has often been said to exemplify any sort of realism. Thus, for example,
when he briefly entertains P1rthas1rathimiéra’s interpretation of the doctrine of
intrinsic validity, J. N. Mohanty characterizes it as holding that “every knowl-
edge has an intrinsic claim to truth, that pr1m1âya for this theory is not truth
but truth-claim, which has to be accepted unless and until it has been refuted.
The Naiy1yikas on the other hand speak of actual truth and not of mere tenta-
tive truth-claim. . . . [But t]he svatan theory, I should think, is talking about
truth and not merely of truth-claim.” On Mohanty’s reading of it, P1rthas1-
rathi’s interpretation cannot get us there since it “has in view all knowledge and
not merely the right ones . . . [which is] in fact . . . one of the puzzling situations
with which the svatanpr1m1âya theory is faced.”8 But to be puzzled by this (and
to join with Mohanty in preferring the interpretation of UÅveka) is to miss
precisely the point that Kum1rila and P1rthas1rathi are most concerned with
advancing: that while justification regarding the truth of beliefs is all that finite
knowers like we are in a position to obtain, we are no worse oª for that; what
more could we want than to be entitled to judge our beliefs true?

Madhyamaka, for its part, has often been characterized as a sort of global
“skepticism” (in the sense of altogether disavowing any truth claims) or as
“antirealist” (where this consists in eschewing the idea that “there is one true
theory that correctly describes reality”).9 To interpret Madhyamaka thus is, how-
ever, to miss the importance of “N1g1rjuna’s Paradox”—of the claim, that is,
that “essencelessness” (ninsvabh1vat1) is itself the essence of things. To embrace
this paradox, as CandrakErti clearly does, just is to say it is really true that “all
dharmas are empty.” My reconstruction of CandrakErti’s as transcendental
arguments in support of a constitutively metaphysical claim is aimed at advanc-
ing the intelligibility of saying this. This reconstruction facilitates the under-
standing that, as a condition of the possibility of all existents, emptiness is log-
ically distinct from any of the first-order properties that can be predicated of
existents. So, “N1g1rjuna’s Paradox” may be understood as stating simply that
existents are possible only given the abstract (and truly obtaining) state of
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aªairs of there being no first-order properties that are “essences.” In that case,
the diªerence between Dign1ga and CandrakErti is not best understood in terms
of one’s having beliefs and the other’s not; rather, it is that the content of Can-
drakErti’s beliefs requires a diªerent kind of justification—and that precisely in
virtue of their being proposed as really true.

On the Context of This Inquiry: Some Lessons for Religious Studies

Attention to the distinction between truth and justification—the appreciation
of which just is what distinguishes a realist from an epistemic conception of
truth—is helpful not only in expressing some promising ways to think about
the philosophical contributions of Madhyamaka and P[rva MEm1Ås1 but also
in situating this discussion within the larger context of the field of “religious
studies.” Clarifying this distinction can dispel some important confusions that
surface recurrently in the field of religious studies (as in the humanities more
generally). In the words of the pragmatists, the diªerence between truth and jus-
tification is one that makes a diªerence. In particular, many of the theoretical
and philosophical projects that have influenced the field of religious studies
should be understood as concerning only justification—and their possible con-
tributions are compromised to the extent that they are viewed instead as con-
cerning (often by arguing against the relevance or possibility of ) truth.

Thus, we can argue, with Bruce Lincoln, that constitutively “religious” dis-
course aims, above all, to eªace its own origins in the interests of particular
people, “giving an historical intention a natural justification, and making con-
tingency appear eternal”10—and that we should therefore be alert to the ways in
which religious discourse is eminently a matter of power relations. Alternatively,
we can argue, with George Lindbeck (whose work owes much to Wittgenstein),
that “the proper way to determine what ‘God’ signifies . . . is by examining how
the word operates within a religion and thereby shapes reality and experience
rather than by first establishing its propositional or experiential meaning and
reinterpreting or reformulating its uses accordingly” (1984:114)—that, in other
words, being religious cannot be thought to consist simply in assent to propo-
sitional claims, insofar as the latter are intelligible only to those who already
know the “grammar” of the faith. Or we can ask, with Talal Asad, how “(religious)
power create[s] (religious) truth,” emphasizing St. Augustine’s view that “coer-
cion was a condition for the realization of truth, and discipline essential to its
maintenance. . . . It was not the mind that moved spontaneously to religious
truth, but power that created the conditions for experiencing that truth.”11 Or
we can, as students of Indian philosophy should be commended for having
begun to do, follow Pierre Hadot in appreciating that, for many if not most pre-
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Enlightenment philosophers, the point of engaging in philosophical discourse
was “not so much to inform the reader of a doctrinal content but to form him,
to make him traverse a certain itinerary in the course of which he will make
spiritual progress”—and that philosophical arguments will be understood rather
diªerently if they are thus taken as the artifacts of a “way of life.”12

All these theoretical projects can surely be thought helpfully to describe real
aspects of the epistemic situations relative to which people have been and are
apt to form their beliefs (and to be justified in holding at least some of them).
They describe, that is, aspects of the nexus of power and contestation, psychosis
and fear, love and hope that shape us as holding the beliefs we do and that give
us (for better or for worse) our intuitions about what count as good reasons and
arguments for belief. None of these projects, however, is rightly understood to
preclude consideration of the possible truth of the beliefs thus formed—none
of these, that is, renders unintelligible the distinction between “what we think”
and “what is true.” It may indeed be the case, for example, that the characteris-
tically MEm1Åsaka appeal to the “transcendence” (apauruùeyatva) of the Vedas
is meant to “naturalize” Brahmanical claims to authority and power—just as it
may be the case that one must have ritually concluded a period of celibate study
with a bath before one can properly have the “desire to know dharma” (dharma-
jijñ1s1),13 or that M1dhyamika teachings regarding emptiness can in the end be
understood only by those who have first wept at the thought of the Buddha’s
fathomless compassion.14

But these various facts (if such they be) concern only the justification of
belief—only, that is, the various circumstances in which a person might be con-
stituted as someone for whom certain beliefs are rationally held. How and why
the beliefs in question were thus developed is, however, logically independent of
whether or not they might be true—a distinction that is elided only at the cost
of denying that we understand the diªerence between “what is said or thought
and what it is said or thought about” (Brandom 2000:163). Just as acknowledg-
ing something as “true” does not make it thus, so, too, a belief is not necessar-
ily false (and the question of truth not superfluous) simply because its accept-
ance is, in any of the ways described by these and other theories, historically
contingent—otherwise, we could not be said to hold any true beliefs at all (not
even the belief that any one of these theories is right), since, of course, the dis-
covery of any truth can take place only in history.

It is important to note, however, that to say that the question of possible truth
is not precluded is not to say that all the various beliefs that may be justified are
true15—only that whether or not they are is a logically distinct question. To rec-
ognize these distinctions is not to forfeit the possibility of judging some beliefs
true and some false or even of arguing that some are more rationally held than
others. The importance of these points emerges from consideration of a
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provocative article by Stanley Fish (2002). Characteristically venturing into the
heart of controversy, Fish engaged the question of whether, as some had argued,
the events of September 11 advanced any position in the “culture wars”—and
whether, in particular, these events undermined the cogency of characteristically
“postmodern” thought by showing the moral impossibility of relativism. Surely,
that argument goes, here were events so monstrous that no one could ethically
or reasonably judge them to have been guided by any sort of rationality.

Fish argues, among other things, that it is not useful to judge the perpetra-
tors of such actions as simply “irrational” and that any condemnation of them
necessarily issues from the perspective of some commitments. Significantly,
Fish states his point in this regard conditionally: “if by ‘a reliable condemna-
tion’ [of a rival perspective] you mean a condemnation rooted in values, prior-
ities, and a sense of right and wrong that no one would dispute and everyone
accepts, then there is no such condemnation, for the simple reason that there are
no universally accepted values, priorities, and moral convictions. If there were,
there would be no deep disputes.”16 Fish’s point, though, is to deny the ante-
cedent of this conditional—this is not something we can mean by “condemna-
tion,” which must, instead, be understood to presuppose commitments that are
at least in principle disputable.

This can, however, seem like an expression of morally vacuous relativism
only if we ignore this important clarification:

I am not saying that there are no universal values or no truths independent

of particular perspectives. I a‹rm both. When I oªer a reading of a poem

or pronounce on a case in first Amendment law, I do so with no epistemo-

logical reservations. I regard my reading as true—not provisionally true, or

true for my reference group only, but true. I am as certain of that as I am of

the fact that I may very well be unable to persuade others, no less educated

or credentialed than I, of the truth so perspicuous to me. And here is a point

that is often missed, the independence from each other, and therefore the

compatibility, of two assertions thought to be contradictory when made by

the same person: (1) I believe X to be true and (2) I believe that there is no

mechanism, procedure, calculus, test, by which the truth of X can be nec-

essarily demonstrated to any sane person who has come to a diªerent con-

clusion (not that such a demonstration can never be successful, only that its

success is contingent and not necessary). In order to assert something and

mean it without qualification, I of course have to believe that it is true, but

I don’t have to believe that I could demonstrate its truth to all rational per-

sons. The claim that something is universal and the acknowledgment that I

couldn’t necessarily prove it are logically independent of each other. (Fish

2002:34)
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Fish’s point, in the terms suggested here, is simply that truth is logically inde-
pendent of justification—recognizing which, we can judge the beliefs of others
to be false (and indeed, can condemn them strenuously), while nevertheless
appreciating that their holding them does not, ipso facto, show them to be irra-
tional—while appreciating, in other words, that we may fail to persuade them.

To think otherwise—to think, for example, that the “objectivity” of true
beliefs consists in their compelling the assent of all rational persons—is to for-
feit a realist conception of truth; this just is to think that what causes a belief
is, at the same time, what makes it true. As Frege recognized, however, that way
lies solipsism. All manner of subjective facts (psychological, socioeconomic,
and neurological facts specific to the situation of the knower) engender beliefs.
The objectivity of beliefs has to do, instead, with their being intersubjectively
available—with their being, in other words, framed in language and at least
possibly expressed and tested for their inferential consequences in the emi-
nently social game of exchanging reasons.

It is, indeed, intersubjectivity that constitutes objectivity: the “conditions of
the possibility” of being justified are, as Wittgenstein claimed in arguing against
the possibility of a private language, never simply willed by individual agents—
we do not choose which reasons will be found compelling (even by ourselves)
in any context. But if we appreciate the distinction between truth and justifi-
cation, there is room for recognizing that there is yet a further element of objec-
tivity to our beliefs. The possibility that beliefs circumstantially and socially
justified might also be true introduces something (truth) altogether objective
(that is, independent of our perspective as knowers)—even though our epis-
temic situation in this sublunary world will allow nothing more than being
justified in thinking our beliefs really true, and never “knowing” them to be so.
But in that case, it is only reasonable to think that “knowing” consists in
justifiably thinking one’s beliefs true; otherwise, no one could be said to “know”
anything, and we would be left without a use for a perfectly ordinary word.

These points have been lucidly developed by Jeªrey Stout, who appropriates
the work of Robert Brandom particularly for its value in religious, theological,
and ethical inquiry. Stout recognizes that justification is context-sensitive: “af-
firming that many of us are justified in holding some of the (nontrivial) moral
beliefs we hold is not the same thing as a‹rming that somebody has established
a set of (nontrivial) moral beliefs that any human being or rational agent,
regardless of context, would be justified in accepting” (2004:231). Stout further
recognizes, with Alston and the MEm1Åsakas, that there is a crucial distinction
“between being entitled to a belief and being able to justify that belief to some-
one else” (ibid., 87). He elaborates these points with particular reference to the
American tradition of pragmatism, emphasizing the extent to which justifying
a claim is an activity. As such, its success should be gauged in terms of the
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diªerence it makes: “In what, then, does the success of a justification consist?
In eliminating relevant reasons for doubting that P. What reasons for doubting
P are relevant and what su‹ces for their elimination? That depends on context,
in particular, on the people to whom the justification is addressed” (ibid.,
234–235).

But Stout recognizes, with Brandom, that although it thus aªords rich
resources for explaining the circumstantial character of justification, pragma-
tism fails as a conception of truth, which is logically distinct from the question
of how we may know it.

Truth pertains to the conceptual content of a claim, not the epistemic respon-

sibility of the person who accepts or asserts it. Truth, or accuracy, is an objec-

tive status as well as a normative one . . . whether our beliefs and claims actu-

ally enjoy the status of being true is not up to us. Believing that someone has

a particular obligation, right, or virtue does not make it so. Truth-talk has a

place wherever we take the subject matter under discussion—and not simply

the evidence pertaining to it—as the object of our inquiry. By engaging in

truth-talk, we implicitly view our subject matter as something we might get

wrong, despite our best cognitive eªorts.17

Recognizing this makes it possible to commend what is surely the honorable
impulse behind relativism: the belief that there is no single way of looking at the
world that is self-evidently more rationally held than all others. But this can
now be rightly understood as a point about the circumstantial character of
justification. We can retain the relativist’s recognition that many diªerent (even
mutually exclusive) beliefs might alike be rationally held, but only if we also rec-
ognize that this point becomes incoherent if understood as concerning the
truth of beliefs. A relativist conception of truth, Stout rightly states, “erases dis-
agreement among groups rather than making it intelligible” (ibid., 238). Only
by making disagreement intelligible is it possible to respect the beliefs of others
enough to appreciate that they are considered really true. To appreciate this is,
ipso facto, to disagree with them when they seem to us to contradict our own
commitments.18

To claim that we necessarily have recourse to talk of “truth” is, however, not
to claim to be in possession of the truth, which is something that committed rel-
ativists seem typically to suspect whenever the word “truth” so much as rears its
head; indeed, quite the opposite. Thus, critiques of the idea of a “transcendental
perspective” (of a “God’s-eye view”) can be recognized and acknowledged even,
for example, by those who oªer transcendental arguments—provided that we
understand such critiques to pertain to our epistemic situation, to the circum-
stances of our being justified, and not to truth. Recognizing the validity of such
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critiques—the validity, for example, of the pragmatist account of the context-
sensitivity of justification—the proponent of a transcendental argument can
acknowledge that the fact of her oªering the argument is not understood to
reflect her occupying a transcendental perspective. The argument is, rather,
only a way of justifying the belief that such and such a condition really is true.
The content of the most important beliefs thus credited as true may, indeed,
itself be such as to relativize our perspectives as knowers; “the rhetoric of a
higher law is little more than an imaginative embellishment of the gap between
the concepts of truth and justification, between the content of an ideal ethics
and what we are currently justified in believing.”19

Recognizing the distinction between truth and justification provides the
conceptual resources to describe religious people as (among many other things)
thinking that their beliefs are really true (and correspondingly, of thinking that
contradictory beliefs are really false)—and to appreciate, moreover, that the
possibility that their justified beliefs are really true may never finally be elimi-
nated, whatever other explanatory or theoretical interests we may have. What
this distinction gives us more generally, as human persons with beliefs and
commitments, is a way to explain the possibility of calling people wrong, with-
out necessarily judging them to be irrational. Insofar as we can understand only
those commitments that, as rational, are possibly intelligible to us, it is surely
imperative that we be in a position to do this. It is, then, as we should expect
that while the arguments of Kum1rila and P1rthas1rathimiéra, N1g1rjuna and
CandrakErti represent cogent critiques of Dign1ga’s foundationalist demand for
justification, they should not necessarily compel our acceptance of their beliefs.
Certainly, it is indisputably the case that, as an empirical matter, no arguments
in history have given all rational persons good reason to adopt their conclu-
sions, at least if we are to judge by whether they have succeeded, rhetorically, in
persuading all who have heard them.

But to say this is not to make a point that can properly be held against these
(or any other) arguments. One can only fault arguments for failing to persuade
people (or, conversely, fault believers for not having arrived at their beliefs as
the result of assent to arguments) given the view that the purpose of arguments
is to produce beliefs. Against this, we should understand arguments as meant,
rather, to justify beliefs. We can then conclude without contradiction that ME-
m1Åsakas like Kum1rila and M1dhyamikas like CandrakErti have cogently
argued that their beliefs are rationally held and that they are, moreover, entitled
to consider those beliefs true—and yet just as rationally choose not to adopt
them as our own.
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NOTES

Unless otherwise noted, all translations are by the present author. 

Notes to Introduction

1. A feeling for some of this “proto-philosophical” literature can be gained from
Edgerton 1965.

2. For the transition from the proto-philosophical literature to the more technical
literature (styled é1stra in Sanskrit) of the early “schools” or daréanas, see Frauwallner
1973. This contains a useful overview of the commentarial history of one of the philo-
sophical perspectives that will concern us here (that of P[rva MEm1Ås1); see Frauwall-
ner 1973:2, pp. 9–11. Even though, for various historical and institutional reasons, it con-
tinues to be largely neglected in academic departments of philosophy, I consider it
generally uncontroversial to say there is properly “philosophical” literature in Sanskrit—
though I can, in this regard, add little to the perceptive remarks of Halbfass 1988 (who
considers the ways in which Sanskritic categories like daréana may or may not map onto
the category “philosophy”) or Kapstein (1987:2–36; 2001:29–52).

3. Cf. Bhattacharya 1990:98, IIIn1.
4. Cf. Ingalls 1954; Staal 1965.
5. For a useful overview of the history of Indian philosophy with particular empha-

sis on this period of change, see Kapstein 2001:xv–xviii. On this way of telling the story
of Indian philosophy, it stands to reason that Buddhist philosophers would particularly
drive this change, for Kapstein believes that the emergence of important new schools
“opposing the Vedic religion and the speculative traditions of the Upaniùads” (2001:xv)
were instrumental in transforming Indian philosophy. 

6. Consider, for example, Franco, who clarifies his remark to the eªect that he is “cur-
rently the only ‘German scholar’ who specializes in Buddhist philosophy”: “I use ‘phi-
losophy’ here in the technical sense as equivalent to pram1âaé1stra. Some scholars may
wish to consider Abhidharma or Yog1c1ra texts as philosophical texts. I cannot enter
into this topic here; I merely want to make clear how I use the word ‘philosophy’ in the
present context” (1999:430).

7. Dates per Frauwallner 1961. Dates not from this are generally from Karl Potter’s
online version of The Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophy, vol. 1: Bibliography (http://
faculty.washington.edu/kpotter/ckeyt/home.htm).
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8. Or vice versa; among the shortcomings of Davidson’s view of the relations between
doctrine and history is that it licenses straightforward inferences in either direction.
Davidson characterizes the thought of Dign1ga and DharmakErti as having been pro-
voked by the even more lamentable influence of Madhyamaka, whose “agenda of skep-
ticism” he considers corrosive of Buddhist institutions (2002: 99–105): “the unintended
result was a validation of an ethical standard established by the lowest common denom-
inator in Indian society and the restriction of vocabulary to a common-language assess-
ment of reality. . . . It would be di‹cult to construct intentionally a doctrine more
inhibitory to intellectual enquiry and ethical values. . . . Such a doctrine clearly had con-
sequences for the religious institutions. . . . In undermining the idea that ethical state-
ments were to be taken as veridical as stated, N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti clearly provided
an avenue for those seeking a ready-made authoritative voice for the neglect of the Bud-
dhist precepts” (ibid., 100–101). Whatever one thinks of Davidson’s characterization of
the ethical entailments of Madhyamaka thought (it will become clear, in due course, that
I disagree), there is no basis for arguing that any specific social trends were the eªects of
its influence; the relationship between thought and action is far too complex for there to
be any valid inference from some reported reality, to “holding M1dhyamika views” as
the specific cause thereof.

9. Cf. Kapstein 2001:xviii.
10. On a canonical example, then, a mountain is commonly the locus of the proper-

ties “being smoky” and “having a fire,” where knowledge of the former warrants infer-
ential knowledge of the latter.

11. The introductory essay of Ganeri 2001b (which anthologizes the history of schol-
arly articles on the subject) illuminates well the history of interpretive eªorts to deter-
mine whether Sanskritic formally stated inferences are examples of “syllogistic” reason-
ing. See in particular the essays of Staal and Matilal, which influentially argue for the
“property-locus” analysis of formally stated Sanskritic arguments.

12. A sense of the development represented by this text can be gained by comparing
Dign1ga’s deployment of this vocabulary with, say, that to be found at Abhidharmasam-
uccaya 2.4 (s1Åkathyaviniécaya), where an eightfold classification concerning s1dhana
(probative argument) interestingly collapses what are, on later accounts, the members of
a formally stated inference (e.g., pratijñ1 [thesis]; hetu [reason]; dóù•1nta [example]),
and the pram1âas that warrant it. (See Rahula 1980:182.) The latter, moreover, are here
said to include pratyakùa (perception), anum1na (inference), and 1pt1gama ( tradition
of reliable authorities)—which, as seen below, diªers significantly from what Dign1ga
will argue. On Asaãga’s views, see also Wayman 1958.

13. The naturalness of fit with constitutively Buddhist commitments is among the
reasons for being suspicious of Davidson’s characterization of these thinkers as having
“appropriated” the approach of their non-Buddhist rivals; as shown below, the project
of Dign1ga and DharmakErti represents a perfectly logical way to develop Buddhist
insights in a particularly epistemological way.

14. Dreyfus (1997) is particularly concerned with Tibetan interpretations of Dharma-
kErti’s thought, though it is also an outstanding study of DharmakErti’s own works.

15. Thus, for example, even the é[nyav1da section of Kum1rila’s çlokav1rttika—the
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section, that is, ostensibly concerned with the “doctrine of empti[ness],” which ought
therefore to concern Madhyamaka— chiefly considers Dign1ga’s views (with Kum1rila’s
commentators similarly citing DharmakErti).

16. Chimpa and Chattopadhyaya 1970:226, 230–232.
17. There is, to be sure, some interest in CandrakErti early in the second millennium,

as evident in such figures as Atiéa (982–1054) and Jay1nanda (fl. c. 1050); nevertheless,
CandrakErti’s influence was nowhere near that of DharmakErti, and one will generally
look in vain for references to him not only in the works of Brahmanical philosophers,
but even in the works of most subsequent Buddhist thinkers.

18. The rise of CandrakErti’s influence among Tibetans is, as far as I am aware, some-
thing of a puzzle. The scholastic traditions of Buddhist philosophy were directly intro-
duced to Tibet by ç1ntarakùita (725–788) and KamalaéEla (740–795), who both traveled
to Tibet—and whose thought, though closely a‹liated with the Madhyamaka tradition
in which CandrakErti stands, reflects the predominance of thinkers (like DharmakErti)
whose approach is (on CandrakErti’s own view, at least) generally antithetical to Can-
drakErti’s. On the introduction of CandrakErti’s thought to Tibet, see Lang 1992.

19. A case in point is the sv1tantrika-pr1saãgika division of Madhyamaka philosophy—
which, though not without basis in the antecedent Indian texts, represents a particularly
doxographical lens imposed by Tibetans. On this, see Dreyfus and McClintock 2003.

20. CandrakErti seems only to have known the work of Dign1ga (his predecessor) and
not that of DharmakErti (roughly his contemporary); but to the extent that CandrakErti’s
are principled diªerences with Dign1ga, and to the extent that DharmakErti recognizably
carries forward the basic philosophical approach of Dign1ga, it makes sense to charac-
terize CandrakErti as I have here.

21. To be sure, Tibetan doxographical texts typically represent Madhyamaka as finally
superseding the “Sautr1ntika-Yog1c1ra” approach exemplified by Dign1ga and Dharma-
kErti, and these approaches represent distinct parts of Tibetan monastic curricula. Nev-
ertheless, from the perspective of CandrakErti’s own texts, it must be said that the
Tibetans generally minimize the extent of the diªerence. Whether this is because of the
historical fact that it was ç1ntarakùita and KamalaéEla who introduced Buddhist scholas-
tic philosophy to Tibet (cf. n18) or because of a more narrowly philosophical concern to
address problems in CandrakErti’s thought is an interesting question.

22. In terms favored by the Sanskritic commentarial tradition, my philosophical
interpretation of CandrakErti perhaps resembles something like the v1rttika genre of
commentary—where a v1rttika is, in the context of grammatical discourse, a rule that
clarifies “the meaning of what was said, what was left unsaid, or what was inadequately
said” (ukt1nuktadurukt1rthacint1k1ri tu v1rttikam; cf. Apte 1957/1992:1417). For thoughts
on the diªering genres of commentary, following the K1vyamEm1Ås1 of the tenth-
century thinker R1jaéekhara, see Gri‹ths 1999:112–113, where R1jaéekhara is quoted as
oªering the same expression as defining v1rttika as a genre of commentary.

23. These are the words of Robert Pippin (1989:11), written in regard to a similarly
challenging interpretive exercise—that of arguing that the philosophical project of Hegel
is usefully understood as framed vis-à-vis Kant’s “transcendental unity of apperception”
(and this despite the relative paucity of clear discussions of Kant in Hegel’s corpus).
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Notes to Chapter 1

1. Cf., e.g., T1ran1tha (translated in Chimpa and Chattopadhyaya 1970:182) for a tra-
ditional account of Dign1ga’s relation to Vasubandhu. For a bibliography of works
attributed to Dign1ga, see Hattori 1968:6–10.

2. A survey of scholarship on this tradition (with particular attention to the question
of whether Dign1ga should be interpreted vis-à-vis DharmakErti) is found in Hayes
1988a:9–32. My survey here has been informed by Hayes, as well as by the copiously
annotated translation of Hattori (1968) and by the more recent works on DharmakErti
by Dreyfus (1997), Dunne (1999; I have not yet been able to consider Dunne’s revisions,
2004), and Jackson (1993). “Discipline of reasons” renders Bu-ston’s gtan-tshigs-rig-pa
(which in turn renders the Sanskrit hetuvidy1); cf. Obermiller 1931/1987:44 and 155n413.
For the dGe-lugs-pas’ doxographic characterization, see, e.g., the Grub pa’i mtha’i rnam
par bzhag pa rin po che’i ’phreng ba of dKon mchog ’jigs med dbang po, which reports
that there are two main types of Sautr1ntika: “Sautr1ntikas who follow scripture, and
those who follow reasoning” (Mimaki 1977:84). As should be expected in light of the
foregoing remarks, it is chiefly Vasubandhu who is regarded as exemplifying the former
and Dign1ga and DharmakErti who exemplify the latter. For thoughts on the aptness of
characterizing Dign1ga et al. as “foundationalists” (my own understanding of which is
developed below), see Jackson 1989.

3. See, e.g., Iyenger 1927.
4. Hayes 1988a:6. Hattori (1968) gives editions of both Tibetan translations (that

supervised by the Indian paâbita Vasudhararakùita and that supervised by Kanakavar-
man). Both Hayes and Hattori base their translation on Kanakavarman (as I do). Ran-
dle (1926/1981) compiles such Sanskrit fragments of Dign1ga as can be gleaned from the
quotations of him in other extant works of Indian philosophy, with additional Sanskrit
fragments found in Hattori’s notes.

5. Herzberger 1986:241. Hayes agrees, adding that DharmakErti “also washed away
much of the accomplishment of the Buddha as well” (1988a:310). Hayes’s contention
reflects his (problematic) view that authentically “Buddhist” trajectories of thought
evince a sort of skepticism or agnosticism and that this is compromised by philosophi-
cal programs (like DharmakErti’s) that seem to aim at something more like demonstrative
certainty.

6. The Vié1l1malavatEn1mapram1âasamuccaya•Ek1, which, like Dign1ga’s work, sur-
vives only in Tibetan translation (as the Yangs-pa dang dri-ma med-pa ldan-pa shes-bya-
ba tshad-ma kun-las-btus-pa’i ’grel-bshad, in Tohoku 4268).

7. This is as we should expect from a commentary styled v1rttika; cf. Introduction,
n22.

8. Cf. Hayes 1988a:224–226, for comments on Jinendrabuddhi’s being preferable to
DharmakErti as a commentator on Dign1ga.

9. For succinct presentations of the seventy-five dharmas found in Vasubandhu, cf.
Cox 1995:12; Chaudhuri 1976:14(a). The character of Vasubandhu’s arguments can use-
fully be appreciated particularly by considering chapter 1 of the Abhidharmakoéa, a reli-
able translation of which is available in Hall 1983. The language of “supervenience” is
borrowed from Kapstein (1987:90 ª.).
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10. I leave prajñapti untranslated for the present because an important part of Can-
drakErti’s exegesis of N1g1rjuna involves this term. A standard translation is “concept”
(cf., e.g., Warder 1971), but I argue in Chapter 6 that, particularly as deployed by Burton
(1999), this translation is misleading.

11. Williams 1981, which provides an illuminating discussion of the conceptual moti-
vation behind 0bhidharmika discussions of dravyasat and prajñaptisat. See also the dis-
cussion in Kapstein 1987:90 ª.

12. For example, in the first chapter we learn that the Vaibh1ùikas consider the five
skandhas to exist “substantially,” whereas Vasubandhu the Sautr1ntika uses the skandhas
simply as a rubric for enumerating the more basic categories that are dharmas. This is
also the conceptual context for chapter 5’s famous debate regarding the existential status
of past, present, and future moments. The characteristically Vaibh1ùika claim is that all
three “really” exist and that this reflects the proper interpretation of the Buddhist text
(sarvam asti [everything exists]) that gives adherents of this school the name “Sar-
v1stiv1da” (the “‘everything exists’-a‹rmers”). Vasubandhu the Sautr1ntika replies that
he does not deny that these exist; he simply rejects the Vaibh1ùika claim regarding how
they exist. Thus, “vayam api br[mo ’sty atEt1n1gatam iti; atEtaÅ tu yad bh[tap[rvam,
an1gataÅ yat sati hetau bhaviùyati. EvaÅ ca kótv1-astEty ucyate na tu punar dravyatan”
(We, too, say the past exists; but the past is what existed previously, and the future will
exist given existent causes. And in this sense they are said to exist, but not substantially
[Abhidharmakoéa 299.1ª; emphasis added]). On this debate, see Williams 1981 and Cox
1995:passim; see also Kritzer 2003.

13. “svalakùaâadh1raâ1d dharman” (Pradhan 1975:2.10).
14. The svalakùaâa of vijñ1na is adduced at Abhidharmakoéa 1.16a (Pradhan 1975:11)

and that of póthivE at Abhidharmakoéa 1.12 (ibid., 8). My rendering of vijñ1na as “per-
ceptual cognition” reflects my agreement with Hall’s observation (1983:84n) that vijñ1na
in the Abhidharmakoéa roughly corresponds to the sense of pratyakùa (perception) rec-
ommended by Dign1ga and DharmakErti and that the Abhidharmakoéa’s usage of saÅjñ1
(conception) corresponds to their sense of anum1na (inference). (For more on the for-
mer parallel, see n42.) For k1•hinya as synonymous with khara, cf. ibid., 24.3, 78.7–8.
Vasubandhu’s are the examples of the conventional usage of the word svalakùaâa that,
as discussed in Chapter 6, CandrakErti will adduce contra Dign1ga. Of course, “earth”
(póthivE) is not an example of a dharma, and we can note here something of the nonsys-
tematic character of Vasubandhu’s work. Thus, it is not uniquely with respect to dharmas
that Vasubandhu invokes the idea of “defining characteristics” (svalakùaâa); nevertheless,
dharmas are said to be so called in virtue of their being defined as they are. Cf. n20.

15. For a defense of the latter translation, see Garfield 1995:89n4. Garfield (with whom
I agree) follows Cabezón 1992. The delightful phrase “Buddhist hybrid English” is from
Gri‹ths 1981. Typical of such translations is the rendering of svabh1va as “own-being,”
which has the advantage of literally rendering the two parts of the Sanskrit word (the
reflexive prefix sva- and the nominal form bh1va [being]), but the disadvantage of not
being meaningful English.

16. “Svabh1va evaiù1Å svalakùaâam” (Abhidharmakoéa 6.14c-d [Pradhan 1975:341.11–
12]). This passage is adduced by Cox to support the following point: “Each such primary
factor, or dharma, is determined or distinguished by an intrinsic nature (svabh1va),
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which is itself defined as the particular inherent characteristic (svalakùaâa), or distinc-
tive characteristic, that can be applied to that factor alone and to no other” (1995:139).
See also Cox 2004. 

17. Loux 1995:241. Stephen Menn informs me that the Greek here should really be
transliterated as to ti ;n einai.

18. See P1âini 5.1.119: “tasya bh1vas tvatalau” (the a‹xes -tva and -t1 [denote] the being/
state of that). Cf. Katre 1987:545.

19. “kan svabh1van? k1yasya bh[tabhautikatvam, vedan1y1 anubhavatvam, cittasya-
upalabdhitvam” (Shastri 1998:2:709). As reflected in my translation of this passage, these
abstract su‹xes are (in keeping with P1âini’s suggested gloss) often best rendered not,
as they typically are, with the comparably abstractive a‹xes of English (-ness, -hood,
etc.), but with the word “being”—which discloses, among other things, the fact that we
should always expect these words to construe (as they do in Yaéomitra’s passage) with a
genitive. Thus, “X ’s being Y” is simply an alternative way of expressing what is basically
a statement of identity: “X is Y.” This way of expressing a simple predicate typically
makes explicit the predicate’s inferential relations to other predicates (making it easy to
say, for example, that “X’s being Y means that Z”). This construction occurs most com-
monly in é1stric Sanskrit when a predicate is adduced as a reason for something else; in
this case, the word in the “Y” position is put in the ablative case, yielding “because of X’s
being Y.”

20. Cox 1995:12. Recognizing that Vasubandhu identifies svabh1va and svalakùaâa in
the course of discussing, inter alia, the body (which is, of course, not a dharma), Cox
appropriately qualifies the point supported by that text (cf. n16) in the note adducing it:
“However the particular inherent characteristic (svalakùaâa) need not refer to a factor’s
distinctive intrinsic nature (svabh1va) as a discrete real entity (dravya), but can, in cer-
tain contexts, refer to a factor’s nature as belonging to a particular sense sphere (1yata-
na)” (1995:153n27). Cf., in this connection, Vasubandhu’s commentary on Abhidharma-
koéa 1.10d; addressing the point that the senses yield knowledge of wholes (and not of
their really existent parts), Vasubandhu says: “1yatanasvalakùaâaÅ praty ete svalakùaâa-
viùay1 iùyante na dravyasvalakùaâam ity adoùan” (Pradhan 1975:7). This is a passage to
which Dign1ga appeals (cf. n63), and it can be translated so as to warrant Dign1ga’s
usage of the word svalakùaâa—thus, “these (groups of cognition) are required to have
particular fields with respect to (sense) spheres as particulars (1yatanasvalakùaâa), not
things as particulars (dravyasvalakùaâa)” (Hall 1983:70; emphasis added). But Yaéomi-
tra’s comment may recommend understanding Vasubandhu here as retaining the sense
of the word as “defining characteristic”: “1yatan1n1Å svalakùaâam 1yatanasvalakùaâaÅ,
cakùurvijñ1navijñeyatv1di r[p1yatanatv1di v1” ([The compound] “1yatanasvalakùaâa”
[here is to be understood as a genitive tatpuruùa, and hence read as] “the defining char-
acteristic of the sense spheres”—like being the form sense sphere, [which is defined as]
being perceivable by ocular perception [Shastri 1998:30]). As in the passage from Yaéomi-
tra discussed in n19, this example of svalakùaâa again involves the -tva su‹x in a way
that reflects abstraction. 

21. Gethin 1998:208. Invoking a dichotomy that roughly parallels the “ultimate / con-
ventional” pair, Cox similarly observes: “In a practical sense, the Abhidharma functions
as the standard (pram1âa) by which one can distinguish between s[tras having explicit
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meaning (nEt1rtha)—that is, those consistent with the Abhidharma—and those having
implicit meaning (ney1rtha)—that is, those that contradict the Abhidharma” (1995:7).
See also Collins 1998:143.

22. Note, then, that the idea of “two truths” (param1rtha-satya and saÅvóti-satya) is
perhaps better expressed, in the context of Abhidharma, in terms of two categories of
existent (sat)—with the derivation of the word satya (typically rendered as “truth”)
from the present participle sat (existent) making possible an easy move between these.
It is therefore not surprising that it is as common to see the compound param1rtha-sat
(ultimately existent) as param1rtha-satya (ultimate truth). For insightful reflections per-
taining to this, see Kapstein 2001:211 ª.

23. Gethin comparably suggests: “A useful analogy, I think, for the relationship be-
tween the Abhidharma and the S[tr1nta [that is, Buddhist teaching as recorded in the
s[tras] is that of the relationship between a grammar book of a language and the lan-
guage as spoken and used” (1998:208).

24. “dve api satye saÅvótisatyaÅ parm1rthasatyaÅ ca. Tayon kiÅ lakùaâam? . . .
Yasminn avayavaéo bhinne na tad buddhir bhavati tat saÅvótisat, tadyath1 gha•an; tatra
hi kap1laéo bhinne gha•abuddhir na bhavati. Tatra ca-any1n apohya dharm1n buddhy1
tad buddhir na bhavati tac c1pi saÅvótisad veditavyam, tadyath1-ambu; tatra hi bud-
dhy1 r[p1dEn dharm1n apohya-ambubuddhir na bhavati. . . . Ato ’nyath1 param1rtha-
satyam; tatra bhinne ’pi tad buddhir bhavaty eva; anyadharm1pohe ’pi buddhy1 tat
param1rthasat, tadyath1 r[pam” (Pradhan 1975:333–334).

25. Cox 1995:138–139. Cf.: “SaÅghabhadra [the Vaibh1ùika whose Ny1y1nus̄ara—now
extant only in Chinese translation—oªers a rejoinder to Vasubandhu’s Sautr1ntika crit-
icisms] adds that the distinction between primary and secondary existence corresponds
to that between ultimate and conventional truth (param1rtha and saÅvótisatya). This
point is extremely important for it shows that in the Sarv1stiv1da the distinction
between satyas was not soteriological but primarily philosophical, in this case ontologi-
cal” (Williams 1981:237).

26. It is thus the Vaibh1ùikas who are here represented as admitting the skandhas to
be dravyasat. The Sautr1ntikas, in contrast, deny that the five skandhas exist as dravyasat,
instead favoring the view that what is dravyasat are the seventy-five dharmas into which,
inter alia, the skandhas can be reduced. Thus, for Sautr1ntikas the category of r[pa-
skandha exists only derivatively (prajñaptisat) insofar as it comprises the first eleven in
the standard list of seventy-five dharmas (specifically, the five bodily senses, together
with their respective objects, plus the category of avijñaptir[pa).

27. On Vasubandhu’s arguments against atomism in the ViÅéatik1, see Kapstein
2001:181–204.

28. Hayes opts for the latter characterization (with respect to both Dign1ga and Vasu-
bandhu), and calls the view “phenomenalism” (1988a:96–104, 173–178). As seen in parts II
and III, both the MEm1Åsakas and CandrakErti would have problems even with the more
modest epistemological claim, insofar as both may be said to espouse (for diªerent rea-
sons and with diªerent consequences) versions of “direct” or “naive realism.”

29. See n24.
30. Like Dign1ga’s other works, the 0lambanaparEkù1 survives only in Tibetan trans-

lation, which here (verse 5c-d with vótti) reads: “bum pa la sogs pa ni kun rdzob tu yod
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pa nyid do / rdul phran yongs su bsal na ni / der snang shes pa nyams ’gyur phyir // rdzas
su yod pa rnams la ni ’brel pa can bsal du zin kyang kha dog la sogs pa bzhin du rang gi
blo ’dor pa med do” (Tola and Dragonetti 1982:121). (The part italicized in the text rep-
resents k1rik1 5c-d. This convention is followed as well for citations from the Pram1âa-
samuccaya.) For arguments similar to those of the 0lambanaparEkù1, cf. Pram1âasamuc-
caya 1.14 and vótti thereon (Hattori 1968:33–34 [Hattori’s translation], 189–191 [Tibetan
text]).

31. It is significant that Dign1ga here gives as an example of something “substantially”
existent a “secondary characteristic” like color; particularly in light of some of Dign1ga’s
other commitments, the point would seem to be that it is the component sense-data (out
of which we construct “wholes” such as jars) that are thus held to be irreducible. This
issue is discussed in Chapter 2.

32. “de dag bsags pa na yang so so ba rgyu yin gyi de bsags pa ni ma yin te tha snyad
du yod pa’i phyir ro. . . . gang las de ni don dam par / de la tha snyad du ma byas /” [1.15c-
d] (Pram1âasamuccayavótti ad 1.15, in Hattori 1968:34–35; 189 [Tibetan, per the transla-
tion of Kanakavarman]. I have here followed Hattori’s translation particularly of the
k1rik1, retaining his insertions; cf. ibid. (p.120nn2.24–25) for an elaboration, together
with relevant Sanskrit fragments.

33. “mngon sum dang ni rjes su dpag / tshad ma dag ni gnyis kho na ste, gang gi phyir
mtshan nyid gnyis / gzhal bya rang dang spyi’i mtshan nyid dag las gzhan pa’i gzhal bar
bya ba med do / rang gi mtshan nyid kyi yul can ni mngon sum yin la spyi’i mtshan nyid
kyi yul can ni rjes su dpag pa’o”(Pram1âasamuccayavótti ad 1.2, in Hattori 1968:177).

34. “svasaÅvedyam anirdeéyaÅ r[pam indriyagocaran” (Pram1âasamuccaya 1.5c-d,
in Hattori 1968:91n1.43, which also provides some useful elaboration; among other things,
Hattori reports an alternative reading from another source: “svalakùaâam anirdeéyam”).

35. Cf. : “indriy1rthasaÅnikarùotpannaÅ jñ1nam avyapadeéyam avyabhic1ri vyava-
s1y1tmakaÅ pratyakùam” (cognition that is produced from contact between the senses
and an object, [that is] indefinable, inerrant, [and] essentially determinate, is [what we
mean by] perception) (Ny1yas[tra 1.1.4, in Hattori 1968:121n3.1).

36. “dbang po’i blo la bstan par bya ba’i yul nyid srid pa ma yin te, bstan par bya ba
ni rjes su dpag pa’i yul yin pa’i phyir yo / bstan par bya ba ma yin pa nyid la yang ’khrul
ba yod pa ma yin te” (Pram1âasamuccayavótti ad 1.17, in Hattori 1968:191). Cf. also Pram1-
âasamuccya 2.2a: “rang gi mtshan nyid bstan bya min” (the svalakùaâa is indefinable).

37. Hayes 1988a:15; cf. Katsura: “[DharmakErti’s view of] reality is characterized by
momentariness, an idea which has no place in Dign1ga” (1991:144).

38. Cf., in this respect, Dunne’s contention that, in DharmakErti’s understanding,
svalakùaâas have no spatial extension (1999:131)—a point that could be compatible with
(and required by) either “radical momentariness” or simply a representationalist episte-
mology which holds that the “sense-data” that are the direct objects of our cognition are
mental.

39. That we can develop a philosophical assessment of the works of these thinkers
while bracketing the ontological status of svalakùaâas is in keeping with what is a hall-
mark of the works of both Dign1ga and DharmakErti: the fact that their arguments are
developed almost exclusively in an epistemological key, such that most of their main
points can carry conviction (if they do) whether or not Dign1ga and DharmakErti are
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thought finally to opt for specifically Yog1c1rin views. This is one reason traditional dox-
ographic descriptions hold that Dign1ga and DharmakErti exemplify the “Sautr1ntika”
school of thought (cf. n2)—even though, on both chronological and philosophical
grounds, this characterization may be less apt than “Yog1c1ra.”

40. Commentary with vótti: “mngon sum rtog pa dang bral ba / shes pa gang la rtog
pa med pa de ni mngon sum mo / rtog pa zhes bya ba ’di ji lta bu shig ce na, ming dang
rigs sogs bsres pa’o” (Pram1âasamuccaya 1.3 with vótti, in Hattori 1968:177).

41. “rang dang spyi’i mtshan nyid dag tha snyad du bya ba ma yin pa dang kha dog
nyid dag las kha dog la sogs pa bzung nas, kha dog la sogs pa mi rtag go zhes mi rtag pa
nyid la sogs par yid kyis rab tu sbyor bar byed do” (Pram1âasamuccayavótti ad 1.2c-d, in
Hattori 1968:177). Here, I have basically followed Hattori’s translation (p. 24), with some
adjustments; cf. Hattori (p. 81n1.19) for extensive Sanskrit fragments from commentaries
on DharmakErti (where avyapadeéya is again the word used to characterize svalakùaâas).
For the Sanskrit antecedent to the Tibetan tha snyad du bya ba ma yin, I have taken
avyavah1rtavya from Chandra (1959–1961/1998:1010), who cites the Tibetan translation
of DharmakErti’s Ny1yabindu. In light of what is discussed in part III as CandrakErti’s
characteristic concern with what is conventional (i.e., with lokavyavah1ra), the equiva-
lence here between svalakùaâas as avyapadeéya and as avyavah1rtavya (not figuring in
conventional discourse) is telling; for it reiterates the idea that svalakùaâas, so qualified,
count as param1rthasat—and that the world as “conventionally” described, therefore, is
sharply distinct therefrom.

42. For other Buddhist statements of basically comparable notions, see, inter alia,
Abhidharmakoéa 1.16; and Hall’s note (1983a:84n1) thereon. Hall cites as a parallel pas-
sage one from Dharmottara’s Ny1yabindu•Ek1. To this we might add, inter alia, several
passages from the Madhy1ntavibh1gaé1stra; cf., e.g., verse 9c-d: “tatra-arthadóù•ir vi-
jñ1naÅ tadviéeùe tu caitas1n” (perceptual cognition is the bare seeing of an object, while
derivative mental events pertain to the qualification thereof ) (Pandeya 1999:25; the
translation of this in terms of “bare seeing” follows the gloss of Vasubandhu: “tatra-
artham1tre dóù•ir vijñ1nam”).

43. We might say, in this regard, that among the philosophical contributions of
Dign1ga and DharmakErti is their explicit generalization of the idea that there is a whole
class of things—“abstractions” or “universals” (s1m1nyalakùaâas)—that perform the
same conceptual work as the idea of a “self.” Questions relating to the conceptual work
performed by this class of things generally boil down to relations between wholes and
parts—making it unsurprising that Buddhist arguments concerning not only the self,
but also God, the abstract referents of words, and so on, all turn out to be fundamen-
tally similar arguments concerning the incoherence involved in regarding such un-
changeable “wholes” as related to manifestly changing “parts.” This point is made well
by Hayes (1988b:20–25).

44. Again, we can bracket the question of whether Dign1ga would also make the con-
verse claim (that to be real is to be perceived), which amounts to a fairly strong state-
ment of idealism. In keeping with a revision introduced by DharmakErti (see n46), we
can attribute to Dign1ga the view that to be real is to be, at least in principle, perceivable
(that is, in principle capable of causally producing a perceptual cognition)—a point,
once again, that could apply either to concrete particulars, or to mental events.
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45. “tatra pratyakùaÅ kalpan1pobham abhr1ntam” (Ny1yabindu 1.4, in Malvania
1971:40); cf. Pram1âav1rttika 2.123 ª., in Miyasaka 1971/72: 56 ª. Although the introduc-
tion of this as a definitive feature may represent an innovation by DharmakErti, consider
also Pram1âasamuccayavótti ad 1.17: Having said that the Ny1ya definition of perception
involves a redundant reference to avyapadeéyatva (cf. n35), Dign1ga adds: “ ’khrul ba’i
yul nyid kyang srid pa ma yin te, ’khrul ba ni yid kyi ’khrul ba’i yul nyid yin pa’i phyir
ro” (Nor is there a possibility of [perception’s] having an erroneous object, since an
erroneous cognition has as its object an illusion produced by the mind [Tibetan in Hat-
tori 1968: 193; cf. ibid., 122n3.7).

46. “abhil1pasaÅsargayogyapratibh1sapratEtin kalpan1” (Kalpan1 is a thought whose
phenomenological content is suitable for association with discourse [Ny1yabindu 1.5, in
Malvania 1971:47]). For a more detailed account of this idea, see Tillemans 2000:155–158.

47. The point that infants and animals can thus be said to exhibit “conceptual”
thought is elaborated by Dharmottara; see Malvania 1971:48–49. The same point is made
by Bhartóhari, albeit to support a conclusion that is precisely the opposite of Dign1ga
and DharmakErti’s—specifically, the conclusion that all cognitions are inevitably shot
through with language. Cf. Matilal 1990:135–137.

48. “asaty abhil1pasaÅsarge kuto yogyat1vasitir iti cet / aniyatapratibh1satv1t / aniy-
atapratibh1satvaÅ ca pratibh1saniyamahetor abh1v1t / gr1hyo hy artho vijñ1naÅ jana-
yan niyatapratibh1saÅ kury1t, yath1 r[paÅ cakùurvijñ1naÅ janayan niyatapratibh1sam
janayati / vikalpavijñ1naÅ tv arth1n na-utpadyate / tatan pratibh1saniyamahetor abh1-
v1d aniyatapratibh1sam” (Malvania 1971:49). See Tillemans 2003:100, for remarks based
on this passage.

49. We might also note, with regard to the ideas in play here, the even balder statement
of the later Buddhist thinker Mokù1karagupta (twelfth century), who explains why we
should consider only cognition that is free of conceptual elaboration to count as “percep-
tion”: “arthagr1hakajñ1nam arthasya k1ryam; artho hi gr1hyatv1t jñ1nasya k1raâam. . . .
kalpan1jñ1nam artham antareâa v1san1m1tr1d eva-upaj1yam1naÅ, katham arthasya
k1ryaÅ sy1t, arthena saha anvayavyatirek1bh1v1t; na hi yad antareâ1pi yad bhavati tat
tasya k1ryam” (the cognition that apprehends an object is the eªect of that object; for an
object, by virtue of being apprehended, is the cause of a cognition. . . . How, [on the
other hand,] could conceptual cognition be the eªect of an object, [given its] arising
simply from a latent disposition, without any object? For [this kind of cognition has] no
positive or negative concomitance with an object. For that X which arises even without
Y cannot be the eªect of that Y [Singh 1985:21]). Note that the latter account of what is
required for something to count as a cause figures also in DharmakErti’s definition (at
Ny1yabindu 1.13) of svalakùaâa: “yasya-arthasya saÅnigh1n1saÅnigh1n1bhy1Å jñ1na-
pratibh1sabhedas, tat svalakùaâam” (That object whose appearance to cognition is diªer-
ent depending on whether or not it is present is a unique particular).

50. That DharmakErti should thus distinguish “suitability for linguistic expression” in
terms of phenomenological content is in keeping with the broadly representationalist
character of his approach; this is the claim that the contents of thought should be char-
acterized according to what appears to the subject. Consider, in contrast, Robert Bran-
dom’s inferentialist account of the sense in which “we can talk about what still remains
implicit in an explicit claim, namely, its inferential consequences” (2000:18). Considered
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as an account of the diªerence between what is explicitly given linguistic expression, and
what (with DharmakErti) is merely “suitable” for such (namely, for Brandom, any
potential inferential consequence of what is explicitly held), Brandom’s alternative for-
mulation has the considerable advantage of making possible talk of the (objective) truth
of beliefs, and not simply of what (subjectively) appears to a subject. This relates to the
critique developed in Chapter 2.

51. Of course, given their characteristically Buddhist commitments, Dign1ga and
DharmakErti want to a‹rm that applying the word “book” has the eªect not only of tak-
ing an irreducibly unique object instead as a token of some type but also that of taking
what are diªerent moments in a certain causal “continuum” (saÅt1na) as moments of
the same thing. See Chapter 2, n50.

52. Again, this is so whether that finally be understood as an external object or a men-
tal sense-datum.

53. All of the foregoing suggests what is problematic about Stcherbatsky’s character-
istically Kantian rendering of svalakùaâa as “thing-in-itself” (cf. Stcherbatsky 1932/1958:
passim). For Kant, the latter term denotes something of which we cannot in principle
have any knowledge (but which we must nevertheless presume to exist); whereas the
svalakùaâas of Dign1ga and DharmakErti are precisely what is really known—and they
are “indefinable” only in the sense that all that is really known is the kind of unique par-
ticulars that can never themselves be the referents of words. To be sure, Stcherbatsky
seems less far oª when we note that the apparent impossibility of our giving any propo-
sitional expression to the contents of perception makes it a real question whether we can
really be said to know what we perceive—though this would represent a fundamentally
diªerent kind of limitation from that argued by Kant.

54. “arthakriy1samarthaÅ yat tad atra param1rthasat / anyat saÅvótisat proktaÅ te
svas1m1nyalakùaâe” (Pram1âav1rttika 2.3, in Miyasaka 1971/72: 42). The notion of
“pragmatic e‹cacy” (arthakriy1) as the criterion of the ultimately real is among Dhar-
makErti’s innovations.

55. Cf. n32.
56. For the sense of anyanimittabh1va here, cf. Manorathanandin’s commentary on

the immediately preceding verse; the point is that a discursive cognition requires such
additional causes as the conventions regarding words and their associations, etc.

57. “evaÅ yad asadóéaÅ éabd1viùayo ’nyanimittabh1ve jñ1n1bh1vaé ca tat param1r-
thasat. Ato ’nyad aéaktaÅ sadóéaÅ éabdaviùayan, anyanimittabh1ve buddher viùayaé ca
tat saÅvótisat proktam, kalpan1m1travyavah1ryatv1t” (Pandeya 1989:64). Note here the
disparagement of what is merely conventionally real.

58. The Tibetan translation of the passage in question reads: “tshad ma dag ni gnyis
kho na ste, gang gi phyir mtshan nyid gnyis / gzhal bya”; cf. n33. The translation is from
Hattori (1968:24; emphasis added).

59. Cf. Katsura’s Sanskrit reconstruction: “pratyakùam anum1naÅ ca pram1âe dve
eva, yasm1d lakùaâadvayaÅ prameyaÅ” (Katsura 1991:136n29).

60. Katsura 1991:136. Note that this point also cuts against a common translation of
svalakùaâa as “specifically characterized phenomenon” (see, e.g., Dreyfus 1997:580 and
passim)—which misleadingly suggests that the word refers to some discrete “phenome-
non” and its “characteristic.” As shown in Chapter 6, CandrakErti exploits something
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like Katsura’s insight in pressing his critique of Dign1ga’s account of svalakùaâa, urging
in eªect that Dign1ga cannot coherently think that the things denoted by svalakùaâa do
not involve any relation between a “characteristic” (lakùaâa) and the thing “character-
ized” thereby (lakùya). That CandrakErti sees this as an unwanted consequence for Dign1ga suggests
that CandrakErti would agree with Katsura. On this point, cf. Arnold 2003.

61. Cf. nn18 and 19.
62. “don la yid bzhin rnam par rtog pa can / rang gi don rigs kyi khyad par can de’i

khyad par ’dzin pa’i phyir, rang gi yul la yid kyi ’jug pa bzhin du rnam par rtog pa can
du ’gyur ro”(Hattori 1968:215). Cf. Pram1âasamuccaya 1.23, where Dign1ga adduces the
case of perception’s registering the qualifier / qualified distinction as a counterfactual
entailing problematic consequences: “If it were admitted that both [viéeùaâa and viéeùya]
were objects of the same [sense,] unaccepted consequences would follow” (yul mtshungs
nyid du ’dod ce na / mi ’dod pa yang thal bar ’gyur// [Hattori 1968:207).

63. Katsura 1991:136. Despite his understating its magnitude, Katsura quite rightly
identifies the change: “it is clear that svalakùaâas of Abhidharma, viz. dharmas which are
actually named as r[pa, vedan1, etc., should be regarded by Dign1ga not as svalakùaâas
but as s1m1nyalakùaâas. Consequently, Dign1ga’s s1m1nyalakùaâa corresponds to both
sva- and s1m1nyalakùaâa of the Abhidharma, which cannot be regarded as real in Dig-
n1ga’s system” (p. 137). For Dign1ga’s own claim not to contradict 0bhidharmika usage,
cf. the commentary on Pram1âasamuccaya 1.4c-d (translated in Hattori 1968:26–27; cf.
89–91nn1.39–1.41). In support of his point, Dign1ga quotes Vasubandhu’s Abhidhar-
makoéabh1ùyam on two diªerent senses of svalakùaâa (cf. n20). But see Hattori (1968: 90–
91n1.41) on whether Dign1ga’s point here coheres with apparently contrary statements
from the 0lambanaparEkù1 and from elsewhere in the Pram1âasamuccaya.

Notes to Chapter 2

1. This contra the cautions of Katsura and Hayes; see Chapter 1, n37.
2. As an example of svalakùaâas as understood by thinkers in the school of thought

initiated by Dign1ga and DharmakErti, the Tibetan dGe-lugs-pa doxographer dKon
mchog ’jigs med dbang po (1728–1791) adduces a jar—which seems, prima facie, to sup-
port Ganeri’s reading. (“don dam par don byed nus pa’i chos de / raã mtshan gyi mtshan
ñid / mtshan gzhi ni / bum pa lta bu” [Mimaki 1974:85].) But this example is compati-
ble with the view either that it is jars themselves that are the direct objects of cognitions
or that it is jars as sense-data (“jar-representations”) that are thus perceived.

3. Hattori 1968:27; emphasis added. Ganeri apparently follows Hattori, modifying
slightly: “A thing possessing many forms (r[pa) cannot be cognised in all its aspects by
a sense-faculty” (2001a:101). For Kanakavarman’s Tibetan see Hattori: “du ma’i ngo bo’i
chos can ni / dbang po las rtogs srid ma yin” (1968:181). Hattori also gives the Sanskrit as
quoted by Prajñ1karagupta: “dharmiâo ’nekar[pasya nendriy1t sarvath1 gatin” (1968:
91n1.43). For Pram1âasamuccaya 1.5c-d, cf. Chapter 1, n34.

4. Hayes 1988a:170n20. This point is recommended as well by the Sanskrit.
5. See Chapter 1, n28.
6. See Chapter 1, n38.
7. I do not think the Kantian echo here is misleading. For Kant, a minimal condition
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of the possibility of having any experience at all is the fact of its being the experience of
some subject; thus, “It must be possible for the ‘I think’ to accompany all my representa-
tions. . . . the manifold representations, which are given in an intuition, would not be
one and all my representations, if they did not all belong to one self-consciousness”
(1781, 1787/1965:B131–32). As transcendental, however, Kant’s notion does not necessarily
counter the Buddhist denial of an abiding “self,” and Kant emphasized that the unity of
apperception gives us no empirical knowledge of ourselves (cf. B153–154). Much of this
applies, mutatis mutandis, to the Buddhist understanding of svasaÅvitti, perhaps partic-
ularly as that is later developed by ç1ntarakùita; cf. nn56–58. I have further developed
this point in Arnold 2005.

8. With this point in mind, Richard Hayes’s rendering of pratyakùa as “sensation”
(1988a:passim) is perhaps to be recommended. In fact, sensory perception is one of only
four kinds of cognition admitted by Dign1ga and his heirs as species of “perception” (cf.
Pram1âasamuccaya 1.6).

9. The Sanskrit is: “savy1p1rapratEtatv1t pram1âaÅ phalam eva sat” (Hattori 1968:
97n1.55).

10. “ ’di la phyi rol pa rnams kyi bzhin du tshad ma las ’bras bu don gzhan du gyur ba
ni med kyi, ’bras bur gyur ba’i shes pa de nyid yul gyi rnam pa can du skyes pa dang, bya
ba dang bcas par rtog pa de nye bar blangs nas, tshad ma nyid du ’dogs pa ste, bya ba med
par yang yin no” (Hattori 1968:183). My translation is here adapted from that of Hattori
1968:28.

11. “yul gyi snang ba nyid de ’di’i / tshad ma” (Hattori 1968: 183); cf. Hattori’s trans-
lation (1968:29). DharmakErti makes the same point at Ny1yabindu 1.20.

12. “de ltar rnam pa du ma rig pa’i shes pa nye bar blangs pa de lta de ltar tshad ma
dang gzhal bya nyid du nye bar ’dogs pa yin te” (Hattori 1968:183); here, the translation
is taken from Hattori (1968:29).

13. “yad 1bh1saÅ prameyaÅ tat pram1âaphalate punan / gr1hak1k1rasaÅvittE
trayaÅ n1tan póthak kótam” (Pram1âasamuccaya 1.10, in Hattori 1968:107n1.67); cf. Hat-
tori’s translation (1968:29).

14. “shes pa ni gnyis su snang bar skyes te, rang gi snang ba dang yul gyi snang ba’o /
snang ba de gnyis la gang rang rig pa de ni ’bras bur ’gyur ro” (Hattori 1968:183); cf. Hat-
tori’s translation (1968:28).

15. See n9.
16. This seems to be the view of Hattori; cf., inter alia, Hattori 1968:107nn1.65, 1.67.

Alex Wayman has long opposed the “idealist” reading of this and cognate schools. In an
article specifically addressing the relationship between Dign1ga and the Yog1c1ra school,
for example, Wayman writes: “if indeed the Yog1c1ra school denies the reality of an
external object, it would hardly be possible to find its position attractive to the Buddhist
logicians who were to follow, since Dign1ga and his successors . . . do not deny an exter-
nal object; rather they call it a svalakùaâa (the ‘particular’) and even sometimes describe
it as param1rtha-sat (‘absolute existence’), to underscore the reality of this object of
direct perception (pratyakùa)” (1979:65). It should be clear, though, that none of these
points self-evidently counts in favor of Wayman’s conclusions; being “absolutely exis-
tent” and uniquely “particular” can just as well describe sensations as external objects.

17. On the sense in which “apperception” thus remains (like perception more gener-
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ally) causally constrained, cf. McClintock, who suggests that in ç1ntarakùita’s TattvasaÅ-

graha, sense-data “are still causally produced, and as such they are still formed and
restricted by their causes. Even though an image of a patch of blue does not arise from
a group of causally functioning external blue particulars, it does arise from a causally
functioning internal particular, namely an imprint for the arisal of an image of a patch
of blue. The arisal of images in perception is thus not an arbitrary aªair (and to that
degree it is real); rather, it is rooted in karmic imprints and ignorance” (2003:143–144).
But of course, moments of inferential awareness presumably could similarly be
described as caused by “an imprint for the arisal” of such—in which case, perception
would seem to lose its distinctive status. See in this regard n20.

18. Hayes 1988a:136. Brentano makes almost precisely the same point, in terms with
striking a‹nities with Dign1ga: “besides the fact that it has a special object, inner percep-
tion possesses another distinguishing characteristic: its immediate, infallible self-evi-
dence. Of all the types of knowledge of the objects of experience, inner perception alone
possesses this characteristic. Consequently, when we say that mental phenomena are
those which are apprehended by means of inner perception, we say that their perception
is immediately evident. Moreover, inner perception is not merely the only kind of per-
ception which is immediately evident; it is really the only perception in the strict sense of
the word. . . . [for] the phenomena of the so-called external perception cannot be proved
true and real even by means of indirect demonstration. For this reason, anyone who in
good faith has taken them for what they seem to be is being misled by the manner in
which the phenomena are connected. Therefore, strictly speaking, so-called external per-
ception is not perception. Mental phenomena, therefore, may be described as the only
phenomena of which perception in the strict sense of the word is possible” (1973:91).

19. With this way of putting it, we are on the verge of an argument like that made by
Descartes.

20. As much is conceded by Mokù1karagupta, who anticipates an objection to this
eªect: “nanu sarvajñ1n1n1Å svasaÅvedanapratyakùatve gha•o ’yam ity1divikalpajñ1-
nasya nirvikalpakatvaÅ, pEtaéaãkh1dijñ1nasya-abhr1ntatvaÅ ca kathaÅ na bhavet?
ucyate: vikalpajñ1nam api sv1tmani nirvikalpam eva / gha•o ’yam ity anena b1hyam eva-
arthaÅ vikalpayati, na tv 1tm1nam” (But if all cognitions are [instances of the kind of]
perception that is apperception, [then] how would conceptual cognitions like ‘this is a
jar’ not be non-conceptual, and how would the [mistaken] cognition of a yellow conch
shell not be non-erroneous? We reply: even conceptual cognition is non-conceptual with
respect to itself; [such cognition] conceptualizes the external object with [propositions
like] ‘this is a jar,’ but [it does] not [conceptualize] itself [Singh 1985:24]). This conclu-
sion surely follows from Dign1ga’s initial contention that our various cognitive instru-
ments (pram1âa) are only “figuratively” so called, insofar as there is finally only the fact
of occurrent cognitions having various phenomenological aspects.

21. Sellars 1963:164. This passage is quoted by Tillemans (2003:97), who is chief among
those modern interpreters of Buddhist foundationalism who have found it useful to
invoke Sellars. Dreyfus (1996) has challenged the judgment that Buddhists in this tradi-
tion of thought subscribe to Sellars’s “myth of the given.”

22. Brandom 2000:49, et passim.
23. Indeed, this is among the points of Kant’s contention that “It must be possible for
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the ‘I think’ to accompany all my representations” (cf. n7). That is, any experience must,
in order even to count as an experience, be expressible as the object of some proposi-
tional attitude. (Kant’s is also the point that propositional attitudes invariably reflect
some particular perspective.) This is why Lynne Rudder Baker can say: “Mental items
that cannot be identified by ‘that’-clauses at all have no claim to being beliefs or other
propositional attitudes” (1987:19). Cf. Siderits 2004:376.

24. Recall that “conceptual” here means simply (with DharmakErti) “suitable for
association with discourse”—and the possibility of a judgment’s being expressed in a
‘that’-clause would seem to be definitional of this. The thrust of Sellars’s critique of the
“given,” then, is that even our acquaintance with our own mental states necessarily pre-
supposes mastery of some concepts, etc.

25. These issues have recently been the subject of a debate between Chadha (2001,
2004) and Siderits (2004).

26. “zhen pa ni nges pa ste, de spyi la sogs pa dang ldan pa’i ba lang la sogs pa la ma
brtags par ma mthong ba’i phyir mi srid do” (Hattori 1968:193).

27. See n4.
28. Or, following Dharmakirti’s revision, it is at least to have a cognition whose phe-

nomenological content involves things (viz., general kinds) that are in principle capable
of serving as the referents of words.

29. “cakùurvijñ1nasamaãgE nElaÅ j1n1ti no tu nElam iti” (cited by Dign1ga in his vótti
to Pram1âasamuccaya 1.4; cf. Hattori 1968:26, 179). I thus render “nElam iti” (where the
quotation marker iti might more literally be rendered “he does not know ‘it is blue’”)
with a ‘that’-clause in order to emphasize what I regard as a distinctive feature of prop-
ositional content; cf. n23. As seen below (Chapter 7, n20), CandrakErti contests Dign1ga’s
understanding of this quotation.

30. Interestingly, there is a similar tension in some contemporary physicalist
accounts of cognition. Philosophers like Jerry Fodor have tried to specify a sort of “nar-
row content” that can be expressed by causally explicable “observation” sentences, while
yet not being rich enough to count as inferential (since what they want to do is explain
higher-order sentences in terms of basic “observation” sentences). For a critique of this
attempt, see Baker 1987:63–84.

31. On this, see especially Dunne 1999:318 ª. See also Tillemans 2003:104; Katsura
1984:216, 228; and Katsura 1993. See also the discussion of this in Chapter 4.

32. Dunne 1999:320–321. As shown in part II, the privileged epistemic role particularly
of cognitions of pragmatic e‹cacy represents the principal point at which Buddhist
foundationalists are vulnerable to the MEm1Åsaka critique.

33. This question is begged by Siderits, whose critique of Chadha (2001) thus invokes
the distinction between perception and “perceptual judgment”: while instances of the
latter are technically inferential, they “are more directly tied to immediately preceding
perceptions than is usual with most inferences” (Siderits 2004:369; cf. Katsura 1993). But
it is how these are “tied” that is precisely at issue in this debate. To be sure, Siderits notes
(ibid., 380n8) that apoha plays a role here (cf. n34); but that role is complex enough, and
the question of apoha’s success is contentious enough (involving, as it does, significant
metaphysical arguments), that Siderits’s appeal to the distinction between perception
and “perceptual judgment” is not by itself persuasive.
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34. This way of putting the question makes clear that this is among the issues meant
to be addressed by the doctrine of apoha—that is, the doctrine that words (and discur-
sive thought more generally) do not have really existent universals as their referents;
rather, thought constructs these referents by a process of exclusion. (See Dreyfus
1997:217–249; Ganeri 2001a:106–111; Hayes 1988a:183 ª.) As reflected in the title of his
recent article on the subject (“On What It Is That Buddhists Think About”), Patil (2003)
makes clear that apoha, though often treated only for its interest with respect to the phi-
losophy of language, should more generally be understood as a mechanism for resolv-
ing this finally epistemological problem. Consideration of whether the doctrine of apoha
can successfully answer this question is outside the scope of the present discussion; for
now, I will have to be content with having clarified what the question is.

35. Tillemans 2003:104. Much of my discussion here is informed by this article.
36. Cf., e.g., Pram1âav1rttika 3.213, where DharmakErti argues against the possibility

that words directly refer to (and, hence, for the impossibility that they establish) really
existent objects: “n1ntarEyakat1bh1v1c chabd1n1Å vastubhin saha / n1rthasiddhis tatas
te hi vaktrabhipr1yas[cak1n” (Since words have no inherent connection with things,
there is no proof of objects based on them; for they [merely] express a speaker’s inten-
tion [Miyasaka 1971/72:146]). Hayes has noted, however, that this understanding of the
sense in which language is “inferential” misses Dign1ga’s point (1988a:253–254).

37. Sellars 1963:169; quoted by McDowell 1996: xiv.
38. McDowell oªers this coinage as “Sellarsian at least in spirit” (1996:xiv).
39. Ibid., xv.
40. Ibid. This is, as McDowell rightly notes, simply another way of articulating the

problem that motivated Kant—that of how freedom can fit into a scientifically described
world (p. xxiii). Cf., as well, McDowell 1998.

41. On Descombes’s cogent analysis, this is ultimately the problem being addressed by
those empiricists who would reduce our “intentions” (in the broad sense proposed by Des-
combes) to such causally e‹cacious (and empirically identifiable) phenomena as brain
states.

42. This parallels a problem famously pointed out with respect to the philosophical
program of logical positivism; thus, if it is urged that the only meaningful statements are
those that are empirically verifiable, it can be asked how that claim itself is to be verified.

43. Dharmottara’s dates are per Krasser 1992. On Dharmottara as having signifi-
cantly revised the commitments of DharmakErti, see Dreyfus 1997:354–64. The inter-
pretation of Dharmottara that I propose is much the same as that of Dreyfus. For a use-
ful introduction to the course of Buddhist philosophy after DharmakErti (with particular
reference to the figures of Dharmottara, RatnakErti, and Jñ1naérEmitra), see Kajiyama
1998:1–13.

44. Thus, DharmakErti eªectively glosses pram1âa as samyagjñ1na (veridical cogni-
tion) and says, in turn, “samyagjñ1nap[rvik1 sarvapuruù1rthasiddhin” (the achievement
of all human ends depends on veridical cognition [Malvania 1971:1]).

45. Consider, in this regard, the extent to which Dreyfus’s analysis of DharmakErti’s
possibly “pragmatist” approach in fact presupposes the peculiarly causal sort of prag-
matism reflected in Quine’s “naturalized epistemology” (e.g., 1997:310–311).

46. “samyagjñ1naÅ p[rvaÅ k1raâaÅ yasy1n, s1 tathokt1 / k1ry1t p[rvaÅ bhavat,
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k1raâaÅ p[rvam uktam / k1raâaéabdop1d1ne tu puruù1rthasiddhen s1kù1t k1raâaÅ

gamyeta / p[rvaéabde tu p[rvam1tram / dvividhaÅ ca samyagjñ1naÅ: arthakriy1nir-
bh1saÅ, arthakriy1samarthe ca pravartakam / tayor madhye yat pravartakaÅ tad iha
parEkùyate / tac ca p[rvam1traÅ, na tu s1kù1tk1raâam / samyagjñ1ne hi sati p[rvadóù•a-
smaraâam / smaraâ1d abhil1ùan / abhil1ù1t pravóttin / pravótteé ca pr1ptin / tato na s1k-
ù1d hetun /. . . . tasm1t parEkù1rham as1kù1t k1raâaÅ samyagjñ1nam 1daréayituÅ k1ra-
âaéabdaÅ parityajya p[rvagrahaâaÅ kótam” (Malvania 1971:27–29).

47. Cf. n9ª.
48. “pr1pakaÅ jñ1naÅ pram1âam / pr1paâaéaktié ca na keval1d arth1vin1bh1vitv1d

bhavati / bEj1dyavin1bh1vino ’py aãkur1der apr1pakatv1t / tasm1d pr1py1d arth1d ut-
patt1v apy asya jñ1nasy1sti kaécidavaéyakartavyan pr1pakavy1p1ro, yena kóten1rthan

pr1pito bhavati / sa eva ca pram1âaphalaÅ, yadanuù•h1n1t pr1pakaÅ bhavati jñ1nam”
(Ny1yabindu 1.19, in Malvania 1971:79).

49. As a commentator who represents his work as interpretively adequate to Dhar-
makErti, Dharmottara will, of course, eschew this word in this context, but it is clearly
what his account entails.

50. “dvividho hi viùayo pram1âasya: gr1hyaé ca yad1k1ram utpadyate, pr1paâEyaé ca
yam adhyavasyati / anyo hi gr1hyo ’nyaé c1dhyavaseyan / pratyakùasya hi kùaâa eko
gr1hyan, adhyavaseyas tu pratyakùabalotpannena niécayena saÅt1na eva; saât1na eva ca
pratyakùasya pr1paâEyan, kùaâasya pr1payitum aéakyatv1t” (Malvania 1971:71). See
Kajiyama 1998:58 for a similar point.

51. Regarding this distinction, see Dreyfus (1997:359–360), which adduces a precisely
parallel passage from Dharmottara’s Pram1âaviniécaya•Ek1.

52. “tasya viùayan svalakùaâam” (Ny1yabindu 1.12).
53. “nElanirbh1saÅ hi vijñ1naÅ yatas, tasm1n nElasya pratEtir avasEyate / yebhyo hi

cakùur1dibhyo vijñ1nam utpadyate na tadvaé1t tajjñ1naÅ nElasya saÅvedanaÅ éakyate
’vasth1payitum / nElasadóéaÅ tv anubh[yam1naÅ nElasya saÅvedanam avasth1pyate”
(Malvania 1971:82).

54. “na ca-atra janyajanakabh1vanibandhanan s1dhyas1dhanabh1vo, yena-ekasmin
vastuni virodhan sy1t; api tu vyavasth1pyavyavasth1pakabh1vena” (ibid.).

55. “atra-ucyate: na karmakartóbh1vena vedyavedakatvaÅ jñ1ne varâyate / kiÅ tarhi
vyavasth1pyavyavasth1pakabh1vena” (Singh 1985:23).

56. It is worth noting, apropos of the comparability of svasaÅvitti to Kant’s “appercep-
tion” (cf. n7), that the post-Kantian history of Western philosophy attests precisely sim-
ilar debates about whether Kant’s “synthetic unity of apperception” is to be understood
as a strictly transcendental-formal condition or whether instead it denotes a particular
sort of cognition that accompanies any cognitive act—with the latter reading similarly
occasioning the observation that this way lies infinite regress. (This is how CandrakErti
criticizes Dign1ga’s notion of svasaÅvitti.) Cf. Pippin 1989:16–24, 46–47 et passim; and
Arnold 2005.

57. “vijñ1naÅ jabar[pebhyo vy1vóttam upaj1yate / iyam ev1tmasaÅvittir asya y1-
ajabar[pat1” (TattvasaÅgraha 1999 [Shastri 1997:478]). For Mokù1karagupta’s quotation
of this, see Singh 1985:23.

58. “kriy1k1rakabh1vena na svasaÅvittir asya tu / ekasya-anaÅéar[pasya trair[py1-
nupapattitan” (TattvasaÅgraha 2000). Cf. Singh 1985:23.
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59. “tasm1d adhyavas1yaÅ kurvad eva pratyakùaÅ pram1âaÅ bhavati” (Malvania
1971:84).

60. Cf. Introduction, n11. On the Hetucakra, see also Hayes 1988a:111–131.
61. Like Staal and Matilal, Hayes, too, appreciates the extent to which Dign1ga’s logic

thus concerns the veritably spatial relation between properties and loci and has (like
many expositors of Indian logic) found it useful to express the various possible relations
in terms of Venn diagrams. Here, I follow Hayes 1988a:118–130.

62. On this development, see, inter alia, Dunne 1999:165–252; Ganeri 2001a:121–123.
63. It is reasonable to ask whether Dign1ga and DharmakErti developed any theory of

“truth” at all, and to think that their arguments finally concern only justification (cf. Til-
lemans 1999:6–12); what I am here arguing is that the conceptual resources provided by
their thought constrain us to think about truth in this way.

64. This is, of course, a crude generalization. Nevertheless, it can be said that a con-
cern to revise the pragmatist tradition in light of this point is one of the principal goals of
Robert Brandom, whose comments on the pragmatists in this regard might just as well be
addressed to DharmakErti and Dharmottara as they express themselves at the beginning
of the Ny1yabindu•Ek1: “they equated the success of actions with the satisfaction of
desires, and wanted to attribute to the beliefs that conduced to satisfaction and hence suc-
cess a special desirable property: their successor notion to the classical concept of truth.
In their sense, true beliefs were those that conduced to the satisfaction of desires. But the
notion of desire and its satisfaction required by their explanatory strategy is fatally equiv-
ocal. It runs together immediate inclination and conceptually articulated commitment in
just the way Wilfrid Sellars criticizes, for beliefs rather than desires, under the rubric ‘the
Myth of the Given’” (Brandom 2004:12–13; cf. Brandom 2000, passim).

65. “mithy1jñ1n1d dhi k1kat1lEy1pi n1sty arthasiddhin / tath1 hi yadi pradaréitam
arthaÅ pr1payaty evaÅ tato bhavaty arthasiddhin / pradaréitaÅ ca pr1payat samyagjñ1-
nam eva / pradaréitaÅ ca-apr1payat mithy1jñ1nam / apr1pakaÅ ca katham arthasiddhini-
bandhanaÅ sy1t / tasm1d yan mithy1jñ1naÅ na tato ’rthasiddhin / yataé ca-arthasiddhis,
tat samyagjñ1nam eva” (Malvania 1971:31–32).

66. Thus Locke writes: “Since the Mind, in all its Thoughts and Reasonings, hath no
other immediate Object but its own Ideas, which it alone does or can contemplate, it is
evident, that our Knowledge is only conversant about them” (1689/1975:525).

67. Brandom regards Frege as among the forerunners of the broadly “inferentialist”
approach he commends—an approach that starts with Kant and finds influential expres-
sion in the twentieth century in the work of Wilfrid Sellars. Brandom develops a point
comparable to the one I am making (2000:157–183).

68. Carl 1994:18. My general understanding of Frege (and my exposition thereof here)
is particularly informed by Carl’s work.

69. For a similar point, see Brandom 2000:167 and 169–178 (where Brandom’s discus-
sion of the expressive function of de dicto and de re modalities advances something like
the same insight). Brandom frames the whole discussion as concerning the diªerence
between “what is said or thought and what it is said or thought about” (ibid., 163).

70. Brandom oªers another useful way to formulate the distinction between epis-
temic and realist conceptions of truth, noting that the course of philosophy changed
significantly with the “replacement of concern with Cartesian certainty by concern with
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Kantian necessity” (2000:80; cf. 163–164)—that is, from a preoccupation with such sub-
jective, epistemic facts as how things seem to us (“certain”) to a focus on what must be
the case in order for this to be possible. Again, though, the idea that persons are neces-
sarily constituted as rational agents by intersubjectively available rules does not neces-
sarily imply (though it may) that, say, “rules of logic” are universal; it may yet be (in
words that Brandom borrows from John Haugeland) that “all transcendental constitution
is social institution” (ibid., 34).

71. And, of course, if this example fails to elicit such agreement, that fact would not,
in light of Frege’s insight, count against the likelihood that the point nevertheless is true!

72. This makes clear how Frege could think that empiricism leads inexorably to ide-
alism (with the inevitability of this logic perhaps explaining why the philosophical proj-
ects of thinkers such as Dign1ga and DharmakErti occasion so much controversy regard-
ing the question of whether or not they are idealists). The observation of Wolfgang Carl
is apt: “Frege was particularly opposed to empiricism and psychologism, which, accord-
ing to him, are connected with each other and lead in the long run to idealism. His own
philosophical position as it emerges from his criticism of empiricism and psychologism
can be described as an epistemology devoted to maintaining the objectivity of knowl-
edge founded on the human capacity for grasping thoughts, a capacity manifested by
our use of language” (1994:186).

73. To put the point in terms of ‘that’-clauses (cf. n23), it is not bare sensations that
are the objects of such clauses, but judgments; one does not, that is, typically say, “I
believe that [sensation of blue]” but, rather, “I believe that it is blue.” For a lucid devel-
opment of the significance of ‘that’-clauses specifically vis-à-vis perception, see, as well,
Stout (2002:36). 

Notes to Chapter 3

1. P[rva MEm1Ås1 is thus distinguished from Uttara MEm1Ås1 (“Ved1nta”) by virtue
of the latter’s constitutive concern with the later portions of the Veda—that is, the
ved1nta (culmination of the Vedas), as the Upaniùads are known. On the relationship
between P[rva and Uttara MEm1Ås1, see Clooney 1990:255–258, 1994; and Pollock 2004.
Jha (1964) is still a useful survey of P[rva MEm1Ås1.

2. Various forms of this injunction are adduced by MEm1Åsakas from various sources.
Most common is this expression from the T1âbhyamah1br1hmaâa, 16.15.5. See Frau-
wallner (1968:16n) for variants.

3. That is, a cognitive instrument; according to the Ny1yabh1ùyam, “sa yen1rthaÅ

pramiâoti, tat pram1âaÅ” (A pram1âa is that by means of which one knows an object).
I render pram1âa in this sense as “reliable warrant,” though William Alston’s term dox-
astic practice (on which, more below) would also su‹ce. The belief-forming practices
typically adduced as examples of such (perception, inference, analogy, tradition, testi-
mony) are considered to represent “criteria” of valid knowledge, in something like the
sense in play in Chisholm (1966:56–69).

4. The standard gloss of this sense (which amounts to an alternative gloss on the -ana
su‹x) is “pramEyate iti pram1âam” (what is known is a pram1âa). This sense of the
word overlaps with the Buddhist contention that the result of a pram1âa (i.e., a pra-
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m1âaphala) is what the word refers to. (See Chapter 2.) Other Indian philosophers chal-
lenge the Buddhists on this point, but it should become clear that this sense is neverthe-
less frequently in play in the context of the present discussion.

5. This, at least, is the case when I do not simply leave it untranslated, as is conven-
ient, for example, when the argument specifically trades on the etymological relation-
ship between pram1âa and pr1m1âya.

6. For example, in Mohanty (1966), a study and translation of the pr1m1âyav1da
chapter of Gangeéa’s Tattvacint1maâi, pr1m1âya is rendered as “truth” throughout the
book, without explanation. This begs some important questions.

7. See Chapter 1, p. 14.
8. Matilal 1986:135. See also Mohanty 1992:199.
9. I am indebted to Taber (1992) for much of my appreciation of this.
10. Alston 1991. Alston’s argument has also been separately developed, without the

constructive concern that predominates in the second half of Perceiving God, in Alston
1993. Taber has noted that Kum1rila’s epistemology has some general a‹nities with the
“reformed epistemology” associated with Alvin Plantinga and William Alston (1997:378).

11. These terms are elaborated below.
12. Among the translation equivalents I have thus eschewed is “credibility”—which,

although it nicely captures something of P1rthas1rathi’s idea, seems to convey the idea
of truth-conduciveness insu‹ciently. Note that it is precisely as having an “epistemic”
sense that P1rthas1rathi’s understanding of pr1m1âya is not captured by rendering it as
“truth” (at least, not if P1rthas1rathi is at the same time credited with a realist conception
of truth, which is the position taken here). Thus, to characterize P1rthas1rathi’s as an
“epistemic” conception of pr1m1âya is to say that it is a conception according to which
this epistemic desideratum concerns the perspective of the knower—and it is precisely
to the extent that his is nonetheless a finally realist conception of truth (such that truth
is precisely independent of the knower) that P1rthas1rathi must therefore mean by pr1-
m1âya something other than “truth.” Dunne carefully considers the issues involved in
translating pr1m1âya (including the problems with “validity” as a translation), settling
on “instrumentality” (2004:223–229)—a rendering based exclusively on the sense of pra-
m1âa as cognitive “instrument” (n3). Regardless of whether this facilitates the interpre-
tation of DharmakErti, it fails to capture the points at issue for P1rthas1rathi.

13. Composed c. 400 c.e. çabara’s commentary comprises, however, significant ex-
tracts from an earlier commentary that is no longer extant: the Vótti, whose nameless
author is referred to by çabara simply as the vóttik1ra (author of the Vótti).

14. “Codan1lakùaâo ’rtho dharman” ( Jaiminis[tra 1.1.2).
15. The stipulative definition of dharma as something unavailable to sense perception

is, as Sheldon Pollock puts it, “the essential a priori of MEm1Ås1” (1989:607). The intro-
duction to this s[tra tells us only that dharma is what “connects a person with the high-
est good” (sa [i.e., dharma] hi ninéreyasena puruùaÅ saÅyunakti iti pratij1nEmahe). Cf.
Junankar: “What is conducive to happiness is dharma and what is not so conducive is
adharma” (1982:51). It is not obvious that only a quality unavailable to the senses could
answer to this description. For MEm1Åsakas, though, dharma was always bhaviùyat, as
opposed to bh[tam—that is, always the future result of present actions, and never some-
thing already existent and at hand. This stipulation drives a great deal of MEm1Åsaka
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thought and is neatly captured in the maxim “bh[taÅ bhavy1ya kalpate” (what exists
subserves what should be brought into being). Clooney oªers illuminating insights on
this set of commitments—and on why dharma therefore must always be, for MEm1Å-

sakas, yet-to-be-realized (1990:131–161).
16. As we will see, the essentially transcendent character of the Vedas (their apau-

ruùeyatva [being beyond the human]) is a cornerstone of the MEm1Åsaka doctrine. This
claim is revived in Chapter 4.

17. “Vipratiùiddham idam ucyate—bravEti, vitathaÅ ca-iti. BravEti-ity ucyate ’vabo-
dhayati, budhyam1nasya nimittaÅ bhavati-iti. YasmiÅé ca nimittabh[te saty avabud-
hyate so ’vabodhayati. Yadi ca codan1y1Å saty1m agnihotr1t svargo bhavati iti gam-
yate, katham ucyate na tath1 bhavati-iti? Atha na tath1 bhavati-iti katham avabudhyate?
Asantam artham avabudhyata iti vipratiùiddham. Na ca svargak1mo yajeta ity ato va-
can1t saÅdigdham avagamyate bhavati v1 svargo na v1 bhavati iti, na ca niécitam ava-
gamyam1nam idaÅ mithy1 sy1t. Yo hi janitv1 pradhvaÅsate na etad evam iti, sa mithy1
pratyayan. Na ca-eùa k1l1ntare puruù1ntare ’vasth1ntare deé1ntare v1 viparyeti. Tasm1d
avitathan” (Abhyankar 1930–1934/1976:16–17).

The text of çabara’s commentary on the first five of Jaimini’s s[tras has also been
edited (with a German translation) by Frauwallner (1968:16–18). See also the translation
by Jha (1973–74:4–5).

18. Note, though, that çabara’s commentary comprises a lengthy extract from the
commentary of the vóttik1ra, which covers (with some diªerences) much of the same
ground. See Abhyankar (1930–1934/1976:47–51; alternatively, Frauwallner 1968:34–36;
English translation in Jha 1973–74:17–18) for the earlier commentary’s similar treatment
of essentially the same objection. Nevertheless, it is çabara’s statement of the argument
to which Kum1rila alludes in developing the topic; see n23. This is perhaps due to the
fact that Kum1rila, “plainly by error, ascribes the major portion of the discussion to
çabarasv1min, and not to the Vóttik1ra” (Keith 1921:7).

19. In fact, when the doctrine of svatan pr1m1âya is understood as essentially con-
cerning prima facie justification, the whole point of the doctrine just is, in a way, that a
definition of knowledge such as “justified true belief” cannot be sustained. This point is
developed in Chapter 4.

20. This is the significance of Jaimini’s fourth s[tra, which says that perception can
bear only on something “present” or “existent”: “satsaÅprayoge puruùasya-indriy1â1Å

buddhijanma tat pratyakùam” (when a person’s sense faculties are in contact with some-
thing existent, the resultant cognition is [what we call] perception ). But heaven is not
sat, but always bhaviùyat; cf. n15. Given this commitment, to characterize perception as
bearing only on “existent” objects is not to privilege it, but to show its limited scope.

21. Cf. Introduction, n22.
22. The text of the çlokav1rttika can be found in the following editions (each of which

includes the commentary of one of Kum1rila’s interpreters): Sastri 1971:42–59, with
UÅveka’s çlokav1rtikavy1khy1 T1tparya•Ek1 (henceforth, çVTT); ç1strE 1913/1990:78–95,
with Sucaritamiéra’s K1éik1 (henceforth, K1éik1); and Shastri 1978:41–49, with P1rthas1-
rathimiéra’s Ny1yaratn1kara (henceforth, Ratn1kara).

Reference is also made to the TattvasaÅgraha of ç1ntarakùita—a Buddhist work
whose penultimate chapter gives a lengthy treatment of the doctrine of svatan pr1-
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m1âya, comprising a significant number of quotations from Kum1rila’s no longer extant
Bóha••Ek1 (cf. Frauwallner 1962). Of course, it is not only for its preservation of frag-
ments of Kum1rila that the TattvasaÅgraha’s treatment of this subject is significant; we
will find in the TattvasaÅgraha the occasion for more lengthy consideration of how the
MEm1Åsaka doctrine relates to Buddhist foundationalism.

23. çV, codan1 32: “tatra vipratiùiddhatvaÅ buddhav1kye ’pi yujyate / tato ’pi pra-
tyayotpattes tasm1j j1tyuttaraÅ tv idam //.”

24. codan1 33: “sarvavijñ1naviùayam idaÅ t1vat parEkùyat1m [variant: pratEkùyat1m] /
pram1âatv1pram1âatve svatan kiÅ parato ’tha v1 //.”

25. “codan1pr1m1âyasiddhyartham eva niécitapr1m1ây1pr1m1âyeùu jñ1neùu katham
apr1m1âyaÅ pr1m1âyaÅ v1-iti parEkùyate” (UÅveka, çVVT, p. 42). UÅveka is here
answering the objection that, insofar as the topic of this section is codan1, it is not rele-
vant to introduce the question of other pram1âas to the commentary on this part of
çabara’s text.

26. The argument against the position (traditionally attributed to S1Åkhya philoso-
phers) that validity and invalidity are both intrinsic to cognition is that this incoherently
involves predicating mutually exclusive properties of a single thing—or that (if the posi-
tion be not that both are intrinsic to every cognition, but only that one or the other of
these is intrinsic to any cognition) there is no way to determine which of the two obtains
in any particular case. The argument against the position (traditionally attributed to the
Ny1ya school) that both are extrinsic is that this leaves cognitions without any nature
whatsoever.

27. codan1 38: “Tasm1t sv1bh1vikaÅ teù1m apram1âatvam iùyat1m / pr1m1âyaÅ ca
par1pekùam atra ny1yo ’bhidhEyate //.” 

28. But cf. Chapter 4, n41.
29. codan1 39: “Apr1m1âyam avastutv1n na sy1t k1raâadoùatan / vastutv1t tu guâais

teù1Å pr1m1âyam upajanyate //.” The word guâa typically means “merit,” “virtue,”
“quality,” etc., but I prefer to render it as “e‹cacy” in this context, where epistemic
“virtues” in particular are in play. Cf. n35.

30. codan1 40: “Pr1m1âyaÅ hi yad1-utsarg1t tadabh1vo ’tha kótriman” [following
the readings in K1éik1, Ratn1kara; çVTT incoherently reads “tadabh1vo ’py akótriman”]
/ tad1 svapn1dibodhe ’pi pr1m1âyaÅ kena v1ryate //.”

31. As seen earlier, this is the idea that perceptual cognitions are uniquely “constrained”
(niyata) by the presence of the perceived objects that give rise to them.

32. codan1 42: “Indriy1di-guâ1é ca-asya k1raâaÅ, tadasad dvidh1 / duù•atv1d indri-
y1dEn1m [variant: vendriy1dEn1m], abh1ve ’nyatarasya v1 //.” The commentators dis-
agree about this second condition. UÅveka (çVTT, p. 46) seems to read the first part of
the verse as distinguishing between the senses and their e‹cacies and thus reads the sec-
ond half-verse as saying “because of the defectiveness of the senses, or given the absence
of either of these [i.e., of the senses or of their e‹cacies].” P1rthas1rathi, in contrast,
takes the point of the second half-verse to concern the absence of guâas on the part of
all pram1âas and so glosses the reference to the “senses, etc.” as concerning whatever it
is, in each of the admitted pram1âas, that serves as the “cause.” Thus: “In cases such as
dreams, etc., there is absence of e‹cacies owing to their being without locus, due to the
absence of any among the senses, etc., [which is to say,] of any of the causes of cognitions,
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[viz.]: of the senses [in the case of perceptual cognition], or of the [inferential] sign [in
the case of inference], or of the others” (“svapn1diùv indriy1dEn1Å jñ1nak1raâ1n1m
anyatamasya-indriyasya liãgasya v1 anyasya v1-abh1v1n nir1érayatay1 guâ1n1m abh1va
iti” [Ratn1kara, p. 44]). In P1rthas1rathi’s reading (which I have followed in translating
the verse), the point is thus that dreams lack the operative parts of any of the pram1âas
admitted by the MEm1Åsakas.

33. codan1 44: “Tasm1t k1raâaéuddhatvaÅ jñ1napr1m1âyak1raâam / svabh1vato ’pra-
m1âatvaÅ tadabh1vena lakùyate [variant: labhyate] //.”

34. codan1 46: “Tataé ca puruù1bh1v1t sati v1 éuddyasambhav1t / nirm[latv1t pram1-
âatvaÅ codan1n1Å na yujyate //.”

35. For Buddhists, the kinds of guâas that could cause scriptures to be valid are, in
particular, the characteristics of a Buddha, and guâa, in this context, thus seems to con-
note something much more like its conventional meaning of “virtue,” “merit,” etc.;
standard examples of the relevant qualities are the Buddha’s compassion, etc. Sucarita-
miéra alludes to such characteristically Buddhist “virtues” when he says: “ata eva asatsv
api vaktóguâeùu k1ruâikatv1diùu vede doù1bh1vam1tr1d eva pr1m1âyaÅ sidhyati”
(even given that the virtues of a speaker, such as being compassionate (k1ruâikatva) and
so forth, do not exist in the Veda, the validity [of the Veda] is established simply by the
absence of deficiency [K1éik1, p. 90]). For an expression of a Buddhist view of the mat-
ter, cf. TattvasaÅgraha 1501: “dveùamoh1dayo doù1 yath1 mithy1tvahetavan / kóp1prajñ1-
dayo ’py evaÅ jñ1t1n satyatvahetavan //” (Just as faults like aversion and delusion are
causes of falsity, in the same way things like compassion and wisdom are known as
causes of truth). Of course, Buddhist philosophers in the tradition of Dign1ga and
DharmakErti would not hold that Buddhist scriptures themselves are reliable warrants,
only that one can perform a valid inference (one from scripture as eªect, to exemplary
author as cause) regarding such.

36. P1rthas1rathi regards the point of the second, concessive disqualification as con-
cerning the characteristic content of Vedic injunctions; he says that, on the Buddhist
view, an authored Veda (pauruùeyatve [even given its personal origin]) would still lack
validity because “[epistemic] purity is not at all possible in regard to points that wholly
exceed the sense capacities of a person” (pauruùeyatve puruùasya-atEndriy1rthe naiva
éuddhin sambhavati-ity [Ratn1kara, pp. 44–45]). Many Buddhists (including, perhaps,
Dign1ga and DharmakErti) allow the possibility of omniscient agents—but it is argued
that only Buddhas are examples of such, not any putative authors of the Vedas.

37. codan1 47: “Svatan sarvapram1â1n1Å pr1m1âyam iti gamyat1m [variant:
góhyat1m] / na hi svato ’satE éaktin kartum anyena éakyate //.” Schmithausen notes, apro-
pos of padas c-d, that there is here some resonance with the S1Åkhya doctrine of
satk1ryav1da (the doctrine that eªects are already latent within their causes) (1965:196–
197n122). And indeed, one could be forgiven for thinking that the reason given in the sec-
ond half of verse 47 sounds very much like the reasoning attributed (in this very text!) to
the S1Åkhya defenders of the view that both validity and invalidity are intrinsic: “svato
’sat1m as1dhyatv1t” (since what does not exist by itself cannot be brought about [codan1,
verse 34a]). For a consideration of the possibility that Sucaritamiéra’s interpretation of
this doctrine has a‹nities with the satk1ryav1da doctrine of S1Åkhya, see Chapter 4, n12.

38. codan1 48: “1tmal1bhe hi bh1v1n1Å k1raâ1pekùit1 bhavet / labdh1tman1Å sva-
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k1ryeùu pravóttin svayam eva tu //.” There is a possibly significant variant here: the edi-
tions of K1éik1 and Rath1kara read “1tmal1bhe ca . . .” I have followed the editions of
çVTT and the TattvasaÅgraha (where padas a-b of our passage occur as k1rik1 2847a-b).
This may be significant because, according to Taber (1992), one of the relevant diªerences
between UÅveka and P1rthas1rathimiéra concerns whether to read vv.47–48 as continu-
ous (as P1rthas1rathi does) or, instead (with UÅveka), to read v.48 as representing the
answer to a diªerent question. The reading hi (instead of ca) recommends the former
interpretation—making it interesting that our edition of UÅveka is one of those that pre-
serves the reading hi, which seems not to recommend UÅveka’s interpretation.

The Bóha••Ek1 (as preserved in TattvasaÅgraha 2850) provides an example that
clarifies the point of the verse under consideration: “Mótpiâbadaâbacakr1di gha•o jan-
many apekùate / udak1haraâe tv asya tadapekù1 na vidyate //” (A pot depends, for its
production, on a lump of clay, a potter’s stick, wheel, etc.; but for carrying water, it has
no need of these). The same example is used by Sucaritamiéra in his comment on codan1
48 (cf. K1éik1, p. 90), as well as by P1rthas1rathimiéra (Ratn1kara, p. 45).

39. codan1 49–51: “j1te ’pi yadi vijñ1ne t1van na-artho ’vadh1ryate / y1vat k1raâaéud-
dhatvaÅ na pram1â1ntar1d bhavet // tatra jñ1n1ntarotp1dan pratEkùyan k1raâ1ntar1t /
y1vad dhi na paricchinn1 éuddhis t1vad asatsam1 // tasy1pi k1raâe éuddhe tajjñ1ne sy1t
pram1âat1 / tasy1py evam itEtthaÅ [variant: itEcchaÅé] ca [variant: tu] na kvacid [vari-
ant: kiñcid] vyavatiù•hate //.” The reading for 51a-b given in çVTT makes no sense con-
ceptually: “tasy1pi k1raâe ’éuddhe tajjñ1nasya-apram1âat1” (there is invalidity of that
cognition given the impure cause of that [subsequent cognition], too).

40. There is, from a Buddhist point of view, a somewhat similar argument in N1g1r-
juna’s Vigrahavy1vartanE (k1rik1s 31–33): “yadi ca pram1âatas te teù1Å teù1Å prasiddhir
arth1n1m / teù1Å punan prasiddhiÅ br[hi kathaÅ te pram1â1n1m //” (And if proof of
all these objects is based on pram1âas, then how could you say there was proof of these
pram1âas?). But N1g1rjuna concludes from this argument not (as the MEm1Åsakas will)
that we must therefore presume some epistemic warrants to be valid but, rather, that the
whole discourse of epistemology is incoherent.

41. Cf., e.g., Ratn1kara, p. 45 (“1ndhyam eva-aéeùasya jagatan prasajyeta”); çVTT, p.
56 (“1ndhyam aéeùasya jagata”). See also P1rthas1rathimiéra’s Ny1yaratnam1l1, which
gives “1ndhyam eva-aéeùasya jagato bhavet” (A. Subrahmanya Shastri 1982:52).

42. codan1 52–53: “yad1 svatan pram1âatvaÅ tad1-anyo naiva góhyate [variant: mógy-
ate] / nivartate hi mithy1tvaÅ doù1jñ1n1d ayatnatan // tasm1d bodh1tmakatvena pr1pt1
buddhen pram1âat1 / arth1nyath1tvahet[tthadoùajñ1n1d apodyate //.” 

43. Cf. verse 39 (n29).
44. codan1 54–55: “apr1m1âyaÅ tridh1 bhinnaÅ mithy1tv1jñ1nasaÅéayain / vas-

tutv1d dvividhasya-atra sambhavo duù•ak1raâ1t // avijñ1ne tu doù1â1Å vy1p1ro naiva
kalpyate [variant: vidyate] / k1raâ1bh1vatas tv eva tat siddhaÅ nas tvaduktivat //.”

45. codan1 56–57: “doùataé ca-apram1âatve svatanpr1m1âyav1din1m / guâajñ1n1na-
vasth1van na doùeùu prasajyate // s1kù1d viparyayajñ1n1l laghvy eva tv apram1âat1 /
p[rv1b1dhena na-utpattir uttarasya hi siddhyati //.” The final half-verse is more literally
rendered with a double negation: “for the arising of a subsequent [cognition] is not
accomplished by non-negation of the prior.” It will become clear why I render this as I
have here and why this is not misleading.
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46. On comparisons with Popper, see Chapter 4, n75.
47. “kim iti punas tadvaéena p[rvasya-apr1m1âyam, viparEtaÅ kasm1n na bhavati?”

(Ratn1kara, p. 47). 
48. “p[rvaÅ hi param ab1dhitv1-utpadyate, parasya tad1nEm anutpannatv1t; upaj1te

tu tasminn upaj1yam1nenaiva tena b1dhitaÅ p[rvam asattv1n na parasya b1dhakaÅ

bhavati, paraÅ tu p[rvasminn upaj1te tadviruddh1rthopasth1pakam upaj1yam1nam
eva tasya b1dhakaÅ bhavatEti” (ibid.). Here, I read the underlined compound as in the
earlier edition of R1maé1stri Tailanga (1898:62–63); ç1stri’s edition mistakenly omits the
first long “a” (1990:47).

49. According to codan1 59a-b, the subsequent cognition retains its validity only “if,
in regard to it, there is neither cognition of a further defect, nor any other overriding
idea” (tatra doù1ntarajñ1naÅ b1dhadhEr v1 par1 na cet).

50. Cf. codan1 59c-d: “tadudbh[tau dvitEyasya mithy1tv1d 1dyam1nat1” (when there
is the arising of those [faults] on the part of the second, [falsifying cognition, then]
because of the falseness [of the second], validity of the first [obtains once again]).

51. codan1 60, which I read thus: “svata eva hi tatr1pi doù1jñ1n1t pram1âat1 /
doùajñ1ne tv utpanne na éaãky1 niùpram1âat1 //.” The text here is uncertain, with
significant variants. For the first underlined passage, çVTT gives “doùajñ1n1t am1nat1”
(based on cognition of defects, there is in-validity). As for the second underlined passage,
both çVTT and K1éik1 read “n1éaãk1 niùpram1âik1,” which, though ambiguous, should
surely be read “there is no doubt, which is unwarranted [lit., “without a pram1âa”].” The
commentaries of Sucarita and P1rthas1rathi do not seem to settle the issues decisively.
The conceptual point is, in any case, clear.

52. K1éik1, p.95: “éaãk1 tu na-utprekù1m1treâa kartum ucit1, sarvavyavah1roccheda-
prasaãg1t.” Cf. Kum1rila’s Bóha••Ek1 as preserved at TattvasaÅgraha 2871: “Utprekùyate
hi yo moh1d aj1tam api b1dhakam / sa sarvavyavah1reùu saÅéay1tm1 kùayaÅ vrajet //”
(For he who, out of delusion, posits an overrider even when none has arisen—he, being
doubtful in all his worldly transactions, would go to ruin.). Cf. also Alvin Goldman:
“speakers do not ordinarily think of ‘radical’ alternatives, but are caused to think of such
alternatives, and take them seriously, if the putative knower’s circumstances call atten-
tion to them” (1976:778).

53. codan1 61: “evaÅ tricaturajñ1najanmano n1dhik1 matin / pr1rthyate t1vad eva-
ekaÅ svatan pr1m1âyam aénute //.”

54. Shastri 1968:905–906. KamalaéEla is here commenting on ç1ntarakùita’s Tattva-
saÅgraha, v.2816 (or 2817, per Krishnamacharya 1926/1984–1988 and Jha 1937–1939/1986):
“Ity evam iùyate ’rthaé cen nanu ca-avyatirekiâi / éaktin sarvapad1rth1n1Å purast1d
upap1dit1” (If the meaning [of the word éakti in Kum1rila’s verse 47] is held in the way
described, then surely the capacity of all things is separate [from them], which was pre-
viously [purast1d] demonstrated). Note that the epistemological discussion of Kum1rila
is here again assimilated to the case of “all things” (sarvapad1rtha)—that is, it is again
ontologized in a way that is problematic if we understand it as a strictly epistemological
point.

55. “Iù•ak1ryasamarthaÅ hi svar[paÅ éaktir ucyate” (For an essence [svar[pa] which
is able [to produce] a desired eªect is called a capacity [TattvasaÅgraha, 2817]). Kama-
laéEla glosses ç1ntarakùita’s svar[pa as svabh1va: “k1ryakaraâasamarth1 hi svabh1vaéak-
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tis, tasya ca svabh1vasya bh1v1tmat1y1 abh1ve sati, sa bh1van k1rako na sy1t” (Shastri
1968:906). Buddhist critiques of svabh1va are discussed further in Part III.

56. Often misleadingly translated as the relation of “identity,” this is the relation that
necessarily obtains (according to a canonical example) between being an oak (éiÅéap1)
and being a tree (vókùa). This canonical example shows what is wrong with taking the
relation as one of “identity”; the relation must be asymmetrical, such that inference is
valid in one direction but not in the other—just as it is necessarily the case that one can
infer something’s “being a tree” from its being an oak, but not the converse (since not
all trees are oaks). The relation is “categoreal” in that the required asymmetry is pre-
served if these are seen as inferences from membership in a subordinate category to
membership in a superordinate category.

57. “svatanpr1m1âyapakùe tu niécayaÅ kurute svatan / vedan sv1rthasvar[pe ca tan
na moh1disambhavan // ataé ca-ajñ1nasaÅdehavipary1s1spade sthite / na-upadeéam
apekùeta dvijapoto ’pi kaécana //” (TattvasaÅgraha 3118–19).

58. TattvasaÅgrahapañjik1 (Shastri 1968:912 ª.). UÅveka is here referred to as
“Uveyaka.” KamalaéEla’s quotations are extensive and are all drawn from UÅveka’s com-
mentary on çlokav1rttika, codan1 47 (with the passages quoted by KamalaéEla in çVTT,
pp. 53–54).

59. Schmithausen seems to agree with this characterization of UÅveka, laconically
remarking, “Die Maßgeblichkeit aus sich besagt für Umbeka unter dem ‘kausalen’
Aspekt” (1965:258). My understanding of UÅveka owes much to Taber 1992.

60. “anye tu manyante: bodhakatvaÅ n1ma pr1m1âyam, tac ca vijñ1n1n1Å sv1-
bh1vikam eva na guâakótam, guâ1bh1ve ’pi viparyayajñ1ne sadbh1v1d iti svatan pr1m1-
âyam” (çVTT, p. 50).

61. See n42.
62. “etad apy anupapannam, yato na bodhakatvaÅ pr1m1âyam, apram1âe ’pi éuk-

tik1y1Å rajatajñ1ne sadbh1v1t” (çVTT, p. 50). Significantly, UÅveka elsewhere attributes
exactly the same reasoning to the Buddhist interlocutor whose view is sketched at verses
38–46: “But validity is [a cognition’s] being non-discordant from its proper object; it is
not [the mere fact of] being a cognition, since that [i.e., being a cognition] is common to
both veridical cognitions and their opposite” (“pr1m1âyaÅ tu sv1lamban1vyabhic1ri-
tvam, na bodhakatvam, tasya pram1âetaras1dh1raâatv1t . . .” [çVTT, p. 45]).

63. Cf. Frauwallner 1938.
64. On the influence of Maâbanamiéra specifically on UÅveka, cf. Schmithausen

1965:258–260. Schmithausen’s work comprises an edition and translation of the Vibhra-
maviveka.

65. “pratyakù1dEn1Å pram1â1n1m anvayavyatirek1bhy1m arth1visaÅv1ditvaÅ

pr1m1âyam avagamyate, na bodhakatvam1tram” (çVTT, p. 530).
66. “tath1 hi saty api bodhakatve yatra-avisaÅv1ditvaÅ n1sti, tatra-apr1m1âyam,

yath1 éuktik1y1Å rajatajñ1nasya; vin1pi bodhakatvaÅ yatra-arth1visaÅv1ditvam asti,
tatra pr1m1âyam yath1-agnau dh[masya” (ibid.; emphasis added).

67. This is among the passages from UÅveka quoted by KamalaéEla, who refuses
UÅveka’s apparent contention that no reference to a knowing subject is required in an
account of pr1m1âya: “kintu jñ1nam iti viéeùaâop1d1n1d dh[m1der ajñ1nasvabh1vasya
mukhyatan pr1m1âyaÅ na-iù•am ity arth1visaÅv1ditvam1traÅ pr1m1âyam asiddham”
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(But since cognition is mentioned as the basis of the qualifier, validity, above all, is not
accepted as belonging to smoke, etc., which do not have cognition as their nature; hence,
it is not established that validity is only the fact of non-discordance [Shastri 1968:831; em-
phasis added]).

68. “tasya [i.e., pr1m1âyasya] jñ1nahetava eva-utp1dak1n” (çVTT, p. 53, immediately
following the passage given in n66). Cf. Taber 1992:208 et passim.

69. UÅveka states this repeatedly over the course of a few paragraphs, emphasizing
that, “based on positive and negative concomitance, given a properly three-fold infer-
ence, etc., the producer of cognition is seen to be [the very same as] the cause of [its]
validity” (anvayavyatirek1bhy1Å tu vijñ1notp1dakam eva trair[py1num1n1dau pr1-
m1âyotp1dakaÅ dóù•am ([çVTT, p. 54]). He argues that Kum1rila says as much, too,
though in diªerent places: “[Kum1rila] will show that the fact of being the cause of
validity belongs precisely to the producer of cognition” (jñ1notp1dasyaiva pr1m1â-

yotp1dakatvaÅ daréayiùyati” [ibid.]. UÅveka cites çlokav1rttika II.184–185a). And he
claims that çabara, too, “explains that the causes of cognition are the producers of valid-
ity” (bh1ùyak1ro ’pi . . . vijñ1nahetava eva pr1m1âyasya-utp1dak1 iti kathayati [ibid.]).

70. “Tatra svatan sarvapram1â1n1m iti p[rv1rddhena vijñ1nahet[n1Å pr1m1âye ’pi
vy1p1ra iti pratijñ1tam; uparitanena s1magryantar1bh1vas tatra hetur uktan, na hi svato
’satE éaktin kartum anyena vijñ1nas1magryatiriktena éakyate iti. çloke ca-1tmEyav1cakan

svaéabda iti” (ibid.; emphasis added).
71. A point noted by Mohanty and Matilal.
72. This use of the word hetu to denote the inferential “cause,” or “reason,” in a for-

mally stated inference is standard. It is worth noting, however, that there are other,
equally standard words that UÅveka might just as well have used to refer to this part of
Kum1rila’s statement of the inference (such as liãga [sign]; s1dhaka [the “probative” ele-
ment], etc.).

73. On the realist conception of truth sketched in Chapter 2, the question of whether
or not anyone is persuaded by an argument would be logically independent of the ques-
tion of whether its conclusion is true—though, of course, whether or not anyone is per-
suaded might be more important to the person making the argument (though it also
may not be, and it should not be presumed that arguments are invariably oªered chiefly
in order to convince those who hear them).

74. Cf. n8.
75. Taber 1992:208. Cf. P1rthas1rathi’s gloss on UÅveka (Chapter 4, n8).
76. Cf. n62.
77. “Saty eva hi gha•ajñ1ne j1t1éaãkan kiÅ gha•ajñ1n1ntareâa kariùyati” (K1éik1, p. 89).
78. Alston 1991:71. Alston’s terms here are perhaps particularly well suited to a read-

ing of Sucaritamiéra’s interpretation of Kum1rila, which I have not undertaken in detail
here. Cf. Chapter 4, n12.

79. Indeed, “doxastic practice” would do very well as a translation of pram1âa, when
the latter is meant in the sense of a means of knowing or cognitive “instrument”; cf. n3.

80. Alston 1991:57. See also Goldman 1976; Brandom 2000:97–122.
81. Alston 1991:55. Here, it is worth noting that MEm1Åsakas are, in general, quite

concerned about upholding a “direct realism” at all costs, particularly because they are
averse to characteristically Buddhist forms of representationalism. Taber expresses this
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aptly: “If ‘innocent until proven guilty’ sums up MEm1Ås1 theory of knowledge, then
‘what you see is what you get’ sums up MEm1Ås1 metaphysics” (1992:221).

82. I attribute to UÅveka a fairly serious tension; in the course of elaborating the
logic of the Buddhist position on the subject, UÅveka says (quite rightly) that all the
Buddhist seeks to establish is “validity’s being an eªect” (pr1m1âyasya k1ryatvam eva
s1dhyam [çVTT, p. 45]). But his own position seems to involve the same logic—which
should not be surprising, since, regarding Kum1rila’s definition of validity as having to
do merely with the fact of producing cognition (bodh1tmakatvena), UÅveka attributes
to the Buddhists precisely the same objection that he elaborates; cf. n62.

83. “jñ1notpatter anantaram eva sarvapram1tó̄â1Å vyavah1rapravóttir upalabhyate.
Bhr1ntisaÅviditarajato ’pi hi samyagrajatabodha iva arthakriy1yai gha•am1no dóéyate.
Tadasya saÅéay1nasya na utpannam. Ato j1to niécayan. Kim anyat pr1m1âyaÅ bhav-
iùyati?” (K1éik1, p. 89). On Sucaritamiéra’s interpretation of Kum1rila, cf. Chapter 4,
n12.

84. Of course, this characterization of the approach of Dign1ga and DharmakErti is
complicated to the extent that it is, in particular, svasaÅvitti (apperception) that is taken
as foundational; if, as Dign1ga argued, such is finally the only real example of “percep-
tion,” then the privileged status of perceptual cognitions results not from their being
causally constrained by a “perceived object” but simply by the really existent (but
causally explicable) moment of cognition that is said to have arisen. Cf. Chapter 2, n17.

Notes to Chapter 4

1. All references are to Shastri (1982). All translations are mine (with italics occasion-
ally added).

2. This chapter’s status as something like a definitive exposition is reflected in its being
completely reproduced, under the heading pr1m1âyav1d1rtha (the point of the discourse
on validity), in Keval1nanda SarasvatE’s monumental MEm1Ås1koùan (1960:5:2860–2864).
For a complete translation of this chapter, see Arnold (2002:345–370).

3. As he puts it, he wants to avoid both ny1ya- and grantha-virodha (“contradiction
with reason and with the text”).

4. “Tatra vy1khy1t1ro vivadante: Svaéabdan kim 1tmavacanan, 1tmEyavacano v1?
Tath1 pr1m1âyaÅ kim svato bhavati, kiÅ v1 bh1ti; tath1 pr1m1âyaÅ n1ma kim
arthatath1tvaÅ, kiÅ v1 tath1bh[t1rthaniéc1yakatvam iti?” (Shastri 1982:43).

5. “0tmav1cE svaéabdo ’yaÅ, svato bh1ti pram1âat1 / Arthasya ca tath1bh1van

pr1m1âyam abhidhEyate //” (ibid.).
6. Although I characterize this turn in the debate as essentially concerning prima facie

justification, Taber eªectively makes the same point when he observes that “svatan

pr1m1âya is something essentially subjective for P1rthas1rathi; it is a cognition’s initial
appearance or manifestation of validity” (Taber 1992:212).

7. Cf. Chapter 3, p. 83, for Alston’s distinction between “mediate” and “immediate”
justification. P1rthas1rathi gives little attention to this third point.

8. “Tasm1t svEy1t k1raâ1d yath1rthatvalakùaâaÅ pr1m1âyaÅ j1yate, na tu bh1ti; na
hi jñ1nam 1tm1nam, 1tmEyaÅ v1 pr1m1âyam avagamayati, arthaprak1éam1tropakùEâat-
v1t” (Shastri 1982:44). Cf. also P1rthas1rathi’s opening statement of this position, which
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clearly alludes to UÅveka’s commentary on codan1 47: “Pr1m1âyaÅ n1ma arth1vyab-
hic1ritvaÅ, tath1bh[t1rthaviùayatvam iti y1vat. Tac ca jñ1n1n1Å svata eva j1yate. Sva-
éabdo ’yam 1tmEyavacanan” [cf. çVTT, p. 54: “éloke ca-1tmEyav1cakan svaéabda iti”].
SvEy1d eva k1raâ1t tath1bh[t1rthaviùayatvaÅ jñ1nasya j1yete” (ibid., p. 43). Note,
though, that in P1rthas1rathi’s representation of the position, these definitions of
pr1m1âya (i.e., yath1rthatvam or tath1bh[t1rthaviùayatvam) are taken as qualifying cog-
nition, notwithstanding UÅveka’s surprising suggestion that reference to cognition is
completely unnecessary (cf. Chapter 3, nn66, 67).

9. More precisely, the objection concerns a specifically MEm1Åsaka doctrine that rep-
resents a perhaps peculiar expression of the uncompromising realism of MEm1Ås1: the
Bh1••a MEm1Åsaka contention that cognition is not “self-illuminating” (svaprak1éa)—a
claim that expresses the MEm1Åsaka rejection of the svasaÅvitti (apperception) posited
by the Buddhist foundationalists. Wary of what they see as a slippery slope toward ide-
alism, MEm1Åsakas refused the Buddhist idea of svasaÅvitti, holding instead that one is
aware that one is aware only by inferring this from the fact that something is known
(inferring, that is, from jñ1tat1, the fact of something’s “being known”). The possibility
that svatan pr1m1âya compromises this commitment was noted by Saksena (1940). Fol-
lowing Saksena in addressing this charge, Taber summarizes the objection as being that
if the validity of a cognition is known intrinsically, this “would appear to be to say that
a cognition knows itself to be valid. In that case, it must know itself” (1992:213ª.). Taber
rightly sees this as a misguided objection, though he does not give much attention to the
matter.

10. Indeed, to characterize an argument as “phenomenological” just is to say that
such other considerations are largely bracketed—which is why, as noted in Chapter 2, it
is often di‹cult to distinguish phenomenological claims from idealist claims, and why
it is not always clear when the former turn into the latter.

11. This is Saksena’s expression (1940:27). As throughout this discussion, Saksena’s
translation of pr1m1âya as “truth” is significant, and his objection can be seen as mis-
guided largely by this understanding.

12. For example, along the way P1rthas1rathi considers an interpretation resembling
that of the commentator Sucaritamiéra, whose reading might be characterized as falling
between those of UÅveka and P1rthas1rathi. Sucarita’s reading develops çabara’s con-
tention that “what is understood as determinate could not be false” (cf. Chapter 3, p. 64),
emphasizing that the resultant content of a cognition has “determinacy” or “certainty”
(niécaya): “Na hi sy1d v1 gha•o na v1 iti indriyasannikóù•aÅ gha•aÅ budhy1mahe, api
tarhi gha•a eva-ayam iti niécay1tmakam eva jñ1nam utpadyate. Ata eva jñ1notpatter
anantaram eva sarvapram1tó̄â1Å vyavah1rapravóttir upalabhyate. Bhr1ntisaÅviditara-
jato ’pi hi samyagrajatabodha iva-arthakriy1yai gha•am1no dóéyate. Tad asya saÅéa-
y1nasya na utpannam. Ato j1to niécayan. Kim anyat pr1m1âyaÅ bhaviùyati?” (We do
not perceive a jar which has made contact with our senses [in such a way that we think,]
‘this may or may not be a jar’; rather, cognition arises as essentially determinate, [such
that we think,] ‘this is a jar!’ This is why it is only after cognition has arisen on the part
of all subjects that the activity of communication is seen [to take place]. For even mis-
takenly cognized silver, just like correctly cognized silver, is seen conducing to eªective
action. This does not make sense on the part of a doubtful [cognition], so certainty
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[must be said to have] been produced. What else will validity be? [K1éik1, p. 89]).
P1rthas1rathi presents something like this interpretation, in a passage that begins: “anye
tv 1hun: anadhigatatath1bh[t1rthaniéc1yakatvaÅ pr1m1âyam, tac ca jñ1n1n1Å svata
eva j1yate” (But others say that validity is [a cognition’s] being the eªector of ascertain-
ment of a [previously] uncomprehended object’s being-thus [Shastri 1982:45]). 

While Sucaritamiéra’s approach—which thus focuses on the possibility that niécaya
can, in Alston’s terms, arise “immediately,” and therefore need not be thought to derive
only from the mediated giving of second-order reasons (cf. Chapter 3)—is promising,
he seems to me to compromise this position, in the end, by ontologizing it. For exam-
ple, Sucarita adduces the example of medicine, which he argues can function only to
help manifest a “capacity” for healing that was already present in the patient, since if the
capacity were in the medicine, it ought to work equally for all who took it (“ata eva
naù•aéaktEn1Å bheùajabhedair api na pratEk1ran; asatE tu éaktis teù1m api janyeta-eva,
aviéeù1” [p. 90]). On this basis, he concludes with a veritably satk1ryav1din flourish:
“atan sarve bh1v1n svahetubhyan éaktimanto j1t1 eva” (Hence, all existents are pro-
duced, possessing capacity, by causes intrinsic to them).

13. Cf. Chapter 3, n42.
14. On UÅveka’s reading, the first half of the verse (which P1rthas1rathi reads as

authoritative, and as giving the subject of the second half of the verse; cf. my translation
of the verse, p. 70) eªectively states UÅveka’s familiarly unwanted consequence: “nanu
yadi paricchittin pram1âak1ryam, tad eva ca bodh1tmakatvaÅ pr1m1âyam, tad1 éuk-
tik1y1m api rajatajñ1naÅ pram1âaÅ pr1ptam ity 1ha tasm1d iti” (But if the eªect of a
pram1âa is ascertainment; and [if] that [ascertainment] is just validity, i.e., the fact of
consisting in cognition—then it obtains that cognition of silver with respect to [what is
really] mother-of-pearl is also a pram1âa. Thus, [Kum1rila] says, ‘Therefore . . . ’ [çVTT,
p. 57]). The question Kum1rila is thought to answer with the verse is such that, for
UÅveka, only the second part of the verse (i.e., concerning falsification) matters—
indeed, UÅveka’s statement of the objection suggests that he uses the second part of
Kum1rila’s verse to disavow the first part.

15. “bahavan élok1 asmin pakùe na saãgacchante” (many verses do not cohere given
this position [Shastri 1982:45]).

16. “‘Tasm1d bodh1tmakatvena pr1pt1 buddhen pram1âat1, arth1nyath1tvahet[ttha-
doùajñ1n1d apodyate’—iti éloko ’pi bhavat1 itthaÅ vy1khyeyan—buddhen svato j1taÅ

pr1m1âyaÅ paéc1d apodyata iti; tac ca-ayuktam, utpatt1v eva-apram1âatv1t” (Shastri
1982:46).

17. Cf. in this regard, Kum1rila’s verse 83: “pram1âaÅ grahaâ1t p[rvaÅ svar[peâaiva
saÅsthitam / nirapekùaÅ svak1ryeùu góhyate pratyay1ntarain //” (A pram1âa is fixed in
terms of its nature prior to the apprehension [of it]; it is [subsequently] apprehended by
another conception, independent of its proper eªects).

18. Cf. Chapter 3, n38.
19. P1rthas1rathi also makes this point in his commentary on Kum1rila’s verse 54,

which explains how overriding of a prima facie justified cognition takes place (cf. Chap-
ter 3, n44): “ato duù•ak1raâajanyena jñ1nen1tmanan pr1m1âyaÅ viùayasya-arthasya-
atath1bh[tasya-api tath1tvam avagatam apy arth1nyath1tvajñ1nena doùajñ1nena v1
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apodyate” (Thus, validity—the being thus of an object [i.e., an object of cognition], even
though it is not [really] thus—even though apprehended intrinsically by a cognition pro-
duced from a defective cause, is overridden by a cognition of being other than its object,
or by a cognition of defects [Ratn1kara, p. 46]). P1rthas1rathi thus stresses that even a
cognition “produced from a defective cause” may nevertheless present itself as phe-
nomenologically credible, and that justification is conferred, in such a case, even though
the object is not really as presented—and even though the latter fact already obtained
(atath1bh[tasya-api) prior to one’s subsequent awareness of it. What overrides this pri-
ma facie justification, then, is either a subsequent (and phenomenologically more com-
pelling) awareness to the eªect that the object is not really as presented or one to the
eªect that the first cognition was compromised.

20. “atra-abhidhEyate: yat t1vad uktaÅ na jñ1nam 1tm1naÅ góhâ1ti, viùayaprak1-
é1tmakatv1t; na ca-1tmany agóhyam1âe tatsaÅbandhitay1 pr1m1âyaÅ éakyate góhEtum iti:
yadi vayaÅ jñ1nam ahaÅ pram1âam ity evaÅ, madEyaÅ v1 pr1m1âyam ity evaÅ góhâ1ti-
iti vadem, tad1-evam up1labhyemahi. Na tv evam asm1bhir ucyate” (Shastri 1982:47).

21. This is why UÅveka stresses that validity can obtain even in the absence of any
cognition—in the same way, we saw him say, that “Where there is non-discordance with
an object even without the fact of being a cognition, there there is validity, as in the case
of smoke with respect to fire.” Cf. Chapter 3, n66.

22. “kiÅ tarhi? Yad vastuto jñ1nasya pr1m1âyaÅ, yadvaé1j jñ1naÅ pram1âaÅ bha-
vati, tat pram1âabuddhiéabdayor bh1vakatay1 labdhapr1m1âyapad1bhidh1nEyakam
1tman1-eva jñ1nena góhyata ity ucyate” (ibid.). 

23. “kiÅ punas tat? arthatath1tvam. idam eva hi jñ1nasya pr1m1âyaÅ yad arthasya
tath1bh[tatvam. tath1bh[t1rthasya jñ1nasya pr1m1ây1t. idam eva ca-apr1m1âyaÅ yad
arthasya-anyath1tvam. Tena svata eva jñ1n1d arthatath1tvar[pam 1tmEyaÅ pr1m1âyaÅ

niécEyate. Na tu guâajñ1n1t, saÅv1dajñ1n1t, arthakriy1jñ1n1d v1 tadavagantavyam.
Apr1m1âyaÅ tv 1tmEyam arth1nyath1tvar[paÅ svato na-avagamyate. Tat tu k1raâado-
ùajñ1n1t, s1kù1d eva v1 na etad evam iti jñ1n1d avagamyata ity etad atra pratip1dyate”
(ibid.).

24. Here, of course, I quote Kum1rila’s verse 53a-b and paraphrase c-d.
25. “nanu yadi pr1m1âyam jñ1notpattisamaye ’vagamyate, yad utpattau pram1âatay1

na cak1sti, tad apram1âam iti, utpatt1v eva pariéeù1n niécetuÅ éakyaÅ vin1pi k1raâa-
doùab1dhakapratyay1bhy1m iti, apr1m1âyam api svata eva-1padyeta” (Shastri 1982:49).

26. In which case, the position would be reducible to the absurdity that is held to
apply to the S1Åkhya contention that both validity and invalidity are intrinsic to cogni-
tion; cf. Chapter 3, n26.

27. This, finally, is the point of P1rthas1rathi’s contention, contra UÅveka, that sva-
is reflexive to (cognition) itself (1tmav1cE svaéabdo ’yam), and not to something belong-
ing to (cognition) (1tmEyav1caka, as UÅveka himself put it). Given the importance of
this distinction, then, I cannot agree with Mohanty, who says, “P1rthas1rathi Miéra in
his Ny1yaratnam1l1 mentions two meanings of the word ‘svatan’ which may mean
either ‘what is related to oneself ’ or simply ‘from oneself.’ . . . the distinction does not
introduce anything new and so may be overlooked for our purpose” (1966:5).

28. It is a commonplace of Indian philosophy that a pram1âa is defined, in part, by
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its yielding novel information; hence, memory is not accepted as a pram1âa by any
Indian school of philosophy and thus here serves P1rthas1rathi’s purpose simply as an
example of a cognition that no one accepts as a pram1âa.

29. “maivaÅ vocan. na hi svaéabdo ’yaÅ pr1m1âyaparatay1 prayuktan pr1m1ây1d
eva pr1m1âyaÅ bh1ti-iti. n1pi pram1âaparatay1. yadi hi tath1 sy1t, tato ’pram1âeùu
pr1m1ây1navabh1s1t pariéeùasiddham apr1m1âyaÅ sy1t. vijñ1naparas tv ayaÅ svaéab-
dan. vijñ1n1d eva pr1m1âyaÅ bh1ti-iti. tataé ca-apram1âajñ1n1d api pr1m1âyam eva-
1tmano ’sad api bodhyata iti, na-apr1m1âyasya pariéeùasiddhin. apr1m1âyan tu pratE-
tapr1m1ây1pav1dar[peâa paéc1d bodhyate. Na ca pram1âajñ1n1ny adhikótya cint1-iyaÅ

pram1â1n1Å pr1m1âyaÅ, svatan parato v1-iti. kin tarhi, y1ni t1vat sth1âur v1 puruùo
v1-iti parasparopamardak1nekako•isaÅsparéijñ1nebhyan, smótijñ1nebhyaé ca-atirikt1ni
gha•o ’yaÅ pa•o ’yam ity evaÅr[p1âi jñ1n1ni, t1ni sarv1ây adhikótya cint1-iyam. sarva-
vijñ1naviùayam idaÅ t1vat parEkùyat1m ity upakram1t” (Shastri 1982:49). P1rthas1rathi
here concludes by quoting Kum1rila’s verse 33; cf. Chapter 3, n24.

30. Cf. n19, for P1rthas1rathi’s defense of the same point in the Ratn1kara.
31. The epigraphical claim that MEm1Ås1’s “only real enemy” is Buddhism states the

view of a “famous contemporary MEm1Åsaka,” as reported by Pollock (1990:342n).
32. A typical statement of the traditional attribution of these four positions is found

in the SarvadaréanasaÅgraha of M1dhava (fourteenth century): “pram1âatv1pram1âatve
svatan s1Åkhy1n sam1érit1n / naiy1yik1s te paratan saugat1é caraÅ svatan // prathamaÅ

paratan pr1hun pr1m1âyaÅ, vedav1dinan / pram1âatvaÅ svatan pr1hun parataé ca-
apram1âat1m //” (The S1Åkhyas rely on validity and invalidity both being intrinsic, the
Naiy1yikas [take] both as extrinsic; the Buddhists say the latter [i.e., invalidity] is intrin-
sic, and the first, i.e., validity, is extrinsic, and the proponents of the Vedas say that valid-
ity is intrinsic and invalidity is extrinsic [0nand1érama Sanskrit Series 1928:106–107]). Cf.
also the comparable statement found in Vaidyan1tha’s eighteenth-century commentary
on çabara (the Prabh1), which is printed with Abhyankar’s edition of çabara (Abhyankar
1930–1934/1976:16). Various places in the commentaries of UÅveka and Sucaritamiéra
make clear the Buddhist identity of the paratanpr1m1âyapakùin—e.g., K1éik1 86.5–6
(where, stating as a formal inference the argument attributed to the interlocutor at verse
39, Sucarita says: “pr1m1âyaÅ k1raâavad vastutv1d gha•avat / na ca-ak1ryaÅ n1ma kiñ-
cid bauddh1n1Å vastv asti” [validity has a cause, because of its being a thing, like a jar;
and for the Buddhists, nothing at all exists that is a non-eªect]); and çVTT 45.5 (“ayam
abhipr1yan v1dino bauddhasya tucch1bh1vo na vastvantaraÅ sy1t” [the point is that for
this speaker, who is a Buddhist, a mere absence could not be a further thing]).

With regard to this distribution of positions, G. P. Bhatt makes a familiar sort of
comparison: “The Naiy1yika is like a judge who sees every man appearing in his court
with an unprejudiced eye and the Bh1••a [MEm1Åsaka] is like one who believes that every
man is innocent until his crime is proved. But the attitude of the Buddhist is just the
opposite of the Bh1•ta [MEm1Ås1] attitude. He is like a judge who takes every man to
be a criminal until the proof of his innocence is available” (1962:145). Alston at one point
invokes essentially the same image (1991:153).

33. Ad. verse 2811: “Tath1 hi catv1ran pakù1n sambhavanti: kad1cid ubhe ’pi pr1m1â-

y1pr1m1âye svata eveti prathaman, kad1cit paratan eveti dvitEyan, pr1m1âyaÅ parato
’pr1m1âyaÅ tu svata eveti tótEyan, etad viparyayaé caturthan” (Shastri 1968:903). For the
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second pakùa, Shastri follows the earlier edition of Krishnamacharya (1926/1984–1988) in
reading kad1cid aparatan, which must be incorrect.

34. Thus, he has his MEm1Åsaka p[rvapakùin ask him why he accepts paratanpr1-
m1âya: “yadi bhavat1Å na viv1dan kathaÅ tarhi paratanpr1m1âyam abhyupagatam”
(Shastri 1968:909).

35. “yat tu pakùacatuù•ayam upanyasya pakùatraye doù1bhidh1naÅ kótam, tatr1pi na
k1cid bauddhasya kùatin; na hi bauddhair eù1Å caturâ1m ekatamo ’pi pakùo ’bhEù•o
’niyamapakùasya-iù•atv1t. Tath1hi ubhayam apy etatkiñcit svatan kiñcit parata iti p[r-
vam upavarâitam. Ata eva pakùacatuù•ayopany1so ’py ayuktan, pañcamasya-apy aniya-
mapakùasya sambhav1t” (Shastri 1968:981).

36. “tain [i.e., bauddhain] kiñcit svatan pram1âam iù•am, yath1 svasaÅvedana-
pratyakùaÅ yogijñ1nam arthakriy1jñ1nam anum1nam abhy1savac ca pratyakùam; tad
dhi svata eva niécEyate, abhy1sabalena-apahastitabhr1ntik1raâatv1t / kiñcid anyatan,
yath1 viv1d1spadEbh[taÅ codan1janitaÅ jñ1nam pratyakùaÅ ca-anapagatabhr1ntini-
mittam, abhy1s1rthakriy1jñ1nayor anav1ptatv1t” (ibid., 938).

See also, inter alia, Manorathanandin’s commentary on DharmakErti’s Pram1âa-
v1rttika (ad. 1.3): “arthakriy1nirbh1saÅ tu pratyakùaÅ svata eva-arthakriy1nubhav1tma-
kaÅ, na tatra par1rthakriy1pekùyata iti tad api svato niécitapr1m1âyam; ata eva-arthakri-
y1parampar1nusaraâ1d anavasth1doùo ’pi dunstha eva” (But a perception whose object is
pragmatic e‹cacy intrinsically consists in experience of pragmatic e‹cacy; there is not,
in regard to this, dependence on the pragmatic e‹cacy of something else. Hence, this
[kind of perception], too, has its validity ascertained intrinsically, which is why it is
di‹cult to establish [the charge of] infinite regress based on following the series of prag-
matic e‹cacy [Pandeya 1989:2]). For other Buddhist sources, see Krasser 2003.

37. Cf. codan1 39 (Chapter 3, n29).
38. “Gha•1d agha•1c ca gha•ajñ1nadaréan1n na tanm1treâa gha•o niécetuÅ éakyate.

Tena-arthakriy1daréan1d eva taddhetubh[tagha•aniécayapuransaraÅ p[rvasya gha•a-
jñ1nasya gha•1d utpattir niécetavy1” (Shastri 1982:51). Cf. Ratn1kara, p. 43 (ad. çV 38–39)
where the same point is attributed to the Buddhist interlocutor. We need only to substi-
tute “silver” or “mother-of-pearl” for the similarly stock “jar” example here to appreci-
ate that UÅveka’s epistemology is not, after all, so diªerent from this.

39. This point can be considered valid whether it is a jar or a jar-sense-datum that is
finally thought to cause the cognition. 

40. Cf. Nagatomi 1967–68. See also Dreyfus 1997:299–315.
41. “arthakriy1k1ritvalakùaâaÅ hi vastutvam” (çVTT, p. 45). This represents one of

the possible points of contact between the argument attributed to Buddhists by
Kum1rila and the position I am sketching in this section; the point that invalidity, as the
mere absence of validity, is not an “entity” (vastu) reads a little bit diªerently if one pri-
marily has in mind this point about an “entity’s” being defined by its causal e‹cacy.

42. See Chapter 1, n54.
43. This is why, for example, God (Eévara), when defined as permanent and im-

mutable, cannot coherently be thought to exist, since God’s existing, in Buddhist terms,
could consist only in God’s being subject to the temporal constraints that accompany
being causally related to such manifestly changing entities as ourselves. On such argu-
ments, cf. Jackson 1985.
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44. Cf. Chapter 2, nn31, 32.
45. “niécitokt1num1nena pratyakùasy1pi m1nat1 / éuddhak1raâajanyatv1t tat-

pram1âaÅ tadanyavat //” (TattvasaÅgraha 3090).
46. The first expression is Dunne’s translation (1999:321n).
47. Something like this emphasis can be gleaned from Dharmottara’s commentary on

the opening section of DharmakErti Ny1yabindu, where Dharmottara spends a great deal
of time explaining DharmakErti’s opening claim that that an epistemological inquiry is
warranted in the first place only insofar as “the achievement [siddhi] of all human aims
depends on veridical cognition” (saÅyagjñ1nap[rvik1 sarvapuruù1rthasiddhi). See,
especially, Malvania (1971:27–34), where the word siddhi recurs frequently.

48. Cf., e.g., Manorathanandin, quoted in n36; n52 below; and Chapter 2, n46. Cf. also
P1rthas1rathi’s expression arthakriy1daréana (perception of pragmatic e‹cacy) (n38).
The expression also occurs in Dharmottara’s lengthy discussion of the first verse of the
Ny1yabindu—as, e.g., “arthakriy1nirbh1se ca jñ1ne sati siddhan puruù1rthan” (and
when there is a cognition whose phenomenological content is pragmatic e‹cacy, a per-
son’s goal is accomplished [Malvania 1971:29]). (I thus read jñ1ne instead of Malvania’s
jñ1te [supported not only by Malvania’s note, but by the Tibetan: “don byed par snang
ba’i shes pa yod na ni”].) See also Krasser 1992:156.

49. Cf. Kum1rila’s Bóha••Ek1, as preserved in TattvasaÅgraha 2905–2907: “s1dhy1
na ca-anum1nena éabd1dEn1Å pram1âat1 / pratyakùasy1pi s1 m1 bh[t tats1dhyaiva-
aviéeùatan // pram1â1n1Å pram1âatvaÅ yena ca-anyena s1dhyate / tasya-apy anyena
s1dhyatv1d anavasth1 prasajyate // anyena-as1dhit1 cet sy1t s1dhakasya pram1âat1 /
s1dhy1n1m api s1 siddh1 tadvad eva bhavet tatan //”). (And the validity of language, etc.,
is not to be proven by inference, lest that of perception, too, need to be proven in the
same way [aviéeùatan]. And since [the validity] of that other one by which the validity of
pram1âas is shown would also need to be proved, infinite regress ensues. If the validity
of the probative one were [proven] by another that is unproven, then that of the things
to be proven could be [valid] in just the same way.) The same point is made at çloka-
v1rttika II.81: “na ca-anum1natan s1dhy1 éabd1dEn1Å pram1âat1 / sarvasyaiva hi m1
pr1pat pram1â1ntaras1dhyat1.”

50. Cf. Chapter 2, n23.
51. The word here is kriy1, which clearly refers to arthakriy1.
52. “tasm1d arthakriy1bh1saÅ jñ1naÅ y1van na j1yate / t1vad 1dye apram1éaãk1

j1yate bhr1ntihetutan // anantaraÅ phal1d dóù•in s1dóéyasya-upalambanam / mater
apa•utety1di bhr1ntik1raâam atra ca // k1ry1vabh1sivijñ1ne j1te tv etan na vidyate /
s1kù1d vastunibaddh1y1n kriy1y1n prativedan1t //” (TattvasaÅgraha 2965–2967). Cf.
also TattvasaÅgraha 2835, 2956, 2958–2961, 2965. On the latter verse, see Tillemans (2003:
117–18n14), which succinctly expresses the foundational role played by this privileged
cognition. That such passages are missing the point is clear if we recall that, as clearly
stated by P1rthas1rathi, arthakriy1 is merely one of the MEm1Åsaka examples of some-
thing “other” to which one might appeal to demonstrate validity; cf.nn23, 38.

53. The original Sanskrit of Dign1ga’s statement is recoverable from P1rthas1rathi’s
Ny1yaratn1kara: “bhavadvóddhair eva hi Dign1g1c1ryair yo v1diprativ1diniécito hetu sa
s1dhanam ity uktam” (for it was said by your very own teacher Dign1ga that ‘a proof is
a reason that is ascertained by both parties to a debate’ [Randle 1926/1981:28–29]). Cf. La
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Vallée Poussin (1903–1913/1970b:35n2), where this passage is cited as crucial for the
debate between the so-called sv1t1ntrika and pr1saãgika M1dhyamikas. Cf. in this regard
Yotsuya 1999:73.

54. “yadi ca pram1â1ny eva viùayEkótya cintyeta, tato viùayasya-ubhayav1disiddhatv1t
y1ny ubhayon pram1âatay1 prasiddh1ni, teù1Å pr1m1âyaÅ svata ity et1vat siddh1ntyeta.
Tataé ca vedasya-ubhayav1disiddhapr1m1ây1bh1vena vic1r1viùayatv1n na-asya svatan

pr1m1âyaÅ s1dhitaÅ sy1t. Tatra vedapr1m1ây1nupayoginE cint1 k1kadantaparEkù1vad
akartavy1 sy1t. Jñ1nam1traÅ tv adhikótya svatan pr1m1âye, parataé ca-apr1m1âye
s1dhyam1ne, vedasy1pi svatas t1vad viùayatath1tvar[paÅ pr1m1âyam avagataÅ sy1t.
K1raâadoùajñ1n1der abh1v1n nirapav1daÅ sthitaÅ bhavatEti prayojanavatEyaÅ cint1”
(Shastri 1982:50).

55. Cf. Chapter 3, n45.
56. “Kim anyat pr1m1âyaÅ bhaviùyati? Saty api saÅv1de guâajñ1ne v1 t1vad eva

pr1m1âyasya tattvaÅ, na adhikaÅ kiñcid iti kiÅ nas tadapakùaâena” (emending the text
from tadupekùaâena) (K1éik1, p. 89). Here, I simply borrow Sucarita’s apt expression—
which nonetheless accompanies an interpretation that diªers significantly from that of
P1rthas1rathi; cf. n12.

57. Potter 1984:317–318. Potter’s article is framed as a critique of Mohanty 1966. As
suggested at the beginning of Chapter 3, both Mohanty and Matilal oªer interpretations
of Kum1rila that retain the presuppositions that, on P1rthas1rathimiéra’s interpretation,
Kum1rila means to have challenged. See, for example, Matilal’s eminently ontological
characterization of the diªerence between the Naiy1yika and MEm1Åsaka epistemolo-
gies (Matilal 1986:145–146)—which does not contradict P1rthas1rathi’s interpretation,
insofar as the latter concerns simply the status of one’s justification vis-à-vis what is true.
Mohanty, for his part, presses against the MEm1Åsakas precisely the kinds of objections
that P1rthas1rathi shows to be misguided and shares UÅveka’s sense that the applicabil-
ity of Kum1rila’s point to all cognitions (and not simply to veridical ones) entails un-
wanted consequences: “It must be added that though [his definition of validity as the
quiddity of an object] is meant to distinguish right knowledge from error, nevertheless—
P1rthas1rathi reminds us—when the MEm1msaka seeks to establish the intrinsic truth of
all knowledge, he has in view all knowledge and not merely the right ones. This is in
fact . . . one of the puzzling situations with which the svatanpr1m1âya theory is faced”
(1966:11). Mohanty thus complains that Kum1rila, in saying that the validity of cogni-
tion obtains simply in virtue of its being cognition (codan1 53), has not given a very
“precise definition” of pr1m1âya, since this definition entails the absurd conclusion that
“every knowledge is intrinsically true.” Instead, he commends UÅveka’s refusal of this
definition: “Umbeka, commenting on the çlokav1rtika, rejects the identification of
pr1m1âya with bodhakatva on the plea that though the latter is intrinsic to all knowledge
yet it does not serve to distinguish right from wrong knowledge” (1966:9; cf. Chapter 3,
n65). Far from successfully dismissing the doctrine with these arguments, however,
Matilal and Mohanty have, in eªect, simply stated their commitment to precisely the
presuppositions that P1rthas1rathi’s exegetically cogent version of the doctrine so
eªectively undermines.

58. Cf. n5.
59. See, in this regard, Kaplan 2000.
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60. Kaplan 1985:361. Much the same point is made by Brandom (2000:118–120).
61. Cf. Brandom 2000:168.
62. Kaplan 1985:362. This point oªers a compelling answer to the concern that

Mohanty expresses when he entertains something like the interpretation of Kum1rila’s
epistemology developed here. Thus: “It has been held by many that what the svatan the-
ory says is that every knowledge has an intrinsic claim to truth, that pr1m1âya for this
theory is not truth but truth-claim [the distinction Mohanty intends is clearly that
between truth and justification], which has to be accepted unless and until it has been
refuted. The Naiy1yikas on the other hand speak of actual truth and not of mere tenta-
tive truth-claim. This [Mohanty’s syntax here obscures the fact that he is referring back
to the MEm1Åsaka position] is indeed a very ingenious device, but I think it is too sim-
ple to be true. The svatan theory, I should think, is talking about truth and not merely
of truth-claim. . . . It has also been suggested that the svatan theory is concerned with
truth in the unreflective sense, while the paratan theory with reflective confirmation or
validation so that both the theories are correct. There is an unreflective acceptance
which does not rule out the need for subsequent validation. I think this way of recon-
ciling the theory fails to account for an important aspect of the svatan theory, namely
for the fact that this theory has no room at all for subsequent validation” (Mohanty
1966:78–79). But, as I have been trying to show, the MEm1Åsaka argument does concern
the objective truth of the beliefs defended; it’s just that the defense of this is by way of
an argument from justification, with the argument being precisely that one cannot know
anything more about the truth of one’s beliefs than one already knows in being justified.

63. See, inter alia, Brandom 2000:98–100.
64. It might be objected that my recurrent characterization of P1rthas1rathi’s as a

basically “phenomenological” point contradicts this characterization of his as an exter-
nalist epistemology. But P1rthas1rathi’s phenomenological point concerns only first-
order cognitions; his point, in other words, is that we can (in Alston’s sense of the word)
be immediately justified by a cognition that is phenomenologically credible, without
being aware of any reasons that could provide “mediate” justification. What the episte-
mological internalist claims, in contrast, is precisely that we are properly justified only
when aware of the reasons that we might adduce in order to actively justify a belief—
which is to say, when we have “internal” access to relevant second-order cognitions. This
is the “KK thesis”: the claim that knowing consists in knowing that one knows.

65. Taber 1992:216; cf. Chapter 3, n45, for the relevant verses from Kum1rila.
66. Cf. n52.
67. “na hi jñ1natvam1treâa saÅéayo yuktan, saÅéayasya s1dh1raâadharm1diniécay1-

dhEnatv1t / tad avaéyaÅ k1nicij jñ1n1ny asandigdhapr1m1ây1ny eva-utpadyante / tasm1n
na sarvatra-1éaãk1 /” (Ratn1kara, p. 48).

68. “pr1m1âyaÅ ced asti, svata eva-aãgEkarttavyam iti” (Ratn1kara, p. 46).
69. For a critique of this part of Alston’s argument in particular, see Gale (1994).
70. Cf. Chapter 3, n17.
71. William Alston, personal communication. 
72. It is surely the case that even allegedly “perceptual” encounters with God turn out

to have been structured (if not constituted) by a great many higher-order beliefs. This
is, moreover, not the only problem Alston’s proposal raises. More problematic is
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Alston’s contention that diªerent doxastic practices should be so sharply individuated
that their “outputs” can only ever be subject to falsification according to criteria inter-
nal to the practices. Alston thus wants to maintain that we should count as significant
overriders only those belief-outputs that are “appropriate” to the respective practices—
which turn out to be the outputs that are generated within the practice in question (cf.
Alston 1991:217, 220). The extent to which Alston’s individuation of doxastic practices is
empirically adequate thus becomes significant insofar as these analytic cuts provide not
only the objects of our inquiry but also the criteria for evaluating them. That this is
problematic is suggested by the “problem of religious diversity,” as Alston recognizes:
“But when practice boundaries are crossed in the exchange things become stickier. Now
a question arises for the recipient as to whether the practice in question is an acceptable
one, and that introduces additional possibilities for doubt, error and lack of justifi-
cation” (ibid., 283). That is, even if we grant that we would be prima facie justified in
regarding the outputs of “Christian mystical practice” (CMP) as reliable, the fact of reli-
gious diversity forces the question of whether this (the Christian and not, e.g., the Vedic)
is the doxastic practice to which we should be committed. See, in this regard, Brown
(1993) and Schellenberg (2000).

MEm1Åsakas might themselves be said to have faced a comparable problem in their
attempts to individuate the Vedas as authoritative with respect to dharma. This is clear
in the commentarial literature stemming from the section of çabara’s bh1ùya dealing
with smóti, where MEm1Åsakas addressed the status of the many texts classified as smóti
(i.e., traditionally passed down, as opposed to the Vedas, which are éruti [revealed]).
Insofar as there was reluctance to disallow the authoritative status of all smóti texts, it was
argued in some quarters that smóti texts derive their authority from some éruti text on
which they are based. This gave rise to the further problem that not all the smóti texts
that MEm1Åsakas might wish to retain had an obvious basis in any specifiable éruti. This
occasioned claims that the category of “Veda” exceeds the received text of the Vedas;
that is, we might sometimes be justified in inferring the existence of a éruti text as war-
ranting some smóti text, even where the former is no longer to be found in the Vedic cor-
pus as that has come down to us. (Cf. Halbfass 1991:60. For related observations, see Pol-
lock 1989, 1990.) The need to discuss this issue might be evidence of the problem I have
identified in Alston—i.e., the problem of presupposing that the Vedas (or anything else)
can be individuated as the uniquely relevant criterion for some specifiable range of con-
cern. Thus, çabara can reasonably claim that we do not require other, perceptual grounds
for being justified in crediting a Vedic injunction, since perception cannot be shown to
confer essentially greater justification than any other pram1âa; it is, however, another
thing to claim that no conceivable perception could count for anything with respect to
this question. 

73. It should be allowed, however, that MEm1Åsaka intuitions regarding this question
involve their characteristic views regarding language—particularly, their view that “the
relation of a word with its referent is primordial” (which is as Jaimini puts it in the first
part of the fifth MEm1Ås1s[tra: autpattikas tu éabdasya-arthena saÅbandhan . . . ). Given
this crucial intuition about the eternal and nonarbitrary character of language, the
MEm1Åsakas would surely be more confident in the directly communicative power of
language than, say, Buddhists, for whom there is no possibility that words themselves
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might directly express meaning, which must instead be inferred as a function of the
speaker’s intention. On these complex issues, see especially Matilal 1990:49–74. See also
Matilal and Chakrabarti 1994 and Coady 1992.

74. This crucial (and contentious) axiom is explicitly stated by Kum1rila at verse 62a-
b: “éabde doùodbhavas t1vad vaktradhEna iti sthitin” (it is an axiom [sthiti] that the aris-
ing of defects with respect to language is dependent on the speaker). This seems
eªectively to discount the belief-outputs of any other pram1âa as relevant to the revi-
sion of beliefs formed based on testimony—a claim that should not be accepted.

75. Pollock 1989:607 (emphasis added). Taber seems sympathetic to this way of char-
acterizing the argument, noting that “it seems there could be no cause more defective
than a non-existent one!” (Taber 1992:217; Taber here quotes Pollock). Pollock puts this
more strongly elsewhere, saying that, for MEm1Åsakas, the unique status of the Veda
“rests on a MEm1Ås1 epistemology that ascribes truth to what is not falsified (the embar-
rassment of unfalsifiability being ignored)” (Pollock 1990:318; emphasis added). The com-
parison with Popper has also been ventured by Franco (1987:27–28).

76. Moreover, I suspect that Alston might concur, because he is committed to the
view that among the things that qualifies perceptions of God as significantly like “sen-
sory perception” is the fact that, like instances of the latter, the former is subject to being
overridden (i.e., falsified), albeit, only by other outputs of the same practice. Thus, while
I have faulted Alston (n72) for the sharpness with which he claims that he can individu-
ate doxastic practices (and for his consequent confidence that we can know which out-
puts count as being from “within” the practices related to perceiving God), it is never-
theless significant that he provides for the possibility of overriding the very practices that
he is interested in defending. If Alston is right to consider the provision of falsification
significant (and I think he is), then the MEm1Åsakas thus deprive Vedic injunction of
one of the key features in virtue of which it might otherwise qualify as significantly like
other pram1âas.

77. Cf. n72.
78. Something like this might be said to be the line of argument advanced by the

C1rv1ka Bóhaspati, who is represented in the SarvadaréanasaÅgraha as arguing thus:
“agnihotraÅ trayoved1s tridaâbaÅ bhasmaguâ•anam / buddhipauruùahEn1n1Å jEvik1
dh1tónirmit1 // . . . tataé ca jEvanop1yo br1hmaâair vihitas tv iha /” (The agnihotra, the
three Vedas, the [ascetic’s] three staªs, smearing [of one’s body] with ashes—all these
are invented by a maker, producing the livelihood of those who lack vigor and intelli-
gence . . . they have been introduced by the Brahmins as a way of making a living
[0nand1érama edition, p. 5]). It is an interesting question whether an epistemological
strategy such as the one advanced by the MEm1Åsakas and by Alston is intrinsically
more likely than not to be deployed in the service of a (socially, theologically, or ideo-
logically) conservative program. While the fact that these are the thinkers whose devel-
opment of the strategy we have explicated might lead one to suppose that it is, I am not
sure that this is necessarily the case. Cf., in this regard, Stout, who recurrently supports
Alston’s principal point (and that of externalist epistemologies, generally): that there is
“a distinction between being justified in believing something and being able to justify a
claim to someone else” (Stout 2004:176 et passim). Nonetheless, Stout’s program surely
should be characterized as progressive.
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Notes to Chapter 5

1. Cf. Chapter 1, p. 21.
2. In the course of my engagement with CandrakErti’s M1dhyamika arguments, I

occasionally refer rather indiscriminately to N1g1rjuna, CandrakErti, and “Madhya-
maka,” as though these names all refer to the same thing. Of course, there are many rival
interpretations of the texts of N1g1rjuna (most notably, those of Bh1vaviveka and his
philosophical heirs), all of which claim authentically to express the M1dhyamika per-
spective. For historical purposes, it would thus be preferable to understand “Madhya-
maka” as designating a broad trend of thought and to distinguish among the many
diªerent interpretations attested within this tradition. (For a fine overview, see Ruegg
1981.) To the extent that mine is a sympathetic engagement with the philosophy of Can-
drakErti, however, my presentation generally adopts CandrakErti’s perspective, according
to which Madhyamaka just means the thought of N1g1rjuna as accurately discerned by
CandrakErti. This is the perspective reflected in my use of these terms.

3. N1g1rjuna most famously makes this point in the Vigrahavy1vartanE, considered in
Chapter 6. Of course, insofar as the claim not to be making any claim is itself a claim, at
such junctures in M1dhyamika discourse we are confronted with what can be understood
as evidence either of its basic incoherence or of philosophically interesting interpretive
possibilities. My proposed reconstruction of M1dhyamika arguments is based on seeing
the latter and represents an attempt to save Madhyamaka from charges of self-reflexive
incoherence with regard to precisely such points as the perennially vexed “thesis” question.

4. Siderits often refers to these thinkers with the traditional doxographical term
“Yog1c1ra-Sautr1ntika,” though he also refers to CandrakErti’s interlocutor in this sec-
tion simply as “the epistemologist.” Note, however, that the first part in Siderits’s two-
part essay (1980, 1981) addressed N1g1rjuna’s arguments in the Vigrahavy1vartanE, which
Siderits (like most scholars) regards as addressing a Naiy1yika interlocutor.

5. “Rorty has certainly used ‘epistemology’ to refer to foundationalism and has spo-
ken of philosophers such as Sellars . . . as attacking epistemology. But that is widely rec-
ognized by philosophers as a deliberately nonstandard and provocative use of the term,
and few would regard it as successful. . . . [Characterizing CandrakErti as simply reject-
ing epistemology] obscures the fact that CandrakErti is a very skilled epistemologist.
And, of course, Sellars was certainly self-consciously doing epistemology and is regarded
by most philosophers as the last century’s greatest epistemologist” (Garfield, personal
communication, December 2002).

6. The distinction proposed here overlaps somewhat with a distinction, proposed by
Coady, between “negative” and “positive” epistemology (1992:3). Cf., as well, Alston on
“deontological” and “nondeontological” understandings of epistemic justification
(1991:72–73). It is an interesting question where (or whether) the contemporary tradition
of “naturalized epistemology” fits into my proposed schema. On this, see Kornblith
1985; Brandom 2000:110–112; Plantinga 1993:45–46.

7. Or (the British spelling) “scepticism.” It would be convenient if the diªerent
understandings of this category were reflected in the choice of spelling, but this does
not, alas, seem to be the case. Although I favor the spelling “skepticism,” many of the
scholars referred to here opt for the other; the variation is regrettable but unavoidable.
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8. Coady 1992:3. Coady introduces this style of argument to shed light on the
diªerence in philosophical concern between his “negative” and “positive” understand-
ings of epistemology, though I do not completely understand how it does.

9. So, for example, Stern: “As standardly presented, transcendental arguments are
usually said to be distinctive in involving a certain sort of claim, namely that ‘For Y to
be possible, X must be the case’, where Y is some indisputable fact about us and our
mental life (e.g. that we have experiences, use language, make certain judgements, have
certain concepts, perform certain actions, etc.), but where it is left open at this stage
exactly what is substituted for X” (2000:6). For a defense of the claim that “transcen-
dental arguments” do not represent a logically distinct kind of argument, see Pihlström
(2004), who also provides numerous bibliographic references on the topic.

10. Hume 1739/1978:bk. 1, sec. 6, 252. 
11. Thus, “For as such a succession answers evidently to our notion of diversity, it can

only be by mistake we ascribe to it an identity; and as the relation of parts, which leads
us into this mistake, is really nothing but a quality, which produces an association of
ideas, and an easy transition of the imagination from one to another, it can only be from
the resemblance, which this act of the mind bears to that, by which we contemplate one
continu’d object, that the error arises” (ibid., 255).

12. Kant 1787/1965:A100–108.
13. See, however, Pippin (1989:20 et passim.) on the diªerent claims that Kant can be

seen as making in the two editions of the first Critique.
14. But see Strawson for what is clearly a transcendental argument based on the same

insight that underlies Kant’s transcendental unity of apperception (1959:95–98).
15. See Passmore 1961:58–80.
16. Passmore suggests the term “pragmatic self-refutation,” but also speaks of similar

moves in terms of ad hominem self-refutation; I use instead the term “performative self-
refutation.” Although Passmore’s discussion is generally illuminating, his parsing of
Descartes’s argument is somewhat unclear to me. For a characterization of Descartes’s
argument as a basically transcendental one, see Husserl (1950/1995:18–25). Husserl
rightly sees that Descartes’s argument is problematic precisely insofar as he compromises
its essentially transcendental character—specifically, by introducing “the apparently
insignificant but actually fateful change whereby the ego becomes a substantia cogitans . . .
and [the] point of departure for inferences according to the principle of causality”
(ibid., 24). Kant makes a similar point by adducing Descartes’s argument as a paradigm
case of what Kant called a “paralogism,” in that there is an equivocation between “I” as
grammatical subject (“I think”), and “I” as naming a substance (“therefore I am”); see
Kant 1787/1965:A348 ª.

17. Stern:8–9; emphasis added. Stern is quoting Jonathan Bennett.
18. I owe this distinction to Schubert Ogden (personal communication). A basically

parallel distinction is made by Strawson (1959), whose essay in “descriptive” (as opposed
to “revisionary”) metaphysics is essentially an exercise in what I am calling transcen-
dental metaphysics.

19. This conception of metaphysics is advanced by Loux (1998, especially pp. 3–17).
20. Ogden 1975:47. Cf. the formulation of Gamwell, for whom “transcendental”

properly characterizes “the conditions of human subjectivity or reason that are implied
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or presupposed by every act of claiming truth or validity and that can themselves be
explicated by statements every denial of which is pragmatically self-contradictory”
(2003:567).

21. My example here is based on Swinburne (1991), which, despite its deployment of
the probability calculus of “Bayes’s theorem,” seems in the end to come down entirely to
the questions posed here, with Swinburne’s proposed account of the diªerence between
“scientific” and “personal explanation” doing by far the most important conceptual work
in his argument. Theists are not the only ones to find compelling the question of why
there is something and not nothing; Heidegger as well regarded this as the fundamental
question of philosophy, “necessarily implicit in every question” (1959:6)—a fact that led
Heidegger to pursue a philosophical project very diªerent from Swinburne’s.

22. It is, then, perhaps because we are thus dealing with absolute presuppositions that
neither party to this particular debate is likely to be able to oªer arguments that the other
party finds compelling; there is an important sense in which neither party to this debate
can even ask (much less answer) the questions that the other party considers primary.

23. Cf. Alston’s comment that “[a] necessary condition of my having [a] belief at all
(whatever its epistemic status) is not a necessary condition of the belief ’s being justified
rather than unjustified” (1991:78).

24. This is the formulation (quoted by Stern 2000:44–45) of Stroud (1968), who
influentially developed this objection. Cf. also Rorty 1971.

25. Annas and Barnes 2000:6.
26. Frede 1997a and 1997b. See also Striker 1996:135–149.
27. In Frede’s reading, this is the view that conflates classical with dogmatic skepticism.
28. Cf. the remarks following Michael Williams, pp. 122–23, above. Burton refers to

some of the same secondary literature on skepticism cited here, attempting on the basis
thereof to give a historically sensitive account of skepticism. Nevertheless, he cites as the
upholders of “skeptical” interpretations of N1g1rjuna not only Garfield (citing Garfield
[1995:88–89], but not, more obviously, Garfield 1990) but also Richard Hayes (citing
Hayes 1988a:53–62). Characterizing these interpreters as commonly exemplifying a
“skeptical” reading of N1g1rjuna betrays a lack of nuance on Burton’s part, insofar as
Garfield and Hayes (like Garfield and Burton!) understand “skepticism” in such differ-
ent ways. With regard to (often highly various) “skeptical” readings of Madhyamaka,
note as well the interpretation of Ganeri (2001a:42–70) and, for a pointed critique
thereof, Oetke (2003b:151–152), with whose point here I generally agree.

29. Garfield 2002:4. (This reprints Garfield 1990. References to the 2002 reprint are
henceforth given in the text.)

30. Kripke 1982:66–67; quoted in part by Garfield 2002:6–7. It is worth noting, in this
regard, that Wittgenstein himself seems to have understood “skepticism” in the way that
Garfield eschews—a fact noted by Garfield: “Wittgenstein, of course, frequently denies
that he is a sceptic: ‘Scepticism is not irrefutable, but obvious nonsense.’ . . . But I would
argue that the position Wittgenstein denotes by ‘scepticism’ is what I am calling here
‘nihilism’” (Garfield 2002:261n2, quoting Wittgenstein).

31. Here, I am paraphrasing N1g1rjuna’s M[lamadhyamakak1rik1, 24.19: “apratEtya-
samutpano dharman kaécin na vidyate / yasm1t tasm1d aé[nyo hi dharman kaécin na
vidyate //” (since there exists no non-dependently originated existent [dharma] whatso-
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ever, therefore there exists no non-empty existent whatsoever) (La Vallée Poussin
1903–1913/1970b:505). This is among the many places where N1g1rjuna chiefly empha-
sizes that by “empty” he simply means “dependently originated.” The strongly existen-
tial form of the claim makes this verse one of the quintessentially M1dhyamika state-
ments that it is hard to describe as making anything other than a truth-claim. Many
Tibetan interpreters of Madhyamaka (particularly among the dGe-lugs-pas) aver that,
despite N1g1rjuna’s claim not to be defending any “thesis,” in fact a characteristically
M1dhyamika “thesis” is found precisely in this identification of “emptiness” with
“dependent origination” (cf. Matsumoto 1990:33).

32. Cf. Chapter 1, nn11ª.
33. In this regard, my interpretation of Madhyamaka diªers not only from Burton’s

but also from one ably defended for many years by Mark Siderits. This is discussed fur-
ther in Chapter 6.

34. Cf. especially Stern 2000.
35. Kant 1783/1997: sec. 36, 72 (emphasis added); cf. Kant 1987/1965:A27/B43 and

A63/B88. The “characteristic property of our sensibility” to which Kant here alludes is
its constitution in terms of “the sum total of the rules to which all appearances must be
subject if they are to be thought as connected in an experience”—with Garfield’s “ex-
planatorily useful regularities” capable of serving as a not misleading gloss of that.

36. Tillemans 1992:312. Tillemans follows Lakatos 1971. As Tillemans rightly observes,
“In this light, there is no doubt that Tsoã kha pa, the great debater, was a specialist at
internal history” (1992:312).

Notes to Chapter 6

1. The first chapter of the Prasannapad1 was translated into English by Stcherbatsky
(1927/1989), whose work, though dated and eccentric, remains useful. The partial trans-
lation of Sprung (1979) is the most complete available English translation of the Prasan-
napad1 , but should be used with caution; cf. the reviews by de Jong (1981) and Steinkell-
ner (1982). Other Western-language translations from the Prasannapad1 (e.g., May 1959,
Schayer 1931) do not include the first chapter. Ruegg (2002) has published an annotated
translation of most of chapter 1 (specifically, the portion of CandrakErti’s chapter framed
as commenting on the first verse of N1g1rjuna’s root text). See also MacDonald 2000.
All translations in the present chapter are, however, my own and are from the standard
edition of CandrakErti’s text in La Vallée Poussin 1903–1913/1970b, as supplemented by
the suggested revisions of de Jong (1978). (Vaidya 1960b, which cross-references the pag-
ination of La Vallée Poussin, eªectively reproduces that edition.) For my complete trans-
lation of the passage, see Arnold (forthcoming).

2. For good introductions to this discussion, see Yotsuya 1999 (a text-critical analysis
of the relevant passages from the Indian sources of Buddhap1lita, Bh1vaviveka, and
CandrakErti) and Dreyfus and McClintock 2003 (which compiles recent contributions to
the scholarly discussion of the issues). Ames (1986, 1993, 1994) and Saito (1984) provide
useful points of access to the relevant works of Buddhap1lita and Bh1vaviveka.

3. La Vallée Poussin 1903–1913/1970b:55.11 to 75.13 (all references to CandrakErti’s text are
to page and line numbers of this edition); the entire first chapter totals ninety-one pages.
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4. Rizzi 1987:47–49. The only sustained treatments of this section that I have located
are Mookerjee (1957:42–58, basically paraphrasing CandrakErti’s text) and Siderits (1981),
(who sees CandrakErti’s target as Dign1ga). Tillemans (1990:1:41–53) oªers insightful
exposition of parallel arguments from CandrakErti’s Catunéataka•Ek1. A summary of this
line of argument (along with observations about some Tibetan interpretations thereof )
is in Dreyfus (1997:451–460), chiefly following Siderits and Tillemans.

5. For the view that CandrakErti is still addressing Bh1vaviveka in at least part of the
section before us, cf. Thurman (1991:292–295), which translates a section of Tsong-kha-
pa’s Legs bshad snying po based on a discussion in Prasannapad1 66.1–68.4. Cf. also Eckel
1978; Huntington 2003; Yoshimizu 1996:49–94. There is a sense in which it may not mat-
ter, in the end, whether it is specifically Dign1ga whom CandrakErti has in mind or
whether he is targeting the part of Bh1vaviveka’s project that is informed by Dign1ga; in
either case, CandrakErti is rightly said to have philosophical problems with Dign1ga’s
project. There are, however, several points at which CandrakErti seems clearly to have
Dign1ga’s text before him, and these are noted here as they arise. Nevertheless, I will
refer to CandrakErti’s interlocutor throughout as Dign1ga chiefly because of my sense
that there is some philosophical value in appreciating what it is about Dign1ga’s ap-
proach in particular that CandrakErti rejects. Hattori’s 1968 translation from Dign1ga’s
Pram1âasamuccaya provides many cross-references to CandrakErti, reflecting Hattori’s
judgment that CandrakErti knows Dign1ga’s text. Yonezawa (1999, 2004) has been study-
ing the *Lakùaâa•Ek1, a Sanskrit manuscript of brief annotations on the Prasannapad1
from around the twelfth century (Yonezawa et al. 2001:27). With respect to the section
under discussion here, the anonymous author of these notes specifically identifies Dig-
n1ga as the interlocutor; cf. n31.

6. “na svato n1pi parato na dv1bhy1Å n1py ahetutan / utpann1n j1tu vidyante
bh1v1n kvacana kecana” (MMK 1.1, in La Vallée Poussin 1903–1913/1970b:12.13–14).

7. “Atra kecit paricodayanti: Anutpann1 bh1v1 iti kim ayaÅ pram1âajo niécaya uta-
apram1âajan?” (Prasannapad1 55.11–12).

8. For a useful exegesis of the Vigrahavy1vartanE, see Siderits (1980).
9. “pratyakùeâa hi t1vad yady upalabhya vinivartayasi bh1v1n / tan n1sti pratyakùaÅ

bh1v1 yena-upalabhyante” (Vigrahavy1vartanE 5, in Bhattacharya 1990:5).
10. “pratyakùam api hi pram1âaÅ sarvabh1v1ntargatatv1c ch[nyam; yo bh1v1n upa-

labhate, so ’pi é[nyan; tasm1t pratyakùeâa pram1âena na-upalaÅbhabh1vo ’nupalabh-
dasya ca pratiùedh1nupapattin” (for the reliable warrant which is perception, too, is empty,
owing to [its] being included among ‘all existents’; you who apprehend [this] are also
empty; therefore, there is no existence of apprehension by way of the reliable warrant that
is perception, and negation of something unapprehended doesn’t stand to reason [ibid.]).

11. “yadi kiÅcid upalabheyaÅ pravartayeyaÅ nivartayeyaÅ v1 / pratyakù1dibhir
arthais tadabh1v1n me ’nup1lambhan” (Vigrahavy1vartanE 30, in Bhattacharya 1990:15).

12. Oetke 2003b:144n. The “preceding section” of the text to which Oetke thus alludes
comprises N1g1rjuna’s well-known claim (at Vigrahavy1vartanE 29) not to have any
“thesis” at all: “yadi k1cana pratijñ1 sy1n me tata eùa me bhaved doùan / n1sti ca mama
pratijñ1 tasm1n naiv1sti me doùan” (If I had any thesis, then the fault would be mine;
but I do not have a thesis, so I have no fault at all [Bhattacharya 1990:14]). The question
of what it means thus to have no “thesis” exercised generations of Tibetan interpreters
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of Madhyamaka, with many dGe-lugs-pa interpreters (who had a particular stake in
defending the canons of dialectics and debate) typically qualifying N1g1rjuna’s claim—
for example, suggesting that the kind of “thesis” N1g1rjuna thus disavows is only that
kind of thesis that is thought to presuppose the sort of “essence” (svabh1va) that it is
N1g1rjuna’s business to reject. Cf. Ruegg 1983; 2000:105–232. For a critique of Ruegg’s
focus on Tibetan interpretations, see Oetke 2003a.

13. “Atha-apram1âajan sa na yuktan, pram1â1dhEnatv1t pramey1dhigamasya”
(Prasannapad1 55.13). CandrakErti here alludes to Dign1ga, the beginning of whose Pra-
m1âasamuccaya claims that “understanding of a warrantable object depends upon reli-
able warrants”; cf. Hattori 1968:76n.1.10. The translation of prameya as “warrantable
object” is not unproblematic; it is beliefs that are warranted, not (what is typically char-
acterized as prameya) objects. It is di‹cult, however, to find translation equivalents for
this pair of words (pram1âa and prameya) that avoid this problem while reflecting the
fact that they are permutations of the same verbal root. One might, for example, render
them as (respectively) “means of knowledge” and “knowable”—but that risks mislead-
ing in regard to the relationship between justification, truth, and knowledge. It is, then,
my translation of pram1âa as “reliable warrant” that informs the rendering of prameya
as “warrantable,” but the latter should, in this context, be understood as shorthand for
the more cumbersome object regarding which one might have a warranted belief.

14. Cf. n12.
15. “Anadhigato hy artho na vin1 pram1âair adhigantuÅ éakyata iti, pram1â1bh1v1d

arth1dhigam1bh1ve sati, kuto ’yam samyagniécaya iti? Na yuktam etad anutpann1 bh1v1
iti. Yato v1-ayam niécayo bhavato ’nutpann1 bh1v1 iti bhaviùyati tata eva mama-api
sarvabh1v1n santi-iti! Yath1 ca-ayaÅ te niécayo ’nutpann1n sarvadharm1 iti, tath1-eva
mama-api sarvabh1votpattir bhaviùyati. Atha te na-asti niécayo ’nutpann1n sarvabh1v1
iti, tad1 svayamaniécitasya parapraty1yan1saÅbhav1c ch1str1rambhavaiyarthyam eva-
iti, santy apratiùiddh1n sarvabh1v1 iti. Ucyate: Yadi kaécinniécayo n1ma-asm1kaÅ sy1t,
sa pram1âajo v1 sy1d apram1âajo v1. Na tv asti. KiÅ k1raâaÅ? Iha-aniécayasaÅbhave
sati, sy1t tatpratipakùas tadapekùo niécayan. Yad1 tv aniécaya eva t1vad asm1kaÅ na-asti,
tad1 kutas tadviruddho niécayan sy1t?” (Prasannapad1 55.12–56.7). This section of Can-
drakErti’s text is translated by Huntington (2003:77–78), who identifies CandrakErti’s
interlocutor as Bh1vaviveka. See also Arnold 2001a.

16. “Yady evaÅ niécayo na-asti sarvatan, kathaÅ punar idaÅ niécitar[paÅ v1kyam
upalabhyate bhavat1Å? Na svato n1pi parato na dv1bhy1Å n1py ahetuto bh1v1 bhavan-
tEti” (Prasannapad1 57.4–5).

17. N1g1rjuna can be understood as making the same point in the Vigrahavy1vartanE
(v.31) when he asks how pram1âas themselves are to be established; that is, pram1âas can-
not themselves explain how we know what we know, given that the very possibility of
pram1âas (which exist only in relation to their objects, prameyas) already presupposes
(because the relation exemplifies) the most important point to be known: emptiness.
Oetke favors this reading when he views as central to this part of N1g1rjuna’s text the task
of showing that “means of knowledge cannot be what they are, namely means of knowl-
edge, without the existence of that for which they are means, whereas the objects of
knowledge cannot be what they are, i.e. prameyas, if there are no pram1âas” (2003b:144n).

18. “Ucyate: Niécitam idaÅ v1kyaÅ lokasya svaprasiddhayaivopapatty1, na ary1â1Å.
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KiÅ khalv 1ry1â1m upapattir na-asti? Kena-etad uktam asti v1 n1sti v1-iti? Param1rtho
hy 1ryas t[ùâEbh1van. Tatan kutas tatra prapañcasaÅbhavo yad upapattir anupapattir v1
sy1t? Yadi hy 1ry1 upapattiÅ na varâayanti kena khalv id1nEÅ param1rthaÅ lokaÅ

bodhayiùyanti? Na khalv 1ry1 lokasaÅvyavah1reâopapattiÅ varâayanti. KiÅ tu lokata
eva y1 prasiddhopapattis t1Å par1vabodh1rtham abhyupetya tathaiva lokaÅ bod-
hayanti” (Prasannapad1 57.5–11).

19. Dunne (1996) adduces similar passages from the Madhyamak1vat1ra to suggest
that, while DharmakErti allows for some degree of human participation in the experience
of Buddhahood, CandrakErti instead posits an understanding of Buddhahood as radi-
cally “other.” Characterizing the kind of Buddha that CandrakErti thus presupposes,
Dunne writes: “Not only does such a buddha not see the ordinary things of the world,
he does not even know ultimate reality because nothing at all occurs in a buddha’s mind.
Indeed, it would seem that CandrakErti’s buddhas do not know anything at all”
(1996:548). Gri‹ths (1994) has persuasively argued that something like this is in fact the
case with respect to Buddhist discourse more generally—and indeed, particularly for the
kinds of Yog1c1ra sources that are rather closer to DharmakErti’s thought than to Can-
drakErti’s. Nevertheless, CandrakErti, as seen below, can be read in precisely the opposite
way. See, inter alia, Tillemans (2004) for what seems a similar view.

20. I concur, in this sense, with Tsong-kha-pa, for whom N1g1rjuna’s equation of
emptiness and dependent origination represents precisely “the uncommon thesis (lugs)
of the venerable master” (quoted by Matsumoto 1990:33)—though I hope it will become
clear that I think Tsong-kha-pa fails to appreciate CandrakErti’s point (particularly as
developed in the engagement with Dign1ga) regarding what this fact should entail about
how we argue for that position.

21. “T1n id1nEm 1ry1s tatprasiddhayaivopapatty1 paribodhayanti. Yath1 vidyam1nasya
gha•asya na mód1dibhya utp1da ity abhyupetam, evam utp1d1t p[rvaÅ vidyam1nasya
vidyam1natv1n, na asty utp1da ity avasEyat1Å. Yath1 ca parabh[tebhyo jv1l1ãg1r1dibhyo
’ãkurasyotpattir na astEty abhyupetam, evaÅ vivakùitebebhyo ’pi bEj1dibhyo na astEty
avasEyataÅ” (Prasannapad1 58.3–6).

22. This basically reproduces the interpretation of Buddhap1lita, which CandrakErti
cites at p. 14.1–3. (The Tibetan translation of Buddhap1lita’s entire commentary on
MMK 1.1 can be found in Walleser [1913–1914/1970:11.8 ª.])

23. “Ath1pi sy1d anubhava eùo ’sm1kam iti” (Prasannapad1 58.7).
24. “gang gis rang lta la gnas ’jig rten tshad mar ’dod pas na / ’dir ni rigs pa smras pa

nyid kyis lta ko ci zhig bya / gzhan las gzhan ’byung ba yang ’jig rten pa yis rtogs ’gyur
te / des na gzhan las skyes yod ’dir ni rigs pas ci zhig dgos” (Madhyamak1vat1ra 6.22, in
La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:101).

25. The issues raised by following this avenue are ones that CandrakErti elaborates in
the section of the Prasannapad1 that is under discussion here; see Chapter 7. On the
basic equivalence, for Dign1ga, of anubhava and pratyakùa, see Dign1ga’s commentary
on Pram1âasamuccaya, 1.6ab, in Hattori (1968:27).

26. “rigs pa nye bar ’god pa yang dngos po mngon sum ma yin pa kho na la ’os kyi
mngon sum la ni ma yin te / de’i phyir ’thad pa med par yang dngos po rnams gzhan las
skye ba yod pa kho na’o” (La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:101). Cf. La Vallée Poussin
1907–1911:299; Huntington 1989:231.
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27. “Etad apy ayuktaÅ, yasm1d anubhava eùa móù1, anubhavatv1t, taimirikadvican-
dr1dyanubhavavad iti. Tataé ca anubhavasy1pi s1dhyasamatv1t tena pratyavasth1naÅ na
yuktam iti” (Prasannapad1 58.7–9).

28. “rnam kun mkhyen nyid ye shes ni / mngon sum mtshan nyid can du ’dod / gzhan
ni nyi tshe ba nyid kyis / mngon sum zhes byar mi ’dod do” (Madhyamak1vat1ra 6.214,
in La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:337).

29. Again, CandrakErti’s argument repeats that of Buddhap1lita, who had similarly
argued only by reducing to absurdity the opponent’s account of “arising from another,”
without oªering his own, alternative account of causal production. Thus, Buddhap1lita:
“gzhan las kyang skye ba med do / ci’i phyir zhe na / thams cad las thams cad skye bar thal
bar ’gyur ba’i phyir ro” (Existents do not arise from something other. Why? Because it
would follow that anything [can] arise from anything else) (Walleser 1913–1914/1970:11).
Cf. Prasannapad1 36.11–12, where CandrakErti approvingly quotes Buddhap1lita’s Sanskrit.

30. “Atha sy1d eùa eva pram1âaprameyavyavah1ro laukiko ’sm1bhin é1streâ1nu-
varâita iti” (Prasannapad1 58.14–15). Ruegg renders vyavah1ra throughout as “transac-
tional-pragmatic usage” (2002:102)—a cumbersome translation that obscures Candra-
kErti’s commitment to conventional discourse. My rendering (“business as usual”)
reflects the mercantile connotations that are part of the word’s conventional range.

31. “Atha sy1d eùa eva pram1âaprameyavyavah1ro laukiko ’sm1bhin é1streâ1nuvar-
âita iti. Tadanuvarâasya tarhi phalaÅ v1cyaÅ. Kut1rkikain sa n1éito viparEtalakùa-
â1bhidh1nena. Tasya asm1bhin samyaglakùaâam uktam iti cet. Etad apy ayuktaÅ. Yadi
hi kut1rkikair viparEtalakùaâapraâayanaÅ [according to the Tibetan available to La Val-
lée Poussin, brjod pas, = Skt. praâayan1t . . . ; adopted by Vaidya 1960b, whose edition I
here follow] kótaÅ lakùyavaiparEtyaÅ lokasya sy1t. TadarthaÅ prayatnas1phalyaÅ sy1t.
Na ca etad evam iti vyartha ev1yaÅ prayatna iti.” (Prasannapad1 58.15–59.3).

It is here that the anonymous author of the *Lakùaâa•Ek1 (cf. n5) specifically identifies
Dign1ga as CandrakErti’s interlocutor: “laukika eva pram1âaprameyavyavah1ro yukto na
p1ram1rthika ity asmin pakùe 1ha / athety1di / asm1bhir Dign1g1dibhin / tadanuvarâa-
nasya phalaÅ v1cyam ity atr1ryan, kut1rkkikair iti Dign1gan, sa iti vyavah1ran” (He says
that on this view, it makes sense only [to speak of] the worldly convention regarding
warrants and warrantable objects, not [what is] ultimate[ly the case]. [This is what is
said in the passage] beginning ‘Atha . . . .’ [‘Its correct characteristics have been
explained] by us’ means by Dign1ga, et al. It is the master [CandrakErti] who says, at this
point, ‘the fruit of this intention should be explained,’ and it is Dign1ga who rejoins,
‘[It has been destroyed] by bad logicians.’ ‘It’ [here] is business as usual) (Sanskrit text
in Yonezawa 2004:142).

32. See Prasannapad1 75.6–9 (Chapter 7, n32). It might be wondered, in this regard,
how CandrakErti, as a M1dhyamika, could seemingly endorse the same epistemological
project apparently rejected by N1g1rjuna in the Vigrahavy1vartanE. This is typical of the
situations in which M1dhyamikas characteristically invoke the “two truths.” Thus, what
N1g1rjuna rejects in the Vigrahavy1vartanE is the possibility of Ny1ya epistemology’s
providing an ultimately valid account of the world; and what CandrakErti will endorse,
contra Dign1ga, is simply the adequacy of Ny1ya as a description of our conventions.

33. Dign1ga’s engagement specifically with the Ny1ya account of perception can be
found in Hattori (1968:36–41, translation; 190–199, Tibetan text).
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34. I render svalakùaâa as “unique” or “bare particular” when it is Dign1ga’s usage
that is in play, for reasons explained in Part I. One of the di‹culties in translating (and
therefore in understanding) this section of CandrakErti’s text is that what is in dispute is
the meaning of the word svalakùaâa; the same word thus has diªerent senses, depend-
ing on whether it is Dign1ga’s usage (“unique particular”) or what CandrakErti regards
as the conventional sense (“defining characteristic”) that is in play. Although this leads
to some alternation in translation equivalents, confusion can be avoided if it is recalled
that CandrakErti is challenging Dign1ga to make sense of examples of the conventional
use of the word, while retaining his definition. Cf. n53, for an example of the confusions
that are possible here.

35. This could also be rendered: “is that which has these two characteristics a subject,
or not?”; or, taking lakùya more literally as a gerundive, “is that which has these to be
characterized, or not?” On any of these readings, CandrakErti’s point remains substan-
tially the same.

36. Citing P1âini’s Aù•1dhy1yE III.3.113 (“kótyalyu•o bahulam”). See Katre 1987:303.
37. “KiÅ ca yadi svas1m1nyalakùaâadvay1nurodhena pram1âadvayam uktaÅ, yasya

tallakùaâadvayaÅ kiÅ tal lakùyam asti? Atha n1sti? Yady asti, tad1 tadaparaÅ prameyam
astEti, kathaÅ pram1âadvayaÅ? Atha n1sti lakùyaÅ, tad1 lakùaâam api nir1érayaÅ n1stEti
kathaÅ pram1âadvayaÅ? . . . Atha sy1n na lakùyate ’neneti lakùaâaÅ. KiÅ tarhi kótya-
lyu•o bahulam iti karmaâi lyu•aÅ kótv1 lakùyate tad iti lakùaâaÅ. Evam api tenaiva tasya
lakùyam1âatv1saÅbhav1d—yena tallakùyate tasya karaâasya karmaâo ’rth1ntaratv1t—sa
eva doùan” (Prasannapad1 59.4–60.3).

38. Katsura makes the same point vis-à-vis Hattori’s translation of Pram1âasamuc-
caya 1.2 (1991:136); I have discussed this in Arnold 2003. Cf. also Chapter 1, p. 29.

39. Cf., e.g., Bhattacharya 1980, 1980–81.
40. Cf. Chapter 3, nn3 and 4.
41. See n36.
42. Particularly in this section, it is often di‹cult to translate this word one way or

the other, since it is precisely what the word should mean that is here in dispute. Cf. n53.
43. “Atha sy1t: Jñ1nasya karaâatv1t, tasya ca svalakùaâ1ntarbh1v1d, ayam adoùa iti.

Ucyate: Iha bh1v1n1m any1s1dh1raâam 1tmEyaÅ yat svar[paÅ, tat svalakùaâaÅ. Tad-
yath1 póthivy1n k1•inyaÅ, vedan1y1 anubhavo, vijñ1nasya viùayaprativijñaptin. Tena hi
tal lakùyata iti kótv1, prasiddhyanugat1Å ca vyutpattim avadh[ya karmas1dhanam [Tib.,
las su sgrub pa] abhyupagacchati. Vijñ1nasya ca karaâabh1vaÅ pratipadyam1nena-idam
uktaÅ bhavati, svalakùaâasyaiva karmat1, svalakùaâ1ntarasya karaâabh1vaé ceti. Tatra
yadi vijñ1nasvalakùaâaÅ karaâaÅ, tasya vyatiriktena karmaâ1 bhavitavyam iti sa eva
doùan” (Prasannapad1 60.4–61.2).

44. Cf. Chapter 1, n14. Cf. also Madhyamak1vat1ra 6.202–3, where CandrakErti trots
out a similarly 0bhidharmika list of “defining characteristics” (svalakùaâas) of all of the
skandhas: “gzugs ni gzugs rung mtshan nyid can / tshor ba myong ba’i bdag nyid can /
’du shes mtshan mar ’dzin pa ste / ’du byed mngon par ’du byed pa’o // yul la so sor
rnam rig pa / rnam shes rang gi mtshan nyid do /” (Form has the defining property (sva-
lakùaâa) of color and shape; vedan1 has the nature of experience; saÅjñ1 grasps charac-
teristics; saÅsk1ras fashion [things]; the defining property of perceptual awareness is a
conception regarding any object [in La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:316]). It might be
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argued that CandrakErti’s appeal to characteristically 0bhidharmika examples under-
mines my characterization of Madhyamaka as constitutively framed contra Abhid-
harma. But in taking his examples of such usage particularly from 0bhidharmika liter-
ature, CandrakErti is just following good pr1saãgika method—that is, using against his
opponent presuppositions to which he believes his opponent is committed. Consider, in
this regard, Dign1ga’s own attempt to show that his peculiarly technical sense of the
word svalakùaâa did not contradict accepted usage (cf. Chapter 1, nn20 and 63).

45. As indicated in n43, the Tibetan translation renders this as las su sgrub pa (estab-
lished as an object). But the sense of -s1dhana as “denoting” or “expressive of” (cf. Apte
1957/1992:1666, meaning #4) comes from its being a synonym for k1raka—the Sanskrit
grammarians’ category for designating the various components of an action. Cf. in this
regard, not only Abhyankar (1977:423, s.v. s1dhana), but also Bhattacharya (1980, espe-
cially pp. 87–89), who cites similar uses by CandrakErti of the term s1dhana in the sense
of k1raka. See also Bhattacharya 1980–81. Here, then, CandrakErti’s argument is (in a
characteristically Sanskritic way) a grammatical one. In order to highlight the more gen-
eral philosophical relevance of his argument, however, my translation here casts Can-
drakErti’s peculiarly Sanskritic argument in more epistemic terms.

46. On this argument, see Loux 1998:116–117. Cf. Sellars 1963:282–283n.
47. To suggest that “bare particulars” must at least be capable of being “essentially”

characterized is basically to second David Armstrong’s point that a truly bare particular
“would have no nature, be of no kind or sort” (1989:94); the argument is that this is self-
referentially incoherent insofar as saying something is a “bare particular” just is to say
that it is of some kind or sort. As Armstrong puts it: “Perhaps a particular need not have
any relations to any other particular—perhaps it could be quite isolated. But it must
instantiate at least one property” (ibid.) This basically metaphysical argument is com-
plemented by an epistemological argument like that of Chadha (2001), as summarized
in the critique thereof by Siderits: If (as for Dign1ga) perception grasps particulars with-
out the use of concepts, “the cognizer must lack not only the ability to classify the par-
ticular as belonging to some kind or other but even the ability to grasp the particular as
an individual, that is, as distinct from other particulars. For such grasping requires the
ability to think of the particular as this individual as distinct from those individuals. . . .
There is thus no sense in which such a state could be said to be intentional” (2004:372).
A similar point is made by Goldman (1976).

48. Here my exegesis of CandrakErti involves some rational reconstruction. Candra-
kErti argues simply on the basis of standard Sanskritic grammatical analyses of the vari-
ous components of any instance of the action of lakùaâa (characterization). The neces-
sarily relational quality of any instance of “characterization” can be supported by appeal
to the unavoidability of saying at least that particulars can be “essentially characterized.”

49. Note, however, that these second-order constructions (“being X or Y”) in fact
neatly reflect one of the main ways of discussing universals in Indian philosophy. One
of the points at issue between apohav1dins such as Dign1ga and, say, MEm1Åsakas, is
whether a word such as go (cow) works by referring to some universal abstraction
(gotva) that is common to all cows. In much of the secondary literature on such debates,
words like gotva are often rendered as “cow-ness.” But, as noted in Chapter 1 (cf.
nn18–19), we are probably better oª translating gotva as “being a cow.” We are, then,
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speaking here (as in Chapter 1) about the convergence of the categories of svalakùaâa
and svabh1va. But while CandrakErti is invoking the conventional usage of the former
against Dign1ga, CandrakErti himself will apparently reject even the conventional sense
of the latter. Here, then, there lurks the question of whether M1dhyamikas like Candra-
kErti are guilty of a crucially problematic equivocation involving the word svabh1va. We
will return to this question in Chapter 7.

50. Dign1ga himself had perhaps meant to say as much in claiming that svalakùaâas
are characterized only by their unspecifiability (their avyapadeéyatva); what CandrakErti
has shown, however, is the incoherence involved in saying of something that nothing
can be said about it.

51. CandrakErti’s critique of svasaÅvitti (developed in particular at Madhyamak1-
vat1ra 6.72–78) is, to be sure, interesting and significant, and his apparent argument that
svasaÅvitti is (not only not ultimately but) not even conventionally valid occasioned
much discussion in the Tibetan context; cf. Williams 1998. CandrakErti’s critique specif-
ically targets the view (arguably held by Dign1ga) that svasaÅvitti is an intentional sort
of cognition that accompanies any cognitive act, with CandrakErti therefore charging
that infinite regress ensues. But this critique may not have any purchase against the
interpretation held by such thinkers as ç1ntarakùita and Mokù1karagupta. (Cf. Chapter
2, p. 47.) This point is developed in Arnold (2005).

52. This is the passage discussed by Thurman (1991) and Eckel (1978), both of whom
follow Tsong-kha-pa in regarding Bh1vaviveka as CandrakErti’s target; cf. n5. See also
Siderits 1981:141–145.

53. I have left this occurrence of the word svalakùaâa untranslated in order to reflect
the fact that Dign1ga is simply reporting the attested example, while remaining neutral
with respect to how we understand the word. Siderits says, “it should be pointed out that
here the opponent has reverted to the traditional usage of ‘svalakùaâa,’ as meaning ‘own
defining characteristic’; this is made clear in his reference to hardness as the svalakùaâa
of earth” (1981:142). But CandrakErti’s interlocutor should be understood as simply re-
porting the example that CandrakErti has challenged him to account for. Dign1ga’s task
is to show that the word can mean what he takes it to mean (“unique particular”) and
yet to make sense given this attested usage. Naturally, it favors CandrakErti’s point that
the examples he adduces can be translated only using “defining characteristic.” Cf. n34.

54. “Ath1pi sy1t: Yath1 éil1putrakasya éarEraÅ r1hon éira iti, éarEraéirovyatiriktaviée-
ùaâ1saÅbhave ’pi, viéeùaâaviéeùyabh1vo ’sti, evaÅ póthivy1n svalakùaâam iti, svalakùa-
âavyatiriktapóthivyasaÅbhave ’pi, bhaviùyatEti. Naitad evam, atulyatv1t. çarEraéiranéabda-
yor hi buddhy1dip1ây1divatsahabh1vipad1rth1ntaras1pekùat1pravóttau, éarEraéiranéabda-
m1tr1lambano buddhyupajananan sahac1ripad1rth1ntaras1k1ãkùa eva vartate. Kasya
éarEraÅ, kasya éira iti? Itaro ’pi viéeùaâ1ntarasaÅbandhanir1cikErùay1 éil1putrakar1hu-
viéeùaâadhvanin1 laukikasaÅket1nuvidy1yin1 pratipattun k1ãkù1m upahantEti yuktaÅ.
Iha tu k1•hiny1divyatiriktapóthivy1dyasaÅbhave sati na yukto viéeùaâaviéeùyabh1van”
(Prasannapad1 66.1–8).

We can understand why Tsong-kha-pa sees in this passage an engagement with
Bh1vaviveka if we appreciate that on Tsong-kha-pa’s view, the crucial distinction be-
tween the “Sv1ntrika” Madhyamaka of Bh1vaviveka and CandrakErti’s “Pr1saãgika”
Madhyamaka involves the concept of svalakùaâa. Specifically, Tsong-kha-pa thinks that
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Bh1vaviveka must accept the existents posited by an opponent as “being established by
virtue of self-character” (rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa = svalakùaâena siddha). But
Tsong-kha-pa’s understanding of this issue involves a sense of svalakùaâa that is not
present in CandrakErti. Thurman (translating Tsong-kha-pa) is right to see the present
discussion as turning on diªerent understandings of the word svalakùaâa: “the intrinsic
identity (svalakùaâa) involved in (this sort of ) intrinsically identifiable status is alto-
gether quite diªerent from the ‘ultimate particular’ (svalakùaâa) explained precisely as
‘functional capacity’ in the logicians’ treatises, and from the ‘defining characteristic’
(svalakùaâa) explained as that which characterizes (something as) diªerent from every-
thing else, such as heat in the case of fire, in the Abhidharma Scripture, etc.” (1991:292).
But it is really only the latter two senses of svalakùaâa that are in play in our text from
the Prasannapad1, with Tsong-kha-pa himself having introduced (in the first occurrence
reflected in Thurman’s translation) an additional sense. On this point, cf. Ruegg 2004:
338–339.

55. Most translators of this passage have followed Stcherbatsky in rendering
éil1putraka as “statue” (1927/1989:158), though Thurman follows the Tibetan translation
(mchi gu) in opting for the primary sense of the word as “pestle” (1991:292). (Cf. Ruegg
2002:115n206.) If we read it that way, the point of the example is less clear. It thus seems
preferable to understand this as “statue,” since in that case the point of the example is
the same as that of the “R1hu’s head” example; both are adduced, that is, as examples of
expressions that involve two terms, but refer to only one thing.

56. The expression “R1hu’s head” is commonly invoked in Indian philosophy; cf.,
e.g., the usage attributed, in the SarvadaréanasaÅgraha, to the (materialist) C1rv1kas,
who point out that expressions like “my body” should not be taken as evidence of a
really existing subject of the genitive; rather, such expressions are, like “R1hu’s head,”
merely “figurative” (“mama éarEram iti vyavah1ro r1hon éira ity1divad aupac1rikan”
[SarvadaréanasaÅgraha, p. 2]).

57. Cf. n53.
58. On the notion of 1k1âkù1, see, inter alia, Matilal 1990:50, 109–110; Siderits 1981:142.
59. “na hi saÅvótir nirup1d1n1 yujyate” (Lévi 1925:16.13–14). Cf. p. 170, for a strikingly

similar contention from Burton (1999). 
60. Here, up1d1na is preceded by tóùâ1 (desire), and in turn produces bhava (“being”

or “existence”). Thus, it is in dependence upon desire that there is the “appropriation”
(up1d1na) of continued existence, which in turn leads to birth, etc. With this active sense
of the word apparently in mind, Hayes notes: “[The word up1d1na] names the action of
clinging or being attached. What this means, then, is that as a result of one’s attachments,
one creates the objects of one’s own experience” (1994:355). Such a notion is, no doubt, in
play in this word, though it can be exploited to understand MMK 24.18 in the way that,
for example, Burton (1999) does. MMK 24.18 reads rather diªerently if, instead, one
stresses the sense of the word that CandrakErti seems to emphasize; see below.

61. See, e.g., Rhys Davids and Stede (1921–1925/1995:149) and Edgerton (1953/1970:145),
both of which give this as the primary meaning. Cf. Apte 1957/1992:471 (meanings 9 and
10). These diªerent meanings of the word up1d1na reflect the diªerent glosses of the
-ana su‹x; cf. Chapter 3, nn3 and 4, as well as CandrakErti’s citation of P1âini’s rule on
this (n36).
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62. This understanding of up1d1na as concerning the underlying referents of expres-
sions could perhaps be qualified vis-à-vis the theory of reference that Dign1ga develops
in the form of apohav1da. Thus, the point of the apoha doctrine (cf. Chapter 2, n34) is
to avoid positing that really existent universals are the referents of words, while allow-
ing that words do not themselves refer to unique particulars. It may be that CandrakErti
(who, as far as I am aware, nowhere addresses apohav1da) underestimates the subtlety
of Dign1ga’s apoha doctrine. Hayes would likely think so; consider, for example, his
explication of how Dign1ga accounts for the question of whether diªerent words are
synonymous. He concludes: “But there is not necessarily a basis in reality for our con-
ventions being as they are” (1988:208). If I understand the present section of the Prasan-
napad1 correctly, CandrakErti is, in eªect, claiming that his interlocutor is committed to
the opposite view.

63. The statue is here a “qualifier” because, in the genitive case, it qualifies the word
‘body,’ removing our semantic expectation to know whose body is being referred to.

64. “Api ca pudgal1diprajñaptivat, saéarErop1d1nasya éil1putrakasyop1d1tur lauki-
kavyavah1r1ãgabh[tasya viéeùaâasya-avic1raprasiddhasya sadbh1v1t, éira-up1d1nasya
ca r1hor up1d1tun sadbh1v1d, ayuktam etan nidaréanaÅ” (Prasannapad1 67.3–5).

65. Cf. Chapter 1, p. 18.
66. “çarEraéirovyatiriktasya-arth1ntarasya-asiddhes, tanm1trasya-upalambh1t, sid-

dham eva nidaréanam iti cet, na etad evaÅ, laukike vyavah1ra itthaÅvic1r1pravótter
avic1rataé ca laukikapad1rth1n1m astitv1t. Yathaiva hi r[p1divyatirekeâa vic1ryam1âa
1tm1 na saÅbhavati, api ca lokasaÅvóty1 skandh1n up1d1ya-asya-astitvaÅ, evaÅ r1hu-
éil1putrakayor apEti n1sti nidaréanasiddhin” (Prasannapad1 67.6–10).

It might be thought counterintuitive that the self ’s existence skandh1n up1d1ya is
allowed as “conventional”; if the entire Buddhist critique of a “self” is to have any value,
it would seem that the “convention” in the matter would really be that the self exists
1tman1 or svabh1vena (that is, that it exists “in itself” or “essentially”). Perhaps this
thought led Siderits to mistranslate this passage as follows: “but by worldly convention
there is the reality of that, not depending on the skandhas” (1981:144; emphasis added)—
as though, presumably (but impossibly), skandh1n up1d1ya were to be construed as a
compound: skandha-anup1d1ya. CandrakErti’s point here is not that the self ’s existing
“relative to the aggregates” is the content of the convention, but that, given the aggre-
gates as a basis of imputation, there can arise the convention that the self exists.

67. On this point, cf. n80.
68. “EvaÅ póthivy1dEn1Å yady api k1•hiny1divyatiriktaÅ vic1ryam1âaÅ lakùyaÅ

n1sti, lakùyavyatirekeâa ca lakùaâaÅ nir1érayaÅ, tath1pi saÅvótir eùeti paraspar1pekù1-
m1tratay1 siddhy1 siddhiÅ vyavasth1pay1Åbabh[vur 1c1ry1n” (Prasannapad1 67.10–12).

69. “Na ca upapatty1 vic1ryam1â1n1Å éil1putrak1dEn1m eva-asaÅbhavan, kiÅ tarhi
vakùyam1âay1 yukty1 r[pavedan1dEn1m api n1sti saÅbhava iti; teù1m api saÅvóty1
éil1putraka iva-astitvam 1stheyam sy1t. Na caitad evam ity asad etat” (Prasannapad1 68.1–
4; emphasis added).

The underlined portion here reflects a possible textual problem. I have made what
seems to me the best sense of this passage by rejecting an emendation proposed by La
Vallée Poussin, who follows some versions of the Tibetan (“de dag kyang mchi gu la sogs
pa bzhin du kun rdzob tu yod pa ma yin pa nyid du khas blangs par ’gyur na”) in sug-
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gesting the reading: “teù1m api saÅvóty1 éil1putrak1divan n1stitvam 1stheyaÅ sy1t”
(Vaidya [1960b:23] adopts La Vallée Poussin’s emendation; de Jong [1978] does not
comment). This gives the opposite of my sentence: “They, too, like statues and so forth,
would have to be accepted as not existing conventionally.” This is a conceptually possi-
ble reading, according to which CandrakErti’s point must be that even the conventional
existence of such things would have to be disallowed if it were thought (counterfactually)
that the conventional could be characterized by critical examination. It would, then, be
the latter that CandrakErti here means to deny; what cannot be doubted, in any case, is
that the skandhas fail to survive critical examination.

The reading I prefer, though, seems more straightforwardly to follow what precedes
it, as CandrakErti’s point is, instead, that the merely “conventional” existence of the
skandhas is precisely what we have to accept. I take this as stated counterfactually, then,
insofar as it is a conclusion that he thinks his interlocutor wishes to avoid. (For a con-
ceptually similar passage, see Chapter 7, n15.) It is the optative here that gives pause; this
makes the sentence counterfactual, but it is not immediately clear (given the character-
istically laconic “na caitad evam ity asad etat” that follows) what is counterfactual about
it. My reading is warranted, however, by all the manuscripts available to La Vallée
Poussin (cf. his p. 68n3). Ruegg (2002:118, with n217) reads it as I do, noting some diver-
gence among diªerent editions of the Tibetan canon, with the sDe-dge edition not war-
ranting La Vallée Poussin’s emendation.

70. This sentence is not preserved in the available Sanskrit texts of the Prasannapad1,
but can be found in the Tibetan translation of the text: “brten nas brtags par rnam par
bzhag pa ’di yang dbu ma la ’jug ba las rgyas par bstan pas de nyid las yongs su btsal bar
bya’o.” (Cf. La Vallée Poussin 1903–1913/1970b:68n4.) Given the frequency of Candra-
kErti’s reference to the Madhyamak1vat1ra, there is little reason to think this sentence
problematic—though it is not immediately clear how much of the foregoing discussion
is to be included as having been concerned with a “presentation of up1d1ya prajñapti.”
Presumably, CandrakErti refers back to where he first exemplifies what he sees as the
conventional usage of svalakùaâa (p. 60.5), and it is quite possible that he means to char-
acterize the entire discussion of svalakùaâas as concerning up1d1ya prajñapti.

71. In a footnote to Tsong-kha-pa’s quotation of CandrakErti’s concluding sentence,
Thurman (1991:295n19) refers us instead to Madhyamak1vat1ra 6.32ª. It will, I think,
become su‹ciently clear that the passages to which I will now attend concern the topic
of up1d1ya prajñapti—though of course, given the absence of footnotes in Indian phi-
losophy, one can never be sure precisely what CandrakErti had in mind.

72. Interestingly, there is a text on the subject of up1d1ya prajñapti attributed to
Dign1ga, extant only in Chinese translation: the Ch’ü-yin-chia-she-lun (TaishO 1622) or
*Up1d1yaprajñaptiprakaraâa; cf. Kitagawa 1957. While I am not competent to consult
the available Chinese text, Kitagawa’s summary suggests that it says the opposite of what
we would expect, given Dign1ga’s commitments: “Why is it . . . that only the elements of
the universe are truly capable of being the objects of designation [as Kitagawa renders
*prajñapti]? The reason is that they are real in the strict sense of the word and, therefore,
are in possession of the real svabh1vas (= independent natures)” (1957:133). What we
would expect, though, would be for Dign1ga’s “abstractions” (s1m1nyalakùaâas) to be
the referents of “designation,” insofar as prajñapti typically denotes the kinds of wholes
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that are extrapolated, by way of conceptual elaboration, from parts. Kitagawa’s war-
ranted suspicions about the authenticity of this text’s attribution to Dign1ga make it all
the more puzzling that Herzberger (1986) appeals to this text as evidence for her con-
tention that, with the category of up1d1ya prajñapti, Dign1ga eªectively posits some-
thing intermediate between sva- and s1m1nya-lakùaâas. The questionable authenticity of
this text is only part of what makes Herzberger claim dubious. For more on this, see Ka-
tsura 1991.

73. For the latter, see, in addition to the works addressed below, Warder (1971). For
an indication of the range of the term, cf., inter alia, Law (1969: ix), which gives several
equivalents adduced in the commentary to the Pali Puggalapaññatti.

74. As suggested in Chapter 5, David Burton has argued that this is why, N1g1rjuna’s
intention notwithstanding, Madhyamaka ends up as a sort of nihilism: “If the mind’s
activity of conceptual construction did not occur, there would be no entities, and hence
no true nature of entities” (1999:68). Burton’s interpretation is discussed further below.

75. Hence, Williams’s apt characterization (Williams and Tribe 2000:150) of N1g1r-
juna’s position as prajñaptim1tra (“nothing but prajñapti”)—a coinage that resonates
with the similar word vijñaptim1trat1, favored by Yog1c1ra Buddhists who argue for
there “being nothing but representations.” Williams has appropriately emphasized the
0bhidharmika background to the M1dhyamika usage. See Williams 1998:12–15n13; 2000
(especially pp. 150–152). This analysis grows out of Williams’s earlier (1981) attention to
the dravyasat/prajñaptisat distinction.

76. Thus, among the senses of the word in a non-Buddhist context is “information”
or “informing”; cf. Apte 1957/1992:1063.

77. A similar point is made by Richard Hayes (1988a), the title of whose study of
Dign1ga (Dign1ga on the Interpretation of Signs) reflects Hayes’s emphasis on Dign1ga as
having treated the philosophy of language as simply a subset of the issue of inference in
general.

78. Williams 1991:207. This remark comes in the context of a critique of Huntington’s
(1989) influential interpretation of Madhyamaka, which may said to attribute to Madh-
yamaka the extreme sort of “coherentism” that is characteristic of much postmodernist
thought.

79. Thus, a chariot could conceivably be (1) diªerent from its parts; (2) identical to
them; (3) in possession of them; (4) in them; (5) they in it; (6) a composition of its parts;
or (7) in the shape of the parts. Of course, it is CandrakErti’s objective to show that none
of these relationships can be conceived coherently. See La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/
1970a:271–272; Huntington 1989:176. For a good discussion of this section of the Madh-
yamak1vat1ra, see Kapstein 2001:100–102.

80. CandrakErti can make the surprising claim that the self is not even conventionally
established in this case because, if one is searching by using this sevenfold analysis, then
one is ipso facto performing the kind of analytical operation that is definitively charac-
teristic of the nonconventional. That is, searching in this way is precisely what defines
the search for ultimate truth, and the “conventional” can be said to be in play only when
there is no such analysis. (Cf. e.g., p. 160.)

It is important to note, however, that CandrakErti’s project perhaps runs into prob-
lems to the extent that he defines “conventional” as equivalent to “lacking in critical
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analysis.” If one were to pursue a critique of CandrakErti, this point would surely be
important—and indeed, one could characterize the debate between CandrakErti and
Bh1vaviveka (that is, between the “Pr1saãgika” and “Sv1tantrika” M1dhyamikas, respec-
tively) as concerning precisely this point. That is, the “Sv1tantrika” critics of CandrakErti
can be seen as aiming precisely to allow for the ways in which we make distinctions,
strictly at the conventional level, between “true” and “false” conventions. Sv1tantrikas
like Jñ1nagarbha and ç1ntarakùita introduced precisely such a distinction with their
notion of tathya- and mithy1-saÅvóti (“true” and “false conventional”). See Eckel 1987:
54–55, 75, 111–112, 123; IchigO 1989:160. As Mark Siderits once pointed out to me (personal
communication), CandrakErti’s contrary notion of the conventional may be related to
the fact that he was writing in a context lacking in the notion of scientific progress—a
point also suggested by Williams: “[w]hat the ‘world’ considers to be the case changes,
and the change does (often) embody greater accuracy” (1998:83n).

81. “shing rta rang gi yan lag las gzhan ’dod min zhes bya ba la sogs pa’i tshul ’dis de
rnam pa bdun du btsal ba na, don dam pa dang kun rdzob tu shing rta ’grub par mi
’gyur mod kyi, de lta na yang di ni rnam par dpyad pa spangs te sngon po la sogs pa dang
tshor ba la sogs pa ltar ’jig rten nyid las ’phang lo la sogs pa yan lag rnams la brten nas
’dogs pa yin no” (La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:277.9–14).

82. Cf. Negi (2000:2599; s.v. ’dogs pa), which cites a comparable Tibetan translation
(“phung po rnams rgyur byas nas gang zag tu ’dogs so”) from the Abhidharmako-
éabh1ùyam: “skandh1n pudgala up1d1ya prajñapyate” (Pradhan 1975:461). (Note that the
gerund up1d1ya is here rendered in Tibetan not as brten nas, but as rgyur byas nas, which
amounts to the same thing. Both translation equivalents are attested in the Tibetan
translation of the Abhidharmakoéabh1ùyam.)

83. This expression might seem (in Sanskrit as in English) ungrammatical because it
seems to involve a dangling participle. That the expression is not, in fact, problematic is
perhaps a function of up1d1ya’s being, in eªect, an indeclinable form (as in the Sanskrit
quotation from the Abhidharmakoéabh1ùyam, in n82). Gillon (2003) may be relevant
here; see pp.11–13 for some similar uses of gerunds that are prima facie nongrammatical.

84. “de’i phyir, rten cing ’brel par ’byung ba rkyen nyid ’di pa tsam khas blangs pa ltar
brten nas brtags pa khas blangs pa’i phyir, kho bo cag gi phyogs la ’jig rten gyi tha snyad
chad par thal bar mi ’gyur” (La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:277.14–17; emphasis
added).

85. “sarvath1siddhasvalakùaâ1 eva pad1rth1 m[rkhajanasya visaÅv1daken1tman1
pratEtya vop1d1ya v1 varam1n1” (Sanskrit in Tillemans 1990:2:41; emphasis added).

86. “ ’byuã ba chen po bzhin du rten ciã ’brel par ’byuã ba ’am brten nas btags par ci
ste” (Sanskrit no longer extant; Tibetan in Tillemans 1990:2:63).

87. “rten ciã ’brel par ’byuã ba daã brten nas btags pa zhes bya ba lam bzang po
spangs nas mu stegs can” (Tibetan in Tillemans 1990:2:67). The context for these
remarks is the section of Catunéatakavótti XIII in which CandrakErti rejects Dign1ga’s
understanding of pratyakùa. (Cf. Tillemans 1990:1:176–178.) Here, CandrakErti charac-
terizes his interlocutor as a rtog ge ba (Skt., t1rkika [logician]). This remark concludes a
discussion of how best to etymologize pratyakùa, and it is clear from this discussion
(which closely parallels Prasannapad1 69.13–75.5, considered in Chapter 7) that Candra-
kErti has Dign1ga in mind.
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88. See Das 1902:536–537; note that Das attests many nontechnical uses of the gerund
rten nas (= Skt. up1d1ya) as having the same sense that it has in rendering the technical
expression up1d1ya prajñapti. See also n82.

89. Cf., e.g., Kapstein 1987:99–100. Cf. also Warder (1971:190), which mentions the
same observation from Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Kath1vatthu. For the text
referred to by Kapstein see Pradhan (1975:461); cf. n82. Another interesting gloss on
up1d1ya is found in Asaãga’s Abhidharmasamuccaya, which frequently uses the word in
a way that Rahula appropriately renders en raison de (e.g., Rahula 1980:17, 174). At one
point, Asaãga’s text reads: “ekadeé1érayEbh1v1rtha up1d1y1rthan” (the sense of up1d1ya
is the sense of being dependent on a part [Gokhale 1947:31]).

90. “de bzhin ’jig rten grags pas phung po dang, khams dang de bzhin skye mched
drug brten nas [= Skt. up1d1ya], bdag kyang nye bar len po [= Skt. up1d1tó] nyid du
’dod” (Madhyamak1vat1ra, 162a-c, in La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:281.10–12).

91. “ji ltar ’phang lo la sogs pa dag la brten nas shing rtar ’dogs shing der ’phang lo la
sogs pa dag nye bar len pa yin la shing rta nye bar len pa po yin pa, de bzhin du, bdag
kyang kun rdzob kyi brten par ’jig rten gyi tha snyad kun tu mi bcad par bya ba’i phyir,
shing rta ltar nye bar len pa por ’dod pa yin no. phung po lnga po dang khams drug dang
skye mched drug ni bdag de’i nye bar len pa ste, phung po la sogs pa rnams la brten nas
bdag tu brtags pa’i phyir ro, ji ltar ’phang lo la sogs pa dag shing rta’i nye bar len pa yin
pa, de bzhin du phung lo la sogs pa rnams kyang bdag gi nye bar len pa’o zhes bya’o” (La
Vallée Poussin 1912/1970a:281.13–282.282.5; emphasis added). Cf. “yan skandhapañ-
cakasya-up1d1n1khyasya-up1d1t1 skandh1n up1d1ya prajñapyate” (that which is the
appropriator of the five aggregates, which are called the appropriated basis, is indicated
relative to the aggregates [Catunéatakavótti XII, in Tillemans 1990:2:41]).

92. Cf. Siderits 1997a. Siderits is right to argue that Buddhist analyses of the self are
best understood as generally “reductionist,” but not “eliminativist”—and that attribution
of the latter position to Buddhists neglects the importance of the “two truths” hermeneu-
tic in Buddhism. Siderits, however, is considering 0bhidh1rmika Buddhism, and Can-
drakErti is arguing that the 0bhidh1rmika understanding of the two truths (with its view
that the “ultimate truth” represents a privileged level of description in comparison to
which the “conventionally true” pales) is precisely what renders theirs an “eliminativist”
project. Indeed, we might very well adopt “eliminativism” as a translation for ucche-
dav1da (nihilism), one of the two extremes constitutively eschewed by Madhyamaka.

93. “brten nas gdags pa la yang dag par brten pa na, bdag rnam pa thams cad du brtan
pa dang mi brtan pa la sogs pa’i rtog pa’i brten ma yin pa nyid pas, rtag pa dang mi rtag
pa la sogs pa’i rtog pa zlog pa sla bar ’gyur ro” (La Vallée Poussin 1912/1970a:282.9–12).

94. “dngos yod min phyir ’di ni brtan min zhing, mi brtan nyid min ’di ni skye ’jig
min, ’di la rtag pa nyid la sogs pa yang, yod min de nyid dang ni gzhan nyid med” (Mad-
hyamak1vat1ra 6.163, in La Vallée Poussin 1912/1970a:282.14–17).

95. “de’i phyir ’di ni mi brtan pa nyid du yang mi ’thad do” (La Vallée Poussin
1912/1970a:283.15).

96. “gal te de dag rdzas yod na, de dag yongs su zad ’gyur grang, med pa de dag mi zad
de, de phyir de dag zad med gsungs” (ibid., 285.17–20). The same point is also made
specifically with respect to Dign1ga’s category of svalakùaâa: “gal te rang gi mtshan nyid
brten ’gyur na / de la skur pas dngos po ’jig pa’i phyir / stong nyid dngos po ’jig pa’i rgyur
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’gyur na / de ni rigs med de phyir dngos yod min” (If [an entity exists] in dependence
on svalakùaâas, then through negation of those the entity would be destroyed, and
emptiness would be the cause of its destruction. [That is, if “emptiness” were taken as
negating really existent svalakùaâas, then it would be a nihilistic doctrine.] This is not the
case, however, because entities do no [ultimately] exist [Madhyamak1vat1ra 6.34, in La
Vallée Poussin 1912/1970a:117]). Here, I have followed the translation of Huntington
(1989:161).

97. Thus, when the “subject” in question is a person, such is said to be “made known”
(prajñapyate) “relative to the aggregates” (skandh1n up1d1ya). Note, in this connection,
that Bh1vaviveka similarly glosses N1g1rjuna’s “up1d1ya prajñapti” as “up1d1nam up1-
d1ya” (“nye bar len pa dag la brten nas gdags pa”; cf. Nagao 1991:261). 

98. “Each actual entity is ‘divisible’ in an indefinite number of ways, and each way of
‘division’ yields its definite quota of prehensions. A prehension reproduces in itself the
general characteristics of an actual entity: it is referent to an external world, and in this
sense will be said to have a ‘vector character’; it involves emotion, and purpose, and val-
uation, and causation. In fact, any characteristic of an actual entity is reproduced in a
prehension” (Whitehead 1978:19).

99. Ibid., 23.
100. MMK 24.18, in La Vallée Poussin 1903–1913/1970b:503. The Tibetan is, character-

istically, quite close: “rten cing ’brel bar ’byung ba gang / de ni stong pa nyid du bshad /
de ni brten nas gdags pa ste / de nyid dbu ma’i lam yin no //.” 

101. Thus, for example, Inada: “We declare that whatever is relational origination is
é[nyat1. It is a provisional name (i.e., thought construction) for the mutuality (of being) and,
indeed, it is the middle path” (1970/1993:148; emphasis added). Inada misconstrues the
gerund, and it almost seems as if he has read up1d1ya as a noun in the dative case; other-
wise, there is no way to account for his “for the mutuality (of being).” Streng reads: “The
‘originating dependently’ we call ‘emptiness’; This apprehension, i.e., taking into account
[all other things], is the understanding of the middle way” (1967:213; emphasis added).
Streng sees the gerund, but seems not to see that prajñapti is its implicit subject or to
appreciate its implicit accusative (per CandrakErti, “up1d1nam up1d1ya”). Kalupahana
misleads in a diªerent way: “We state that whatever is dependent arising, that is empti-
ness. That is dependent upon convention” (1986:339; emphasis added). Kalupahana rightly
takes up1d1ya in the sense of “dependent,” but wrongly takes prajñapti as that upon which
emptiness depends and, hence, misses the correlation of emptiness with prajñapti.

Garfield’s recent translation from the Tibetan translation of N1g1rjuna’s text best
conveys the significance of this verse: “Whatever is dependently co-arisen, That is ex-
plained to be emptiness. That, being a dependent designation, Is itself the middle way”
(1995:69). Garfield understands “that” to refer to “emptiness,” and correctly sees this as
being in apposition to prajñapti (designation), so that it is emptiness, itself being depend-
ent, which is a prajñapti.

102. Cf. Chapter 5, pp. 137–138. As indicated there, Burton is right to understand the
verse as alluding to the terms of the 0bhidharmika debate.

103. Burton 1999:92; cf. the passage from Sthiramati cited at pp. 158–159. This pre-
supposition is the basis for Burton’s claim that N1g1rjuna unwittingly espouses nihilism:
“if there is nothing unconstructed out of which and by whom/which conceptually con-
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structed entities can be constructed, then it is impossible that these conceptually con-
structed entities themselves can exist” (Burton 1999:4–5). 

104. Cf. the succinct observations on MMK 24.18 by Claus Oetke: “because of the uni-
versality of the pratEtyasamutp1da principle all dharmas whatsoever are merely up1d1ya
prajñaptis i.e. everything there is has only the status of what tradition described by the
term prajñaptisat. There is nothing which meets the necessary requirements for the sta-
tus of a param1rthasat-entity, and as the phrase ‘x has a svabh1va’ probably has to be
taken as an idiomatic variant for the concept of something’s being constituted by or
founded in entities of the param1rtha-level it follows that there is no dharma of which
it can be said that it possesses a svabh1va” (1991:323n).

105. The entirely cognitive sense of this rendering is similarly implied by Jacques
May, who translates “désignation métaphorique” (1959:161n494). Cf. also May 1978 (es-
pecially pp. 240–241).

106. “Y1 ca-iyaÅ svabh1vaé[nyat1 s1 prajñaptir up1d1ya. Saiva é[nyat1 up1d1ya pra-
jñaptir iti vyavasth1pyate. Cakr1dEny up1d1ya rath1ãg1ni rathan prajñapyate. Tasya y1
sv1ãg1ny up1d1ya prajñaptin s1 svabh1vena-anutpattin, y1 ca svabh1vena-anutpattin
s1 é[nyat1. Saiva svabh1v1nutpattilakùaâ1 é[nyat1 madhyam1 pratipad iti vyavasth1-
pyate. Yasya hi svabh1vena-anutpattis tasya-astitv1bh1van, svabh1vena ca-anutpannasya
vigam1bh1v1n n1stitv1bh1va iti. Ato bh1v1bh1v1ntadvayarahitatv1t sarvasvabh1v1nut-
pattilakùaâ1 é[nyat1 madhyam1 pratipan madhyamo m1rga ity ucyate. Tad evaÅ pratE-
tyasamutp1dasyava-et1 viéeùasaÅjñ1n é[nyat1 up1d1ya prajñaptir madhyam1 pratipad
iti” (Prasannapad1 504.8–15; emphasis added).

107. This clarifies in particular the problem with Kalupahana’s translation (n101),
which has it that it is upon prajñapti (convention) that emptiness depends—when in
fact, the converse point is being made: it is prajñaptayan (which are the same as “empti-
ness”) that depend on something.

108. See n74. Siderits’s point has not been thus qualified; indeed, he has long worked
to advance the interpretation of Madhyamaka as constitutively “antirealist” (though his
interpretation diªers substantially from Burton’s). See Siderits 1988, 1989; see also Chap-
ter 7, n63.

109. Sthiramati’s commentary on Vasubandhu’s TriÅéik1 clearly frames Vasuban-
dhu’s project as particularly opposed to Madhyamaka, saying that “this treatise is under-
taken in order to refute the extremists who say that not only knowables, but also cog-
nition itself exists only conventionally and not ultimately” (vijñeyavad vijñ1nam api
saÅvótita eva na param1rthata ity. . . apy ek1ntav1dasya pratiùed1rthan prakaraâ1ram-
ban [Lévi 1925:15]). Against this, Vasubandhu urges (on Sthiramati’s reading) that “no
knowables actually exist, because of their being only imagined by nature; but cognition,
because of its being dependently originated, is to be accepted as existing substantially”
(evaÅ ca sarvaÅ vijñeyaÅ parikalpitasvabh1vatv1d vastuto na vidyate, vijñ1naÅ punan

pratEtyasamutpannatv1d dravyato ’stEty abhyupeyaÅ [ibid., 16]). This idealist point
seems implied, as well, by Burton’s claim that “[i]f the mind’s activity of conceptual con-
struction did not occur, there would be no entities” (1999:68).

110. An idea that is taken up again in Chapter 7.
111. “apratEtyasamutpanno dharman kaécin na vidyate” (MMK 24.19, in La Vallée

Poussin 1903–1913/1970b:505.2–3).
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112. “na saÅs1rasya nirv1â1t kiÅ cid asti viéeùaâaÅ” (MMK 25.19, in La Vallée
Poussin 1903–1913/1970b:535.2–3).

113. This is the kind of reading of Madhyamaka that Stcherbatsky (1927/1989) and
Murti (1960) have ventured.

114. Cf. Chapter 7, n32.

Notes to Chapter 7

1. “Atha sy1t: Kim anay1 s[kùmekùiy1? Naiva hi vayaÅ sarvapram1âaprameyavya-
vah1raÅ satyam ity 1cakùmahe, kiÅ tu lokaprasiddhir eù1mun1 ny1yena vyavasth1pyata
iti” (Prasannapad1 68.5–6).

2. “Ucyate: vayam apy evaÅ br[man: Kim anay1 s[kùmekùiy1 laukikavyavah1re
’vat1rikay1? Tiù•hatu t1vad eù1 vipary1sam1tr1s1dit1tmabh1vasatt1k1 saÅvótir mumu-
kù[â1Å mokù1v1hakakuéalam[lopacayahetur, y1van na tattv1dhigama iti. Bhav1Ås tv
et1Å saÅvótiparam1rthasatyavibh1gadurvidagdhabuddhitay1 kva cid upapattim avat1rya-
any1yato n1éyati. So ’ham saÅvótisatyavyavasth1vaicakùaây1l laukika eva pakùe sthitv1,
saÅvótyekadeéanir1karaâopakùiptopapattyantar1ntaram [emend to upapattyantaram]
upapattyantareâa vinivartayan lokaÅ vóddha [emend to lokavóddha] iva lok1c1r1t pari-
bhraéym1naÅ bhavantam eva nivartay1mi, na tu saÅvótiÅ. Tasm1d yadi laukiko vyava-
h1ras, tad1-avaéyaÅ lakùaâavallakùyeâ1pi bhavitavyaÅ; tataé ca sa eva doùan. Atha
param1rthas, tad1 lakùy1bh1v1l lakùaâadvayam api n1stEti, kutan pram1âadvayaÅ?”
(Prasannapad1 68.7–69.7).

3. Cf. Chapter 6, p. 147.
4. Cf. “vyavah1ram an1éritya param1rtho na deéyate / param1rtham an1gamya

nirv1âam na-adhigamyate” (without relying on convention, the ultimate is not taught;
without having understood the ultimate, nirv1âa is not apprehended [MMK 24.10, in La
Vallee Poussin 1970b 494.12–13]).

5. Cf. also, CandrakErti’s subsequent remark: “Atha éabd1n1m evaÅ kriy1k1rakasaÅ-

bandhap[rvik1 vyutpattir n1ãgEkriyate. Tad idam atikaù•aÅ. Tair eva kriy1k1rakasaÅban-
dhapravóttain éabdair bhav1n vyavaharati, éabd1rthaÅ kriy1karaâ1dikaÅ ca na-icchatEti.
Aho bata-icch1m1trapratibaddhapravóttit1 bhavatan” (Now perhaps it is not accepted
[by you] that the derivation of words thus depends on a connection between action and
agent. This is extremely problematic. You transact your business by those very words
whose sense is due to a connection between action and agent, and yet you do not
acknowledge actions and instruments and so forth as the meaning[s] of words. You fool!
Your sense is bound to a mere fancy [Prasannapad1 69.8–10]).

6. Cf. the scriptural passage endorsed by CandrakErti: “loko may1 s1rdhaÅ vivadati,
na-ahaÅ lokena s1rdhaÅ vivad1mi // yal loke ’sti saÅmataÅ, tan mam1py asti saÅ-

mataÅ / yal loke n1sti saÅmataÅ mam1pi tan n1sti saÅmataÅ” (The world disputes
me, I do not dispute with the world; what is admitted as existing in the world, that is
agreed by me, too, to exist; that which is admitted in the world as not existing, that is
agreed by me, too, not to exist [at Prasannapad1 370.6–8, and in the Madhyamak1vat1ra
179.17–20]; cf. SaÅyutta Nik1ya III.22.94). It seems di‹cult, however, to reconcile such
passages with CandrakErti’s Buddhist rejection of the 1tman, which is surely thought by
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many in the world to exist! Here, we glimpse a crucial tension in Madhyamaka—a point
developed in this chapter.

7. “KiÅ ca gha•an pratyakùa ity evam 1dikasya laukikavyavah1rasya-asaÅgrah1d,
an1ryavyavah1r1bhyupagam1c ca, avy1pit1 lakùaâasya-iti na yuktam etat” (Prasanna-
pad1 69.13–14).

8. One might also (with Siderits [1981:148 ª.]; see also Arnold 2001a:259, where it is
taken the same way) take the salient point of the example “a jar is perceptible” to be that
it is wholes like jars that are perceptible, not the foundationalist’s fleeting sense-data.
This is, to be sure, as CandrakErti would wish to argue, and it is clearly one implication
of this conventional usage. But CandrakErti’s way of making the point is, in characteris-
tically Sanskritic fashion, to emphasize the grammatical aspect. For a parallel argument,
cf. chapter 13 of CandrakErti’s Catunéatakavótti, §15 (following the divisions of Tille-
mans), the Tibetan text of which is in Tillemans (1990:2:66–67, with Tillemans’s trans-
lation in 1:178–179). See also Tillemans’s remark on this (1990:1:44). In fact, pratyakùa
must be an adjective in the example adduced by CandrakErti; the noun form of the word
is neuter, and in CandrakErti’s example it has taken the masculine gender of the word
(gha•an) that it modifies. (The rule that explains this is cited by Dharmottara, who also
criticizes Dign1ga’s etymology; see n17 for the reference.) That CandrakErti has a good
claim to expressing the primary sense of the word is reflected in Apte (1992:1085), who
gives several adjectival senses first.

9. As before when discussing svalakùaâa (cf. Chapter 6, nn34 and 53), we here have an
occurrence of the word pratyakùa that is best left untranslated, since CandrakErti’s inter-
locutor is just reporting the conventional usage—though I cannot (as an English trans-
lation of the example requires) translate this as “perceptible,” since that is the usage the
interlocutor wants to minimize.

10. The same example is discussed in Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakoéabh1ùyam (ad
Abhidharmakoéa 1.10; Pradhan 1975:7). Cf. Dhammapada 14.16 (stanza 194).

11. Dign1ga’s appeal to upac1ra in his account of pratyakùa is much as CandrakErti
here represents it: “The word pratyakùa is used with respect to three things: the reliable
warrant, the awareness [that results from the exercise thereof], and the object [of this
awareness]. With respect to these, [the usage designating] the reliable warrant is primary,
and the others are secondary [nye bar btags = Skt., aupac1rika]. In this regard an object
is [figuratively] characterized as ‘pratyakùa’ since it is cognized by [the reliable warrant
called] pratyakùa” (Pram1âasamuccyavótti ad 1.41c-d; “mngon sum gyi sgra ni tshad ma
dang shes pa dang yul gsum la ’jug go. de la tshad ma la ni gtso bo yin la, gzhan dag la
ni nye bar btags pa yin te: de la yul la ni mngon sum gyi gzhal bya yin pa’i phyir mngon
sum du btags pa yin no” [Hattori 1968:233]).

12. See, e.g., K1vyaprak1éa, 2.8 ª. (Karmarkar 1965:39 ª.).
13. So CandrakErti: “utp1do hi loke sukhavyatirekeâopalabdhan. Sa ca saÅskóta-

lakùaâasvabh1vatv1d anekaduùkaraéatahetutv1d, asukha eva. Sa sukha iti vyapadiéyam1-
no ’saÅbaddha evety; evaÅvidhe viùaye yukta upac1ran” (For in the world, birth is per-
ceived as separate from happiness. Indeed, because of [its] having as its nature the
characteristic of [being] compounded, which fact is the cause of many hundreds of evils,
it [i.e., birth] is precisely unhappiness. With respect to the sort of object where what is
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being expressed—‘it [birth] is happiness’—is incoherent, figurative usage makes sense
[Prasannapad1 70.4–6]).

14. “Gha•an pratyakùa ity atra tu, na hi gha•o n1ma kaécid yo ’pratyakùan póthagu-
palabdho yasya-upac1r1t pratyakùatvaÅ sy1t” (Prasannapad1 70.6–7).

15. “Api ca, lokavyavah1r1ãgabh[to gha•o yadi nEl1divyatirikto n1stEti kótv1 tasya-
aupac1rikaÅ pratyakùatvaÅ parikalpyate, nanv evaÅ sati póthivy1divyatirekeâa
nEl1dikam api n1stEti, nEl1der asya-aupac1rikaÅ pratyakùatvaÅ kalpyat1Å” (Prasanna-
pad1 70.10–12).

16. CandrakErti thus makes a point similar to the one made by J. L. Austin in refuting
A. J. Ayer’s similar claim to be oªering an account simply of our conventional epistemic
practices: “is it not rather delicately hinted . . . that the plain man is really a bit naive? It
‘does not normally occur’ to him that his belief in ‘the existence of material things’ needs
justifying—but perhaps it ought to occur to him. He has ‘no doubt whatsoever’ that he
really perceives chairs and tables—but perhaps he ought to have a doubt or two and not
be so easily ‘satisfied.’ . . . Though ostensibly the plain man’s position is here just being
described, a little quiet undermining is already being eªected by these turns of phrase”
(Austin 1962:9).

17. “Yas tv akùam akùaÅ prati vartata iti pratyakùaéabdaÅ vyutp1dayati, tasya
jñ1nasya-indriy1viùayatv1[d viùayaviùayatv1]c ca na yukt1 vyutpattin. PrativiùayaÅ tu
sy1t pratyartham iti v1” (But the etymology of one who etymologizes the word ‘percep-
tion’ as [what] is directed towards each sense faculty doesn’t make sense, because of the
cognition’s not having the sense faculty as its object—rather, its object is an object. [Fol-
lowing the etymology of Dign1ga,] we should [counterfactually characterize the faculty
that picks out perceptible objects like jars as] “occurring in connection with an object”
or “occurring in connection with a thing” [Prasannapad1 72.1–3]). Hattori notes that
CandrakErti here critiques the etymology given by Dign1ga in his *Ny1yamukha (1968:
76–77n1.11). As Ruegg rightly notes (2002:125n233), Dharmottara also cites Dign1ga’s ety-
mology, against which he proposes his own account of pratyakùa—one that, interest-
ingly, does explain the adjectival sense of the word (though the main objective of Dhar-
mottara and his commentator Durvekamiéra is to argue for an etymology which makes
it possible for m1nasa-, yogi-, and svasaÅvedana-pratyakùa to count as instances of
pratyakùa, whereas given the etymology of Dign1ga, it only makes sense to think of
indriya-pratyakùa as properly an example of the genus). See Malvania 1971:38–39 (where
Durvekamiéra specifically names Dign1ga as the target of the critique).

18. Cf. n17. Ruegg crucially misunderstands much of this section, mistaking the view
that CandrakErti criticizes for CandrakErti’s own view (2002:124–132).

19. “Loke pratyakùaéabdasya prasiddhatv1d, vivakùite ’rthe pratyarthaéabdasya-
apratisiddhatv1d, 1érayeâaiva vyutpattir 1érEyata iti cet, ucyate: asty ayaÅ pratyakùa-
éabdo lokaprasiddhan. Sa tu yath1 loke, tath1sm1bhir ucyata eva. Yath1sthitalaukika-
pad1rthatirask1reâa tu tadvyutp1de kriyam1âe, prasiddhaéabdatirask1ro ’pi sy1t, tataé
ca pratyakùam ity evaÅ [na] sy1t” (Prasannapad1 73.9–74.3).

20. “Kalpan1pobhasyaiva ca jñ1nasya pratyakùatv1bhyupagam1t, tena ca lokasya
saÅvyavah1r1bh1v1t, laukikasya ca pram1âaprameyavyavah1rasya vy1khy1tum iù•atv1t,
vyarthaiva pratyakùapram1âakalpan1 saÅj1yate” (Prasannapad1 74.6–8; emphasis added).

CandrakErti immediately follows this by rejecting Dign1ga’s argument that percep-
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tion’s freedom from conceptual elaboration is warranted by scripture, challenging Dig-
n1ga’s appeal to the traditional point that “A man endowed [only] with visual cognition
knows blue, but [he does] not [know] that it is blue” (cf. Chapter 2, n29, for Dign1ga’s
citation of this): “Cakùurvijñ1nasamaãgE nElaÅ j1n1ti no tu nElam iti-iti ca-1gamasya
pratyakùalakùaâ1bhidh1n1rthasya-aprastutatv1t, pañc1n1m indriyavijñ1n1n1Å jaba-
tvapratip1dakatv1c ca, na-1gam1d api kalpan1pobhasyaiva vijñ1nasya pratyakùatvam iti
na yuktam etat” (Because this authoritative text does not have as its point the expression
of a definition of perception, and because of [its instead] demonstrating [merely] the
insensate-ness of the five senses [i.e., their ine‹cacy except when joined to conceptual
thought], not on the basis of authoritative texts, either, [can it be said that] being per-
ception obtains only of that awareness from which conception has been removed; hence,
this [characterization of pratyakùa as “devoid of conceptual elaboration”] does not make
sense [74.8–75.2]).

21. A word used, no doubt, with irony, since it is precisely kalpan1 that Dign1ga’s
pratyakùa lacks.

22. “Api ca-aparokù1rthav1citv1t pratyakùaéabdasya, s1kù1d abhimukho ’rthan pra-
tyakùan” (Moreover, because of the fact that the word “perceptible” is expressive of the
meaning not invisible, an object which is plainly before us is [said to be] “perceptible”
[Prasannapad1 71.10]).

23. Taking tena (“by that”) to mean (as in my translation of the passage) “by that
sense of the word favored by CandrakErti’s interlocutor.”

24. That is, if tena is understood in the sense of “thus” and the remainder of the
phrase is viewed as stating the counterfactual entailment. This is a plausible reading (cf.
Ruegg [2002:130], where the phrase appears to be so taken)—indeed, one that surely
serves CandrakErti’s argument—though the immediately ensuing clause does not follow
as naturally from this reading as from the first.

25. Here, we can take CandrakErti as adopting Dign1ga’s own use of the word
svalakùaâa in order to make this point against him. 

26. “Tasm1l loke yadi lakùyaÅ, yadi v1 svalakùaâaÅ s1m1nyalakùaâaÅ v1, sarvam eva
s1kù1d upalabhyam1natv1d aparokùaÅ, atan pratyakùaÅ vyavasth1pyate tadviùayeâa jñ1-
nena saha” (Prasannapad1 75.2–4).

27. Austin 1962:103. Cf. Chapter 2, p. 36, on Dign1ga’s similarly exploiting the idea of
svalakùaâas as sense-data.

28. Austin 1962:10. Apropos of the normative contention that such doubt cannot
obtain, Cavell is helpful: “I am in no way hoping, nor would I wish, to convince anyone
that certain statements cannot be made or ought not be made. My interest in statements
is in what they do mean and imply. If ‘cannot’ or ‘ought’ are to come in here at all, then
I confess to urging that you cannot say something, relying on what is ordinarily meant
in saying it, and mean something other than would ordinarily be meant” (1979:212).

29. Cf. Austin’s conclusion regarding the problem of other minds: “It seems . . . that
believing in other persons, in authority and testimony, is an essential part of the act of
communicating, an act which we all constantly perform. . . . But there is no ‘justification’
for our doing [these things] as such” (1979:115).

30. Strawson 1959:35. For related discussions, see also Cavell 1979 (especially pp. 191
ª.) and Williams 1996.
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31. Given this, of course, the peculiarly technical terms of a foundationalist episte-
mology, too, are “further examples of dependently originated things.” But CandrakErti’s
point is that such terms can have the explanatory purchase that Dign1ga thinks they
have only if that fact is denied and if they are, instead, supposed to pick out independent
or “essential” factors.

32. “ParokùaviùayaÅ tu jñ1naÅ s1dhy1vyabhic1riliãgotpannam, anum1naÅ. S1kù1d
atEndriy1rthavid1m 1pt1n1Å tad vacanaÅ, sa 1gaman. S1dóéy1d ananubh[t1rth1dhi-
gama upam1naÅ, gaur iva gavaya iti yath1. Tad evaÅ pram1âacatuù•ay1l lokasya-
arth1dhigamo vyavasth1pyate” (But cognition which has as its object [something] invis-
ible, [such cognition being] produced by a mark which has invariable concomitance
with the thing to be proven, [is known as] inference. The speech of those who are
accomplished, who know directly things which are beyond the senses—this is [known
as] tradition. Understanding of a thing not [previously] experienced, based on [its] sim-
ilarity [with something else is known as] comparison, as [when it is said,] ‘a cow is like
an ox.’ Thus, everyone’s understanding of objects is established [as being] based on this
fourfold [scheme of[ reliable warrants [Prasannapad1 75.7–9]). The fourth, of course, is
pratyakùa, CandrakErti’s conclusions regarding which immediately precede this passage.
Ruegg misses this because he mistakes the preceding discussion of pratyakùa as being in
the voice of the opponent, not as stating CandrakErti’s preferred account thereof (2002:
131–132).

Cabezón, translating a quotation of this passage by the dGe-lugs-pa scholar mKhas-
grub-rje, considers it “a conundrum why CandrakErti chose to cite four types of valid
cognitions (as the Naiy1yikas do, for example), and not the standard two of Dign1ga and
DharmakErti” (1992:454n). Cabezón sees the point of the passage, in the hands of mKhas-
grub-rje, as that of “proving that the M1dhyamikas do not in general repudiate the
notion of a valid cognition” (ibid., 118)—that is, that Madhyamaka can retain the project
of Dign1ga and DharmakErti as at least conventionally useful. CandrakErti’s endorsement
of this fourfold schema is indeed meant to be an endorsement of what he regards as an
adequate account of our conventional epistemic practices—but specifically contra Dig-
n1ga’s account, which CandrakErti sees as (not only not ultimately but) not even con-
ventionally valid. The characteristically dGe-lugs-pa fudging of this point serves their
goal of taking CandrakErti as normative, while at the same time retaining precisely the
epistemological discourse that he so clearly dismisses. It raises interesting historical and
philosophical questions that this Tibetan tradition should thus have melded what Can-
drakErti, at least, regarded as antithetical projects.

33. “T1ni ca paraspar1pekùay1 sidhyanti: satsu pram1âeùu pramey1rth1n, satsu
prameyeùv artheùu pram1â1ni. No tu khalu sv1bh1vikE pram1âaprameyayon siddhir iti;
tasm1l laukikam eva-astu yath1dóù•am ity” (Prasannapad1 75.10–12). Cf. Chapter 6, n17,
for Oetke’s characterization of N1g1rjuna’s similar point in the Vigrahavy1vartanE.

34. “Dvicandr1dEn1Å tv ataimirikajñ1n1pekùay1-apratyakùatvaÅ, taimirk1dyapekùay1
tu pratyakùatvam eva” (Prasannapad1 75.4–5). This is precisely the sort of claim that is
reversed by such later sv1tantrikas as Jñ1nagarbha and ç1ntarakùita. Consider, e.g.,
IchigO’s statement of the impetus behind the sv1tantrika distinction between “true” and
“false conventional”: “ç1ntarakùita owes one of his definitions of conventional truth . . .
to Jñ1nagarbha’s basic idea of conventional truth ‘as it appears.’ This being the nature of
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conventional reality, should we then also regard as conventional truth the double moon
that appears to those who have defective vision? Partly in response to this issue,
Jñ1nagarbha distinguishes two types of conventional truth, namely true and false con-
ventional truth” (1989:169). To the extent that CandrakErti’s point is to emphasize only
how dramatically limited is our perspective relative to the ultimate truth, he is not sim-
ply saying that, on the conventional level, “anything goes.” Indeed, CandrakErti may posit
something analogous to the sv1tantrikas’ mithy1saÅvóti in the form of alokasaÅvóti (non-
worldly conventional); cf. Prasannapad1 493.2–4. With his characteristic stress that
“conventional” means “lacking in critical analysis,” though, CandrakErti may invite some
clarification such as the sv1tantrikas elaborated. We can nevertheless appreciate that Can-
drakErti’s basic point here is simply to relativize our epistemic instruments: None is
intrinsically suited to confer justification, which will always be a matter of context.

35. “kutas tatra param1rthe v1c1Å pravóttin, kuto v1 jñ1nasya? sa hi param1rtho
’parapratyayan é1ntan praty1tmavedya 1ry1â1Å sarvaprapañc1tEtan. Sa na-upadiéyeta,
na c1pi jñ1yeta” (Prasannapad1 493.10–11).

36. Dunne 1996:545, 548. Cf. Chapter 6, n19.
37. The more common statement of Russell’s Paradox involves classes or sets; cf.

Weiner 1999:126–128.
38. Note, however, that the characteristically M1dhyamika point regarding the “empti-

ness of emptiness” might be thought to contradict this; the M1dhyamika point in this
regard may be to argue that impermanence is dependent, since it cannot exist in abstrac-
tion from impermanent things; no impermanent things, no impermanence. More on
the “emptiness of emptiness” below.

39. “Utp1d1d v1 tath1gat1n1m anutp1d1d v1 tath1gat1n1Å sthithaivaiù1 dharm1â1Å

dharmat1”; quoted in Prasannapad1 40.1, to which La Vallée Poussin (1970b) appends a
note with relevant cross-references. Comparable passages occur, with variants, through-
out Buddhist literature— cf., e.g., the Aù•as1hasrik1prajñ1p1ramit1 S[tra (Vaidya 1960a:
135) and the SaÅdhinirmocana S[tra (Powers 1995:62). These passages have been dis-
cussed by, inter alia, Jackson, who adduces this as an example of a correspondence the-
ory of truth among Buddhists (1993:48); Davidson (1990:295, 314), who reads the passage
similarly; and Gri‹ths (1994:177).

40. For a useful list of modern interpretations to the contrary, see Napper 1989:
709–711n240. Paradigmatic is Huntington: “the M1dhyamika’s statements are motivated
by compassion (anugraha) and not by a desire to prevail or ‘get it right’—to out-logicize
the logicians. Their purpose is merely to serve as an aid to liberation by destabilizing the
linguistic/conceptual grounds of attachment and aversion. This purpose is the sole and
final aim of a very strict soteriological pragmatism that is radically incommensurable
with Bh1vaviveka’s logical method” (2003:81).

41. The context for CandrakErti’s citation of this in the Prasannapad1 (see n39) is
diªerent; there, it is adduced by an imagined interlocutor who wonders whether it is
right to say (with CandrakErti) that N1g1rjuna’s text is dedicated to denying that any
characteristics at all can be predicated of pratEtyasamutp1da. Thus, the text is there con-
sidered only as one that might be read as a‹rming the predication of properties, and
CandrakErti’s response does not address the larger implications of the passage with
respect to a general conception of truth; rather, he simply explains that the text is of
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“provisional” meaning and thus requires interpretation. See Prasannapad1 40.7–41.3. As
seen below, however, it is not inconsistent for CandrakErti himself to cite this text in
defense of the truth of his claims, while rejecting the notion that the text warrants the
predication of any properties of dependent origination; his claim is one whose truth log-
ically precedes (indeed, makes possible) any predication in the first place.

42. “de bzhin gshegs pa rnams byung yang rung / ma byung yang rung chos rnams
gyi chos nyid ’di ni gnas pa nyid do zhes rgyas par gsungs pa chos nyid ces bya ba ni yod
do / chos nyid ces bya ba ’di yang ci zhig / mig la sogs pa ’di dag gi rang bzhin no. de dag
gi rang bzhin yang gang zhig ce na / ’di dag ni bcos ma ma yin pa dang gzhan la bltos pa
med pa gang yin pa ste / ma rig pa’i rab rib dang bral ba’i shes pas rtogs par bya ba’i rang
gi ngo bo’o” (La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:306.2–6). Passages like this are (appro-
priately) cited by dGe-lugs-pas in support of their characteristic claim that M1dhya-
mikas do (notwithstanding N1g1rjuna’s famous claim to the contrary in the Vigrahavy1-
vartanE) have some sort of “thesis.” Cf., e.g., Cabezón (1992:126), for a translation of
CandrakErti as cited by mKhas-grub-rje; and Magee (1999:43), for a translation of Can-
drakErti as cited by Tsong-kha-pa.

43. Prasannapad1 264.11–265.8 (omitting the reiteration, at 265.6, of MMK 15.2a-b):
“y1 s1 dharm1â1Å dharmat1 n1ma saiva tatsvar[paÅ. atha keyaÅ dharm1â1Å dhar-
mat1? Dharm1â1Å svabh1van. ko ’yaÅ svabh1van? prakótin. k1 ceyaÅ prakótin? yeyaÅ

é[nyat1. keyaÅ é[nyat1? nainsv1bh1vyaÅ. kim idaÅ nainsv1bh1vyaÅ? tathat1. keyaÅ

tathat1? tath1bh1vo ’vik1ritvaÅ sadaiva sth1yit1; sarvaéa-anutp1da eva hy agny1dEn1Å

paranirapekùatv1d akótrimatv1t svabh1va ity ucyate. . . . iti vyavasth1pay1m babh[vur
1c1ry1 iti vijñeyaÅ. sa caiùa bh1v1n1m anutp1d1tmakan svabh1vo ’kiÅcittvena-
abh1vam1tratv1d asvabh1va eveti kótv1 n1sti bh1vasvabh1va iti vijñeyaÅ.”

The last phrase is more naturally read as “there is no essence of existents”—although
it could also be rendered “it is not an essence of existents,” or “it is not an essence which
is an existent.” The Tibetan (“dngos po’i rang bzhin du yod pa ma yin no”) suggests
(against the most natural reading of the compound as a genitive tatpuruùa) “it is not
existent as the essence of things.” None of these readings diminishes the air of paradox
here. I read this in such a way as to best express the immediately preceding idea of
emptiness’s being “a mere absence”—hence, not itself an “existent.” This and the pre-
ceding passages are discussed by Ames (1982), which has influenced my discussion. Cf.
also Huntington 1983 and Burton 1999:213–220.

44. Cf. also, inter alia, this from the Yuktiùaù•ik1vótti: “dngos po’i rang bzhin ni ngo
bo nyid med pa yin” (The essence of things is their not having any essence [Scherrer-
Schaub 1991:64; cf. p. 218n385]). Note, too, that Bh1vaviveka’s Tarkajv1la (ad. Madhya-
makahódayak1rik1 3.26), in the course of saying what Bh1vaviveka thinks M1dhyamikas
should state formally, says, “our position is that the essence is emptiness, since that is the
essence of existents” ( kho bo cag gi phyogs la ni ngo bo nyid stong pa nyid yin te / chos
rnams kyi ngo bo nyid ni de yin pa’i phyir [Iida 1980:88]; cf. Ames 2003:46).

45. Garfield and Priest 2003:16. Garfield and Priest emphasize that this paradox
should not be taken to reflect a lack of rigor by N1g1rjuna; indeed, they rightly believe
that he is very much a rationalist, with his arguments invariably gaining their purchase
only given, e.g., the principle of noncontradiction. (Indeed, the eminently pr1saãgika
idea of the entailment of consequences positively depends upon this.) Thus N1g1rjuna
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never embraces contradictions; rather, it is invariably the case that “N1g1rjuna himself
rejects the contradiction and endorses the conventional claim whose negation entails the
contradiction” (ibid., 7). For a glimpse of the tortured passages of Tibetan exegetes who
try to resolve the paradox by systematically identifying diªerent uses of the word
svabh1va, see Magee 1999.

46. MMK 1.1; emphasis added. See Chapter 6, n6.
47. “Yo hy asvabh1vo bh1van sa n1sti; bh1v1n1Å ca é[nyat1 n1ma dharma iùyate. Na

ca-asati dharmiâi tad1érito dharma upapadyate; na hy asati bandhy1tanaye tacchy1-
mat1-upapadyata iti; tasm1d asty eva bh1v1n1Å svabh1va iti” (Prasannapad1, 240.9–11).
This passage occurs as part of CandrakErti’s commentarial introduction to N1g1rjuna’s
MMK 13.4a-b, which CandrakErti sees as expressing the challenge of an interlocutor:
“kasya sy1d anyath1bh1van svabh1é cen na vidyate” (If there is no essence, what could
change belong to?).

48. The interlocutor here is not, in other words, charging that M1dhyamika claims
entail the paradox noted above (n45)—which is a paradox that (on my reading as well
as that of Garfield and Priest 2003) N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti embrace.

49. MMK 13.4c-d: “kasya sy1d anyath1bh1van svabh1vo yadi vidyate” (La Vallée
Poussin 1970b:241). This is the second half of the verse whose first half is given at n47.

50. “yadi é[nyam idaÅ sarvam udayo n1sti na vyayan / cat[râ1m 1ryasaty1n1m abh1-
vas te prasajyate //” MMK 24.1 (p. 475.4–5).

51. “yady aé[nyam idaÅ sarvam udayo n1sti na vyayan / cat[râ1m 1ryasaty1n1m
abh1vas te prasajyate //” (If all this is not empty, there is neither production nor destruc-
tion, and it follows for you that the Four Noble Truths do not exist [MMK 24.20 (p.
505.18–506.1]).

52. So: “na nirodhan svabh1vena sato dunkhasya vidyate / svabh1vaparyavasth1n1n
nirodhaÅ pratib1dhase // sv1bh1vye sati m1rgasya bh1van1 na-upapadyate / atha-asau
bh1vyate m1rgan sv1bh1vyaÅ te na vidyate //” (There is no cessation of suªering that
exists essentially; by positing an essence, you prevent cessation. If the path is essential,
cultivation doesn’t stand to reason; if the path is to be cultivated, you cannot have an
essence [MMK 24.23–24 (p. 507)]).

53. Cf. “sarvaÅ ca yujyate tasya é[nyat1 yasya yujyate / sarvaÅ na yujyate tasya
é[nyaÅ yasya na yujyate //” (Everything is possible for the one for whom emptiness
obtains; nothing is possible for the one for whom emptiness does not obtain [MMK
24.14 (p. 500.3–4)]).

54. A related point is made by Sara McClintock, who writes that ç1ntarakùita’s provi-
sional appeal to the epistemology of DharmakErti gives way in the end before a consti-
tutively M1dhyamika concern that she characterizes as follows: “The knowledge [finally]
sought . . . is not empirical, but metaphysical, and its cornerstone is not the given, but is
reason and the human ability to analyze reality. For while the given does not remain the
same on all the levels of the sliding scale of analysis—and, at the highest level, it even
disappears—the formal elements of reasoning do” (2003:152).

55. Oetke 2003a:470. This is presumably what Oetke has in mind when he states else-
where, specifically contra characterizations of Madhyamaka as “skeptical,” that “N1g1r-
juna was a metaphysician (in a most genuine sense of the term) and that he presupposed
that it is possible to employ rational means in order to prove something about ultimate
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reality—though not in the sense that something is ascribed to ultimate reality as an
object” (2003b:152).

56. It stands to reason that CandrakErti should retain the same word, characterizing
the second-order, abstract state of aªairs as svabh1va; a universally obtaining, abstract
state of aªairs would be, by definition, noncontingent and independent of any other
state of aªairs, which is to say “self-existent” (svabh1va). CandrakErti says as much when
he states that the real essence of things (viz., their being without an essence) is “nonfab-
ricated” (akótrima, Tib. bcos ma ma yin pa); cf. nn42 and 43.

57. This idea—which is implied, e.g., by MMK 24.18—is most clearly stated at Madh-
yamak1vat1ra 6.185–6 (see n58).

58. “stong nyid ces bya’i stong nyid gang / stong nyid stong nyid du ’dod de / stong
nyi dngos pa’i blo can gyi / ’dzin pa bzlog phyir gsungs ba yin” (Madhyamak1vat1ra
6.185c-d-186, in La Vallée Poussin 1907–1912/1970a:310–311). Burton adduces this passage
as evidence for his interpretation of Madhyamaka, advancing that with an unwarranted
gloss: “If the mind’s activity of conceptual construction did not occur, there would be
no entities, and hence no true nature of entities. I suspect that this is the meaning of
CandrakErti’s declaration, in the MA, of the ‘emptiness of emptiness’ (stong nyid stong
nyid = é[nyat1é[nyat1). As CandrakErti says, the teaching of the emptiness of emptiness
opposes (bzlog) the (wrong) apprehension of emptiness as a dngos po (= bh1va)—a
dngos po being, in my judgment, here a ‘mind-independent existent’” (1999:68). But the
supposition that CandrakErti must here intend a specifically “mind-independent” entity
is unjustified, as the passage makes sense without any such qualification.

59. Cf. p. 184.
60. Recall, in this regard, the distinction (introduced in Chapter 5) between “catego-

real” and “transcendental metaphysics.”
61. Heidegger 1959:33, 35. I have taken the liberty of changing the translator’s “essent”

(which renders Heidegger’s Seiende) to “existent.”
62. Although I think that Heidegger’s “being” is best understood as something tran-

scendental to existents, Heidegger’s ways of talking about it do not generally involve the
kinds of arguments that I would characterize as “transcendental.” Nevertheless, it can
only be the case that it is as a precondition of all existents that the question of being is,
as Heidegger says, “necessarily implicit in every question” (1959:6)—which is surely a
transcendental sort of claim.

63. This is the sense of “realism” that Siderits (e.g., 1988, 1989) has in mind in charac-
terizing Madhyamaka as “antirealist”—that is, Madhyamaka is “antirealist” in the sense
that it eschews the view that “there is one true theory that correctly describes reality”
(1988:311). I would argue that there is one universally true statement about reality: that
there can be no description of reality that does not itself exemplify the most important
characteristic of reality (viz., the fact of being dependently originated). The view that
Madhyamaka can be straightforwardly characterized as simply “antirealist” misses the
importance of “N1g1rjuna’s paradox,” which discloses the ultimately metaphysical char-
acter of M1dhyamika claims. Note, though, that I attribute to Madhyamaka simply a
realist conception of truth—that is, N1g1rjuna and CandrakErti think it really is the case
that there can exist no perspective that does not itself exemplify the dependently origi-
nated character of all existents. The diªerence between this and the sort of realism that
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Siderits regards Madhyamaka as rejecting can be appreciated if we recall the distinction
(introduced in Chapter 5) between categoreal and transcendental metaphysics. Thus, if
(with Siderits) what we mean by “metaphysical realism” is that there is a categoreal
scheme that “carves reality at the joints,” then Madhyamaka is indeed antirealist; theirs
is the claim that any such scheme must necessarily exemplify the interdependent nature
of reality and that the scheme’s categories must therefore fail to provide any ultimate
explanation. But this is itself a metaphysical point: It is transcendentally true (true as a
condition of the possibility of anything else’s being the case) that no such scheme could
provide any explanation. So while Madhyamaka is opposed (indeed, constitutively so)
to the kind of “metaphysical realism” that is exemplified by the categoreal metaphysics
of 0bhidharmika Buddhists and their foundationalist heirs, it is emphatically not the
case that Madhyamaka is not making a truth claim (and indeed, a properly metaphysi-
cal one)—it is just that it is a transcendental-metaphysical claim.

64. There may, however, be some point to the putatively explanatory interests of the
0bhidharmikas, after all (and even from a M1dhyamika perspective). While Candra-
kErti’s point can be characterized as it has been here, it could nevertheless be said that
one can have a transformatively deep understanding of that fact only after having enter-
tained the philosophical project of Abhidharma. That is, in order to experience the con-
ventionally described world as itself exemplifying the ultimate truth, one must first have
“unsettled” one’s confidence in the former - which is precisely what is eªected by engag-
ing in Abhidharma’s systematic redescription of the world. Just as, for Madhyamaka, all
existents and all statements are commonly examples of “relative indications” (up1d1ya
prajñapti), Madhyamaka itself may thus be intelligible only relative to the project of
Abhidharma. This insight is reflected in the kinds of systematic (as opposed to histori-
cal) presentations of Buddhist philosophical schools that are found in Tibetan doxo-
graphical (grub mtha’; Skt., siddh1nta) literature, which characteristically represents
Buddhist philosophical schools in an ascending hierarchy of progressively more refined
positions, the thorough comprehension of each of which depends on comprehension of
the preceding. (See Dreyfus [1997: 451–460] for discussion of a characteristically dGe-
lugs-pa interpretation of how thus to situate DharmakErti’s project vis-à-vis that of Can-
drakErti.) Despite the obvious value of this way of presenting the matter, however, it is
also clear that CandrakErti himself never argues as though this were his perspective, but
unequivocally claims that a project like Dign1ga’s is not even conventionally valid.
(Thanks to Jonathan Gold for helping me appreciate this point.)

65. Cf. n33.
66. Williams 1991:205. Williams (who adduces several of the passages considered in

the foregoing section) is here discussing Huntington 1989. Cf. also n40.
67. Further reflections in this vein are developed in the conclusion.
68. Cf. n45.
69. Cf. Chapter 5, n24.
70. In the terms introduced in Chapter 5, both kinds of challenge would be instances

of normative epistemology—that is, both challenges concern the question, in the course
of considering our cognitive faculties, of whether we are justified in some range of
beliefs, and how or whether those faculties can be thought to confer such justification.
For Stern (who takes transcendental arguments to be constitutively directed at varieties
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of skepticism), the two diªerent degrees of challenge are said to exemplify, respectively,
epistemic and justificatory skepticism.

71. Ibid., 123. Among the “positive roles” he thus finds is the diagnostic role per-
formed in having clarified just what kind of “skepticism” we are up against.

72. Thus, a radical skeptic is unlikely to be persuaded if her entire point is that she
can concede that we may necessarily believe X, without thereby being entitled to say we
know X.

73. This concludes Robert Nozick’s caricature of the sort of thing that philosophical
arguments are often thought to aim at and is quoted by Gri‹ths (1998:183).

74. I hope it is clear that, by thus rephrasing Stroud’s argument conditionally, we
have already considerably weakened its force; we have now seen several arguments
(from Alston and Kum1rila, Austin and CandrakErti) to the eªect that the antecedent of
this conditional should not be accepted.

75. Most striking, in this regard, is a passage in which CandrakErti insists that it is
possible to have a “yogic” vision of the ultimate, such as exceeds even his own abilities:
“we others who desire to gain the gnosis of yogins—while yogins are seeing things as
they are—should believe in the svabh1va of dharmas as it is taught [i.e., as being
ninsvabh1vat1]. The way to explain the essencelessness of things is by appeal to what is
understood by the gnosis of yogins, as [that is made clear] in the scriptures which say
[what the svabh1va of dharmas is]; it is not by depending on our own awareness, since
we are ones the eye of whose intellect is obscured by the cataracts of ignorance” (Ma-
dhyamak1vat1rabh1ùya ad 6.107 [pp. 218–219]). See Huntington (1983:90 et passim), for
a discussion of this passage. Also to be considered in this regard would be the many
passages in which CandrakErti makes explicit the essentially ethical character of the
Buddhist project—in which he emphasizes, that is, that Madhyamaka is not only not
nihilist, but in fact represents the most ethically viable way to advance the Buddhist
project. What such passages show is that CandrakErti’s arguments presuppose that
project in particular.

76. Gri‹ths 1998:196. I do not share Gri‹ths’s view that the arguments of Buddhist
foundationalists (this article chiefly concerns Mokù1karagupta) are aptly characterized
as transcendental arguments—a view that Gri‹ths bases only in the idea (first devel-
oped by DharmakErti) that the inferences to which we are entitled are warranted by an
allegedly necessary connection (sambandha); whether or not the idea of sambandha can
rightly be said to involve necessity, this leaves out too many of the other features that I
find distinctive of transcendental arguments.

77. Though, of course, no Buddhist would admit as much, given that this position
was historically developed in the service of an arch-Brahmanical project no part of which
someone like CandrakErti would want to be seen as endorsing.

78. For an illuminating account of the relationship between these diªerent “norma-
tive stances,” see Brandom 2000:187–200.

79. Ibid., 190. For Brandom, the challenge, given a basically pragmatist account of
justification, is therefore to retain the possibility of a realist conception of truth; cf. ibid.,
196–198.

80. In fact, this form of the question is a live one particularly in discussions of the-
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ism; consider, for example, the characteristically “process-theological” critiques of clas-
sical theism developed by Charles Hartshorne, who argues that a similar conclusion fol-
lows from “classical” conceptions of theism.

81. “Nanu ca gop1l1ãgan1janaprasiddham [de Jong, following the Tibetan, reads
agop1l1ãga . . . , but I don’t see why] etad agner auùâyaÅ svabh1va iti. KiÅ khalv
asm1bhir uktaÅ na prasiddham iti. Etat tu vayaÅ br[mo na-ayaÅ svabh1vo bhavitum
arhati svabh1valakùaâaviyuktatv1t, avidy1vipary1s1nugam1t tu loko ninsvabh1vam eva
bh1vaj1taÅ sasvabh1vatvena pratipannan. Yath1 hi taimirik1s timirapratyay1d asantam
eva keé1disvabh1vaÅ sasvabh1vatvena-abhiniviù•1n. Evam avidy1timiropahatamati-
nayanatay1 b1l1 ninsvabh1vaÅ bh1vaj1taÅ sasvabh1vatvena-abhiniviù•1 yath1bhinive-
éaÅ lakùaâam 1cakùate, agner auùâyaÅ svalakùaâaÅ, tato ’nyatra-anupalambh1d as1-
dh1raâatvena svam eva lakùaâam iti kótv1. B1lajanaprasiddhy1 ca bhagavat1 tad
eva-eù1Å s1ÅvótaÅ svar[pam abhidharme vyavasth1pitam” (Prasannapad1 260.14–
261.6).

82. As La Vallée Poussin rightly notes (1903–1913/1970b:261n5); cf. Chapter 1, n14;
Chapter 6, n44.

83. Cf. “Iha hi svo bh1van svabh1va iti vyutpatter yan kótakan pad1rthan sa loke naiva
svabh1va iti vyapadiéyate” (Here [in the world], according to the etymology—[which
has it that] a svabh1va is an existent by itself—whatever thing is made is not designated
in the world as a svabh1va [Prasannapad1 260.4–8]).

84. The latter is clearly the sense that svabh1va has when (as is commonly the case)
the word is basically synonymous with svalakùaâa. Cf., inter alia, Chapter 1, nn16 and 19.

85. “na hi svabh1vo bh1v1n1Å pratyay1diùu vidyate / avidyam1ne svabh1ve parabh1-
vo na vidyate //” (La Vallée Poussin 1903–1913/1970b:78). Hayes, using the edition of
Vaidya (1960b), cites this as verse 1.5, and translates: “Surely beings have no svabh1va
when they have causal conditions. And if there is no svabh1va, there is no parabh1va”
(Hayes 1994:312; emphasis added). Hayes’s point depends in part on his here seeing,
against what is surely the more straightforward reading, a locative absolute, as indicated
in the italicized portion. On this point, see Taber 1998:215–216. See also Oetke on Mad-
hyamaka’s conflating several ideas under the term svabh1va (1990:98–101).

86. Siderits 1997b. Siderits notes that Hayes himself attempts such an account
(1994:305–307).

87. See Chapter 1, n19.
88. Cf. n6.
89. Oetke 1991:323n. See also Tillemans 2001, 2004.
90. Cf. the apt comment of Huntington: “the dichotomy of param1rtha and saÅvóti

is, like all dichotomies, simply another aspect of conventional truth, and therefore the
unqualified negation of saÅvrti on any grounds whatsoever must necessarily constitute
an equally unqualified negation of param1rtha” (1983:95).

91. In the end, then, there is a sense in which CandrakErti may thus agree with Sthira-
mati that “the conventional does not make any sense without some basis” (na hi saÅvótir
nirup1d1na yujyate [cf. Chapter 6, n59]). For CandrakErti, however, the “basis” (up1d1na)
is an abstract state of aªairs (viz., that of its being the case that any basis will always turn
out to be up1d1ya prajñapti) and not, as it is for Sthiramati, something dravyasat.
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Notes to Conclusion

1. On “scholasticism” as a comparative category, see Cabezón 1998. Though based
chiefly on his acquaintance with modern Tibetan institutions, Dreyfus (2003) is also rele-
vant here.

2. Frege 1959: §26; cf. Chapter 2, p. 52, and Chapter 7, p. 196.
3. Carl 1994:29 (quoting Frege).
4. Cf. Chapter 2, n23.
5. This point can perhaps facilitate a reconstruction of Kum1rila’s prima facie pecu-

liar idea of jñ1tat1—that is, the idea, invoked contra the Buddhist notion of “appercep-
tion” (svasaÅvitti), that one knows that one knows only by inferring this from the fact
of some object’s “being known” (jñ1tat1). (Cf. Chapter 4, n9.) Thus, Kum1rila’s point
here can be understood as expressing only the inferential description that is to be given
to our self-reflexive awareness—as expressing, in other words, the point that even
knowing the contents of one’s own mental states already presupposes propositional
commitments and that this knowledge therefore cannot coherently be thought to be
“immediate.”

6. The inferential relationship between seeing something red and seeing something
colored is a paradigm example of one of the only two kinds of “inferential” relationships
admitted by Buddhists in the tradition of Dign1ga and DharmakErti—namely, the t1d-
1tmya (categoreal) relation, which grounds an inference from subordinate (“being an
oak”) to superordinate categories (“being a tree”). Cf. Chapter 3, n56.

7. My argument here follows Brandom 2000. The trajectory of argument here is suc-
cinctly expressed by Stout (2002:36).

8. Mohanty 1966:78–79. See Chapter 4, nn57 and 62.
9. Cf. inter alia, Chapter 5, n28, and Chapter 7, n63.
10. Lincoln 1989:5 (here quoting Roland Barthes). Surely, the MEm1Åsaka project, in

particular, lends itself to this kind of characterization, as well recognized by some of its
traditional critics. See Chapter 4, n78.

11. Asad 1993:34–35. That Asad appreciates the distinction between truth and
justification is suggested by his further remark that “[e]ven Augustine held that although
religious truth was eternal, the means for securing human access to it were not” (ibid.).

12. Hadot 1995:64. For an illuminating appropriation of Hadot by a scholar of Indo-
Tibetan philosophy, see Kapstein (2001:3–26).

13. A discussion of whether this is the case figures prominently at the beginning of the
ç1barabh1ùya, where it is asked, with respect to the first of Jaimini’s MEm1Ås1 S[tras
(ath1to dharmajijñ1s1; “now after that, there is the desire to know dharma”): after what?
One of the possibilities raised is that one must thus have ritually completed the “stage”
(1érama) of a celibate student (brahmac1rin).

14. CandrakErti eloquently says as much at Madhyamak1vat1ra 6.4–5.
15. According to Schubert Ogden (1992:23–26, 53–78), this is the a priori view charac-

teristically defended by theological “pluralists” like John Hick—against which, Ogden
proposes the logically significant alternative view that more than one religion may be
true, though whether or not this is the case cannot be known a priori. The position I am
commending, moreover, does not commit us to the a priori view that all beliefs are
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justified (justifiably held)—only to the view that whether they are is a complex and con-
text-sensitive matter that need not require the various subjects of beliefs to have shown
(or even to be able to show) that they are. It remains possible, however, to judge a belief
not only false, but unjustifiably held.

16. Fish 2002:34. This point enables Fish succinctly to frame the issue here at stake:
Only if there were such indisputable norms “could the question ‘Is this a religious war?’
be a real question, as opposed to a tendentious thesis pretending to be a question, which
it is. That is to say, the question ‘Is this a religious war?’ is not a question about the war;
it is the question that is the war” (ibid., 35). 

17. Stout 2004:255; see also Stout 2002. Stout understands that this point is also use-
ful in explaining something that P1rthas1rathi thinks UÅveka cannot explain: how our
own beliefs can change (how, that is, we can judge some of our own earlier beliefs to
have been overridden). Thus, one “can be justified in believing a moral claim at one
point in his life and justified in rejecting precisely the same claim at a later point, whereas
the truth-value of the claim has remained the same all along” (2004:240). This is the
point that P1rthas1rathi made in terms of a non-pram1âa’s having been one all along,
regardless of the initial cognition’s having had pr1m1âya. This explanation of change in
one’s own beliefs is usefully invoked as an argument for respecting the possibly justified
status of others with whom we disagree: “The line of reasoning that counsels humility
with respect to our own beliefs also counsels charity toward strangers. . . . That is what
we should expect if being justified in believing something is a contextual aªair. Unless
we are prepared to give up our own beliefs at the points of conflict, we shall have to say,
on pain of self-contradiction, that some of their beliefs are false. But unless we can show
that they have acquired their beliefs improperly or through negligence, we had better
count them as justified in believing as they do” (ibid., 234).

18. It often turns out, though, to be di‹cult to be certain that this is so. The more
deeply one delves into such highly ramified systems of belief as, say, “Buddhism,” the
more complex and in need of qualification any one of its claims turns out to be. This is
the most compelling reason why Ogden (1992) is right to consider the possible truth of
rival beliefs a necessarily a posteriori question. Some judgments in the matter may have
to await the findings of a lifetime of inquiry.

19. Stout 2004:245. For further reflections on truth as something like a “regulative
ideal,” see also ibid., 248–256.
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Sellars, Wilfrid, 36–37, 41–42, 48, 54, 232n21,

233n24, 236n64, 236n67, 257n5

sense data, 23, 25, 32–34, 36, 46–47, 54, 90,

101, 117, 179, 181, 206, 226n31, 226n38,

232n17, 277n8. See also pram1âaphala,

svalakùaâas, svasaÅvitti

Siderits, Mark, 121, 159, 171, 201–02, 233n33,

257n4, 260n33, 266n47, 267n53, 269n66,

272n80, 273n92, 275n108, 284–85n63

skandhas, 13, 17, 22; 160–1, 167, 269n69

skepticism, 122–23, 132–34, 194, 222n5,

259n30, 285–86nn70–72; Madhyamaka

and, 6, 120–21, 131, 134–39, 145, 211,

220n8, 259n28, 283n55; normative 

epistemology and, 122–23, 135. See also

Madhyamaka/M1dhyamika

çlokav1rttika (of Kum1rila Bha••a), 66–73,

89, 220n15, 245n69, 252n49; editions of,

239n22

çlokav1rttikavy1khy1t1tp1rya•Ek1 (“çVTT,”

of UÅveka), 76–81, 239n22

Spinoza, Baruch, 8

Sprung, Mervyn, 260n1

Staal, J. F., 220n11, 236n61

Stcherbatsky, Th., 15, 24, 33, 229n53, 260n1,

268n55, 276n113

Stern, Robert, 126–27, 131, 194–95, 198–99,

258n9, 285n70

Sthiramati, 158–59, 170–71, 275n109, 287n91

Stout, Jeffrey, 215–16, 237n73, 256n78, 288n7,

289n17

Strawson, P. F., 181–82, 258n14, 258n18

Streng, Frederick, 274n101

Stroud, Barry, 194–95, 198, 259n24

Sucaritamiéra, 73, 76, 83, 88, 106, 239n22,

241n35, 241–42nn37–38, 243nn51–52,

245n78, 247–48n12, 250n32

é[nyat1. See emptiness

svabh1va (“essence”), 19–20, 22, 75, 223n15,
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243n55; abstract suffixes and, 20, 22,

224n19; ninsvabh1vat1, nainsv1bh1vyam

(“being without an essence”) as, 186–

87, 204, 211, 284n56; Madhyamaka and,

135, 137, 145, 166, 170, 188–90, 203–04,

262n12, 276n104, 282n43, 283n45; possible

equivocations on, 200–02, 287n85;

svalakùaâa and, 19, 201, 224n20, 266n49;

theory of types and, 184–7. See also

essence

svalakùaâa: 0bhidharmika “defining char-

acteristics”: 18–20, 22, 223n14; svabh1va

and, 19, 201, 200–01, 223–24n16, 224n20,

266n49, 287n84; conventional usage for

CandrakErti, 152–58, 159–61, 176, 200–

01, 265n34, 265n44, 267n53, 270n70,

273n96, 279n25; “unique particulars”

(objects of perception for Dign1ga and

DharmakErti): 17, 24–25, 28–30, 32–34,

45, 226n36, 226n38, 227n41, 228n49,

229n53, 229–30n60, 230n63, 231n16; as

sense data, 36, 54, 117–18, 226–27n39;

Tsong-kha-pa on, 267–68n54. See also

pram1âaphala, sense data, svabh1va,

svasaÅvitti

svaprak1éatva, 247n9

svasaÅvitti (“apperception”), 101, 108,

232n20, 235n56, 246n84, 278n17; Candra-

kErti’s critique of, 156, 235n56, 267n51;

Dign1ga and, 34–35, 44; incorrigibility

of, 36; KamalaéEla and ç1ntarakùita and,

47, 98, 231n7; MEm1Åsaka critique of,

90, 247n9, 288n5. See also perception,

pratyakùa

Svatanpr1m1âyanirâaya, chapter of Ny1ya-

ratnam1l1 (P1rthaé1rathimiéra), 89,

246n2

svatan, translation of, 74

svatan pr1m1âya. See intrinsic validity

Sv1tantrika. See Madhyamaka

Swinburne, Richard, 259n21

Taber, John, 78, 80, 109, 238n10, 242n38,

245–46n81, 246n6, 247n9, 256n75

t1d1tmya (“categoreal relation”), 75, 288n6

tadutpatti (“causal relation”), 75

Tantrav1rttika (of Kum1rila), 66

TattvasaÅgraha (of ç1ntarakùita), 47, 75,

100, 102, 232n17, 239–40n22, 241n35,

242n38, 243n52, 243nn54–55, 252n49,

252n52

TattvasaÅgrahapañjik1 (of KamalaéEla), 

75, 98, 243–44n55; UÅveka quoted in,

244n58, 244–45n67

testimony, 63, 112, 256n74, 279n29

‘that’-clauses, 206, 233nn23–24, 233n29,

237n73. See also intentionality, judgment,

propositional

theory of types, 184–85, 187, 190–91

Thurman, Robert, 261n5, 267–68nn54–55,

270n71

Tillemans, Tom, 39, 142, 232n21, 252n52,

260n36, 261n4

transcendental argument, 5–6, 8, 139–41,

147, 163, 172, 175, 198–99, 217, 237n70,

258n14, 258n16, 284n62, 286n76; charac-

terized, 124–30, 258n9, 258n20; M1dh-

yamika, 151, 179–80, 182, 188–89, 191–

93, 204, 210–11, 284–85n63; objections 

to, 130–31, 193–96. See also CandrakErti,

Kant, metaphysics, N1g1rjuna, necessity,

self-contradiction

TriÅéik1bh1ùya (of Sthiramati). See

Sthiramati

truth, epistemic conceptions of, 16, 48,

50–51, 61–63, 77–79, 81, 102–03, 106, 123,

130, 199, 207, 209, 212; justification and,

51, 53, 60, 61, 77–78, 92, 96–97, 106, 108–

09, 197–98, 199, 212–17; pram1âa and, 

92, 96, 109, 210; pr1m1âya and, 60–62,

77–80, 92, 96, 211; realist conception of,

6, 9, 51–54, 70, 77, 84, 86, 91–92, 94, 96,

103, 107–08, 110, 129–30, 186,196–99, 209.

See also justification, metaphysics, skep-

ticism, two truths

Tsong-kha-pa, 260n36, 261n5, 263n20,

267n52, 267–68n54, 270n71, 282n42

§[p•Ek1 (of Kum1rila), 66
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“two truths,” broadly 0bhidharmika notion

of, 21, 23, 28–29, 54–55, 118–20, 225n22;

M1dhyamika notion of, 120, 141, 147,

158–59, 161–62, 170–72, 176, 183–84, 191,

204. See also conventional, emptiness,

param1rthasat(ya), saÅvótisat(ya)

types, theory of. See theory of types

UÅveka Bha••a, 6, 62, 67, 70–71, 85–88, 97,

211, 244n64; Buddhists and, 99, 244n58,

244–45n67, 246n82, 250n32, 251n38; inter-

pretation of intrinsic validity of, 76–81,

244n59, 244n62, 245n69, 245n72, 246n82,

248n14; P1rthas1rathimiéra on, 90–93,

96, 103–05, 108, 240n25, 240n32, 242n38,

247n8, 247n12, 249n27, 253n57, 289n17. See

also çlokav1rttikavy1khy1t1tp1rya•Ek1
unique particulars. See svalakùaâa

upac1ra. See figurative usage

up1d1na (appropriated basis), 159, 161, 167–

68, 173, 268n60, 287n91

up1d1tó (“appropriator”), 159, 161, 165–67,

169, 171, 173, 273n91

up1d1ya prajñ1pti, 162–73, 170, 182, 204,

270nn70–72, 272n88, 274n97, 274n101,

274–75n104, 275n107, 285n64 

*Up1d1yaprajñaptiprakaraâa (attributed 

to Dign1ga), 270n72

Uveyaka, UÅveka referred to as, 244n58

Vaibh1ùika, 13–14, 18, 223n12, 225nn25–26

Vaidyan1tha, 250n32

validity, pr1m1âya as, 62, 238n12; intrinsic:

See intrinsic validity

v1rttika, genre of commentary, 66, 221n22,

222n7

Vasubandhu, 13–15, 17–23, 28–30, 34, 129, 222n2,

222n9, 223n12, 223n14, 224n20, 225n28,

227n42, 275n109. See also Abhidharma/

0bhidharmika, Abhidharmakoéa(bh1ùya),

ViÅéatik1
verificationism, 82–83, 112, 131

Vibhramaviveka (of Maâbanamiéra), 77

vic1ra (“critical examination”), 161

Vigrahavy1vartanE (of N1g1rjuna), 1, 144–

45, 172, 188, 242n40, 257nn3–4, 261n8,

261–62n12, 262n17, 264n32, 282n42

vijñ1na (“perceptual cognition”), as 0bhi-

dharmika precursor to pratyakùa, 18–19,

223n14

ViÅéatik1 (of Vasubandhu), 23, 34

viéeùaâa/ viéeùya (“qualification/qualified”),

29–30, 156–159

vóttik1ra, 238n13, 239n18

vyavasth1paka/vyavasth1pya, 46–47

vyutpatti. See etymology

warrant. See justification, pram1âa

Wayman, Alex, 231n16

Whitehead, Alfred North, 168–69, 

274n98

William, Michael, 122–23

Williams, Paul, 18, 164, 192, 225n25, 271n75,

272n80

Wittgenstein, Ludwig, 40, 52, 136, 196, 212,

215, 259n30

Yaéomitra, 20, 28, 202, 224nn19–20
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